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“Let us step out into the night and pursue that flighty temptress,
adventure.”
–Albus Dumbledore,
Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince by J.K. Rowling

Introduction

“The consequences of our actions are always so complicated, so diverse,
that predicting the future is a very difficult business indeed...”
–Albus Dumbledore,
Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban by J.K. Rowling

Scope

“To be quite concrete, I predict that immunology will be completely solved within fifty
years from now.”

T

hose were the words of Nobel Laureate Niels Jerne in 1969 1 . As it turns out, he was a
tad too optimistic, because the year 2019 did not bring us the answers to all questions
immunology-related. It did bring us Covid-19.
What can we learn from the pandemic that followed? There is one particular lesson I would
like to highlight here. It may seem unrelated to immunology at first sight, but ties in nicely
with the topic of this thesis. We find its essence in the slogan used by the Dutch government
to promote social distancing:
“Alleen samen krijgen we corona onder controle.”
(“Only together will we get corona under control.”)
Let’s zoom in on the first part of that sentence: “only together”. We were told to practise
social distancing not (just) to protect ourselves, but also to keep others safe. The masks we
became familiar with barely protected their wearers, but might slow the spread of the virus if
worn by enough people at once. These actions were effective, but only if enough people took
them.
So what is the lesson I am talking about? We learnt that in a complex system like our society,
where individuals interact, the effects of our actions can strongly depend on the actions of
others. And we learnt that the results of such an interplay can be counterintuitive.
Take the much-debated issue of herd immunity, for example. When enough of us are immune to a virus, others gain a sort of “immunity by association”. Even if they remain susceptible themselves, they are still protected to some extent—if the immunity of others slows
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down the virus enough to keep it in check. On the level of the entire population, an immunity
can emerge that goes beyond the immunity of individual citizens. In other words: the whole is
more than the sum of its parts.
And that is not just true for humans in times of corona; our world contains countless examples where simple “units” defy our expectations once they form a collective and start interacting. Birds flying together each use limited information to choose their way, yet the flock
as a whole can perform highly sophisticated maneuvers. The bits in a computer can only ever
be 0 or 1, but a few gigabytes of them can beat champions at chess. The neurons in our brain
each fire in relatively simple on-or-off signals, but their entire network somehow captures the
full complexity of what makes us us. Again, the whole is not just the sum of its parts.
So what if we apply this concept to T cells? We have known for decades now that T cells—
as our immune system’s “clean-up crew” for infected and cancerous cells—are vital to shield
us from disease. Yet we also know that our bodies contain millions of T cells. They convene
in “control room organs” like the lymph nodes, thymus, and spleen, or at sites of infection or
cancer. Over the years, the field of T-cell immunology has uncovered many mechanisms by
which T cells develop, signal, self-regulate, move, and otherwise function in this process. But
what happens when T cells act in concert? That is the question central to this thesis: In what
ways is the T-cell collective, as a whole, more than the sum of its parts?
More specifically, this thesis explores this question in two themes of T-cell immunology
research. First, we examine the T-cell repertoire, the diverse collection of highly specialised

Flocking birds can perform highly sophisticated maneuvers. Image by Ron Pechler.
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T cells our body contains. Once again, viewing this repertoire through a collective lens reveals
new layers of complexity you would not expect from the sum of its individual T-cell parts.
Second, we turn our attention to the field of T-cell migration. How can T cells efficiently get
where they need to be? Here, too, interactions between a T cell, its neighbours, and its environment can produce motion patterns that defy our expectations. All in all, we’ll see many
cases where interactions between a collective’s units make all the difference—revealing new
secrets of T-cell “crowds”.

“What’s comin’ will come, an’ we’ll meet it when it does.”
–Rubeus Hagrid,
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire by J.K. Rowling

Outline

H

ow might a more collective view on T-cell function contribute to our knowledge of T-cell
immunology? Chapter 1 will explore this question by starting from the major milestones of (T-cell) immunology’s past. In the story of how the field developed, we find several key concepts and recurring questions that have driven the field forward over the years—
many of which remain at the heart of our understanding of T-cell function today. This chapter
provides the broader context for the presented work and introduces the two central themes
this thesis will explore: the collective aspects of the T-cell repertoire and T-cell migration.
After introducing the open questions in these fields, the chapter will discuss why a holistic
look at T cells as a collective might provide crucial new insights.
Part I—T-cell repertoires: how the immune system learns
Part I will explore the first of the abovementioned themes: the T-cell repertoire. As described
in Chapter 1, the properties of the T-cell repertoire have been debated throughout immunology’s history—but we will see that new levels of complexity emerge when we view these
properties through a collective lens.
Specifically, Chapter 2 will show how a seemingly simple process can equip the T-cell repertoire with the surprising ability to “learn by example”. This part also contains a small feature article explaining the essence of Chapter 2 for a broader audience.
Part II—Software: a toolbox for studying cell migration in silico
Before we continue to the second theme of this thesis—T-cell migration—Part II will provide
the necessary toolbox in the form of two software packages built to study cell motion in silico.
Chapter 3 presents an R package to analyse (T–)cell migration data. The package supports
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the interpretation of complex datasets by providing methods for quality control, quantification, visualisation, clustering, and simulation.
In Chapter 4, we implement a popular computational model formalism that can simulate
realistic cell migration. In particular, we demonstrate how an unorthodox choice of programming language (JavaScript) allows us to build highly interactive simulations, and show how
this may help the field forward by bridging the gap between experimental and computational
biologists.
Part III—T-cell migration: from single cells to crowd dynamics
In Part III, we put these software contributions to use and turn to the second theme of this
thesis: T-cell migration. Specifically, we will examine how T-cell motion is governed at multiple spatial scales and levels of complexity, ranging from single cells to crowd dynamics.
In Chapter 5, we begin at the level of the single cell by showing that an existing model of
cell migration can capture a known “law” of cell motion—without having been designed for
that task. This chapter highlights how complex motion patterns can emerge spontaneously
from interactions between a cell’s shape, intracellular dynamics, and the environment.
Chapter 6 explores the functional consequences of this finding by asking: to what extent
can T cells evolve motion patterns that help them search for antigen, given these complex
dynamics? We’ll see that evolving an “optimal” search strategy is not as straightforward as it
may seem.
Finally, Chapter 7 works towards understanding the collective aspects of T-cell motion:
how does motility change when you put many moving (T) cells together in a crowded environment? This chapter takes a first step in embedding the field of T-cell migration into the
broader field of crowd dynamics, and shows how we can gain novel insights into T-cell crowds
by learning from other systems.
The thesis ends with a general discussion in Chapter 8. After revisiting the broader context
we started with in Chapter 1, it discusses the approach taken in this thesis in the context of
existing work in the field, and then summarises the “lessons learned” from this approach. The
chapter will revisit the question: when and where is the T-cell collective more (or less) than
the sum of its parts—and what does that mean for our understanding of T-cell function?
On a final note, towards the end of this thesis you will find a Glossary, which explains terms
and abbreviations recurring throughout the thesis. These terms are highlighted and indexed
the first time they appear in a chapter, and in some cases a second time (if their definition is
further clarified later on). For example: T-cell repertoire and T-cell migration.
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“Differences of habit and language are nothing at all if our aims are
identical and our hearts are open.”
–Albus Dumbledore,
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire by J.K. Rowling

Chapter 1

Introducing T-cell immunology
Stories of mice, men, and theoretical models
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I

t is the year 430 BC, and the city of Athens is in lockdown. Prompted by their ruler Pericles,
many have sought shelter inside the city; for the Second Peloponnesian War has just begun and the threat of Spartan attacks looms outside the city walls. Tragically, the collective
retreat to “safety” only provides fertile soil for the other threat that is infiltrating the city unseen: the Plague of Athens.
Over the next few years, this epidemic would kill roughly a quarter of Athens’ population.
Amidst the ensuing panic lived Greek historian Thucydides, who provides us with the first
written record of the concept of immunity 1 :

“Those who had come through the disease [...] were now feeling confident for themselves,
as the disease did not attack the same person a second time, [...] and in their immediate
elation cherished the vain hope that for the future they would be immune to death from
any other disease.”

From Thucydides’ writings, we see that Athenians had realised an important truth: those
who had recovered would not fall ill again. Thus, they not only knew that immunity against
disease existed, but also that it could be acquired: people had less natural resistance when first
stricken by the disease, but gained this immunity only once they had survived it. And Thucydides noticed another crucial aspect of this acquired immunity. He describes the hope to be
immune from any other disease as vain; he must have realised that the acquired immunity
was speciﬁc to this one disease and did not offer protection from just any illness.
The story of Athens tells us that two key properties of our immune system may have been
known even then: it is adaptive (allowing it to acquire immunity to a disease after learning how
to respond adequately), and it is specific (tailoring these responses to each disease). These two
properties form the basis of what we now know as our adaptive immune system. This system
is also where we’ll find the main character of this book: the T cell.
This chapter begins with the story of how T cells were discovered. Describing how—from
the quest for understanding acquired immunity—a basic theory of immunology arose that
we still use today, the first section introduces several key concepts to readers less familiar
with immunology (expert readers may wish to skip this section). The other sections will then
introduce two aspects of T-cell function that remain incompletely understood today: (1) the
behaviour of the T-cell repertoire, and (2) the cell’s remarkable ability to navigate the many
tissues of the (human) body. We discuss how viewing T cells through a collective lens might
help solve these puzzles in the future.
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Stories of the T cell’s past
Ancient “immunology”
Thucydides had realised both the existence and specificity of acquired immunity. But its origins remained elusive—even when the world learned to actively induce immunity against a
particularly lethal disease: smallpox. Smallpox had conquered most of the world by the 10th
century CE, when someone (most likely a Chinese scholar) made a revolutionary discovery:
by exposing a healthy person to the disease in a controlled setting, you could give them a mild
form they would likely survive—and that would grant them immunity for the future 2–5 . This
“preventive immunisation” was a major milestone in healthcare and would later be refined
into what we know as vaccination. It worked, but nobody knew why it did.
That is not to say that the spectacular example of smallpox immunity had not inspired theories. These theories were diverse and depended greatly on their creator’s view on disease. If
disease was a punishment from the gods, then (acquired) immunity naturally meant that you
had been forgiven and cleared of sins. If disease came from an “innate seed” you were born
with, then that seed would be depleted after the disease ran its course. Even when the realisation dawned that diseases can be “infectious”, spreading from person to person, similar
depletion theories persisted; disease was seen as a fire burning down a forest, and a second
infection could do no harm simply because there were no trees left to burn.
All these theories, while diverse, had something in common: the body played no active part,
acting only as passive recipient of changes wrought by the disease itself 6 . So while the world
was familiar with the idea of acquired immunity, nobody had yet realised that the body harboured an “immune system” to fight disease. That realisation had to await the end of the 19th
century, after Louis Pasteur and Robert Koch showed that diseases were caused by “germs” or
pathogens invading from outside 4 . The shifting view on disease would once again spark new
theories of immunity—and this time, they would feature a more active role for the body itself.
But the first such theory would come from an unexpected source.
Around 1900: a new science arises in a tale of two theories
In 1882, Ilya Metchnikoff had just left his professorship of Zoology to pursue an interest in
embryology and study the starfish 4,7 . The starfish’s transculent larvae could—even then—
be studied under the microscope alive, allowing Metchnikoff to see moving cells in action in a
living animal. Then, one day, he had an eureka moment 8 :
“I remained alone with my microscope, observing the life in the mobile cells of a transparent starfish larva, when a new thought suddenly flashed across my brain. It struck me
that similar cells might serve in the defense of the organism against intruders.”

1
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To test his idea, Metchnikoff stuck a splinter in a larva and watched as mobile cells from the
hemolymph (the starfish “blood”) engulfed it 7,8 . This finding inspired the new cellular theory
of immunology: the body contained special cells to actively fight off invading pathogens. For
the first time, here was a theory where the host body was not merely a passive victim, but an
active protagonist 6 . And importantly, it featured cells at the heart of immunity.
But Metchnikoff’s ideas rapidly met with resistance. Microscopists had seen Metchnikoff’s
phagocytes for years in the pus formed in serious wounds and infectious diseases, but they
viewed this “inflammatory response” as a harmful part of the disease itself. Why should they
believe Metchnikoff, a zoologist, claiming that inflammation was an active and even helpful
defense of the body against foreign invaders 8–10 ?
Instead, Metchnikoff’s opponents formed their own competing humoral theory of immunology, claiming that it was not cells, but some soluble substance in the bodily fluids that conferred immunity. This theory was much easier to swallow for the scientists of the day: for
2 millennia, they had believed disease to be the result of imbalances between the four “humours” (blood, phlegm, yellow and black bile). Even though the new “germ” theory of disease
was replacing this old Greek dogma, it was then only five years old; and the lingering idea of
humoral importance strengthened the humoralist camp in its belief that immunity must be
humoral, not cellular, in nature 8 .
At first, both theories existed side by side. But in 1890, Behring and Kitasato showed that
animals injected with bacterial toxins developed soluble “anti-toxins” or antibodies in their
blood. These could bind and neutralise the toxin antigens of that specific pathogen, but not
others: the immunity was specific. Moreover, a non-exposed animal could acquire immunity if
it got such antibodies from another animal 11 .
As antibodies against more and more different antigens were found over the 1890s, confidence in the humoral theory grew 8,12 . Interest in cells temporarily waned, but the cell would
soon make its comeback: over the next fifty years, three puzzling observations would challenge the antibody-centric dogma and lay the foundations for modern (T-cell) immunology.
The central questions of immunological theory
Puzzle 1: the speciﬁcity and diversity of immune recognition

With the agent responsible for immunity uncovered (or so it seemed), the debate turned to
a new question: how did the body make these disease-specific antibodies—and how did it
know to produce the right ones at the right time?
A first answer came in 1897 from Paul Ehrlich. He suggested that antibodies naturally occurred as “receptors” or “side chains” on the surface of cells. These receptors were chemical
molecules, each speciﬁc for that particular antigen molecule that could fit its structure like a
key fitting a lock (Figure 1.1). When a pathogen entered the blood, its antigens would bind the
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antigens

specific,
“lock-key”
binding

1

side chain,
receptor

soluble receptors: antibodies

Each cell naturally has various receptors or side chains on its The antigen then stimulates the cell to make more of
surface. A pathogen’s antigens only interact with the specific these side chains. Some are released from the cell as
soluble antibodies.
side chains to which they “fit”.

Figure 1.1: Ehrlich’s side-chain model.
(Figure adapted from Ehrlich’s original drawings, obtained from the Wellcome library 13 ).

cell-bound receptor and stimulate the cell to produce more; that way, the body would generate large amounts only of those antibodies whose antigen was actually present 10 (Figure 1.1).
Ehrlich’s theory was influential because it focused attention on the chemical nature of the
antibody-antigen interaction, but it did not persist. Over the years, more and more different antibodies were discovered—even against antigens a normal body would never be exposed to. Why would the body produce “natural receptors” against antigens it would never
encounter? And how could it be equipped with natural receptors for this seemingly endless
range of possible antigens? Ehrlich’s theory could not explain the observed diversity of existing antibodies 10,14 .
Puzzle 2: the discovery of cell-mediated immunity

The initial discoveries of antibodies in the late 19th century had shown that blood “serum”
could transfer immunity from animal to animal. Since serum contains no cells, these findings
supported the humoralist belief that cells were not all that necessary for acquiring immunity.
Apparently, once you had the antibodies in the serum, you no longer needed the cells.
But over the years, more and more immune reactions emerged—and some did seem to depend on cells. Take the “hypersensitivity” we get when our skin swells up from an allergy, a
bee sting, or a toxin (e.g. from a poison ivy plant). It gradually became clear that all these reactions were actually immune responses: they arose when the immune system overreacted to
some foreign substance it perceived as dangerous. And while some (the bee sting) behaved
as the early-day immunologists had come to expect, others did not. The skin of tuberculosis
patients would react when exposed to bacterial proteins—but unlike the “normal” immune
responses, this response was not transferable by cell-free sera 15 . Likewise, the rejection of organ transplants was finally explained as an immune overreaction—but why did searches for
the responsible antibodies keep coming up empty? 16
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Then, an accidental discovery by Karl Landsteiner and Merrill Chase provided answers.
Like others, they had tried and failed to transfer tuberculosis hypersensitivity from animal
to animal—until one day, they could! Careful examination of the samples revealed a mistake;
the “serum” had not been properly filtered and still had live cells in it 17,18 . Apparently, those
cells were crucial to transfer immunity. A similar cell-dependence was later found for the unexplained rejection of transplanted organs 19 . Thus, next to the classical, antibody-mediated
responses of the 1890s, there was now a series of cell-mediated immune phenomena to explain.
Could cells have a role in immunity (beyond that of an antibody factory) after all?
Puzzle 3: the origins of self-tolerance

One of the early antibody-related discoveries was that animals could raise immunity against
blood cells from another species or individual—but never their own blood. This finding led
Paul Ehrlich to his belief of “horror autotoxicus”: no organism will endanger itself by making “auto”-antibodies against its own cells 20,21 . Basically, Ehrlich predicted that auto-immunity
could not exist. But nobody was yet concerned about what should prevent the body from
generating such auto-antibodies.
This changed just after World War II, when geneticist Ray Owen showed that non-identical
twin calfs could exchange (stem) cells in the womb. These calfs had not one, but two sets of
blood cells: one genetically their own, and one from their twin 22 . Remarkable was that neither
calf ever made antibodies against their twin’s cells—even if their twin had a different blood
type (which normally would be a recipe for disaster, like in a blood transfusion gone wrong).
Owen’s study provided a first clue as to how the body might prevent auto-immunity. In
1949, his findings led Macfarlane Burnet and Frank Fenner to propose that immunological
(self-)tolerance could be learned during embryonic life. Any antigens present during this critical time window would later be tolerated by the immune system. Normally, that would only
be self-antigens—but also the blood cell antigens of Owen’s twin calfs would fall into this
category 23 . It soon became clear that Burnet and Fenner were right: you could indeed induce
tolerance to an antigen by providing it early in life 24 . The first step was made, but the riddle
itself remained unsolved: theories of antibody formation still had to explain how the immune
system acquired such “specific tolerance” during embryonic life.
Time for a new theory

Thus, around 1950, cracks had appeared in the ruling dogma of antibody-mediated immunity.
There was a need for a new theory that could explain (1) how immune recognition could be
both highly specific and highly diverse, (2) the unexpected role of cell-mediated immunity,
and (3) how the immune system acquired specific tolerance to some, but not other antigens.
It was time for the cell to make its comeback.
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1
cell clones with each a single, unique receptor

Our diverse repertoire consists of many cell clones, each unique.

antibodies

Delete: clones for
self-antigens
“memory”
specific “fit”

The receptor recognises its
antigen specifically. Any new
antigen only triggers those cells
with a receptor that fits.

Keep: self-tolerant repertoire

Any clones with receptors for “self”antigens are filtered out at an early
stage, ensuring that the repertoire is
self-tolerant.

A cell triggered by its antigen yields more
cells of the same clone. Some start to
produce soluble antibodies, others remain
as memory for later.

Figure 1.2: Burnet’s clonal selection theory.
Burnet explained not only how immune recognition could be both speciﬁc and diverse, but also the
phenomena of immune memory and self-tolerance.

Clonal selection and the immunological repertoire
The late 1950s saw the birth of the theory everyone was waiting for, which was essentially a
revision of Ehrlich’s side-chain theory from 60 years earlier. A first version came from Jerne
in 1955 25 , which was then modified by David Talmage 14 and Macfarlane Burnet 26 two years
later. Burnet’s “clonal selection theory” prevailed and remains today (in modified form) a
central theory of acquired immunity.
Like Ehrlich, Burnet predicted that a large variety of antibodies existed naturally on the
surface of cells as receptors (Figure 1.2). But unlike Ehrlich, Burnet could explain where this
variety of natural receptors came from: he suggested that there were different cells or “clones”,
each producing a unique antibody specific to its own antigen. A diverse repertoire of these cells
could then arise through some (still to be determined) genetic mutation process.(a) Once an
(a) As

it had just been discovered that DNA, a mutable substance, encoded protein (and thus antibody)
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antigen triggered a cell by engaging its receptor, that cell could divide to yield more cells of the
same clone. These new cells could either become antibody-producers, or remain in the body
long after the infection as immunological “memory”. And if each clone had just one specificity,
immunological tolerance could be achieved simply by deleting all clones that responded to
antigens early in life.
Thus, many of the open questions were suddenly solved (Figure 1.2); Burnet had explained
specificity, diversity, memory, and tolerance all in one go (he did not address the difference
between antibody-mediated and cell-mediated immune phenomena, but this puzzle would
soon be solved as well). Importantly, Burnet’s theory switched the focus back from the antibody towards the cell as the unit of immunity. But the mystery remained exactly what these
clonal cells were.
The lymphocyte as the clonal selection unit
Meanwhile, it was commonly known that the blood contained several types of “leukocytes”
or white blood cells. One of those types belonged to the lymphocytes. William Hewson had
discovered them in 1774 while studying a lymph node’s contents under the microscope 27 :
“...we observe an almost infinite number of small cells, not such as have been before described, or that have been supposed to exist in the lymphatic glands, but others too small
to become visible to the naked eye.”
But even though lymphocytes had been known for nearly two hundred years, their physiological function remained elusive until the early 1960s. As late as 1957, a Nature editorial summarised available knowledge as 28 :
“Very little is known about the life-history of the lymphocyte and virtually nothing about
its function.”
Then, in a series of innovative experiments in rats and mice, James Gowans finally showed
that lymphocytes could respond to antigen by initiating immune responses, and that they
could change into the antibody-producing cells that would later become known as plasma
cells 29,30 . He had just found Burnet’s cellular unit of immunity.
Gowans’s discoveries were groundbreaking; he allegedly received a standing ovation after
presenting his findings at a conference in 1962 31 (no small feat for a scientific talk). His work
provided the foundations of modern cellular immunology 32 . The time had come for the T cell
to enter the stage.
structure, the idea of a diverse receptor repertoire was likely a lot more believable in the late 1950s
than when Ehrlich proposed it 60 years earlier.
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Thymus-derived “T” cells and cell-mediated immunity
At the onset of the 1960s, the thymus was broadly known as an organ of the lymphoid system. What was not known was its immunological function. Attempts to uncover this by
removing the organ from adult animals failed; such “thymectomised” animals seemed perfectly healthy, as if they had no need for a thymus at all! Then, in 1961, Jacques Miller showed
that these thymectomies had a radically different effect when performed in newly born mice
instead of adult ones; suddenly, thymectomy depleted lymphocyte stores and incapacitated
the immune system 33 . Miller went on to show why: early in life, the thymus yielded the predecessors of the “immunologically competent” lymphocytes found elsewhere 33–35 . This was
why thymectomy had no effect in adult mice, which already had enough cells in other organs
to buffer the lack of new cells coming from the thymus.
Miller’s new strategy then prompted another crucial discovery, this time in a somewhat unexpected animal: the chicken. Unlike mammals, birds have a second “thymus-like” lymphoid
organ called the bursa of Fabricius. By applying Miller’s idea of removing either the thymus or
the bursa early in the chick’s life, Warner, Szenberg, and Burnet found that each organ played
its part in different types of immune responses: the cells derived from the bursa handled antibody production, while the cells derived from the thymus triggered transplant rejection.
Simply put, there appeared to be a division of labour in the immune system 36,37 .
Subsequent studies confirmed this idea: the chicken’s bursa-dependent (B) and thymusdependent (T) lymphocytes, B cells and T cells in short, were associated with different types of
immune responses and even resided in different regions of the lymph nodes and spleen 38,39 .
A similar separation was soon found in mammals 40 , where the bone marrow functions as the
equivalent of the bird’s bursa (and lucky for us, also starts with the letter B) 41 .
Thus, seventy years after the initial “cellularist” versus “humoralist” battle, the two camps
were reunited. The emerging picture of acquired immunity featured two classes of lymphocytes: a humoral arm of B cells mediating antibody production, and a cell-mediated arm of T cells
driving antibody-independent phenomena. Was the story of immunology complete?
The end in sight?
Let us look back to Jerne’s words from 1969 (which we first encountered on page 7) 42 :
“To be quite concrete, I predict that immunology will be completely solved within fifty
years from now.”
It is now perhaps easier to understand why Jerne, towards the end of the 1960s, considered
the complete solution to immunology to be within hand’s reach. Burnet’s clonal selection
theory had resolved most of the issues raised in the first half of the century, and the discovery

1
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of the T cell had finally clarified the role of cell-mediated immunity as well. To Jerne, it would
have seemed as if the big problems were dealt with and all that was left was to dot the i’s and
cross the t’s.
Indeed, further studies in the 1970s cleared up many of the missing details as they outlined
how T cells conferred immunity. They not only clarified how T cells recognised antigen (see
the next section), but also uncovered their different functions: while one group of T-“helper”
cells allowed B cells to differentiate into cells producing antibody, another group of T-“killer”
cells could chemically destroy foreign-looking cells—be it the body’s own cells after they have
become cancerous or infected by a virus, or truly “foreign” ones from a transplanted organ 43,44 .
This division of labour remains the basis of T-cell effector function as we understand it today:
CD4+ T cells link the cellular and humoral arms by providing necessary “help” to B cells, while
CD8+ T cells get rid of infected, cancerous, or foreign cells.
Yet matters would soon become more complicated. We have already seen that what started
out as lymphocytes soon became B cells and T cells, the latter of which were then further divided into T-helper and T-killer cells. And it did not stop there; we now know an ever-growing
array of B and T-cell “subsets” that each fulfill their own role in the immune ecosystem 45 . All
these cells take cues from each other and their environment, communicating through complex signaling networks 46 . No two T cells are exactly alike. The emerging picture of T-cell
function is much more diverse than initially thought 47,48 , leaving plenty of new questions for
modern immunologists to answer that Jerne could not have foreseen in the 1960s.
But even some of the issues that Jerne considered solved would make their way back onto
immunology’s to-do list. The clonal selection theory had made clear that adaptive immunity
relied on an immunological repertoire—a collective of many different cells—but it was not
fully understood yet what this collectivity meant for the much-discussed properties of specificity, diversity, and tolerance. And although Gowans’s studies had shown macroscopically
how T cells could patrol the “highways” of blood and lymph to search for antigen, the microscopic details of this process had still to be discovered: for how could millions of crawling
T cells ever find their specific antigens, hidden somewhere in the lymphoid organs? These two
emerging areas of research are the topic of the next two sections.
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Theme 1: collectivity in the T-cell repertoire
The key traits of the immune cell repertoire (specificity, diversity, and self-tolerance) had
already been explained to some extent in 1957 by Burnet’s clonal selection theory (Figure 1.2
on page 21). Yet, we’ll see in this section that there is more to them than immediately meets
the eye. Views on these properties would shift as the field of T-cell immunology progressed.
In particular, we’ll see how they change drastically when we view the T-cell repertoire as a collective—a whole—rather than a mere sum of T-cell parts. But first, we must revisit them in
light of the T-cell repertoire.
What speciﬁcity, diversity, and tolerance mean for a T-cell repertoire
The discovery of the T cell in the 1960s meant that Burnet’s ideas were in need of an update.
After all, the clonal selection theory had focused on B cells and antibodies. To what extent
did T cells follow the same rules? How did they recognise their antigens specifically, produce
a diverse set of different cell clones, or learn to tolerate the body’s own “self” cells? In this
section, we return to the concepts of specificity, diversity, and tolerance as Ehrlich and Burnet
had sketched them (Figure 1.1 and 1.2 on pages 19 and 21)—but now, we’ll colour in the details
of what they look like for T cells in particular.
Speciﬁcity, continued: what T cells see

First up: the specificity of antigen recognition. For antibodies, it was now well-known that
each disease antigen “key” would trigger its own, specific antibody “lock”. Could similar keys
and locks be found for the newly discovered T cell?
Initially, immunologists believed that the T-cell receptor (TCR), like its B-cell counterpart,
was just another flavour of antibody attached to the cell 49,50 . But over the 1970s, it became
clear that T cells see their antigens in a fundamentally different way than B cells do 51,52 . Unlike
antibodies, T cells do not respond to foreign antigens floating freely in the blood; instead, they
target infected cells with foreign antigen inside. This raises the question how a T cell “knows”
which cells are infected.
A surprising discovery in the 1970s provided the first clue. When researchers were studying
the ability of T cells in a petri dish to kill infected cells with their specific antigen, they noticed
something strange: T cells could not respond to just any infected cell. Whereas a T cell would
kill infected cells coming from its own body (or from genetically identical mice), it would often
ignore them if they came from a mouse that was genetically different. Apparently, just having
the correct foreign antigen was not enough; a genetic mismatch between the T cell and its
target could prevent a response even if the antigen was there. It all boiled down to the socalled major histocompatibility (MHC) genes 53,54 : if a T cell and its target shared MHC genes, a
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Figure 1.3: The keys and locks of T-cell recognition.
(A) In an infected cell, viral protein fragments (peptides) attach to “self”-MHC markers to form a “pMHC”
complex. These end up on the cell surface, visible to the T-cell receptor (TCR). (B) The TCR responds
only to the complex of both self-MHC and the viral peptide, not to either of these ingredients alone.

response would occur; if they didn’t, it would not 55,56 . So what were these mysterious MHC
genes for?
The answer lies in how a TCR sees its antigen and detects infected cells (Figure 1.3). The
MHC genes, it was found, serve as flags on the cell surface marking the cell as “self”. T cells
need both the foreign antigen and this self-marker to respond (Figure 1.3B). This lets them save
their efforts, helping or killing, for encounters with infected cells, instead of being distracted
by free viral particles elsewhere (which fall in the antibody’s jurisdiction) 57 . Thus, the antigen
key to the TCR lock is not “foreign” but “altered self”: self-MHC antigens modified by a foreign
virus 56 (Figure 1.3). When a cell gets infected, foreign peptides (viral protein fragments) attach
to the self-MHC and end up on the cell surface in a peptide-MHC (pMHC) complex (b) — this is
how the T cell knows it needs to act 58,59 .
Diversity, continued: the building blocks of a T-cell repertoire

The next property of the immunological repertoire to gain some molecular detail was its diversity. Burnet’s clonal selection theory had explained antibody diversity by posing that each
antibody came from a different cell clone; each clone could then mutate its antibody gene into
a new, unique template. Burnet, though, never did go into the particulars of what this mutation process entailed.
These details came only in the 1980s, with the discovery that developing B cells and T cells
undergo a process called recombination. By cutting and pasting different “snippets” of DNA
together, each cell forms its own unique receptor gene (encoding antibodies for B cells or the
TCR for T cells) 50,60–65 . This cut-and-paste mechanism is unique to our lymphocytes and allows a limited set of gene segments to encode a repertoire with millions of unique receptor
(b) Thus,

the TCR’s “antigen” is the pMHC. For the sake of simplicity, we’ll simply call them “peptides” in
the following; but what we actually mean is “peptides bound to the self-MHC”.
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genes—orders of magnitude more than the total number of genes we are born with!
And that brings us back to the third repertoire property: self-tolerance. For such a random
recombination process would, inevitably, also yield TCRs responding to the “self” peptides of
healthy cells. Could the old theory still explain what happened to these self-reactive T cells, or
why they posed no danger for self-tolerance?

Tolerance, continued: how the thymus educates the T-cell repertoire

Burnet’s clonal selection theory had offered a first solution to the tolerance problem (Figure 1.2
on page 21): even if self-reactive T-cell clones did appear in the repertoire, they would pose no
danger of auto-immunity if they could simply be removed before they reached maturity 26 .
Burnet had even suggested that such a filtering process, now called negative selection, might
be part of the “schooling” T cells undergo while developing in the thymus 66 . But over time,
scientists became dissatisfied with this theory.
In principle, Burnet’s explanation was still sound; the major problem was a lack of proof 67 .
While the mechanistic details of T-cell specificity were being uncovered, researchers sought in
vain for a similar understanding of T-cell negative selection. And thus, doubts arose when as
late as the 1980s, evidence remained mostly indirect 68 . It was surprisingly hard to even detect
cell death in the thymus 69 , let alone to determine which cells died 68 . The selective deletion
of self-reactive clones had yet to be confirmed. Yes, the finding that only a small trickle of
cells ever left the thymus at least suggested that vast numbers of thymic T cells died during
development. But was that really the result of a negative selection “filter”? It seemed unlikely
that the unfiltered repertoire contained that many self-reactive cells 69 .
Then, towards the end of the 1980s, supporters of the negative selection theory showed that
specific groups of T-cell clones never escaped the thymus 70,71 , and that T-cell clones specific
for self-antigens died 72 . Negative selection could instill tolerance after all! Further support
came with the discovery of a protein named auto-immune regulator (AIRE) 73 . AIRE equipped
the thymus with a large variety of self-antigens that would otherwise have no business being
there, like proteins with a very specific function in the eye 74 . Apparently, this gave T cells the
self-antigens they needed for negative selection; without AIRE, T cells might only encounter
them when it was too late, causing auto-immunity. In line with this idea, humans or mice
with a defective form of AIRE developed auto-immunity 73 .
Now, over 60 years after Burnet first proposed the idea of negative selection on theoretical
grounds alone, we have plenty of evidence that this thymic “education process” indeed plays
a crucial part in molding the T-cell repertoire 75 . And yet, it is also a process we still do not
fully understand—as we will see now.
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Ehrlich’s notion of receptorantigen specificity.

Revisited for T cells: one clone, one
TCR, one peptide(-MHC).

The shared idea: one receptor
pairs with one antigen.

Figure 1.4: The “one antigen, one receptor” paradigm.
Whatever the antigen “keys” and receptor “locks” look like, the paradigm’s essence is that one receptor
pairs with a single antigen and vice versa.

When speciﬁc T cells become promiscuous
At the beginning of this chapter, we saw that even Thucydides already had some concept
of immune specificity, noting that acquired immunity was specific to a particular disease.
Later, the emerging science of immunology explained this phenomenon: antibodies recognised their antigens specifically like a lock that could be opened only by one particular key (Figure 1.1 on page 19). The discoveries of T cells, their receptors, and their peptide(-MHC) ligands
did not change this paradigm; they provided insight into what these keys and locks looked
like, but did not necessarily change the conceptual view of specificity in an immunological
repertoire.
Thus, in line with the lock-key analogy, the early-day immunologists believed in a “one antigen, one receptor” paradigm: each antigen would trigger a single receptor and each receptor
would respond only to the one specific antigen it was made for 14,76 (Figure 1.4). Yet it soon became clear that this view was too simplistic; over the years, a new truth emerged that would
have huge consequences for our understanding of the T-cell repertoire. For how specific is
“specific”, really?
Speciﬁcity, revisited: introducing promiscuity

Even in the 1950s, it was known that antigen-antibody interactions are not truly as specific as
the lock-and-key model suggested. In reality, they are promiscuous in both directions: multiple
different antibodies might recognise the same antigen, and a single antibody might crossreact with different antigens 14 . The same is true for the pairing between TCRs and their peptide ligands (Figure 1.5). These interactions are more like those between a screwdriver and a
screw: while it is true that not every screwdriver will have a hold on every type of screw, even a
non-perfect fit will often get the job done with a bit of effort. The “fit” is not perfectly specific,
nor is it perfectly ambiguous—it is somewhere in between.
So how promiscuous is the interaction between a TCR and its peptide targets? That ques-
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Figure 1.5: Replacing the “one antigen, one receptor” paradigm with a more promiscuous model.
The numbers in the ﬁgure are simpliﬁed examples; real TCRs have a cross-reactivity of 1:30,000 81 , and
their peptide antigens have precursor frequencies of 0-100:million 77–80 .

tion is difficult to answer. A single peptide can only trigger an estimated 0-100 out of every
million TCRs 77–80 (a quantity known as the precursor frequency), and vice versa, a single TCR
can detect just one in every 30,000 peptides (a property called cross-reactivity) 81 . These low
rates make promiscuous recognition seem quite rare; yet given the large sizes of the TCR repertoire (107 ) 82 and peptide universe (∼1010 ) 83 , they still imply that roughly a thousand TCRs
may respond to one peptide, and a million peptides can cross-react with a single TCR! Still,
these numbers do not make TCR-peptide interactions unspecific per se—the “promiscuous”
binding partners of a given peptide or TCR are not random and mostly (though not always)
resemble each other sequence-wise 48,84–87 . Each recognises multiple partners, but these partners tend to look alike. (c)
Diversity, revisited: is promiscuity friend or foe to speciﬁc immunity?

Before we look into what these numbers really mean, let us first review the diversity property
through a similarly quantitative lens. That is where we run into another problem. Although
our T cells can theoretically cut-and-paste their DNA into a repertoire of up to ∼1020 TCRs 88 ,
in practice, our bodies lack the space to host that many T cells. Estimates suggest that we
each possess ∼107 unique T-cell clones 82,88 . This number of TCRs, while huge, could only
cover about 0.1% of the entire peptide universe if each TCR detected just one peptide 83 . Put
simply, we actually need high levels of cross-reactivity—or our T cells would be blind to most
peptides 83,89 (Figure 1.6)! But if each T cell can cross-react with many peptides, can they still
discriminate self from foreign?
Tolerance, revisited: self and foreign in the eye of the repertoire

Let us start from the basic question: what do we need for T cells to discriminate between
healthy “self” and dangerous “foreign”? At the very least, there must be some difference for
(c) Remember,

you may loosen a slotted ( ) screw with a slightly too-thin screwdriver, but the size difference shouldn’t be too large—and a cross-tip (⊗) won’t ﬁt at all!
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Figure 1.6: Promiscuity has counterintuitive consequences.
Examples are improved coverage of the peptide universe and the possibility of holes in the repertoire.

the T cells to detect: the self and foreign peptides on MHCs must be distinct molecules. This
mostly seems to be the case; less than 0.5% of the self and foreign peptides on MHCs are
identical 90 . But the mere existence of such differences is not enough; T cells should also be
able to see them.
And that is where promiscuity becomes problematic. What a T cell “sees” is whether a peptide fits its TCR or not. But if TCRs are cross-reactive, then multiple (non-identical) peptides
fit a single TCR. If these peptides happen to be a mix of self and foreign, the T cell will not
notice any difference—rendering self and foreign indistinguishable in the eye of the T-cell
repertoire 91 .
This finding has raised the issue of “holes” in the T-cell repertoire: by trying to remove selfreactive T cells, negative selection will also impair the detection of those foreign peptides similar enough to fit the same TCRs 91 (Figure 1.6). In other words: for any self-tolerance acquired
through negative selection, the repertoire pays the price of reduced foreign-reactivity. In fact,
it was suggested as early as the 1980s that negative selection could never delete all T cells with
self-reactivity—for that would exclude so many cells that hardly any would remain 68 ! Negative selection must be incomplete to guarantee that a decent repertoire of cells survives the
thymus. Supporting this idea, mathematical models have shown that a typical peptide can be
detected by fewer and fewer T cells as the thymus presents more self-peptides and negative
selection becomes more “complete” 92,93 , and the current consensus is that T cells screen only
a minority of all self-peptides during their short stay in the thymus 75,94–96 . Where does that
leave us in trying to understand self-tolerance and the role of negative selection?
The T-cell repertoire through a collective lens
A T-cell repertoire is a type of “collective” by definition, since it consists of different cells. But
before we introduced the notion of promiscuity, these different T cells still acted as relatively
independent units, each interacting only with their one, specific peptide. This keeps matters
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relatively clean and predictable. A TCR and a peptide either match or don’t match. A selfpeptide either is or is not presented in the thymus. The T cells specific for it are either killed
or kept during negative selection—and that in turn predicts whether its peptide can still be
detected in the periphery afterwards. Neat, clean, predictable.
Everything changes when we start allowing for promiscuous T cell-peptide interactions.
New “links” emerge between the units of interacting TCRs and peptides (Figure 1.5): TCRs can
share peptides they respond to, and peptides can share TCRs recognising them. Suddenly, the
effects of negative selection on the repertoire become much less predictable. A given peptide is
no longer just “recognised” or “tolerated”, but can now be recognised by any number of T cells
on the continuum of possible precursor frequencies. And the expression of one peptide in the
thymus no longer just influences its own recognition: it now also affects the detection of other
peptides sharing the same TCRs (Figure 1.6). The new interactions introduced by promiscuity
render the repertoire a true collective. And that means new levels of complexity can emerge.
The new complications of “holes” in the repertoire and the necessary evil of “incomplete”
negative selection already revealed some of this complexity. In Part I, we examine this in more
detail, asking: does the level of promiscuity fundamentally change how a T-cell repertoire
sees its antigens? We’ll find that the effects of negative selection on a promiscuous repertoire
can be more counterintuitive than we have seen so far. But before going there, it is time to
introduce the second major theme of this thesis—one largely ignored so far. Because if T cells
only respond to one (or a few) specific antigen(s), how can they ever find them in the first
place?
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Theme 2: collectivity in T-cell motion
Imagine a deep sea diver searching a large body of water—say, the North Sea—for a plastic
bottle. Now that wouldn’t be too hard (sadly), were it not that her target is one very specific
bottle with a treasure map inside. And that she has no clue where in the sea that bottle is
currently floating around. Since the darkness prevents her from looking far ahead, she pretty
much only sees whatever she stumbles upon accidentally. How would you rate her chances
of locating that secret treasure?
Soon after immunologists realised that T cells were highly diverse, and that only a rare few
could detect any given antigen, they suddenly faced a whole new problem: how could a T cell
ever find that particular antigen able to trigger its receptor? In terms of scale, a T cell searching
for its antigen in an adult body should feel about as overwhelmed as our diver in the North
Sea!(d) Clearly, no T cell will succeed by sitting still; to function, it must move. And it must do
so pretty efficiently if an immune response is to occur within a reasonable timeframe.
So how do T cells move? Which strategies have they developed to navigate the human
body, to maintain that motion in the highly diverse environments of different tissues, and
to find their targets efficiently? These are some of the questions driving the field of T-cell migration. After an overview of the field’s origins, this section will discuss current challenges in
understanding T-cell search.
Historical background: zooming in on T-cell migration
Motility was one of the first known functions of the lymphocyte. Even before James Gowans discovered its pivotal role in cellular immunity, it had not escaped researchers’ notice
that these cells were motile 28 . In fact, having discovered them in the lymph nodes and the
thymus, William Hewson knew as early as the 1770s that lymphocytes traversed the body via
the lymph. But Hewson had no idea of the scale and importance of this movement.
Macroscopic view: routes of T-cell travel

New insights came from James Gowans—the same man who would pinpoint the lymphocyte
as Burnet’s clonal selection unit just a few years later. In the 1950s, researchers had found
that surprisingly many lymphocytes flowed out of the lymphatic system: enough to replace
all of them 11 times each day 98 . Were lymphocytes really that short-lived, killed and replaced
continuously? Gowans solved the mystery when he showed that lymphocytes traversed the
body in a rapid recirculation between blood and lymph nodes, repeating this pattern once or
twice daily 99,100 . The vast numbers of cells exiting the lymphatic system were not new cells—
they were the same cells coming back over and over again.
(d) Assuming

a volume of a lymphocyte of 125 femtolitres inside an adult body of 75L 97 .
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This finding did not just explain the rapid turnover of circulating lymphocytes that Gowans was interested in; it also provided the first piece of the puzzle of how T cells search for
antigen. By continuously patrolling the “highways” of the blood and lymph, they can move
rapidly across the body between the different lymph nodes, central “hubs” T cells can scan for
their antigen of choice 31,100 .(e) These so-called homing patterns let T cells roam the body at the
macroscopic scale. Later studies would uncover the mechanisms driving this process, showing how “homing receptors” and other guidance cues served as traffic signs pointing the way
to various organs 31,101 . But while these studies revealed how T cells navigated between tissues,
the puzzle was by no means complete—for how could T cells find their antigens once they
were inside those tissues?
Microscopic view: a ﬁrst (hazy) glimpse inside the tissue

Remember Metchnikoff from the beginning of this chapter, who devised the first theory of
immunity featuring an active immune system? It was by watching moving cells in action—
engulfing an invader in a live animal—that he began to imagine how cells might actively defend the body against pathogens. Metchnikoff was one of the first able to do so 102 .
Metchnikoff, though, was lucky. He could watch immune cells function in their natural
habitat because he chose the starfish larva as his object of study—a small, transculent animal he could view under the microscope alive. The immunologists of the late 20th century,
in trying to unravel how T cells moved in tissues, had no such luxury; as starfish have a very
different immune system than humans do, they had to revert to much more complex study
objects like mice and rats. And unlike the starfish, you couldn’t simply put those under a microscope to look inside. Thus, the initial studies on T-cell migration had to rely on more indirect
methods.
On the one hand, researchers could take living cells out of their natural habitat and study
their motion in vitro, in a petri dish. This approach did prove insightful; for example, it showed
how (T–)cells could drag themselves forward actively: like the wheels push forward the caterpillar track of a tank, a cell uses an inner machinery to push against its outer membrane in
order to move forward 105 (Figure 1.7A). Such in vitro studies have also been vital to uncover
which of the cell’s molecules formed the inner “cogwheels” supporting this movement 103,106 .
But they could not answer the original question of how T cells would move inside a tissue;
after all, the flat, open surface of a 2D petri dish is nothing like the complex 3D environments
we find in lymph nodes and other organs.
The second available option did consider the environment. By taking a slice of tissue and
placing that under the microscope, it was possible to visualise T cells inside their natural en(e) Our

diver’s treasure hunt just got slightly more manageable: rather than swimming blindly through
an entire sea, she can now take a fast boat, moving between the patches of plastic soup where the
streams will most likely carry the bottle.
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Figure 1.7: Microscopic views on T-cell motion.
(A) By taking cells outside of their natural habitat and studying them in vitro (in a petri dish), researchers
could watch them move and study the molecules involved. Top view shows a microscopy image of a
moving T cell from Dupré et al. 103 Side view illustrates how this motion works: molecules inside the cell
push against the cell’s outer membrane, resulting in motion like that of a tank. (B) Slicing up a piece
of tissue and colouring that with ﬂuorescent dyes reveals the structure of the tissue. In lymph nodes,
T cells must navigate through a “labyrinth” of ﬁbers and cells; images adapted from Novkovic et al. 104

vironment. This approach provided important insights into what the tissues looked like, revealing the “labyrinth” T cells must navigate 107 (Figure 1.7B). But since you can only slice up
a tissue that is already dead, this method had a disadvantage of its own: the cells no longer
moved. It only provided a static snapshot of cells frozen in time.
In other words: researchers could either study the complex structure of the tissue, or watch
T cells as they moved—but never both. Until 2002, that is.
The full motion picture: surprising dynamics of T-cell search

In the year 2002, a breakthrough radically changed our understanding of how T cells search
for antigen. Recent years had seen the invention of a new type of microscope; one that could
detect cells much deeper in the tissue than its predecessors could. And that made it possible to
actually watch T cells search. Suddenly, a mouse’s lymph node was as “transparent” as Metchnikoff’s starfish larvae!
Miller et al 108 were the first to exploit this technology to study T-cell search in a mouse
lymph node “explant” (if you surgically remove a lymph node, you can temporarily keep it
alive and functioning by submerging it in a warm and nutrient-rich fluid). For the first time,
they could watch directly how T cells explored their environment! The results were striking:
not only did T cells move much faster than anyone had expected (at over a cell length per
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minute), they also moved in criss-cross patterns that seemed remarkably... random 101,108,109 .
It rapidly became clear that this new-found ability to watch T cells search would be a gamechanger.
And indeed, since the year 2002, biologists have seen T cells move in many different organs,
under many different conditions 109 . Time and time again, these studies stressed that T cells
are remarkably motile, and that they can maintain this motion across the widely divergent
environments found in the human body. Still, T cells seem to sense their changing context;
they move in different patterns depending on their surroundings and developmental stage 110 .
So although we now have a wealth of data showing how T cells move in tissues, we still
have not fully solved the puzzle of how T cells find their antigens. But the field’s focus has
shifted; while initially, the question was which patterns T cells followed while searching for
antigen (first macroscopically, then microscopically), we are now left with another question:
why do T cells move the way they do?
Current challenges: interpreting the patterns of T-cell migration
Suppose we are watching our diver swim in the North Sea. We see her move forward for some
time; but then she pauses and turns around, repeating this pattern a few times. If we wish to
understand why she moves the way she does, we can approach that question from two angles.
First, we may ask: why might she choose to pause and turn every now and then? Perhaps so
she can look more carefully around her, examining each bottle closely before swimming just
far enough ahead to have new bottles in her field of view? But there is a second question of
interest here: what options does she have to choose from in the first place? Perhaps she has to
pause because she gets tired, to move around a floating obstacle, or to let a school of fish pass
her by?
Roughly speaking, research into T-cell migration falls into these same two categories: examining (1) the functional consequences of a given motion pattern, or (2) the mechanisms
and constraints from which it arises. The following section discusses these approaches and
the challenges that remain.
The functional perspective: search strategies and random walk models

We find a great example of the first approach in the initial reports discussing the criss-cross
motion of T cells in the lymph node. At first, researchers were surprised to see T cells follow
paths that were so “random”; but then, it was argued that this criss-cross pattern might actually be a pretty good search strategy. Inside the lymph node, a T cell must screen for the rare
antigen that can trigger it (remember, each TCR responds only to one in ∼30,000 antigens).
To make matters worse, the cell cannot know in advance where its target resides. Moving in
random patterns, changing direction frequently, might just be its best bet.
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In other words, we start from the pattern (e.g. criss-cross motion), and interpret it in light
of its consequences. Many studies have tried to interpret the diversity of motion patterns in
terms of how they might help T cells search in a given context. How does the microscopic
motion observed in the lymph node affect the time it takes the cell to find a lymph node’s
exit 111,112 —or more importantly, its antigen 113–117 ? This idea that T-cell motion patterns reflect
carefully chosen “search strategies” has become deeply embedded in the field 110 . But how can
we know which motion patterns are good search strategies, and which are not?
One way to answer that question is by using simple, mathematical models called random
walk models. Basically, these models resemble a computer game. We have a cell that moves
like one of those robot vacuum cleaners: straight ahead until it bumps into something and
turns around. The only difference is that our cell can switch direction on its own volition, even
when there is no wall or obstacle in sight. If you then let these virtual “robot cells” search for
targets in a computer, you can compare success rates for different “strategies”—varying cell
speed, how often they turn, and how sharp you allow those turns to be. The strategy that gets
the high score then reflects the most efficient way for the T cell to search.
But even if we know which motion is optimal, we still do not know how (or even if) a T cell
can accomplish this motion in the first place. The T cells in our random walk computer game
are free to develop their own strategy by tuning their speed and turning behaviour into a pattern of their choice; but a real cell may not be able to do so. To understand the patterns in
which real cells search, we must examine more closely how T cells can move to begin with.
The mechanistic perspective: the “nature versus nurture” of T-cell motion

That brings us to the second approach, which regards the observed motion as an outcome,
asking which mechanism gave rise to it. Here, we must consider that different factors can
affect the motion patterns we observe, just like in the example of our diver. If we see that T cells
in the lymph node alternate between slow and fast motion 118 , is that because of some cellintrinsic rhythm 118,119 , because they follow the “roads” provided by the lymph node’s inner
fiber network 120,121 , or because their crowded environment forces them to do so 122 ?
In other words: what we see is always a product of (1) the cell-intrinsic machinery pushing
the cell forward (the only factor the cell can actually control), (2) the environmental structures
the cell encounters on its way, and (3) the forces exerted by other moving cells bumping into
it. What does that mean for our understanding of T-cell search?
Towards a holistic view on T-cell search: strategies versus side-effects
In this thesis, we’ll take the mechanistic perspective in interpreting the diverse motion patterns T cells adopt. But as we saw in the previous section, that means we’ll have to untangle
the effects of the cell itself from those of its surroundings: does the cell actively adapt its
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strategy from tissue to tissue, or are we merely seeing the more passive side-effects of the
environmental obstacles it bumps into?
The problem is that even these passive side-effects are highly diverse. The flat surface of
a laboratory petri dish, the complex tissues where T cells fight infections, or the lymph node
meeting hubs where they search for antigen: the environments that T cells move in all bring
their own challenges. To distinguish the “strategies” from the “side-effects” in T-cell search,
we first need to know which motion to expect from side-effects alone. How can cells move in
each of these settings?
The petri dish: in what patterns can single cells move when they are free?

Even with no environmental obstacles in sight, cells cannot move in any pattern they might
“want to”. Lacking a gas pedal or steering wheel to tune their speed and direction directly,
they rely on a combination of various molecules interacting like cogs in a machine; a machine
that also gets input from the cell’s ever-changing shape 103,106 . This intricate interplay limits
the types of motion the cell can “choose” from. In Chapters 5 and 6, we ask: how do the cell’s
inner machinery and cell-shape dynamics constrain the motion patterns it can follow?
The battleground: how does the tissue alter the motion of T cells ﬁghting infected cells?

When the T cell is looking for targets on its mission to kill infected cells, it finds itself in a vastly
different environment. Whether it is squeezing through the dense outer layer of the skin 123 ,
following guidance cues to find an infection 124 , or trying to invade a tumour 125 —the cell is no
longer free, and now has to deal with traffic signs and roadblocks. In Chapters 5 and 6, we
examine: how can a realistic tissue environment alter the motion patterns the cell itself has
“chosen” to adopt?
The meeting hubs: how does motion change when cells gather in large crowds?

Yet another challenge arises when T cells enter “meeting hubs” like the lymph node in search
of their antigen of choice: they end up in rush-hour traffic. The lymph node is packed with
crawling cells 107,122 —and such “crowding” has consequences.
From many other systems, we know that new layers of complexity emerge when individuals move in crowds. Birds and fish form flocks and schools, somehow coordinating their motion in patterns that look as though they are guided by a collective “mind” 126–128 . Insects move
in large swarms, in trajectories that may seem random, yet somehow never collide 129,130 . Cars
on a crowded highway form traffic jams or density waves 131 , and pedestrians on a busy sidewalk self-organise into lanes 132 . Likewise, there is an entire field studying the collective motion of cells in monolayers, showing how cells in crowds can stream, swirl, jam, or transmit
forces in propagating waves 133–135 . And yet, no such perspective currently exists for T-cell motion. In Chapter 7, we take the first steps towards building such a perspective and ask: how
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do motion patterns change in the face of crowding, when cells continually bump into each
other?
This thesis: the same cell in different settings

As we have seen, T cells can move in many settings; be it the flat surface of a petri dish, the
crowded lymph node, or the complex tissues where they must find infected cells. In part, this
flexibility stems from the cell’s ability to adapt itself: it senses its environment, “switching
gears” on its inner machinery along the way. But these environments themselves are so different that a diverse range of motion patterns is to be expected—even if cells couldn’t change
their motion actively. How can we ever distinguish between active, strategic gear-switching
and the passive side-effects of changing roadblocks?
Ideally, we would take the same cell and examine its motion in different environments; if the
cell stays the same, any changes must be passive only. The problem is that in our experiments,
we can never be sure that the cell does stay the same: we cannot prevent it from adapting.
In this thesis, we therefore use computer models that give us complete control over the
“rules” the cell follows. After providing the necessary technical toolbox in Part 2, we will examine T-cell motion patterns across different environments in Part 3. Since our computer
cells do not change their rules of motion, we essentially emulate the ideal experiment where
we “disable” the cell’s ability to adapt. If we place our same computer-cell in different settings,
what diversity in motion patterns do we still find? In other words: how big is the purely physical impact of the environment, without any adaptation from the cell itself? By outlining how
T-cell motion patterns might change from passive side-effects alone, we can start to untangle
them from the true strategies that make T cells special—and that give them the remarkable
ability to search efficiently in their very own North Sea.
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“I think we’ve outgrown full-time education... Time to test our talents in
the real world, d’you reckon?”
–Fred Weasley,
Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix by J.K. Rowling

Part I

T-cell repertoires: how the
immune system learns
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What if T cells could learn French?
Feature article • Published in The Startup on Medium
Suppose I made you a bet. I give you a French dictionary—an old heavy tome with about
100,000 words—and leave you alone with it for an hour or so. (I am assuming here that you
speak no or very little French; if you’re a fluent speaker, just imagine any language that seems
like gibberish to you). When your time is up, you return the dictionary and I show you a bunch
of words in either French or any other language you don’t know. If you can tell me which ones
were in the dictionary, you win: let’s make it ten dollars per word. But for every word you guess
wrong, you have to pay me ten dollars. Would you take that bet? Hold on to your answer—
we’ll get back to this later. This game may seem silly, but our immune system’s T cells have to
solve a problem just like it...

H

ow does our immune system know to attack

new answer to this old question: our immune sys-

dangerous “foreign” (a disease) without

tem’s T cells may actually learn this “self-foreign

destroying harmless “self” (your body)?

That

discrimination” by example (similar to how our

question has occupied immunologists for decades,

brains recognise languages!). But before we con-

but remains far from solved. In our article Is T-cell

tinue, let’s go back to the basics of T-cell biology

negative selection a learning algorithm, we suggest a

to understand why this question is so important.
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T cells, trees, and the big Question

This brings us to a question that has intrigued
immunologists for decades: how do we get this

T cells are a crucial part of our immune system,
and they face a daunting task. They must provide
highly specific immunity against any pathogen we
may encounter—be it Covid-19, malaria, or next

repertoire that detects all those foreign pathogens, but still tolerates the entire “dictionary”
of self peptides naturally present on healthy
cells?

year’s flu. But to avoid autoimmune diseases, they
should also not respond to any of our healthy cells.
To meet both of these demands, our T-cell “repertoire” contains millions of cells that are all slightly

different.

The thymic dictionary of “self”
Part of the answer lies in the education newly
developed T cells receive in the organ called the
thymus. In the process we know as negative se-

Each T cell responds only to a few specific “pep-

lection, T cells are exposed to many different self

tides”, small molecules that stick to the outside of

peptides from the human proteome (the “diction-

our cells like little flags. While healthy cells have

ary” of all possible self peptides). As long as they

only “self peptides” on their surface (molecules

don’t respond to any of these, they pass the test

from our own cells, letting our T cells know that

and enter the bloodstream; but if they do respond

all is well), infected cells also display “foreign pep-

to self, they are silenced before they can harm our

tides” from the virus. These foreign peptides act

own cells. Makes sense, right? Just make a lot

like warning bells calling T cells to action. But not

of different T cells, get rid of any that happen to

all of them: since the T cells in the repertoire are

be self-reactive, et voila—we have a repertoire that

all different, only a few will recognise the current

detects foreign but tolerates self. Problem solved.

virus while the others lie dormant, waiting patiently until their virus’s peptides raise the alarm
someday. That is what makes T-cell immunity
specific. But if it’s so specific, how does it also stay
broad, so that it can respond to any pathogen imaginable?
A single T cell can never be both highly speciﬁc
and provide broad immunity (that would be like
a rock band trying to keep its niche audience and
to become more mainstream—impossible). But
many hands make light work: while each individual T cell in our repertoire recognises only a

Well... Not really.
Healthy cells come in many flavours, and all of
them present self peptides on their surface. This
adds up to roughly half a million self peptides
that our T cells should learn to ignore—about five
times the number of words in the dictionary from
our little game. And just like you can’t possibly
memorise my entire French dictionary in a single
hour, it seems unlikely that developing T cells can
scan the entire “self-peptidome” during their short
stay in the thymic medulla. In fact, estimates suggest that they see only a small fraction(f) .

limited number of specific peptides, together, they

But if negative selection is that incomplete,

may still detect more foreign peptides 1 than there

such that most self peptides do not get their T cells

are trees on Earth 2 .

pruned this way, why would our immune system

(f) It remains unknown exactly how many self peptides T cells do see, but estimates 3,4

suggest they don’t
see all (or even nearly all). This idea is supported by studies 5,6 showing that way more self-reactive
T cells survive selection than originally thought.
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bother with a process that kills half (!) of the

this, we built a simple computer model of a “T-

T cells 7 that would otherwise “graduate” from the

cell repertoire” undergoing negative selection. But

thymus? Could it be that negative selection can

rather than using T cells recognising peptides,

still be useful—even in its incomplete form?

we started with T cells recognising strings (letter sequences) from different languages (for example, one of those T cells might respond to the

Goat cheese and generalisation
To find answers, we return to our game. You know
no French and have only one hour to learn some.
Mission impossible?
Not necessarily. If I ask you right now which of
the words “indoda” and “fièvre” is French, you can
probably give the correct answer in a heartbeat—
even if you have never heard either word before.
Why? Because your brain just told you that “fièvre”
kind of looks like “chèvre”, a word you have likely
seen on the packs of goat cheese in your local supermarket. Put simply: in order to recognise that
a word is French, you don’t need to memorise my

“èvre” combination that occurs in both “chèvre”
and “fièvre”).
Here’s what happened: after these T cells had
undergone negative selection, they could discriminate between strings from “self” and “foreign”
languages—even the ones they had not seen during
the negative selection process. In other words, they
learned by example.
How? Well, T cells may be specific, but they
can still respond to multiple peptides 1 (or in this
case, strings) as long as they “look alike” to the Tcell receptor’s binding interface. And this crossreactivity is a game-changer.

entire dictionary. You may just win our bet after

Imagine a computer-thymus containing the

quickly screening it for some examples of typical

word “chèvre”. Even if it lacks the word “fièvre”,

French words.

some of the cross-reactive T cells specific for

This process of “learning by example” is called
generalisation, and our brains are famous for it.

But if we can learn to recognise French without
memorising an entire dictionary, could T cells
somehow learn to tolerate self without seeing all
self peptides in the thymus?

“fièvre” may still respond to “chèvre” in the
thymus—so they are negatively selected anyway.
This is how negative selection not only removes
T cells reacting to the limited number of self peptides in the thymus, but also T cells responding to
their non-thymic lookalikes.
But even though this toy model of languagelearning T cells shows that a T-cell repertoire can

Why T cells could indeed learn French

generalise in principle, it’s not that easy in practice.

There is one obvious problem here: unlike you and
me, T cells do not have brains. So how could they
“learn” anything—by example or otherwise?

Foreign peptides and fake French
The (problematic) assumption we have made so

It turns out that the process of negative selec-

far is that “self” and “foreign” are somehow in-

tion itself lets the repertoire “learn”(g) . To show

trinsically different—not just in the sense that in-

(g) This ﬁnding is not new:

the idea that some mechanisms of the immune system can allow for learning
inspired an entire machine learning ﬁeld 8 in the nineties.
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Instead of T cells recognising “self” or “foreign” peptides, we ﬁrst modeled T cells recognising strings
from a “self” or “foreign” language.

dividual peptides differ from each other, but that

to peptides recognisable by T cells (rather than

they follow different underlying rules. It was easy

strings), the “learned” self-foreign discrimination

for you to tell the difference between “indoda” and

disappeared almost completely. This happened

“fièvre” because, as a rule, you expect French words

because viral peptides often resembled self

to end in “èvre”, but not in “doda”. In fact, it is

peptides—more than they did other viral peptides.

those underlying rules that you “learn by example”

Just imagine I didn’t ask you to distinguish “fièvre”

when you scan a French dictionary. But what un-

from “indoda”, but from “quèvre” (a fake French

derlying rules distinguish self from foreign pep-

word I just made up). Would that still be easy

tides? What underlying language do these pep-

without a dictionary?

tides come from, and must our T cells learn from
the thymic examples?
And that’s where it gets tricky. Because while
French words look more like other French words
than they look like words from a different lan-

The problem here is: these T cells did generalise. They just generalised the wrong thing, and this
ended up removing just as many foreign- as selfreactive T cells. So where does that leave the role of
negative selection in self-foreign discrimination?

guage, we found that the same does not hold for self
and foreign peptides. In a way, this makes sense;
the “rules of language” that peptides follow likely
depend more on their protein’s function than on
the organism they come from. A French chair will
resemble an Egyptian chair more than a French
spoon. A human kinase may look more like a viral
kinase 9 than like a human ion channel. Peptides
might follow language rules—but these are not
necessarily organism-dependent.
In fact, when we applied our computer model

How a smart thymus helps T cells learn
First of all, it confirms something we already knew:
negative selection can never establish robust selfforeign discrimination all by itself. This is no
surprise—the very existence of auto-immunity
proves that negative selection is not infallible. Immunologists have known this for years, and have
uncovered a rich ecosystem of other mechanisms
our bodies use to keep auto-immunity at bay.
These so-called peripheral tolerance mechanisms
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are highly diverse but share a common goal: to

you probably shouldn’t waste your time learning

plug the “leaks” in the central tolerance established

that “chèvre”, “bièvre”, “lièvre”, “mièvre”, “nièvre”,

by the thymus. The finding that self-foreign dis-

and “fièvre” are all French, thymic selection gets

crimination is difficult just makes those leaks a lot

a bit more efficient if the thymus ensures some

bigger, further stressing the importance of peri-

variety in the self peptides it presents. And while

pheral tolerance.

that still doesn’t make it any easier to distinguish

But that just brings us back to the question:
what’s the role of negative selection in all of
this? Does it really just ensure tolerance against a
minority of self peptides, while the other “unseen”
self peptides are recognised just as much as foreign
peptides? Or... could “central” tolerance somehow
still play a more central role in the self-foreign discrimination problem?

“fièvre” from the non-existent “quèvre”, it turns
out that it does improve discrimination between
self and foreign peptides on average. And the best
news is this: our thymus could accomplish this effect through something as simple as a bias for peptides with rare amino acids.
Does this actually happen? That, we don’t
know yet. If our immune system can indeed gener-

It turns out there is hope for a function of neg-

alise, this would mean that the brain is not the only

ative selection after all. Because although it is hard

“intelligent” organ in our body. But no matter how

for negative selection to achieve self-foreign dis-

it arises, our immune system’s ability to discrimin-

crimination, it’s not impossible: in our computer

ate self from foreign is impressive. Most days, my

model, we showed that choosing the thymic pep-

T cells are winning a bet I never could—and that

tides smartly can make a big difference. Just like

makes them plenty smart to me.
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“Of course it is happening inside your head, Harry, but why on earth
should that mean that it is not real?”
–Albus Dumbledore,
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows by J.K. Rowling

Chapter 2

Learning by example
Is T-cell negative selection a learning algorithm?
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Abstract
Our immune system can destroy most cells in our body, an ability that
needs to be tightly controlled. To prevent autoimmunity, the thymic
medulla exposes developing T cells to normal “self” peptides and prevents any responders from entering the bloodstream. However, a substantial number of self-reactive T cells nevertheless reaches the periphery, implying that T cells do not encounter all self peptides during
this negative selection process.
It is unclear if T cells can still discriminate foreign peptides from self
peptides they have not encountered during negative selection. We use
an “artiﬁcial immune system”—a machine learning model of the T-cell
repertoire—to investigate how negative selection could alter the recognition of self peptides that are absent from the thymus.
Our model reveals a surprising new role for T-cell cross-reactivity in this
context: moderate T-cell cross-reactivity should skew the post-selection
repertoire towards peptides that differ systematically from self. Moreover, even some self-like foreign peptides can be distinguished provided
that the peptides presented in the thymus are not too similar to each
other. Thus, our model predicts that negative selection on a well-chosen
subset of self peptides would generate a repertoire that tolerates even
“unseen” self peptides better than foreign peptides. This effect would
resemble a “generalisation” process as it is found in learning systems.
We discuss potential experimental approaches to test our theory.
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Introduction

T

o eliminate pathogens without damaging healthy cells, the immune system must discriminate between self and foreign (nonself). The innate arm of the immune system
does so to some extent using a limited number of germline-encoded receptors that recognise
pathogen-associated molecular patterns. By contrast, the adaptive arm of the immune system, which is found in all jawed vertebrates and is mediated by T and B lymphocytes, uses
a vastly diverse repertoire of receptors to generate specific protective responses against any
pathogen it encounters 1,2 . For example, humans have a repertoire of at least 107 different
T cells 3 , each expressing one or two of the >1015 unique receptor sequences that can arise from
the stochastic recombination of V(D)J gene segments and addition of non-templated nucleotides 4,5 . These T-cell receptors (TCRs) recognise short foreign peptides presented on major
histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules on the surface of infected or cancerous cells.
The random TCR generation process is required to achieve this diversity, but it inevitably
also produces TCRs that recognise the self peptides presented by healthy cells. It was long
thought that these self-reactive receptors are effectively eliminated during T-cell development in the thymus through a process termed negative selection 6 . However, current estimates
of how many self peptides each T cell encounters in the thymus range from 103 to 105 7–9 , at
least one order of magnitude lower than the total number of possible self peptides. Indeed,
recent studies have found that self-reactive T cells are abundant in the periphery after all, especially in humans 10–12 .
This confirmation that negative selection is far from complete has important implications
for the relationship between self tolerance and self-foreign discrimination (Figure 2.1). When
negative selection is “complete” and removes all self-reactive T cells, self-foreign discrimination is simply a consequence of achieving tolerance (Figure 2.1, case 1). There is one exception
to this rule 10,13 : when the selection process removes so many T cells that “holes” arise in the
repertoire, some pathogens are no longer detected either and we cannot speak of discrimination anymore—even if there is tolerance (Figure 2.1, case 2). Incomplete negative selection means that the relationship between tolerance and discrimination becomes less straightforward: selection on a subset of self peptides will likely achieve only low tolerance in itself, but the resulting discrimination can range from very low to very high values (Figure 2.1,
cases 3 and 4). Which of these scenarios applies to our immune system then depends on the
question: can negative selection give our T-cell repertoire the ability to differentiate between
foreign peptides and self peptides they haven’t seen in the thymus?
Many learning systems tasked with inferring a concept can do so based on a set of examples.
For example, children infer the concept of English grammar from example sentences they hear
and can then construct other sentences they have not heard before. This effect is called gener-
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Incomplete negative selection:

Complete negative selection:

3. low tolerance but
high discrimination

2. high tolerance but
no discrimination

4. low tolerance and
low discrimination

# T cells

# T cells

1. high tolerance and
discrimination

(self/foreign) peptides

(self/foreign) peptides

Figure 2.1: The relationship between tolerance and discrimination becomes more complex when negative selection is incomplete.
If negative selection were “complete”, all self peptides would be presented in the thymus and all selfreactive T cells would be silenced (case 1). In other words, all self peptides would be completely tolerated (no responding T cells left, gray area), with perfect self-foreign discrimination (dashed region: all
peptides that are still properly recognised are foreign). The only way to have no discrimination in this
scenario is if negative selection would be “too complete”, such that not only all self peptides, but also
all foreign peptides are completely tolerated (case 2). If negative selection is incomplete, low tolerance
can occur with either very strong (case 3), or very low discrimination (case 4).
alisation 14,15 , and it does not require the set of examples to cover the complete concept.

Here,
we hypothesise that a similar generalisation effect might occur as a result of T-cell negative
selection. If this were the case, it could compensate for the incomplete set of self peptides in
the thymus. Negatively selected T-cell repertoires could then respond differently to self peptides not encountered in the thymus than to foreign peptides, even when selection has little
impact on tolerance (Figure 2.1, case 3). In summary, we ask: can the T-cell repertoire “learn
by example” during negative selection?
We approach this central question in two steps. First, we ask: can the process of negative
selection cause learning by example in principle, and if so, under which conditions can this
occur? To answer this question, we investigate how a computer algorithm based on a negative selection procedure 16 solves a basic, well-interpretable classification problem outside of
immunology: distinguishing English from other languages based on short strings (letter sequences) of text. This problem mimics the task of self-foreign discrimination because, in both
cases, classes (languages or proteomes) are to be distinguished based on a limited amount of
information (short strings or peptides) from only the “self” class. In addition to this analogy,
the language classification problem has several useful properties: (1) it is intuitive to understand, (2) it can take on a range of difficulties depending on the languages to be compared 17 ;
and, (3) since we already know this problem can be solved through generalisation by other
algorithms 17 , it is well-suited for a proof of concept that negative selection can do the same.
Using a computational model of negative selection on strings from different languages, we
will show that negative selection can indeed allow language discrimination as long as certain
conditions are met.
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Second, based on the insights gained in this first part, we ask: are these conditions fulfilled
when we consider self-foreign discrimination by T cells? By modifying our model such that
it recognises real peptide sequences from the human proteome and various pathogens, we
show that the task faced by our immune system is relatively difficult because self and foreign
peptides can be very similar to each other. However, we also show that this difficulty can be
overcome if the peptides used for negative selection are chosen in a “smart” way that reduces
redundancy.

Results
Problem deﬁnition and model design
Throughout this paper, we consider the problem of self-foreign discrimination defined as follows: after negative selection on only a subset of all self peptides (“seen self”), T cells are
exposed to both “unseen” self peptides and foreign peptides, and the response against both
is measured. Discrimination occurs when the repertoire responds more strongly to the foreign peptides than to the unseen self peptides. In particular, we will focus on discrimination
among the peptides recognised by the most TCRs: given that these tend to elicit stronger
immune responses 18 , the risk of detrimental effects is much higher if self and foreign are
confused among these peptides. Assessing discrimination then depends on how we define
the “response” to a given peptide. Here, we consider all T cells reacting to a peptide to be
important—regardless of their exact affinities. This choice was motivated by evidence that
both low and high affinity TCRs are important contributors to immune responses 19 .
To investigate under which conditions negative selection can accomplish such discrimination in a T-cell repertoire, we use an artiﬁcial immune system (AIS) 20 . Our AIS is an algorithmic
model of a T-cell repertoire 16 , similar to how an artiﬁcial neural network (ANN) is an algorithmic
model of the central nervous system. Like ANNs, AISs are not only used for in silico modelling of the biological system, but are in fact general-purpose classification algorithms that can
process almost arbitrary input data. This generality of AISs will allow us to use the same algorithm to investigate both the original self-foreign discrimination problem and its language
classification analogy.
Our AIS belongs to the family of “string-based” AISs 7,16,21,22 that represents each TCR as a
binding motif, and defines a motif’s “affinity” for a peptide as the maximum number of adjacent positions where it matches the string (Figure 2.2A) (see Materials and methods, page 67).
We will focus on CD8+ T cells, which recognise peptides bound to the MHC class I (MHC-I)
complex with a typical length of nine amino acids (AAs). However, as the six residues at positions 3-8 are thought to be most relevant for TCR binding 23 , our TCR motifs also have a length
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Figure 2.2: An artiﬁcial immune system (AIS) model of a T-cell repertoire.
(A) Our AIS represents TCRs by a binding motif—the peptide sequence they bind to most strongly (left).
Since TCR binding to peptides on MHC-I (HLA-A2:01) focuses on the six residues at positions 3–8 of
the peptide, TCRs are represented as 6-AA sequences. Their afﬁnity for any given peptide equals the
maximum number of adjacent positions where the TCR binding motif matches the peptide (right). (B) An
adapted AIS model distinguishes strings from different languages rather than self from foreign peptides.
We replace 6-AA peptides with 6-letter strings from books in different languages (consisting of the letters
(a–z), with the underscore representing space and punctuation signs). In the language AIS, we speak
of general “motifs” to distinguish them from the “TCRs” in our immune system model.

of 6 (Figure 2.2A). A TCR is then said to react to all peptides for which it has an affinity of at least
some threshold t, which represents a functional response threshold rather than a mere binding threshold. Crucially, reaction does not require a perfect match between the peptide and
TCR motif. Thus, our TCRs are “cross-reactive” and react to multiple, related peptides. In contrast to TCR recognition models based on binding energy 24,25 , our “motif-based” recognition
(Figure 2.2A) ensures that both peptides recognised by the same TCRs and TCRs recognising
the same peptide share sequence elements—in line with observations from TCR-specific peptide sets 26–28 and peptide-specific TCR repertoires 29,30 . Because it was important to consider
systems of realistic scale and complexity, we exploited data compression techniques that allow AISs to contain billions of TCRs 22 .
Having defined this model, we apply the same principle to build an AIS that distinguishes
English from other languages based on short strings of text (Figure 2.2B). Replacing the six
central residues of the peptides by 6-letter strings, we can construct motifs in the same way
as before (we will call these “motifs” to distinguish them from the real “TCRs” in the peptide
AIS). Although as few as three to four letters suffice to identify languages in many cases 31 , here
we chose to use 6-letter sequences, analogous to the TCR-peptide model. We will now first
switch to this language AIS to examine whether negative selection can lead to generalisation
in principle.
An AIS discriminates self from foreign after negative selection
The language classification problem can take on a range of difficulties 17 , as very dissimilar
languages like English and the South-African language Xhosa are much easier to distinguish
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(A) Simulating negative selection in silico: (1) Motifs in the unbiased pre-selection repertoire (with all
possible 276 ≈400 million motifs of six characters (a–z and _)) are deleted if their afﬁnity for any of the
training strings exceeds the functional response threshold t. (2) Unseen English and Xhosa strings are
exposed to the post-selection repertoire to ﬁnd the number of remaining motifs reacting to them with
afﬁnity ≥t; (B) reacting motifs per million for unseen English and Xhosa strings, before and after negative selection on 500 English strings (∼1 page of text). Horizontal lines indicate medians. Each dot
represents a test string, all from a single simulation; (C) median and interquartile range of English- and
Xhosa-reactivity after negative selection on English strings, obtained from one simulation per training
set size; (D) percentage of Xhosa strings among the 10% of strings with the most reacting motifs after
negative selection on English strings (mean±standard deviation, SD, of 30 simulations). No discrimination should result in equal amounts (50%) of English and Xhosa strings in this top 10%. Throughout this
ﬁgure, we tested 50 English and 50 Xhosa strings using an afﬁnity threshold t = 3 for negative selection.

than related languages such as modern and medieval English. For a proof of principle that
negative selection can allow language discrimination, we first considered the “easy” problem
of distinguishing two very dissimilar languages. To test how well our AIS could discriminate
between English and Xhosa after incomplete negative selection, we started with an unbiased
pre-selection repertoire with equal numbers of motifs reacting to English and Xhosa, and then
performed in silico negative selection on an English training set by deleting all motifs reacting
to any of the (<1000) training strings (Figure 2.3A, using a threshold t = 3 leading to intermediate cross-reactivity). Although this negative selection did not completely abrogate reactivity
towards English strings outside of the training set, it still biased the post-selection repertoire
to contain more motifs reacting to Xhosa than to English (Figure 2.3B,C). The 10% most frequently recognised strings in our simulation were indeed predominantly Xhosa strings (Fig-
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ure 2.3D and Figure S1A on page 74). The affinity distribution of these interactions was shifted
towards higher affinities for Xhosa, but only very slightly (Figure S1B)—supporting our choice
to focus on the total number of motifs rather than considering different affinities separately
(see Problem definition and model design on page 53).
Discrimination relies on moderate cross-reactivity and sequence dissimilarity
These results confirm that our AIS can easily distinguish unseen English from Xhosa even after
incomplete negative selection and provide evidence for generalisation. To investigate in more
detail under which conditions this discrimination arises, we analysed which motifs were deleted during negative selection on English strings (Figure 2.4). Motifs reacting to “unseen”
English strings—those absent from the “training set” used for negative selection—had a reduced survival compared to motifs reacting to Xhosa strings (Figure 2.4A). Because motifs are
only deleted when they react to at least one string in the training set, this implies that strings
eliciting reactions from the same motifs tend to represent the same language. To visualise
this, we created graphs in which each node represents a string, and two nodes become connected neighbours when at least five motifs per million pre-selection motifs react to both of
them (Figure 2.4B). Indeed, neighbour strings are largely from the same language (Figure 2.4B,
left), which is quantified by the concordance, the average proportion of same-language neighbours. To show that the high concordance (0.81) of English and Xhosa strings represents intrinsic differences between English and Xhosa strings, we randomly divided English strings
into two groups and constructed a similar graph, which as expected has a concordance of only
0.5 (Figure 2.4B, right). This confirms that our AIS only discriminates between sets of strings
that are intrinsically different.
Our results reveal two key requirements for achieving self-foreign discrimination through
negative selection on an incomplete subset of self: an appropriate level of cross-reactivity towards multiple, related strings, and sufficient dissimilarity between self-and foreign.
To illustrate the importance of cross-reactivity, we set the affinity threshold in our model to
t = 6, so that each motif only reacted to the one string that it matches perfectly (i.e., no crossreactivity). The corresponding graph contains no neighbours at all (Figure 2.4C, left) and has
a concordance of 0.5 (Figure 2.4D,E). Consequently, lack of cross-reactivity abolishes selfforeign discrimination in our model (Figure 2.4E) because negative selection cannot delete
motifs for strings that are not used for negative selection—it therefore prevents generalisation and deletes very few motifs (Figure S1C). Very low specificity (t = 1) is equally problematic
as it results in a graph where all strings are connected irrespective of language (Figure 2.4C,
right), which leads to low concordance even between dissimilar languages (Figure 2.4D,E),
poor self-foreign discrimination (Figure 2.4E), and often even deletion of the entire repertoire
(Figure S1C). Only intermediate specificities lead to motifs that preferentially react to either
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English or Xhosa strings (Figure 2.4C, middle). This results in both a high concordance (Figure 2.4D,E) and a preference for Xhosa-reactivity in the post-selection repertoire (Figure 2.4E).
As shown in Figure 2.4B, even an optimal level of cross-reactivity will not result in a high
concordance unless the languages are intrinsically different. The accomplished level of selfforeign discrimination depends directly on the similarity between self- and foreign sequences.
Indeed, when we repeated our analysis for a number of other languages with varying similarity to English, we found a linear correlation between concordance and the acquired level of
discrimination (Figure 2.4F). This was a property of the tested languages rather than the specific texts chosen, as our model could not discriminate between English strings from different
books (Figure 2.4F).
In summary, our investigation of the language discrimination problem provided proof of
principle that negative selection can lead to a learning effect. It also revealed two requirements for this to happen: (1) the strings to be discriminated must be sufficiently different and
(2) cross-reactivity must have an intermediate level. We next asked whether these conditions
are met in the real immune system.
Sequence similarity hampers self-foreign discrimination for peptides
These results on natural languages suggest that TCR cross-reactivity and sequence dissimilarity should also be important for self-foreign discrimination in the immune system. We
therefore returned to our AIS model of self-foreign discrimination by CD8+ T cells (Figure 2.2
and 2.5A). Setting the affinity threshold to an intermediate value of t = 4 allowed each TCR
to react to roughly one in every 55,000 peptides (Figure S2A on page 74)—a cross-reactivity
level that reasonably matches an experimental estimate of one in 30,000 32 . Furthermore, at
this level of cross-reactivity, peptides elicited reactions from 0 to 20 TCRs per million in our
simulated repertoires (Figure S2B), in line with experimental data 33–36 . These results suggest
that the cross-reactivity level of TCRs roughly matches that of our model at t = 4, well within
the “moderate” range allowing discrimination between dissimilar strings (Figure 2.4D,E).
To examine whether self- and foreign peptides are dissimilar enough to allow self-foreign
discrimination, we first predicted MHC-I-binding peptides from the human proteome 37 and
used the residues 3–8 as MHC-bound self peptides in our model. To obtain foreign sequences,
we predicted MHC binders for a variety of pathogens associated with T-cell immunity: the
malaria parasite, the bacterium Listeria monocytogenes, and the viruses ebola, hepatitis B, hepatitis C, human cytomegalovirus (HCMV), human immunodeﬁciency virus (HIV), and vaccinia (seee
Table 2.1 on page 67).
Graphs of self and foreign peptides had strikingly low concordances (Figure 2.5B) (see Materials and methods, page 70), barely exceeding the control concordance observed between two
random, different sets of self peptides (“Self”, negative control), much lower than, for instance,
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the concordance we had observed between modern and medieval English. This was a property of the sequences themselves rather than the chosen threshold t (Figure S3A on page 75).
In a graph of all HIV peptides and their neighbours, the majority of HIV peptides had many self
neighbours, whereas none of them had HIV neighbours (Figure 2.5C); thus, most HIV peptides
are more similar to peptides from the human proteome than to other HIV peptides.
This high similarity between self- and foreign peptides suggests that achieving self-foreign
discrimination via negative selection is difficult. To test this, we determined how well a TCR
repertoire model could distinguish seen from unseen pathogenic peptides after negative selection on subsets of the human self. Indeed, although the realistic cross-reactivity at t = 4 al-
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lowed some discrimination between self- and HIV peptides as shown by a small enrichment
of HIV among most frequently recognised peptides (Figures 2.5D and S2C, left), this effect
was small even with large numbers of training self peptides. Consistent with this observation, the survival of self-reactive TCRs was only slightly lower than that of HIV-reactive TCRs
(Figure 2.5E, left). These results were not specific for HIV peptides, as we obtained similarly
low levels of self-foreign discrimination for all other pathogens tested (Figure S3B). Self-HIV
discrimination was even worse for t = 3 and rapidly disappeared completely as TCR survival
diminished for large training sets (Figures 2.5D,E and S2C, right), confirming that self-foreign
discrimination becomes more difficult when TCRs are too cross-reactive.
Selection on non-random peptides improves self-foreign discrimination
Thus, although incomplete negative selection can achieve self-foreign discrimination in principle, achieving sufficient discrimination is very difficult in practice because self- and foreign
peptides can be extremely similar and therefore can be recognised by the same TCRs. Clearly,
the immune system must overcome this problem in order to balance the removal of selfreactivity with the preservation of foreign recognition. It has previously been suggested that
thymic selection should occur on a non-random set of self peptides to achieve self-foreign
discrimination 9 . We therefore used our model to investigate what an “optimal” set of self
peptides would look like, and how much this might improve self-foreign discrimination.
As a starting point, we based the optimisation of the training set on the peptide cluster
structure as observed in Figure 2.5C. The large clusters in this graph contain many similar self
peptides, which can delete the same TCRs during negative selection (Figure 2.6A). Exchanging one such peptide for one of its neighbours during selection thus has little effect on the
post-selection repertoire—and presenting both has little added value. By contrast, self peptides in smaller clusters are far less exchangeable (Figure 2.6A): their TCRs cannot be removed
as easily by other peptides. Thus, negative selection on randomly chosen training sets is inefficient: these sets often contain several exchangeable peptides that delete the same TCRs, while
simultaneously missing many non-exchangeable peptides and allowing the corresponding
self-reactive TCRs to escape. We therefore used combinatorial optimisation techniques (see
Materials and methods, page 68) to compute peptide combinations that deleted as many different self-reactive TCRs as possible (“optimal” training sets, Figure 2.6B). As expected, these
optimal training sets contained fewer exchangeable peptides (Figure 2.6C, where exchangeability equals the number of self neighbours plus one).
We then tested whether these training sets optimised for inducing tolerance could also establish self-foreign discrimination. This is not guaranteed, as the latter requires not only the
removal of self-reactive TCRs, but also the preservation of foreign-reactivity (Figure 2.1). Nevertheless, our optimal training sets substantially improved self-foreign discrimination (Fig-
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ure 2.6D). This seems to be a consequence of enriching for low exchangeability peptides (Figure 2.6C), which are less likely to delete HIV-reactive TCRs (Figure 2.6E). Importantly, this discrimination still required appropriate TCR cross-reactivity and was absent at t = 3 (Figure S4
on page 75). We conclude that negative selection on a representative set of self peptides can
alleviate the problem of self-foreign similarity, but only when TCRs are sufficiently specific.
Obviously, our optimal training sets are artificial, and biological negative selection cannot calculate which self peptides should be present in the thymus. We therefore investigated
how a representative set of self peptides might reasonably be obtained during real negative
selection. Analysis of our optimal training sets revealed an enrichment for rare AAs compared
to the total set of self peptides (Figure S5). Interestingly, peptides with many rare AAs were
typically less exchangeable (Figure 2.7A). This finding suggests that training sets enriched for
rare AAs—similar to our optimal sets—contain fewer exchangeable peptides, and might thus
result in better self-foreign discrimination.
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To test this hypothesis, we again generated training sets of different sizes, but this time
picked our training peptides with a probability that depended on the AA composition of each
peptide (see Materials and methods, page 69). These probabilities introduced either a weak
or a strong bias for self peptides with rare AAs, mimicking the AA enrichment pattern observed in our optimal training sets. This AA bias substantially improved self-foreign discrimination after negative selection, for HIV (Figure 2.7B, left) and all other pathogens tested (Figure 2.7C and Figure S6 on page 76). Interestingly, this strategy also worked when we first
set aside a random sample of other self peptides as “foreign” before selecting training sets
from the remaining “self” peptides. In this scenario, biased training sets still yielded substantial self-“foreign” discrimination, whereas random sets did not (Figure 2.7B, right). This
result demonstrates that negative selection on non-random training peptides facilitates selfforeign discrimination—even in the extreme case where no inherent difference between self
and foreign peptides exists.
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Discussion
In our AIS model, we found that negative selection on an incomplete set of self peptides can
bias a T-cell repertoire towards foreign recognition. This provides a proof of the principle that,
under the right circumstances, negative selection can behave like a learning algorithm: it can
let T-cell repertoires “learn by example” through generalisation. We show that this learning
function hinges on two conditions: (1) an appropriate level of cross-reactivity, and (2) sufficient dissimilarity between self and foreign peptides. The basic idea that the immune system
acts like a learning system has been pursued within the AIS field for decades 20 , but, to our
knowledge, our model is the first that investigates such learning using the actual “data” seen
by the real immune system: the peptides presented on MHC complexes.
Our results highlight a novel role for T-cell cross-reactivity. While it has long been recognised that T cells must be cross-reactive to provide sufficient coverage for the vast number of
pathogenic peptides they might encounter 38 , our results suggest a second advantage of crossreactive repertoires: they allow for generalisation. On the other hand, cross-reactivity should
not be too high either: if T cells cannot sufficiently discriminate between peptides, the negatively selected repertoire will overgeneralise because (nearly) all T cells will recognise both self
and foreign peptides.
The risk of overgeneralisation is especially high when self and foreign are highly similar 13,23 .
We demonstrate that a non-random subset of self peptides enriched for rare AAs can mitigate
this danger by balancing the removal of self-reactive TCRs with the preservation of foreignreactive receptors. This strategy works even when self and foreign peptides are not inherently
different. In fact, for the pathogens we considered, the similarity to self was so high that it
is hard to conceive how negative selection on random peptides could achieve any discrimination between foreign and unseen self peptides. By contrast, a “smart” peptide presentation strategy could still ensure that the peptides best recognised by the immune system are
predominantly foreign—even in this difficult scenario. This notion would reconcile textbook
negative selection theory with recent observations that T cells see only a fraction of all self
peptides during selection, and that even healthy individuals have many self-reactive T cells 10 .
Although we demonstrate here how negative selection can skew a developing repertoire
away from recognition of self, our results also strongly suggest that “central tolerance” by
itself cannot achieve reliable self-foreign discrimination. This is in line with the consensus
that peripheral tolerance mechanisms are crucial to prevent and dampen immune responses
by those self-reactive cells that survive negative selection. Nevertheless—under the right
conditions—negative selection can at least provide a basis for such other mechanisms to build
on. The idea of a “leaky” central tolerance strengthened by peripheral mechanisms is not
new 10,39 , and is supported for example by studies showing that more nuanced discrimina-
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tion becomes possible when T cells make decisions cooperatively 40,41 . However, our results
clearly show that it is difficult for negative selection to provide even a starting point because
it must somehow overcome the fundamental problem of similarity between self- and foreign
peptides.
Our finding that non-random peptide presentation improves self-foreign discrimination
raises the question how the thymus might obtain such a preference for displaying peptides
with low exchangeabilities. Although it remains unclear exactly which and how many peptides a T cell sees during selection, the importance of the thymic peptidome in shaping the
TCR repertoire is evident from the existence of specialised antigen presenting cells, transcription factors such as AIRE, and even special proteasomes controlling thymic peptide presentation 42 . We suggest that the biased presentation of low-exchangeability peptides required for
self-foreign discrimination might arise from special binding preferences of thymic antigen
presentation proteins. As has already been shown for the thymoproteasome during thymic
positive selection 43,44 , such binding preferences can enrich for specific subsets of self peptides and thereby impact the ability of a TCR repertoire to recognise self and foreign. While
a bias for specific AAs such as described in this paper would be one way to enrich for lowexchangeability peptides, we do not exclude that other binding preferences could have a similar impact on self-foreign discrimination.
How could our theory be tested? A first step would be to characterise the peptides present
in the thymus during negative selection and to compare these to a hypothetical “random”
sample from the proteome. Adamopoulou et al. 45 used peptide elution from dendritic cells
in the thymus to identify 842 peptides presented by these cells. It is, however, likely that this
dataset is enriched for highly abundant peptides and severely undersamples peptides presented on thymic epithelial cells. These epithelial cells are thought to be the major driver of negative selection, but made up only a small percentage of the cells that were analysed. More
recently, Schuster et al. 46 compiled a nice dataset consisting of MHC class I-bound peptides
across different organs. While this dataset is also expected to contain only few peptides from
epithelial cells, it could perhaps be used for an initial check whether amino acid distributions
of presented peptides differ between the thymus and other organs. However, a key issue with
datasets based on mass spectrometry is that this technique itself is biased in the peptides it
detects. As such, it currently remains difficult to compare the distribution of eluted peptides
to a theoretically predicted reference distribution, which our test would require.
While the discovery of non-random peptide presentation in the thymus would be a first
step towards validating our theory, this would still only be indirect evidence based on observational data. A direct proof of our theory would require experimental manipulation of the
peptides presented in the thymus. Indeed, the best possible test would perhaps be to choose
two different peptide sets with differing amounts of redundancy, and test whether—as pre-
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dicted by our model—the peptide set with lower redundancy leads to better discrimination
of unseen self peptides from foreign peptides. This theoretically ideal test is not yet feasible
with currently available experimental techniques. Mouse models with only one single peptide
present in the thymus have been available for some time 47 , and we hope that further development of such experimental models will allow a manipulation-based test of our theory in
the future.
At present, however, the absence of a direct experimental test of our theory remains a major
limitation of our work. The exact composition of an “optimal” peptide subset depends on the
rules dictating which peptides are recognised by specific T-cell receptor sequences, which are
still being discovered 29,30 , and more knowledge in this area would be required for a firmly
testable prediction. However, even though our simple model cannot predict exactly what the
optimal set of training peptides would be, the finding that T-cell repertoires can generalise—
and that this depends quite strongly on how training peptides are chosen—is independent of
the exact model used.
If thymic selection indeed helps self-foreign discrimination by also reducing the recognition of peptides the T-cell repertoire has not seen during selection, then this would establish
an interesting connection to “slow learning” systems as described in psychology and neuroscience 14,15 . This would show that generalisation and “learning by example” in biological
systems do not necessarily need to involve neural networks.

Materials and methods
Data and code availability
All code required to reproduce this paper is available at:
http://github.com/ingewortel/negative-selection-2020.
Simulation of negative selection
Our general simulation setup can be outlined as follows:
1. Generation of an unbiased TCR repertoire containing all possible motifs of length 6. For
details, see Repertoire model of negative selection on page 67.
2. Selection of a training set of either n English strings or n self peptides. See Sequences
(page 66) for details on the sequences used, and Training set selection (page 68) for details on the manners in which training sets are sampled. The training set selection
method was random unless mentioned otherwise in the figure legend. The value of
n can also be found in the figure legend.
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3. Negative selection of TCRs on the training set. All TCR motifs that match any of the
training sequences in at least t adjacent positions are removed from the repertoire. Unless mentioned otherwise, negative selection was performed with an affinity threshold
t = 3 for strings and t = 4 for peptides (see figure legends). All TCRs that remain make up
the post-selection repertoire. For details on computational methods, see Repertoire model
of negative selection (page 67).
4. Analysis of the recognition of test sequences by the post-selection repertoire. Test sets
always consist of “unseen” sequences that were not part of the training set used for
negative selection. See figure legends for details on the number and source of the test
sequences used. See Post-selection repertoire analysis (page 71) for details on specific analysis metrics used.
Steps 2–4 were repeated with different training and test sets for each simulation. “Optimal”
training sets, which are by definition selected only in one way (see Training set selection on
page 68), were held constant across simulations, but the test set was varied. Negative selection success as determined by these simulations was then assessed in the context of expectations based on the similarity between self and foreign sequences (see Sequence analysis on
page 69 for details).
Sequences
We applied our TCR model to both 6-letter strings and 6-AA peptides. Throughout this methods section, we will refer to them as strings and peptides for methods specific to either languages or peptides, or as sequences for methods applying to both. We will also refer to the
motifs in our model as TCRs throughout this methods section. With self sequences, we mean
either human peptides or English strings, and with foreign sequences we mean pathogenic
peptides or strings from other languages (see below).
Strings

English training strings (“self”) were extracted from Moby Dick (downloaded from www.
gutenberg.org/files/2489/2489.txt). Other, independent sets of test strings were extracted
from translations of the Gospel of John in the Bible (downloaded from www.biblegateway.
com). We obtained translations in different languages: English, Medieval English, Latin, and
Plautdietsch (Indo-European languages), Tagalog and Hiligaynon (Austronesian languages),
and Xhosa (Niger-Congo family of languages). The recognition of these test strings was always compared to the recognition of unseen English control strings from the Moby Dick training set. Capital letters were removed and all spaces and punctuation marks were replaced by
an underscore (_), yielding text with 27 possible characters (26 letters of the latin alphabet
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Table 2.1: List of proteomes used to extract MHC-I binders. † Proteome ID of the form (UP0000XXXXX),
with XXXXX the numbers in this column.
Organism

Proteome details

Proteins

ID†

Download date

Unique
6-mers (#)

Ebola virus

Mayinga, Zaire, 1976

9

07209

27/09/2017

140

Human cytomegalovirus
(HCMV)

Human herpesvirus 5
AD169 Isolate
Unknown X17403

190

08991

27/09/2017

2,090

Hepatitis B
virus

Genotype D subtype
ayw (isolate France/
Tiollais/1979)

7

07930

27/09/2017

65

Hepatitis C
virus

H77 isolate Unknown
AF009606

2

00518

27/09/2017

112

Human immunodeﬁciency
virus
(HIV)

Type 1 group M subtype
B (isolate HXB2)

9

02241

27/09/2017

69

Vaccinia virus

Strain Copenhagen

257

08269

27/09/2017

1,955

Zika virus

MR 766 Isolate
Unknown AY632535

1

54557

27/09/2017

118

Listeria
monocytogenes

serovar 1/2a
(strain ATCC
BAA-679 / EGD-e )

2,844

00817

27/09/2017

31,251

Plasmodium ovale
(Malaria)

Wallikeri

8,636

78550

27/09/2017

89,408

Homo sapiens
(human)

-

20,230

05640

01/06/2017

263,216

and _). Texts were then randomly cut into strings containing six characters each. Please refer
to our code repository (see Data and code availability on page 65) to obtain the exact input text
files with 6-letter chunks.
Peptides

Proteomes were obtained from Uniprot 48,49 (Table 2.1). Potential HLA-A2:01 binders were predicted using NetMHCPan 37 (version 3.0, default settings), focusing on peptides of 9 AAs. The
2% highest scoring 9-mers were defined as MHC-I binders, of which the residues at positions
3–8 were used as TCR-binding 6-mers. Duplicates were removed to get unique 6-mers for
each proteome (Table 2.1).
Repertoire model of negative selection
A limiting factor for simulating negative selection on large TCR repertoires is computational
complexity. Our unbiased pre-selection repertoires contain TCRs for every possible binding
motif of 6 letters (a-z or _) or 6 AAs—resulting in 276 ≈ 400 million TCRs for the language
AIS, and 206 = 64 million TCRs for the peptide AIS. Each of these TCRs needs to be compared
against all sequences in the training set. Our implementation of the contiguous affinity model
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uses advanced computational methods as described in 22,50 to compress T-cell repertoires and
to enable these comparisons between large sets of sequences. These methods are available in
our code repository (see Data and code availability on page 65).

Training set selection
Training sets of n English strings were sampled randomly in each simulation. Training sets of
n self peptides were sampled from the total ∼260,000 human MHC-I binders in one of three
ways: random, optimal, or biased sampling (see below for the last two).

Optimal training peptide selection

“Optimal” training sets were designed to remove as many self-reactive TCRs as possible. We
listed all self-reactive TCR binding motifs that would react to at least one of the ∼260,000
human MHC-I binders for a given threshold t, and then selected combinations of minimal
numbers of self peptides that would delete a maximal number of these self-reactive TCR motifs. We could not find an exact solution to this combinatorial optimisation problem because
there is a nearly infinite number of ways to select n out of ∼260,000 self peptides—and it is
not possible to assess the removal of self-reactive TCRs for each of them. We therefore designed a “greedy” algorithm to find an approximative solution instead. Briefly, we iteratively
select the self peptides that remove the most remaining self-reactive TCRs by repeating two
steps:
1. List the self-reactive TCR motifs that still remain in the repertoire;
2. Select the self peptide that deletes the most of these remaining self-reactive TCRs. If
multiple self peptides delete an equal number of remaining TCRs, we pick only those
self peptides that do not overlap in the TCRs they delete.
We stop when all self-reactive TCRs are deleted. The result is an ordered list of self peptides,
of which the top n epitopes form an “optimal” training set of size n. For t = 3, an optimally
chosen 12,025 self peptides (∼ 5% of all self peptides) could already remove all self-reactive
TCRs, whereas this required 130,407 self peptides (∼50% of all self peptides) at t = 4. For
simulations with optimal training sets larger than this number, random self peptides were
added to the optimal combinations to obtain the desired total number n.
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Biased training peptide selection

To generate training sets biased for rare AAs, all self peptides were first assigned a score that
depended on their AA composition:
Fpep =

6
X

faa,p

(2.1)

p=1

with f aa,p the frequency within all self peptides of the AA at position p of the 6-mer peptide.
These scores were then transformed to a sampling probability Ppep as follows:
Ppep =

6 · faa,max − Fpep
max(F ) − Fpep
=
max(F ) − min(F )
6 · faa,max − 6 · faa,min

(2.2)

where f aa,min is the frequency of the most common AA (L) in all self peptides, and f aa,max the
frequency of the most rare AA (W). Finally, we sample n training peptides from the total set of
self peptides using probabilities (Ppep )s , where we use the parameter s to control the strength
of the bias for rare AAs. Throughout the paper, we used either a weak bias (s = 1) or a strong
bias (s = 5) as indicated in the figures.

Sequence analysis
String graphs

To visualise strings eliciting reactions from the same TCRs, we constructed a graph where each
of 1000 strings from both languages (English and Xhosa or English and more English) was a
node. We then counted for each combination of strings how many TCR motifs (pre-selection)
could react to both at t = 3, and connected their nodes with an edge if this number was at least
10,000.
For visualisation, we ordered the connected components (clusters) in this graph by their
number of nodes, and plotted every 10th cluster in the final graph.

Peptide graphs

To visualise self and foreign peptides to which the same TCRs react, we again started with a
graph with nodes for all self- and foreign peptides, and counted for each pair the number of
TCRs that could react to both. This time, we used t = 4, and connected peptides with an edge
if at least 100 TCRs could react to both.
To visualise HIV and self peptides, we then selected all connected components (clusters)
that contained at least one HIV peptide.
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Concordance

Concordances were calculated using the full string- and peptide graphs described above (not
just the subsets used for visualisation). For each node, we listed the proportion of self- and
foreign neighbours. If a node was isolated and had no neighbours, we used the expected value
p0,class of this proportion (which equals the proportion of self or foreign nodes in the entire
graph). For both the self and foreign class of nodes, we then computed the concordance as
the mean proportion pclass of same-class neighbours (so mean proportion of self neighbours
for all self nodes, and mean proportion of foreign neighbours for all foreign nodes). Because
the ratio between self and foreign peptides/strings was not always equal, we corrected for this
ratio as follows:
pcorr,class = ln

p0,class
pclass
− ln
1 − pclass
1 − p0,class

cclass =

exp(pcorr,class )
exp(pcorr,class ) + 1

(2.3)

(2.4)

Here, p0,class is the expected proportion of same-class neighbours as described above, and
cclass is the ratio-corrected mean concordance for that class (self or foreign). This correction
ensures that cclass = 0.5 when pclass = p0,class ; it is 0 when all edges are discordant (between
nodes of different classes), and 1 when all edges are concordant edges (between nodes of the
same class). To avoid dividing by zero, we set an exception when pclass = 1:
if pclass == 1 → cclass = 1

(2.5)

The final, total concordance is then computed as a weighted average of the self- and foreign
corrected mean concordance:
c = p0,self · cself + p0,foreign · cforeign

(2.6)

AA enrichment

The enrichment of AA a (Ea ) was computed as
Ea = ln

fa,opt
fa,self

(2.7)

with f a,opt the frequency of AA a within the optimal set of 130,407 self peptides for t = 4 (see
Optimal training peptide selection on page 68), and f a,self its frequency within the total set of
263,216 self peptides (Table 2.1).
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Exchangeability

To compute exchangeability of self peptides, we constructed the graph of all self peptides.
We then define exchangeability of a peptide as N + 1, where N is the number of neighbours in
the peptide graph.
To compute how likely peptides of a given exchangeability are to delete foreign-reactive
TCRs, we sorted self peptides on their exchangeability and then grouped them into 10 bins
with equal numbers of peptides (deciles). Thus, the first decile contains the 10% of peptides
with the lowest exchangeabilities, the highest decile the 10% with highest exchangeabilities,
etc. We then constructed a graph containing all self and HIV peptides, and analysed for each
decile which percentage of the self peptides in it had an HIV neighbour in this graph (in other
words, which percentage “resembled” an HIV peptide).
To analyse the relationship between exchangeability and AA composition, we computed
both exchangeability and the AA composition score F pep (see Biased training peptide selection
on page 69) for 1000 randomly selected self peptides, and analysed the association between
the two scores.
Post-selection repertoire analysis
Sequence recognition

To assess sequence recognition by the post-selection repertoire, we counted the number of
post-selection TCRs reacting to each sequence with an affinity of at least the predefined affinity threshold t (the same threshold as used for negative selection). Recognition was then
reported in the number of reacting TCRs per million TCRs in the post-selection repertoire. If
the post-selection repertoire was empty, we set this number to a value of 0. Reported recognition values are always from a single simulation.
Self-foreign discrimination

To assess self-foreign discrimination within a test set containing equal numbers of self and
foreign sequences across multiple simulations, the number of TCRs reacting to each sequence
was counted as mentioned above. All sequences were then ranked from high to low numbers
of reacting TCRs to obtain the percentage of foreign sequences among the 10% most frequently
recognised sequences. When there were ties, we used the value of this percentage that would
be expected after random tie-breaking.
Afﬁnity distribution

To compare TCR affinities between strings to which many TCRs react and strings with fewer
reacting TCRs, strings were ranked by number of reacting TCRs as described above and split
into the top 10% of most-frequently recognised strings and the remaining 90% of strings. For
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each string, we then counted the number of TCRs reacting to that string with a specific affinity.
For both groups, we then computed how many TCRs recognised a string in that group at a
given affinity, and report this as a percentage of all TCRs recognizing a string in that group.
TCR survival/deletion

To assess TCR survival during negative selection on training sets of increasing size, we first
chose a test set of self and/or foreign sequences, and listed all pre-selection TCRs whose affinity for these sequences was ≥ t. We then negatively selected our repertoires on training sets
that did not contain any of these test sequences, and assessed the percentage of the TCRs of
interest that survived negative selection. TCR deletion can then be computed as 100 minus
the TCR survival rate.
Statistical analysis
Central tendency and spread of asymmetrically distributed continuous variables (sequence
recognition in TCRs/million) are described using median and interquartile range. For symmetrically distributed continuous variables (percentage of foreign sequences among the 10%
most frequently recognised sequences, percentage of TCR survival), we use mean and standard deviation (SD) to show the variability among simulations, or mean and standard error of the
mean (SEM) to visualise the uncertainty at the performed number of simulations. Concordances/AA enrichment scores are computed as a single number for a complete set of sequences
and therefore have no measure of spread. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient and 95% confidence interval were computed using the cor.test function of the R stats package with default
settings (R version 3.3.2, 2016-10-31, RRID:SCR_001905).
We did not perform frequentist statistical testing, since we can generate as many simulation runs as needed to ensure that any interpreted differences are not simply due to random
chance. Throughout this paper, we show TCR deletion and self-foreign discrimination curves
averaged over 30 simulations. This number of simulations was sufficient that the measurement error—SEM—was small enough in the TCR survival/deletion curves to be invisible. In
the self-foreign discrimination curves (percentage foreign among top 10%), the SEM was not
invisible but still small enough with respect to the effect sizes observed (as readers can also
judge for themselves in the corresponding graphs).
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“The wand chooses the wizard, remember...”
–Garrick Ollivander,
Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone by J.K. Rowling

Part II

Software: a toolbox for studying
cell migration in silico

“Things we lose have a way of coming back to us in the end, if not always
in the way we expect.”
–Luna Lovegood,
Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix by J.K. Rowling
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Abstract
Over the past two decades, visualisation of cell migration via time-lapse
microscopy has greatly advanced our understanding of the immune
system. However, subtle differences in migration dynamics can be easily obscured by biases and imaging artefacts. While several analysis
methods have been suggested to address these issues, an integrated
tool implementing them is currently lacking. We here present celltrackR,
an R package containing a diverse set of state-of-the-art analysis methods for (immune) cell tracks. CelltrackR supports the complete pipeline
for track analysis by providing methods for data management, quality
control, extracting and visualising migration statistics, clustering tracks,
and simulating cell migration. CelltrackR supports the analysis of both
2D and 3D cell tracks. CelltrackR is an open-source package released
under a GPL-2 license, and is freely available on both GitHub and CRAN.
Although the package was designed speciﬁcally for immune cell migration data, many of its methods will also be of use in other research areas
dealing with moving objects.
See also:
https://github.com/ingewortel/celltrackR
https://ingewortel.github.io/celltrackR
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/celltrackR
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Introduction

T

he ability to visualise immune cell migration using time-lapse microscopy has allowed
researchers to start unraveling the cellular mechanisms underlying immunity, infection,
cancer, and chronic inflammation 1 , but the new data have also raised many questions. To
truly understand how immune cells adjust their migration mode in different contexts, reliable
quantification methods are needed.
A major challenge in extracting robust conclusions from immune cell migration data is that
differences are often hard to detect, and can be obscured by imaging artefacts and biases in
the analysis 2 . Yet even very subtle differences in migration statistics can have large functional consequences on time scales beyond that of the imaging experiment 3,4 . Although novel
analysis methods and modelling approaches have been developed to deal with these issues,
these are often implemented in custom-made scripts—hampering their widespread use by
the community. An accessible tool integrating these different methods is currently lacking.

Results
Implementation
We here present celltrackR, an R package for the robust quantification and interpretation of
immune cell migration data. Building on the powerful statistical and visualisation methods
already available within the R programming language 5 , celltrackR supports the full workflow
from visualising and quantifying cell tracks to modelling and inferring robust conclusions
(Figure 3.1).
CelltrackR analysis workﬂow
Below, we briefly explain how celltrackR supports the cell track data analysis workflow. Detailed examples are available as package vignettes via browseVignettes(“celltrackR”), also accessible online (see page 89). A graphical summary of available celltrackR functions is supplied in the package cheat sheet in the Supplementary Material (page 90), which is also accessible from the package via the cheatsheet() function.
Loading data from different experimental set-ups

Cell migration data are typically stored in the format of cell tracks, tables linking the position
of each cell to the corresponding timepoint in time-lapse images. Because it works with this
standardised format, celltrackR is compatible with migration data from any experiment or
microscope. It implements a special data structure, the tracks object (Figure 3.1). This object is
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tracks with
similar properties

step speed

Figure 3.1: CelltrackR supports the full pipeline from cell migration data to their interpretation.
It implements a new data structure for rapid quantiﬁcation of migration metrics on track datasets—the
tracks object—and methods for quality control, quantiﬁcation, visualisation, clustering, and simulation.

a list with a coordinate matrix for each track in the dataset, and can easily be generated from
a text file using the function read.tracks.csv. CelltrackR also supports conversion between track
objects and other data structures for compatibility with custom analyses.
Quality control and preprocessing

CelltrackR offers several methods for track preprocessing and quality control. The timeStep
function can be used to detect unequal time differences and missing data between subsequent
time-lapse images. The repairGaps function fixes this issue either by splitting the problematic
track, or via interpolation to more equally distributed timepoints. In general, the function
interpolateTrack can interpolate cell positions at any timepoint of interest, which allows comparison of datasets imaged at different time resolutions. CelltrackR also implements several
angle analysis tools designed to detect and deal with imaging artefacts 2 . These methods are
documented under ?AngleAnalysis.
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Extracting and visualising cell- or step-based statistics

Quantification of cell migration data relies on the computation of statistics such as speed,
displacement, and turning angles. CelltrackR contains a range of motility statistics designed
to characterise cell speed, straightness, and directionality 6,7 . See the documentation under
?TrackMeasures for details. Because new track statistics are still developed constantly, the
package was designed to be easily extensible by custom track measures—the user only needs
to write a function that computes the desired statistic on one single input track. Such functions can be supplied as arguments to many other methods of the package.
While it is possible to assess these statistics on tracks from individual cells, it has been
shown that this “cell-based” method can introduce biases in the analysis 2 . Alternatives are
“step-based” 2 , “staggered” 6 , and combined 8 approaches, which compute these metrics on
local parts of tracks instead. CelltrackR was designed for compatibility with each of these analysis methods, allowing rapid computation of both existing and custom migration statistics
in a cell-based, step-based, or staggered manner.
After track quantification, users can compare and visualise migration statistics using R’s
standard statistical and visualisation tools. Popular visualisations such as rose plots, mean
squared displacement (MSD) plots, and autocorrelation plots can all be generated in this fashion and can be compared between different experiments. In addition, celltrackR implements
hotellingsTest for an unbiased visualisation and statistical analysis of subtle directionality in a
dataset 3 .
Grouping and clustering tracks

The methods explained so far allow the user to perform supervised data analyses comparing
different cell types or experimental conditions. In addition, celltrackR also supports unsupervised track analysis. The function clusterTracks clusters tracks in a dataset based on one or more
migration statistics using one of several popular clustering methods, and the function trackFeatureMap helps to explore track similarity by performing popular dimensionality reduction
methods on migration statistics. In addition, the function selectTracks allows the user to select
subsets of similar tracks by thresholding on migration statistics. These subsets can then be
compared in the regular fashion.
Simulating immune cell migration

Since migration experiments typically measure cell movement over short time frames, it can
be difficult to estimate whether a subtle difference in migration statistics has any functional
significance. Simulation can be a powerful tool to extrapolate changes in experimentally observed migration patterns to their functional effects in the long run 3,4,9 , and celltrackR supports several methods for simulating tracks. The function brownianTrack simulates a simple
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random walk, and the function beaucheminTrack implements a variation of this model designed

specifically for T cells, which can also simulate directionally biased motion 9,10 . In addition,
bootstrapTrack lets users simulate tracks directly from migration statistics observed in a real
dataset. These functions allow the user to explore long-term effects of small differences in
migration statistics in silico, thus assisting the interpretation of immune cell migration data
observed in vitro or in vivo.

Discussion
While several tools exist for the analysis of cell migration from time-lapse imaging data,
most of these tools focus on the computer vision problem of extracting tracks from the supplied images and provide only some basic statistical analysis (such as speed) on the tracks
produced. In addition, many tools only support track analysis in 2D and cannot handle 3D
tracks from two-photon imaging experiments commonly performed by immunologists (see
Table 3.1). CelltrackR was therefore designed specifically for the analysis of both 2D and 3D
tracks.
Two other tools exist that focus on track analysis rather than track generation: CellMissy 11
and the Ibidi Chemotaxis & Migration tool 12 —of which only the latter supports 3D data (see
Table 3.1). However, both of these are aimed at users that wish to analyse data produced by
standard migration assays. They are built with a graphical user interface (GUI) that makes
it easy to perform these standard analyses, but is not well-suited for performing custom, indepth, exploratory analyses on a complex dataset. Furthermore, these tools lack most of the
quality control and angle analysis methods that have proven extremely powerful in the interpretation of immune cell migration data (see this review 2 for an overview of such methods).
CelltrackR therefore implements a wide array of methods commonly used in the immune
cell migration field. Furthermore, it extends these with methods for dimensionality reduction, clustering, and simulation to support inference from migration data sets (Table 3.1). The
package is aimed at data scientists who wish to perform an in-depth exploration of cell migration data using both existing and custom analysis methods—supporting the development of
novel methodologies. For this reason, celltrackR is implemented not as a GUI with predefined
methods, but as an R package that can easily be integrated with other data science tools available in the R language.
CelltrackR has been designed as part of the MotilityLab project 13 , which is still under development. Indeed, an earlier version of the celltrackR package was called “MotilityLab”. The
current version of celltrackR is an extension of this package, released under a new name to
make the package easier to find.
While the R package itself is designed for programmers that wish to explore migration data
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Table 3.1: Comparison between celltrackR and existing software for cell migration data. The table lists accessibility and implemented functionalities for each
available resource (as assessed from the online documentation provided by the software authors).
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in a flexible manner, the MotilityLab website provides a simple GUI frontend to several popular functions in the package 13 . More celltrackR functions will be made available from this GUI
in the future.

Conclusion
CelltrackR is the first R package designed specifically for the in-depth analysis of (immune)
cell migration data in both 2D and 3D. The implementation in the R programming language
allows users easy access to existing analysis methods consolidated by the immune cell migration field, while still also providing the flexibility needed for custom analyses. Together
with the many resources for data visualisation and statistical analysis already available in the
R language, this makes celltrackR a powerful tool for exploring and analysing cell migration
data. Specifically, the package implements a data structure for migration data that allows
rapid computation of a diverse array of statistics on immune cell tracks, is compatible with
both cell- and step-based approaches from literature, and can easily be extended with future
methods if required. It also supports several important quality controls suggested in literature and allows users to combine track analysis, visualisation, clustering, and simulation in a
single platform.
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Supplementary material
The package cheat sheet is included on the next page. Detailed tutorials are included as
package vignettes, also accessible online via https://ingewortel.github.io/celltrackR.
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To analyse cell movement, we record a cell’s coordinates in time-lapse videos
to obtain a cell . To facilitate the interpretation of tracking data,
  implements a large variety of methods for the fast and
flexible analysis of track data in R. Load data from a text file,
t1
get rid of artefacts and tracking errors by performing quality
controls proposed in literature, and analyse any metric on the level of
individual tracks, steps, or subtracks.   supports angle analyses and
allows rapid visualisation, clustering, and simulation of tracks. Let’s get started!

t2
t3
t4



   

Generate tracks object from a csv file:

 allow better inference of the cell’s
behaviour, especially in cell-based analyses ().

- $cell2:

tracks object contains
a matrix for each cell

- ...

t x y z
t1 . . . . .
t2 . . . . .
t x y z
t1 . . . . .
t2 . . . . .

read.tracks.csv( mydata.csv,
id.column = 1, time.column = 2,
pos.columns = 3:5 )

Concatenate two tracks objects:
c( X1, X2 )

Convert between data structures:
dataframe
ID t x y z
cell1 t1 . . . . .
cell1 t2 . . . . .
cell2 t1 . . . . .
cell2 t2 . . . . .
- $cell1:
t x y z
t1 . . . . .
t2 . . . . .

as.data.frame( X )

tracks to dataframe

t ...
t1 . . .
t2 . . .

max

length distribution

function
must return
longest track (# steps) TRUE/FALSE

maxTrackLength( X )

#steps

filterTracks( function(x) nrow(x)>n, X )

keep only tracks of at least n steps
Filtering can cause bias. Consider a step-based
analysis () instead of removing short tracks.
Check for  Δ between steps, or gaps:
p
p

split into
two tracks

or

interpolate
@fixed ∆t

position

avdt <- timeStep( x ); hist( sapply(
subtracks( x, 1 ), duration ) - avdt )

as.tracks( D )

dataframe to tracks
as.list( X )

tracks to regular R list
wrapTrack( x )

wrap single track matrix
into a track object

Sort tracks by time-order:
t ...
t8 . . .
t3 . . .

hist( sapply( X, nrow ) )

# tracks

- $cell1:

Δt-avg(Δt)

mydata.csv:
ID t x y z
cell1 t1 . . .
cell1 t2 . . .
cell2 t1 . . .
cell2 t2 . . .

sort( X )

Output of read.tracks.csv()
and as.tracks.data.frame()
is time-ordered by default.

Fix this issue automatically for all tracks in X with
an irregular Δt above some threshold:
or: “split”
fix1 <- repairGaps( X, “interpolate” )

Adjust   Δ:

t ...
t1 . . .
t2 . . .
t3 . . .

t ...
t1 . . .
t3 . . .

subsample every
k-th timepoint

subsample( x, k = 2 )
interpolateTrack( x, dtvec )

interpolate at times in dtvec

Angle analyses () can help detect artefacts, drift,
and tracking errors (    ).
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single tracks, (staggered) subtracks, and steps

- $2:



t3

- $n:

X

t1

from

x <- X[[1]]

0

“steps” are
subtracks
of length 1

matrix with all
“staggered”
subtracks

t2
to

...

t4
t x y z
1
Δt tt2 .. .. .. .. ..
Δt t3 . . . . .
Δt t4 . . . . .

1

t3

t1

subtrack length

t4

t2

2

 

3


- $1:

t1

t2

t3

“prefixes” start at t1

t4

subtrack length
cell.steps <- subtracks( x, 1 )
all.steps <- subtracks( X, 1 )
all subtracks
first.steps <- prefixes( X, 1 )
starting at t
t.steps <- subtracksByTime( X, t, 1 )

 [[ ]] to return coordinate matrix,
[ ] to return a tracks object.

   cell-based, step-based, and staggered metrics
Track properties can be computed in a cell-based, step-based, or staggered fashion. For more information, please refer
to (    ). Examples are shown for the analysis of speed, but can also be performed with other analysis
measures ( )
 
Find average speed of each
individual cell (track):
# cells

cell-based
mean

mean( sapply( X, speed ) )

 have equal weights; 
from short tracks weigh more
Get instantaneous/”step” speed
distribution for each cell (track):

symmetrical
matrix. 0-step
subtracks have
no speed (NA).

- $cell1:

cell 1:

speed
- ...

...

aggregate( X, speed,
subtrack.length = 1,
FUN = mean )$value

 have equal weights; 
with longer tracks weigh more
To get the distribution over all
steps instead of only the mean:

cell 2:

#steps

# steps


Measure speed on all subtracks
in the staggered matrix:

- $cell2:

mean cell speed

# steps


Average speed over all steps,
pooled from all tracks together:

step speed

image( applyStaggered(
x, speed, matrix = TRUE ) )

if FALSE: return only the matrix
mean, which is dominated by
short (more frequent!) subtracks.
Directly get all mean cell speeds
(over the staggered subtracks):

-

step speed

steps <- subtracks( x, 1 )
hist( sapply(
steps of
steps, speed ) )

one cell x

steps <- subtracks( X, 1 )
hist( sapply(
all steps in
steps, speed ) )

object X

- ...
sapply( X,
staggered( speed ) )
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(see also ?AngleAnalysis)

   
(see also ?TrackMeasures)

  

  
t x y z
t1 . . . . .
t2 . . . . .
t3 . . . . .
t4 . . . . .

duration( x )

θ

ck h
tra ngt
le

see also:
squareDisplacement()
displacementVector()
normalizeToDuration()

t1

angleToDir( x,dvec )

θ

= d(t1,t2) + ... + d(tend-1,tend)

= angle θ between first step
and reference direction

p2

p1

speed( x )

= tracklength/duration

maxDisplacement( x )

= angle θ between first step
and reference point
= distance d between first step
and reference point

trackLength( x )

ax )
m t1, tn
d(

angleToPoint( x,p )

distanceToPoint( x,p )

= d(tm,tn)

tn

dx

d

displacement( x,
from = m, to = n )

d(tm
,tn)

tm
dy

p (px, py, pz)

= tend - t1

θ

d

angleToPlane( x,p1,p2,p3 )

p3

= angle θ between first step
and plane with points p1-p3

distanceToPlane( x,p1,p2,p3 )

= distance d between first step
and plane with points p1-p3

= max d(t1, tn)


1

0

1

0

1

displacementRatio( x )

 can help
identify directional biases or artefacts (   
 ):

= d(t1,tend)/max d

outreachRatio( x )

= max d/tracklength

straightness( x )

= d(t1,tend)/tracklength
d

note that asphericity
ignores time-ordering

a

θ

or try analyzeCellPairs()

= ( a2 - b2 )2/( a2 + b2 )2

step.pairs <- analyzeStepPairs( X )
plot( step.pairs$dist, step.pairs$angle )

 
v1

overallAngle( x )

θ

overallDot( x )

= angle θ(v1, vend) (first & last step)
= dot product v1 • vend =

vend

θ
θ

symmetric
0<θ<π
θ1
θ2

distance

asphericity( x )

b

cos θ
|v1||vend|

useful for autocorrelation/
autocovariance plots

meanTurningAngle( x )

= mean (θ1, ... , θend)

expected:
90 degrees

angle

0

 can help detect global directionality in
a dataset in an unbiased fashion ( ):
y
hotellingsTest( X,
plot = TRUE )

does the average
step displacement
differ from the null
vector?

 
Check out the detailed examples in the package vignettes:
browseVignettes( package = “celltrackR” )

x
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detecting patterns in track data
  in space

  
Models & bootstrapping
Comparing observed data to idealised models is useful
for interpretation. CelltrackR supports several methods
for simulating tracks.

y

3D tracks? see plot3d()
& projectDimensions()

plot( X )

plot(normalizeTracks( X ))

x
boundingBox(X)

overlay track starting points

  Δmean square
displacement (MSD) & autocovariance plots

Plot cos() of
overallAngle()
for an autocorrelation plot

acov

MSD

plot(aggregate( X, squareDisplacement ))
plot(aggregate( X, overallDot ))


Visualise two measures
in a scatterplot:
plotTrackMeasures(
X, speed,
meanTurningAngle )

trackFeatureMap( X,
c(speed,straightness,
meanTurningAngle),
method = “PCA” )

Cluster tracks by features:
clusterTracks( X,
c(speed,straightness,
meanTurningAngle),
method = “hclust” )

A "” model designed specifically for T
cells in lymph nodes (  ). Cells
move at speed v.free for time t.free, and then pause
for a time t.pause before changing direction (can be
with directional persistence or directional bias):
beaucheminTrack( sim.time, delta.t,
p.persist, p.bias, bias.dir, taxis.mode,
t.free, v.free, t.pause )

bootstrapTrack( nsteps, X )

speed

     :
simdata <- simulateTracks( 10,
bootstrapTrack( nsteps, X ) )

mean θ

or another simulation method

straightness



PC2

Or visualise higher dimensional feature sets with
dimensionality reduction:

non-zero for directional bias

A  matches speeds and turning
angles to those observed in data:

Or subset tracks by one
feature first:
minv <- median(
sapply( X, speed ) )
fast <- selectTracks(
X, speed, minv, Inf )

brownianTrack( nsteps, dim, mean=c(0,0),
sd=c(1,1) )

unlike brownianTrack(), beaucheminTrack()
has an explicit definition of time.

Δt

mean θ

Δt

A    in dim dimensions:

Beauchemin et al (2007). Characterizing T cell movement within
lymph nodes in the absence of antigen.  .

PC1
Other methods:
“UMAP”/“MDS”

Or: “kmeans”

Beltman et al (2009). Analysing Immune cell migration.
    
Mokhtari et al (2013). Automated characterization and parameter-free classification of cell tracks based on local migration behavior.  
Textor et al (2011). Defining the quantitative limits of intravital
two-photon lymphocyte tracking.  

© Johannes Textor, Katharina Dannenberg, Jeffrey Berry, Gerhard Burger, Inge Wortel (2019).
For the newest version, visit: https://github.com/ingewortel/celltrackR
To cite celltrackR, please refer to: citation( “celltrackR” ).
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“I mean, it’s sort of exciting, isn’t it, breaking the rules?”
–Hermione Granger,
Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix by J.K. Rowling

Chapter 4

Artistoo
Artistoo, a library to build, share, and explore simulations
of cells and tissues in the web browser

Inge M. N. Wortel and Johannes Textor
Department of Tumor Immunology, Radboud Institute for Molecular Life Sciences (RIMLS),
Radboud university medical center (Radboudumc), Nijmegen, the Netherlands

eLife 2021; 10:e61288.

Abstract
The cellular Potts model (CPM) is a powerful in silico method for simulating diverse biological processes at tissue scale. Their inherently
graphical nature makes CPMs very accessible in theory, but in practice,
they are mostly implemented in specialised frameworks users need to
master before they can run simulations.
We here present Artistoo (Artiﬁcial Tissue Toolbox), a JavaScript library
for building “explorable” CPM simulations where viewers can change
parameters interactively, exploring their effects in real time. Simulations
run directly in the web browser and do not require third-party software,
plugins, or back-end servers. The JavaScript implementation imposes
no major performance loss compared to frameworks written in C++;
Artistoo remains sufﬁciently fast for interactive, real time simulations.
Artistoo provides an opportunity to unlock CPM models for a broader
audience: Interactive simulations can be shared via a URL in a zeroinstall setting. We discuss applications in CPM research, science dissemination, open science, and education.
See also:
https://github.com/ingewortel/artistoo
https://artistoo.net
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Introduction

A

growing community of computational biologists uses simulation models to reason about
complex processes in biological systems. The cellular Potts model (CPM) (Box 1, page 98)
is a well-established framework for simulating interacting cells. Originally proposed as a
model for cell sorting 1 , the CPM has since been extended with a plethora of biological processes such as proliferation, apoptosis, cell motion, and chemotaxis—allowing CPM users to
model diverse phenomena ranging from slime mould formation to blood vessel development,
tumour growth, and cell migration 2–4 .
Nowadays, several mature professional modelling frameworks with CPM implementations
exist, such as CompuCell3D 5 , Morpheus 6 , Tissue Simulation Toolkit 7 , and CHASTE 8 . While
CPMs are relatively efficient models, tissue-scale simulations still require substantial computational resources. All of the abovementioned frameworks therefore rely on the C++ programming language for computation steps, which requires them to be built for and installed on the
user’s native operating system.
Here, we present “Artistoo” (Artificial Tissue Toolbox), a CPM framework built entirely in
JavaScript. Although interpreted languages like JavaScript have classically been deemed too
inefficient for running simulations, we found that this no longer holds: investments by major
tech companies have tremendously improved JavaScript engines over the past years, to the
point that our CPM now has no major performance disadvantage compared to existing C++
frameworks.
The JavaScript implementation of Artistoo opens up new possibilities for rapid and lowbarrier sharing of CPM simulations with students, collaborators, and readers or reviewers of
a paper. Unlike existing frameworks, Artistoo allows users to build simulations that run in the
web browser without the need to install any software: Artistoo models run on any platform
providing a standards-compliant web browser—be it a desktop computer, a tablet, or a mobile phone. These simulations can be published on any web server or saved locally and do not
rely on any back-end servers being available. They can be made explorable, enabling viewers
to interact with the simulation and see the effect of changing model parameters in real-time.
In this paper, we will first briefly explain the key design principles behind Artistoo. We will
then highlight applications in teaching, research, science dissemination, and open science
where we envision that the zero-install, web-based architecture of our framework could be
particularly useful.
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Box 1: Cellular Potts models
Cellular Potts models (CPMs) represent cells and tissues
as collections of pixels on a 2D or 3D grid, where each
pixel has an “identity” σ, linking it to a speciﬁc cell or to
the empty background.

Model dynamics arise from stochastic attempts to
change these identities, for which the success rate
Pchange is linked to the system’s global energy, also called
Hamiltonian, H. The energetic effect ∆H of the proposed change determines Pchange : energetically favourable changes (∆H < 0) always succeed, while the success rate of unfavourable changes (∆H > 0) decays exponentially with the energetic “cost”:

An example CPM grid with
pixels belonging to the background (σ = 0) or to one of
the two cells (σ = 1, σ = 2).

Pchange = e−∆H/T
Here, the “temperature” T is a model parameter controlling noise: a higher T allows
more energetically unfavourable changes to succeed.
CPM dynamics are thus controlled by the Hamiltonian H, an energy function deﬁned
by the modeller. H can contain multiple terms to represent different biophysical processes, such as adhesion (interface energies) and shape elasticity (energetic penalties for cells stretching or compressing beyond a given size). One of the CPM’s
strengths is that almost any desired behaviour can be encoded into the model,
provided that the modeller can come up with a suitable energy term. Furthermore,
model energies can be linked to other equations (e.g. diffusion of some signalling
molecule), allowing even more ﬂexibility in the processes a CPM can simulate. For
further details on typical energy functions and model dynamics, we refer the reader
to Interactive Simulation S1 in Appendix A (page 108).
As pixels can only have one cell identity at the same time, the property of volume
exclusion emerges naturally in the model. This allows cells to interact with each other
automatically. This — together with its ﬂexibility and ability to capture detailed cell
shapes — has made the CPM a popular tool for modelling cell-cell interactions and
the resulting tissue dynamics 2–4 .

Nevertheless, like any model, CPMs have their limitations. For example, criticisms
have included their lack of scalability, as well as difﬁculties in linking CPM parameters
to measurable, real-world quantities. We note that ongoing developments in the ﬁeld
are addressing some of these concerns; for details on CPM strengths and limitations
(and efforts to overcome these), we refer the reader elsewhere 9–13 .
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Results
Implementation
Artistoo is a JavaScript library implemented as an ECMAScript 6 module, which can be loaded
into an HTML page or accessed from within a Node.js command line application. Artistoo is
an open-source, MIT-licensed library, and is freely available on GitHub at https://github.com/
ingewortel/artistoo.
Design philosophy

Computational modelling research involves two important, but distinct groups of researchers
that tend to have different types of expertise. On the one hand, there are the model builders,
the scientists designing the models and performing the research; these are typically computational biologists with at least some basic programming skills. On the other hand, there are
the model viewers, members of the broader research community who should be able to access
and understand these models once they are built; this group may also include biologists and
students without programming expertise.
A major challenge in the design of modelling software is to cater to both these groups at the
same time. Tools revolving around a front-end graphical user interface are ideal for viewers
(no programming required), but tend to lose some of the flexibility desired by builders (anything not yet implemented in the GUI typically becomes harder to do, and it becomes more
difficult to automate simulations and post-processing). Vice versa, a more flexible codingbased tool is comfortable for builders but rapidly becomes inaccessible for most viewers.
The implementation in JavaScript allows Artistoo to resolve this problem by presenting
each user group with a different interface (Figure 4.1). Model viewers access an HTML page
provided by the model builder, which contains a model visualisation and interactive access to
the most important parameters (improving transparency because viewers are not distracted
by an overload of options they do not need). Such HTML pages are accessible in a zero-install
setting, explorable via parameter sliders, and remain highly accessible: no knowledge of the
Artistoo framework or model details is required for viewers to operate them.
Model builders create these web applications using the Artistoo framework. They can do
this at different levels of complexity: Artistoo users build models via simple changes to configuration objects (requiring very little knowledge of Artistoo or programming), or by incorporating the many available methods in a few simple lines of code; this requires no in-depth
knowledge of the framework “under the hood” architecture while still providing high flexibility. Finally, Artistoo developers have the ultimate freedom to add custom plugins to the existing
framework where needed. Only this group requires in-depth knowledge of the framework and
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Figure 4.1: Artistoo user groups.
Different Artistoo access levels balance ﬂexibility and simplicity depending on the audience.

slightly more advanced JavaScript skills. The online documentation at https://artistoo.net/
helps both these groups to get started with the framework.

Approachability

The methods currently implemented in the framework allow users to simulate, visualise, and
analyse a wide range of CPM models (Figure 4.2A on page 102). Our Github repository contains
example code for models of various biological processes (e.g. simulations of tissues, cell migration, and cell interactions). First-time users can download these HTML pages and modify
parameters without needing to learn the implementation details of the framework, or to have
programmed in JavaScript before. Alternatively, the Simulation class provides default methods for setting up and visualising simulations, allowing users to get started with the library
without having to set up this “boilerplate” code themselves. Advanced users can instead build
simulations from scratch, customising them using the many available options and methods.
Once accustomed with the framework, they can develop and plug in their own code modules
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(see section Modularity and flexibility below). An example interactive HTML simulation (Figure 4.2B) is included in Appendix A on page 108. Full documentation as well as a user manual
with step-by-step tutorials are available at https://artistoo.net/.
Modularity and ﬂexibility

A typical CPM simulation consists of different types of components: the grid on which cells are
simulated, the energy rules governing cell behaviour in the model, separate processes such as
cell proliferation or diffusion, and the visualisation and quantification methods used to produce outputs. A key strength of the CPM is that it can be easily extended with custom terms
to model specific processes. To facilitate such customisation, we have set up the code in a
highly modular fashion. These modules can be combined freely to build a custom simulation. In addition, developers can supply their own custom modules—containing any of the
aforementioned simulation components—to integrate with the framework and to share with
other users.
Performance and scalability

Although maximal performance is not a design goal of our framework per se, Artistoo should
not be much slower than comparable frameworks either: running explorable simulations in
real-time is only feasible if computations are reasonably efficient. We implemented various
simulations both in Artistoo and in Morpheus and found that both frameworks had similar
performance (Figure 4.2C). In fact, Artistoo was slightly faster in all but one of these examples,
although differences tended to be small; even in the case where Artistoo was slower (cell division), the performance difference was not so large that real-time browser simulations became infeasible. Simulation speed scales linearly with the total number of pixels on the grid
and decreases for very large systems, but real-time simulations remain feasible for a reasonable range of grid sizes (Supplementary Figure S1 on page 109, Figure 4.2D). This would allow
sharing of at least a reasonable prototype of larger-scale models.
Portability

To make Artistoo more accessible for users familiar with other frameworks, we have built a
prototype for an online tool that converts Morpheus model files into Artistoo code (https://
artistoo.net/converter.html). In some cases, models may not (yet) be fully portable due to
differences in the types of models supported; in that case, the tool returns the closest possible
analogue and logs any changes it had to make, providing suggestions to help users further.
This tool offers a starting point for any users who wish to create Artistoo web applications
from existing models. A similar tool converts Artistoo models to Morpheus XML, allowing
users to switch to another framework (e.g. for scaling up, multiscale models, etc).
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Figure 4.2: Artistoo simulations are ﬂexible and interactive while remaining fast.
(a) Artistoo supports simulation of diverse biological processes; (b) users can interact with browserbased simulations via sliders, in real-time. (c) Artistoo performance is comparable to that of the Morpheus framework. Data show wall times (mean+SD of 5 runs) for four models implemented in both frameworks (see Methods for implementation details). (d) Scalability of the cell sorting simulation; simulation
speed in Monte Carlo steps per second (MCS/s) for different grid sizes (mean±SD of 5 runs). Red line
indicates 20 frames per second, a minimum speed required for a "real-time" simulation for the human
visual system. See also Appendix A for interactive versions of the simulations shown in panels b-d.
Artistoo Node.js scripts for the simulations in panels c,d are available on GitHub 26 .

Applications
We here highlight a number of settings where Artistoo might complement other available
modelling frameworks, focusing on the unique feature of Artistoo: it allows users to build
and share explorable simulations in a zero-install setting. We discuss how this opens up novel
opportunities of sharing CPM-based research and provide examples from our own work in
Appendix B on page 109.
Teaching

When organising practical computer work in the context of classroom teaching, getting software to work on every student’s computer can consume a substantial amount of time and
effort. Especially when teaching large classes in limited time, installing an entirely new mod-
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elling framework for a single course assignment may not be appropriate. The zero-install feature of Artistoo might therefore be attractive for use of CPM modelling in the classroom. We
frequently use the framework in teaching and found it feasible to let students run and understand CPM models in a workshop of just a few hours—even when students had no programming experience and were given just a single lecture on the CPM in advance. We provide an
introductory assignment on the CPM in Application S1 in Appendix B (page 109), which readers may use and adapt freely for their own courses, and refer to Interactive Simulation S1 in
Appendix A (page 108) for an interactive tutorial on the CPM.
Communication and open science

While the move towards open science has prompted many to share their code with publications, understanding and using this code often remains challenging for readers who do not
use similar models themselves. We envision that by sharing interactive Artistoo simulations
via a simple URL, computational biologists can make their modelling research more accessible
for the readers and reviewers of their papers; if readers can interact with model parameters
without the barrier of having to install special software, this may greatly improve the transparency of CPM research. This would allow others to evaluate these models more critically, as
well as foster the exchange of ideas between scientists from different disciplines.
In addition, interactive simulations can help communicate CPM-based science at conferences or in classrooms. We frequently use the framework reveal.js 14 to build slideshows in
HTML with live, interactive Artistoo demonstrations to help explain how models work. Similarly, interactive simulations can be shared on a conference poster via a QR code, which other
attendees can explore on their mobile phone. We provide examples of both in Appendix B
(Application S2, S3, page 109).
Research and collaboration

Although the CPM is flexible in the types of behaviours it can model, it can be hard to find
the parameter ranges where these behaviours occur. We found that an interactive web page
with instantaneous feedback (where the effect of changing parameters is visible in real-time;
Figure 4.2 and Interactive Simulation S7, page 108) can substantially speed up parameter
selection. This visual approach also picks up on unpredicted behaviours and artefacts (e.g.
cell breaking) that are difficult to detect from numerical outputs alone. Moreover, we note
that sharing these interactive pages allows us to tune parameters in collaboration with experimental biologists, helping us improve our models at an early stage. Thus, building webbased prototypes of simulations can speed up the process of parameter tuning and help obtain
higher quality models.
Once a web-based prototype has been built and tuned, it can be ported to the Node.js JavaS-
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cript interpreter. This allows users to run simulations as command line applications and store
any desired output locally. The resulting images or statistics can then be opened in other programs for downstream analysis, as demonstrated by two examples (Application S4 in Appendix B, page 109).

Discussion
The recent rise of the open science movement has changed the way research outputs are
being shared and communicated. This may be especially important for computational models, which have classically been difficult to share because of the required software and coding skills. Transparent model sharing calls for new strategies to make models accessible for
broader audiences.
Indeed, several such efforts have been made in recent years. The CPM framework CompuCell3D now hosts an online version on NanoHub, which users can access without installing
software locally 15 . Beyond the CPM field, modelling frameworks like Tellurium 16 and PhysiCell 17 have also created online access through NanoHub; these frameworks have also shown
how such online models can be made interactive by using (variations of) Jupyter notebooks
(see, for example, references 18–20 ). The potential of explorable online web pages in communication and teaching is also demonstrated by the emerging practice to share R models in the
form of Shiny apps 21–23 . And finally, the online collection of “complexity explorables” 24 is a
fantastic example of how to combine interactive online simulations with explanatory text to
communicate modelling research.
With Artistoo, we now hope to open up this powerful avenue of model sharing for CPM
research, allowing users to build online web pages and “explorables” that combine interactive simulations with model explanations. We here show that the framework’s performance
(similar to that of existing frameworks in C++) is sufficient to allow for interactive CPM simulations. We have been developing the library for more than five years, also using it for robust
simulation work in our research; see, for example, Wortel et al 25 . We are continuing to develop the library for our own work, and welcome suggestions and code contributions from
the community.
We do not envision Artistoo to replace existing modelling software; rather, it can complement software directed at computational biologists and developers by letting users build explorable and shareable versions of a simulation. To facilitate this process, we have built a (prototype) tool to help users convert models between different frameworks (currently: Artistoo
and Morpheus). Although Artistoo already offers a wide range of methods, it does not (yet)
support all features of existing frameworks (Morpheus, CHASTE, CompuCell3D, Tissue Simulation Toolkit), such as solvers for reaction-diffusion equations or SBML-encoded intracel-
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lular signalling, or writing output in formats like VTK and HDF5. Nevertheless, Artistoo simulations are highly customisable, and a wide range of CPM models can already be constructed
using the framework in its current state. The software’s modular structure also makes it easy
for future developers to extend it with custom code.
In summary, to the best of our knowledge, Artistoo is the first CPM simulation framework
supporting interactive simulations in the web browser that can be shared via a simple URL,
without requiring installed software or back-end servers. We hope that this will unlock avenues of sharing and communicating (CPM) simulations to much larger audiences.

Methods
This section contains implementation details of the simulations used to assess Artistoo
(RRID:SCR_020983, v1.0.0) performance. Simulations were run in the console using Node.js
(which contains the same JavaScript engine as the Chrome web browser). Our repository
https://github.com/ingewortel/artistoo-supplements/ 26 contains both the full Artistoo code
and interactive HTML versions of each simulation. These interactive simulations are also directly accessible at https://ingewortel.github.io/artistoo-supplements/. We refer to the code
for details of the implementation, but summarise the most important settings here.
Framework comparisons
To compare performance of Artistoo to that of Morpheus (RRID:SCR_014975, v2.1.0), we performed 4 different simulations in both frameworks. For this purpose, we used the default
examples provided with Morpheus, and rebuilt similar simulations in Artistoo.
Game of life

This is an implementation of the Game of Life, a cellular automaton (CA) of John Conway
(see also Interactive Simulation S3 in Appendix A). The simulation was performed on a 50 x
50 pixel grid with random initial conditions. The run time was 500 steps; a PNG image was
stored every 20 steps. In Morpheus, this is the example called Miscellaneous/GameOfLife.xml
(version 4).
Protrusion model

This model of a migrating cell implements an actin-inspired migration model 27 (see also Interactive Simulation S4 in Appendix A). A single cell was seeded in the middle of a 200 x 200
pixel grid. Two obstacles of radius 10 were placed at a distance of 50 pixels to the left and
right of the cell, respectively. Simulations were run for 15,000 MCS, logging the cell’s centroid
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every 10 MCS and saving a PNG every 250 MCS. This simulation is the Morpheus example
CPM/Protrusion_2D.xml (version 4).
Cell sorting

This simulation implements the classical CPM model published by Graner and Glazier 1 (see
also Interactive Simulation S5 in Appendix A). 50 cells each of two cell types were seeded on a
200 x 200 pixel grid within a circle of radius 67 from the grid midpoint. Simulations were run
for 2000 MCS, logging statistics every 10 MCS and saving a PNG every 100 MCS. This simulation is the Morpheus example CPM/CellSorting_2D.xml (version 4), where the StopTime field
was changed from 2.5e4 to 2000.
Cell division

A CPM linked to cell division (see also Interactive Simulation S6 in Appendix A) was simulated on a 500 x 500 pixel grid. The grid was initialised with 20 cells in a circle of radius 35
surrounding the grid midpoint. Simulations were run for 40,000 MCS, logging the number
of cells every 100 MCS and saving a PNG every 1000 MCS. This simulation is the Morpheus
example CPM/Proliferation_2D.xml (version 4).

Scalability of cell sorting
For the scalability simulations, simulations were run without outputting images. This allowed us to investigate the simulation speed separately from the time it takes to draw the
entire grid. Note that if the drawing step becomes a limiting factor for running the simulation, it is always possible to speed up the process by drawing only once every few steps, or by
choosing another drawing method (e.g. drawing only cell borders rather than entire cells).
Simulations contained 1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500, or 1000 cells per cell type. The grid dimensions
√
were adaptively scaled such that x = y = 1.5Ptot , with Ptot the total number of pixels of all the
p
cells. Cells were seeded within a radius 0.8 Ptot /π from the grid midpoint. Other settings
were the same as in the cell sorting simulation described under Framework comparisons.
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Appendix A: Interactive simulations
To showcase how interactive simulations can be used in teaching and communication, we
have prepared a number of “interactive simulations” and “explorables”. These explain the
CPM framework and the models used in Figure 4.2, and are also available on https://artistoo.
net/explorables.html.
All simulations described below are available on Github at https://github.com/ingewortel/
artistoo-supplements 26 . For easy access, interactive simulations and applications are also accessible directly via the web interface at https://ingewortel.github.io/artistoo-supplements/.
Interactive Simulation S1: Introduction to the CPM.
This explorable explains the algorithm and dynamics behind the CPM for readers unfamiliar with this
type of model.

Interactive Simulation S2: A CPM of cell migration.
This explorable describes a CPM extension that lets cells migrate actively 27 , as depicted in Figure 4.2b.

Interactive Simulation S3: Game of Life.
This explorable describes a famous cellular automaton (CA) model called the "Game of Life"; the classic
model by John Conway that is also mentioned in Figure 4.2c.

Interactive Simulation S4: Interactive cell migration.
Interactive version of the "Cell migration" simulation in Figure 4.2c. This model once again depicts a migrating cell as deﬁned in 27 (see also Interactive Simulation S2 fur the full "explorable" with an explanation
of the model).

Interactive Simulation S5: Back to the classics: cell sorting.
Interactive version of the “Cell sorting” simulation in Figure 4.2c. This classic model was the ﬁrst CPM
as developed by Graner and Glazier 1 . Two populations of cells spontaneously sort themselves.

Interactive Simulation S6: Divide and conquer: a simple spatial model of cell division.
Interactive version of the “Dividing cells” simulation in Figure 4.2c; the explorable shows what happens
when we couple division dynamics to the spatial information in a CPM.

Interactive Simulation S7: Interactive simulation of “collective migration”.
This simulation is an extension of Interactive Simulation S2, but now contains more than one cell and
allows users to tune more different CPM parameters. See also Application S1 in Appendix B. This simulation also serves as an example of how interactive CPM simulations can be used to tune parameters.
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Appendix B: Applications
Applications are available from: https://github.com/ingewortel/artistoo-supplements 26 .
For easy access, see also https://ingewortel.github.io/artistoo-supplements/.
Application S1: An example exercise used for teaching beginner-level CPM workshops.
Readers are free to use this material in their own education. The ﬁle refers to an online simulation, but
the same simulation is included as Interactive Simulation S7.
Application S2: An example slideshow containing a live Artistoo simulation.
The slides were built using the revealjs framework 14 , which allows users to build slidesets in HTML.
To view, please download and unzip supplements.zip and open applications/slides-example/index.html
in your web browser. The simulations here use the artistoo build in the build/ folder, so if ﬁles
are moved elsewhere, please check and update the links in the HTML ﬁles in applications/slidesexample/simulations/.
Application S3: An example of a website accompanying a conference poster.
Such websites can be shared via a QR code on the poster itself. To view this example, please visit
https://computational-immunology.org/inge/poster-cpmjs/.
Application S4: Two examples of how to use the Node.js version of Artistoo.
This version allows users to export numeric outputs and images, and to process these for downstream analysis using other programs. Both are available from our Github repository at https://github.
com/ingewortel/artistoo-supplements 26 , see https://github.com/ingewortel/artistoo-supplements/
tree/master/applications for usage instructions. The "analysing-data/" folder contains a simulation of
diffusion (so not a CPM); to show its numerical accuracy, the downstream analysis in R compares simulation output to an analytical solution. The "making-movies/" folder contains a simulation of a migrating
cell, and shows how to make a movie of the output images. Numerical outputs are also stored and used
in a downstream R script to produce a cell track and a mean squared displacement (MSD) curve.
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Figure S1: Scaling of computational cost with domain size.
Data from Figure 4.2d, now showing wall time (s) for the entire 2500 MCS simulation at different domain
sizes (mean±SD of 5 runs); time scales linearly with the number of pixels on the grid.
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Abstract
Cell migration is astoundingly diverse. Molecular signatures, cell-cell
interactions, and environmental structures each play their part in shaping cell motion, yielding numerous morphologies and migration modes.
Nevertheless, a simple unifying law was recently found to describe cell
migration across many cell types and contexts: faster cells turn less frequently. This universal coupling between speed and persistence (UCSP)
was explained by retrograde actin ﬂow from front to back, but it remains
unclear how this mechanism generalises to cells with complex shapes
and cells migrating in structured environments, which may not have a
well-deﬁned front-to-back orientation.
Here, we present an in-depth characterisation of an existing cellular
Potts model (CPM), in which cells polarise dynamically from a combination of local actin dynamics (stimulating protrusions) and global
membrane tension along the perimeter (inhibiting protrusions). We ﬁrst
show that in this model, a UCSP emerges spontaneously from a crosstalk of intracellular mechanisms, cell shape, and environmental constraints, resembling the dynamic nature of cell migration in vivo. Importantly, we ﬁnd that local protrusion dynamics sufﬁce to reproduce
this UCSP—even in cases where no clear global, front-to-back polarity
exists. We then harness the spatial nature of the CPM to show how cell
shape dynamics limit both the speed and persistence a cell can reach,
and how a rigid environment such as the skin can restrict cell motility
even further. Our results broaden the range of potential mechanisms
underlying the speed-persistence coupling that has emerged as a fundamental property of migrating cells.
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Introduction

I

magine a T cell moving in the outer layer of the skin. Tasked with patrolling the epidermis,
it scans for early signs of re-invasion by pathogens known from earlier attacks. Its movement is rapid yet undirected: with narrow protrusions almost resembling dendrites, it probes
its surroundings before choosing where to go next. Its decision made, it squeezes its way
through the tight junctions between the skin’s keratinocytes—moving its attention to unexplored areas 1 . Suddenly, the scene changes as a cut disrupts the tissue layer. The released
damage signals attract neutrophils, which rapidly crawl towards the wound with a motion
far more directed than that of the T cell patrolling this site earlier. Upon arrival, they stimulate the movement of yet another cell population: the epithelial sheet adopts a directed, slowbut-steady collective motion that (combined with proliferation) eventually closes the wound.
Homeostasis is restored 2,3 .
The above scenario illustrates just a few of the many movement patterns and phenotypes
found among migrating cells. While all mammalian cells share the same basic mechanism of
actomyosin-driven cell motion, differences in their molecular signatures—as well as in the
structure of the environment they move in—nevertheless produce a rich spectrum of different migration modes 4 . Movement can be fast or slow, in a persistent or frequently changing
direction, across a 2D surface or inside a 3D matrix. Cells can be round or elongated, forming narrow or broad protrusions that do or do not rely on focal adhesions. Cells can move as
isolated individuals, or collectively as a cohesive sheet or stream.
Interestingly—despite these highly diverse migratory behaviours observed in different cell
types and contexts—one universal law seems to describe motion patterns across many migrating cells in various controlled experimental settings: faster cells move more persistently
(i.e., they turn less) 5–7 . Maiuri et al. 7 proposed that this universal coupling between speed and
persistence (UCSP) arises from a positive feedback on cell polarity mediated by the actin cytoskeleton. Because specialised clutch molecules provide friction between the actin filaments
and the cell’s surroundings, these actin filaments move backwards in the reference frame of
the moving cell. This “actin retrograde ﬂow” depends linearly on cell speed. A theoretical model
revealed how actin retrograde flow can also stabilise cell polarity (and thus persistence) if it
transports polarity cues towards the cell’s rear end. The resulting polarity cue gradient in turn
stabilises actin retrograde flow in a positive feedback loop; higher speeds yield higher persistence by stabilising cell polarity through the actin retrograde flow. As actin retrograde flow is
a highly conserved feature of cell migration, the UCSP holds for cells with very different migration modes.
Maiuri et al. 7 proposed this theoretical model to explain how the UCSP arises from the
actin-based advection mechanism described above. Their model represented the cell as a one-
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Figure 5.1: In silico simulation of shape-driven cell migration within complex environments.
(A) A CPM represents a tissue as a collection of pixels on a grid, each belonging to a speciﬁc cell or the
extracellular space. Pixels randomly try to copy their cell identity into pixels of neighbour cells, with a
success probability Pcopy depending on how that change would affect the “physical” properties of the
involved cells (cell-cell adhesion, and deviation from target volume and/or perimeter, dashed lines). The
weighted sum of these energetic effects (∆H) is negative for energetically favourable copy attempts.
(B) Example track for a cell with only adhesion, volume, and perimeter constraints, resulting in Brownian,
diffusion-like motion. Inset: distribution of instantaneous speeds, which remain very small throughout
the track. (C) In the Act-CPM 8 , each pixel’s “activity” represents the time elapsed since its most recent
successful protrusion. Copy attempts into less active pixels are stimulated (negative ∆Hact ), whereas
copy attempts into more active pixels are punished (positive ∆Hact ). (D) Act cells alternate between
persistent motion and “stops” in which they change direction (intermittent random walk, “I-RW”). Plot
shows example tracks of 5 Act cells with overlaying starting point (black dot, t = 0). Inset: distribution of
instantaneous speeds during the I-RW, “stop-and-go” motion, with peaks at zero (the “stops” in the track)
and at high speeds (“go” intervals). (E) Displacement plot of CPM cells. Brownian motion (without the
Act extension, gray line) results in a linear curve. Act-cell motion appears Brownian on large time scales
(linear part of red line), but is persistent on smaller time scales (non-linear start of red line).

dimensional (1D), non-deformable line that always has a well-defined “front” and “back”. By
contrast, a real cell’s motion is linked closely to its shape 9 , which dynamically responds to
both the cell’s inner machinery and the environment—yielding a more promiscuous definition of the “front” and “back” of the polarised cell. It currently remains unclear how the
UCSP mechanism generalises to this case of deformable cells with complex shapes and en-
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vironments; when multiple, competing protrusions can form along the cell perimeter 10,11 , the
direction of “polarity” becomes much less clear-cut. Indeed, exactly how migrating cells dynamically coordinate local protrusions and actin dynamics into a global polarised state under
different conditions remains an open question in the field 12 .
Here, we therefore examine a model in which speed and persistence emerge from a migration machinery that interacts with the cell’s shape and environment. We focus on the cellular Potts model (CPM), a popular framework for modelling cell migration that naturally captures complex cell shapes and cell-environment interactions 1,8,13 . Rather than developing a
new model, we explore an existing model inspired by actin dynamics that is known to reproduce cell migration with realistic cell shapes: the “Act-CPM” 8 . Importantly, cell polarity in
the Act-CPM emerges from local protrusion dynamics alone, without requiring a global, cellscale polarity direction. This allowed us to ask: can the UCSP arise in a cell where no global
front-to-back polarity direction is explicitly defined? Moreover, the polarity and motion of
real cells also respond dynamically to surrounding obstacles. As the original data mostly established the UCSP in simple, obstacle-free geometries (straight 1D adhesive lines or a free
2D surface) 5–7 , the question remains whether this seemingly fundamental law is equally universal across the more diverse environments cells face in vivo. The spatial nature of the CPM
allowed us to examine how the UCSP translates to more complex tissue environments.
Interestingly, we find that the UCSP emerges spontaneously in the Act-CPM in various
environments, through a mechanism relying only on the local polarity defined at the cell’s
protrusions—without requiring one single, front-to-back polarity direction at the global cell
scale. This also has consequences for the UCSP: in the Act-CPM, cell shape dynamics and the
UCSP interact to define the patterns in which cells can migrate. Consequently, the UCSP may
not be universal throughout all environments; our simulations predict that a strongly restrictive tissue may overrule speed-persistence coupling in T cells patrolling the epidermis.

Methods
Model
Cellular Potts model

Our model is an extension of the cellular Potts model (CPM) 14,15 , which represents a space as
a discrete collection of pixels on a 2D or 3D grid (Figure 5.1). Each pixel p is assigned a cell
identity σp = {0,1,2,...,n}, indicating which cell it currently belongs to (σ = 0 denotes the empty
background, and a unique integer σ > 0 is used for each of the n cells on the grid). Each pixel
p locally “contacts” its Moore neighbourhood, N(p), including diagonal neighbours (yielding 8
neighbours in 2D and 26 in 3D).
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Temporal dynamics arise because cells stochastically exchange pixels at their borders in
copy attempts (Figure 5.1A), where a source pixel ps tries to “conquer” a target pixel pt of another
cell; if it succeeds, it copies itself into pt (σpt → σps ). Any such changes are local because we
only consider attempts where ps and pt are neighbours: pt ∈ N(ps ). Time is measured in monte
carlo steps (MCS); every MCS, we perform as many copy attempts as there are pixels on the
grid.
These dynamics are regulated by the Hamiltonian H, the global energy of the system. Rather
than letting each copy attempt succeed, the success rate Pcopy of an attempt depends on the
energetic “cost” ΔH of changing σpt → σps :

e−∆H/T
Pcopy (ps → pt ) =
1

∆H > 0

(5.1)

∆H ≤ 0

Thus, copy attempts tend to lower H because attempts with ΔH < 0 always succeed. The
success rate of energetically unfavourable attempts instead decays exponentially with their
cost depending on the temperature T (a higher T is more permissive for unfavourable attempts; see also https://ingewortel.github.io/artistoo-supplements/ 16 , where online “Simulation 1” allows to explore these dynamics interactively).
H itself is a function defined by the modeller. It may vary between CPMs, but typically contains terms to let cells maintain their shape and contacts with neighbour cells (Figure 5.1A).
Here, we use three such terms to control cell-cell adhesion 14 as well as each cell’s volume 14
and perimeter 17 . The adhesion term assigns an energetic penalty to each pair of neighbouring pixels belonging to different cells σ:

Hadhesion =

X
pixels p


X 0
σq = σp
J(σ , σ ) σ =
σp
p
q
q 6
q∈N (p)

(5.2)

The contact energy J is a model parameter that depends on the types of cells contacting
each other: contacts between two cells (non-background, σ > 0) can have a different energy
than contacts between a cell and the background (σ = 0); see Table S1 on page 150. At J > 0,
this term stimulates pixels of the same cell to group together to minimise the number of contacts (within-cell contacts with σp = σq are “free” in Equation 5.2, so there is no self-adhesion
energy).
The volume and perimeter terms further control cell shape, assigning each cell a penalty
for stretching or compressing beyond a given target size or perimeter:
Hvolume =

X
cells σ>0


2
λV (σ) V (σ) − Vtarget (σ)

(5.3)
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Hperimeter =

X


2
λP (σ) P (σ) − Ptarget (σ)

(5.4)

cells σ>0

Here, the parameters λV /λP scale the weight of each energy term. The volume V(σ) of cell
σ is simply the number of pixels for which σp = σ. Its perimeter P(σ) sums, for each pixel p in
the cell, the number of neighbours q belonging to other cells (analogous to the adhesion term
in Equation 5.2):

P (σ) =

X
pixels p


X 1 σp = σ, σq 6= σ
0 otherwise
q∈N (p)

(5.5)

The total cost ΔH of a copy attempt then depends on how each of these energy terms would
change by setting σpt → σps :

∆H = ∆Hadhesion + ∆Hvolume + ∆Hperimeter + ... , where ∆HX = HX,after − HX,before
(5.6)
This framework has two key traits: (1) since pixels can only have one identity σ at a time,
“volume exclusion” naturally arises in the model, and (2) since all cells contribute to ΔH, Pcopy
depends on the shape of both the cell trying to move and the cell it tries to displace. These
properties allow the CPM to reproduce realistic, dynamic cell shapes using only a few simple
rules and parameters, making it a powerful tool for modelling cell interactions in complex environments. However, the energy described so far is based solely on adhesion and cell shape.
As the cell border fluctuates, the cell’s center of mass can move slowly over time—but since it
lacks an energetic benefit for consistent motion in any direction, this is a Brownian, diffusionlike motion rather than actual migration (Figure 5.1B, speeds are positive but low).
Act-CPM extension

We therefore use an extension of the CPM that does allow for active migration 8 (see also
the online interactive explanation in “Simulation 2”, available at https://ingewortel.github.io/
artistoo-supplements/ 16 ). In this Act-CPM, when a pixel p is newly added to a cell at t = t∗ , it
temporarily remembers its recent protrusive “activity” A for a time of maxact MCS (with maxact
a model parameter):

A(p, t) =




1



A(p, t − 1) −



0

t = t∗
1
maxact

t − t∗ ≤ maxact
otherwise

(5.7)
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Copy attempts from active into less active pixels are rewarded via a negative energy contribution ΔHact to the overall energy cost ΔH, stimulating copy attempts from source pixel ps
in an “active” region into a less active target pixel pt :
∆Hact (ps → pt ) = −λact (GMact (ps ) − GMact (pt ))

(5.8)

where GMact (p) of pixel p is the geometric mean of the activities A of all pixels q in N(p) that
belong to the same cell (σq = σp ). Thus, maxact controls the steepness and temporal stability
of the activity gradient, whereas the Lagrange multiplier λact determines its weight in the total
cost ΔH of the copy attempt. ΔHact is negative whenever GMact (ps ) > GMact (pt ). Note that
rather than defining an energy Hact for the entire grid, we now consider the derivative ΔH for
a specific copy attempt directly; thus, it can be interpreted as a force rather than an energy 15 .
This term adds to the CPM a positive feedback loop wherein recently added pixels are more
likely to protrude again (Figure 5.1C). Consequently, local groups of active pixels form stable
protrusions that drag the cell in a certain direction; at any given time, cells can have one protrusion, several protrusions, or no protrusion. As a result, cells typically alternate between intervals of persistent movement (often coinciding with a single active protrusion) and “stops”
(coincinding with the disappearence of the active protrusion or appearance of competing protrusions) where they can switch direction (Figure 5.1D). This motion pattern is known as an
intermittent random walk (I-RW) 7 . On larger time scales, movement resembles Brownian motion
(new protrusions form in random directions). Persistence is only evident on the smaller time
scales where the cell has a stable protrusion and maintains its direction (Figure 5.1E). This
I-RW behaviour qualitatively resembles the characteristic “stop-and-go” motion of T cells
searching for antigen in the lymph node 18,19 , as well as the motility of other cell types 7 .
Parameter choices

The parameters used throughout the paper were chosen in the “motile-but-stable” regime of
the model. Far outside this regime, the model does not describe robust motile cells or allows
cells to rupture.
Selecting parameters for a CPM can be difficult because parameters are interdependent.
For example, the J and various λ parameters balance the terms in ΔH; when too low, the corresponding term effectively vanishes from ΔH (causing artefacts because cells are no longer
affected by the adhesion/volume/perimeter constraints). If the λ parameter of a term is too
high, that term can instead overshadow the other terms in ΔH. Thus, λ and J parameters must
be balanced such that each term contributes to the final behaviour. Choosing a temperature
T > 0 is then equivalent to scaling all J and λ parameters by a factor 1/T.
Here, parameters were selected to yield cells with realistic shapes and behaviour as follows.
The (2D) volume V target of 500 pixels (Table S1 on page 150) was chosen to resolve the cell
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shape and protrusions in some detail; changing it simply scales lengths in the model. Then,
Ptarget must be large enough relative to V target so that cell borders can fluctuate while membrane tension still keeps the cell intact: some deformation is required for cell migration, but
too large a perimeter can cause cells to rupture. Ptarget also depends on the environment, as
microchannel simulations required a larger perimeter to account for the elongated cell shape
in microchannels. Contact energies J, λ parameters λV /λP , and the temperature T were then
balanced empirically such that cells were deformable but stayed intact (as formally defined
by a “connectedness” ≥ 95% for ≥ 95% of the time, see Supplementary methods, page 143).
For the microchannels, Jcell,channel is not too important as long as it is within the same range
as Jcell,background ; very low Jcell,channel → 0 makes cells stick to the channel walls, while very high
Jcell,channel makes them stretch out to avoid any contact with the channel walls. For skin simulations, the Jkeratinocyte,keratinocyte and λP, keratinocyte parameters were chosen (again empirically)
depending on the tissue type: with a higher λP, keratinocyte for a stiffer (less deformable) tissue,
as well as a higher Jkeratinocyte,keratinocyte so that cells can still squeeze through the keratinocytes.
Most parameters were equal in 1D and 2D (except for Ptarget as mentioned above); for 3D simulations, we had to select other parameters to account for changes in surface to volume ratio
and the thus altered relative contributions of the different terms to the total ΔH (especially
important are the lower λP and J to account for the much larger perimeters).
Maxact “actin lifetime” values were chosen to obtain a realistic range of protrusion sizes
(Table S2 on page 151). While maxact can in principle be infinitely large, this would yield a cell
where each of the cell’s border pixels has the same (infinitely large) activity; no protrusion
can form because there is no symmetry breaking to polarise the cell. Since we are interested
in the motile parameter regime where cells can break symmetry, we instead selected a range of
maxact values for which protrusion sizes varied from small, local blebs to large protrusions occupying a substantial fraction—but not all—of the cell volume (see Analysis below; again, this
means that maxact is chosen relative to the target volume V target ). For each maxact , a range of
λact scaling factors was then chosen to let cells go from completely Brownian motion (persistence time ∼ 5 MCS, the time between subsequent measurements of cell location) to maximally persistent motion (persistence time ∼ 10,000 MCS). Persistence times higher than 10,000
MCS were not considered, as such high persistences will likely be underestimated due to the
finite total simulation time (50,000 MCS). For skin simulations, T cells were modelled with
maxact = 30 or 100 and variable λact in two different types of tissues (Table S3 on page 151).
Analysis
All simulations were built using Artistoo 16 (RRID:SCR_020983). For details on initial setup,
see Supplementary methods (page 143); all simulation and analysis code will be made available at http://github.com/ingewortel/2020-ucsp upon publication of this manuscript. Every
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5 MCS, we recorded both the position of the cell’s centroid (to compute speed and persistence time), and several other cell properties (to keep track of the cell’s shape and degree of
polarisation).
Quality control: shape and polarisation

In the CPM, the pixels belonging to a single cell are held together mostly via the adhesion term
in the Hamiltonian (Equation 5.2). However, the adhesive force can become negligible relative
to the other ΔH terms; for example, when ΔHact is large due to a high λact . Thus—especially in
3D—cells may break apart at high values of λact , despite the unfavourable changes in adhesion
energy associated with this break.
As frequent cell breaking causes artefacts in the tracking data that may bias the measurement of speed and persistence, it is important to use parameter ranges that prevent such an
unbalanced contribution of the different ΔH terms. To estimate the frequency of cell breaking, we therefore recorded the connectedness (C) of the cell every 5 MCS of each simulation. This
number is 1 for an intact cell, and approaches 0 for a collection of unconnected pixels (for details, see Supplementary methods, page 143). For all simulations reported in this manuscript,
we checked that a connectedness below 0.95 did not occur in more than 5% of the measured
values—ensuring that cells were intact for the majority of the simulation.
Additionally, to measure the total active protrusion area(s) of a cell, we counted which percentage of each cell’s pixels had an activity A > 0. Ranges of maxact and λact were chosen such
that protrusions made up >0% but <100% of the cell’s volume.
Track analysis: speed and persistence time

Cell centroids were recorded at regular time intervals (5 MCS) to reconstruct cell trajectories
or “tracks”. Simulated tracks were analysed in R (RRID:SCR_001905, version 3.6.1) using the
celltrackR package (version 0.3.1) 20 to compute speed and persistence time. Speeds were computed from instantaneous “step” speeds along the track, and persistence time was defined as
the half life of the autocovariance curve. Analyses were performed in a step-based manner
(combining steps from independent tracks for robustness), using separate groups of 5 tracks
each to estimate variation. See Supplementary methods (page 144) for details.

Results
Local polarity in the Act-CPM reproduces the UCSP found in migrating cells
We first tested whether the Act-CPM could reproduce the UCSP as observed in experimental
data. Like in the UCSP model 7 , migration in the Act-CPM arises from a positive feedback on
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cell polarity: persistent motion results in activity gradients, which in turn stabilise the direction of motion. But even though this feedback conceptually resembles the polarity stabilisation driving the UCSP, the Act-CPM differs from the Maiuri model in a crucial way: activity
gradients are local and arise dynamically from a combination of protrusion and cell-shape dynamics. Cells are not 1D lines with a clearly defined “front” and “back”, but deformable objects
that lack any single, cell-scale polarity direction (see, for example, Figure S1A and Interactive
Simulation S1 on pages 149,152; all black pixels are equivalent in terms of polarity). This means
that polarity is fluid and can turn slightly within an existing protrusion as the cell deforms. Polarity is also less absolute in the sense that protrusions can split and merge dynamically, and
competing protrusions can form elsewhere along the perimeter (although the global negative
feedback from membrane tension prevents this from happening too often). So while the protrusive feedback should intuitively lead to some speed-persistence coupling in the Act-CPM,
it is by no means certain that this relationship should be of the same (exponential) form as
that reported by Maiuri et al. 7 —or that it should hold when the cell is free to deform.
This more emergent nature of polarity also means that the effects of the migration parameters λact and maxact on speed and persistence are impossible to derive from simple scaling
arguments alone. Still, some qualitative relations can be established. By scaling the strength
of the protrusive force ΔHact relative to other, opposing terms (adhesion, volume, perimeter),
higher λact values yield larger and more stable protrusions, since restoring forces like membrane tension are easier to overcome (Figure S1A,B on page 152); this should intuitively increase both speed and persistence. The second parameter, maxact , determines how long pixels
remember their activity and can loosely be interpreted as a “lifetime” of polymerised actin. It
limits the protrusion width (i.e., how much it can extend into the cell interior). Higher maxact
values stabilise protrusions even at small λact (Figure S1B on page 152). However, the quantitative effects of these parameters on speed and persistence are far less trivial, because they
strongly depend on the dynamics of the cell boundary. The shapes of CPM cells interact with
their cell-intrinsic motility and environment through an intricate interplay of local energies
ΔH—in fact, it is this emergent nature of cell-cell interactions that makes the CPM such a
popular framework 15 . Thus, a more empirical approach is needed to assess whether the UCSP
holds in our CPM model of local actin dynamics.
We therefore used the Act-CPM to simulate the experiments in which the UCSP was originally discovered. Maiuri et al. 5,7 mostly considered cells moving along adhesive tracks or within
microchannels. To mimic this quasi-1D set-up in silico, we constrained Act cells between two
parallel walls, leaving a space of 10 pixels within the channel (Figure 5.2A). The resulting cell
elongation was comparable to that observed for cells moving on 1D adhesive tracks (compare
Figure 5.2A to Figure 1B in Maiuri et al. 7 ). Act cells in microchannels reproduce I-RW behavior,
migrating persistently in one direction until they lose their active protrusion—at which point
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Figure 5.2: The Act-CPM reproduces the UCSP observed in experimental data.
(A) Simulation set-up for “1D” migration in microchannels. Colour gradients indicate active protrusions.
Microchannels consist of two parallel walls with 10 pixels between them. (B) “Exponential” speedpersistence coupling arises in the Act-CPM (i.e., there is a range in which speed is proportional to the
log persistence time; ρ = spearman correlation coefﬁcient). Both maxact and λact were varied; see
Tables S1,S2 (page 150) for parameters used and (C) for the relationship at ﬁxed maxact . (C) Speedpersistence coupling is stronger for cells with the same maxact . Plots show mean±SD persistence time
versus speed for two values of maxact ; numbers in the plot indicate the value of λact . Shaded gray areas
in the background represent regions where the persistence time is lower than the time it takes for the
cell to move 10% of its length. (D) Phase diagram of migration modes in microchannels for different
maxact and λact (left), as based on the displacement distributions (right). Cells were classiﬁed as nonmigratory (NM) if they hardly moved (displacement distribution with a single peak centered at 0). Cells
were classiﬁed as P-RW if the displacement distribution had two clear peaks (for motion to the left and
right, respectively) and as I-RW if it had three peaks (with an extra peak at zero for the “stops”). This classiﬁcation yielded fairly consistent “phases” in the parameter space, although it was harder to distinguish
peaks for cells that were barely moving (e.g. point 3). Some λact and maxact combinations in the CPM
are not viable because the protrusion tears the cell apart; these were classiﬁed as “broken”. Colours represent migration mode, whereas the intensity of the colour represents agreement of the classiﬁcation
between different independent estimates. For details, see Supplementary Methods (page 146).
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they wait for a new protrusion to form and can stochastically switch direction (Figure S1A,
Movie S1, Interactive Simulation S1 on pages 148-152).
To examine whether the less strict polarisation of deformable Act cells still yielded the
UCSP, we assessed speed and persistence in tracks for Act cells with various λact and maxact
values. (Here, the “persistence time” is the average time over which the direction of motion
changes, computed from the speed autocorrelation as described in the Supplementary methods, page 145.) This analysis revealed a weak exponential coupling between speed and persistence (Figure 5.2B). While weak in this heterogeneous dataset of Act cells with highly different λact and maxact parameters, this correlation became markedly stronger when we stratified
cells by maxact value (Figure 5.2C); there, we found the same exponential speed-persistence
coupling as was observed in experimental data 7 . While the values of speed and persistence do
depend on other CPM parameters (such as λV , λP , and J), we note that the shape of their correlation does not: for example, varying λP did not change the shape of the speed-persistence
curve—as long as values were chosen in a regime where cells could migrate without falling apart (Figure S1C,D on page 152). Likewise, this finding was independent of the choice
of maxact ; curves were similar for both values of maxact (Figure 5.2C).
Even though changes in maxact did not affect speed-persistence coupling, they were associated with a change in migration mode. Whereas cells with lower maxact values switched
from a non-migratory (NM) phenotype to I-RW, stop-and-go motion as λact increased, cells
with higher maxact values instead went from non-migratory to a persistent random walk (PRW) mode with hardly any stops. To illustrate this difference, we computed a phase diagram
of migration behaviour with varying maxact and λact , using the distribution of displacements
to determine migration modes (Figure 5.2D). This phase diagram strongly resembled that obtained by Maiuri et al using the original UCSP model 7 (See Appendix A on page 136 for a more
extensive comparison between the two models).
In summary, the Act-CPM exhibits an exponential speed-persistence relationship mediated by the λact parameter: whereas speed increases linearly with λact (Figure S2A, page 153),
persistence time increases exponentially at higher λact values (Figure S2B). Indeed, the linear
relationship between the Lagrange multiplier λ and cell speed has previously been explained
for a similar CPM migration model based on a chemotactic, rather than cell-intrinsic, force 15 .
We find that the exponential relationship between λact and persistence time follows directly
from CPM kinetics and the size of the “energy barrier” cells need to cross to lose an active
protrusion (Appendix B, page 138). Thus, λact exponentially couples speed and persistence in
the Act-CPM—demonstrating that local, actin-based protrusion dynamics suffice to explain
both the UCSP and migration modes observed in migrating cells, even when there is no explicit global polarity direction.
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Figure 5.3: Speed-persistence coupling in 2D & 3D spans a range of migration modes.
(A) Simulations were performed in empty grids. (B) Act-CPM migration modes; see also Niculescu et
al. 8 Amoeboid cells form small, narrow protrusions that decay quickly, yielding stop-and-go motion.
Keratocyte-like cells have broader, more stable protrusions. (C) Exponential speed-persistence coupling
for various (λact , maxact ). ρ: Spearman’s correlation. See Tables S1,S2 (page 150) for exact parameters.
(D) The UCSP is stronger among cells with the same maxact and spans a transition from amoeboid to
keratocyte-like motion. Plots show mean±SD persistence time versus speed, with representative cell
shapes as insets (note the competing protrusions in one of the amoeboid cells); in the gray area, persistence times are below the time needed to move 0.1 cell length. (E) Instantaneous speed distributions
of (2D, 3D) Act cells. Cells transit from no (single peak at ∼0 pixels/MCS), via stop-and-go (bimodal
distributions), to near-continuous motion (single peak at high speed). See also Figure S3 (page 154).
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Speed-persistence coupling in the Act-CPM spans a range of migration modes
We then exploited the spatial nature of the Act-CPM to examine the UCSP in environments
other than a microchannel, giving cells more freedom to deform into complex shapes (Figure 5.3). Do local activity gradients still suffice to reproduce the UCSP when cells can form
protrusions in any direction along their perimeter?
In addition to discovering the UCSP in cells navigating “1D” adhesive lines, Maiuri et al. 7
also confirmed this coupling in cells migrating on surfaces (“2D”) and within 3D environments. We mimicked these experiments by simulating Act-cell migration in large, unconfined 2D and 3D spaces (Figure 5.3A). Like in the microchannel data (Figure 5.2B,C), we again
found a weak exponential correlation between speed and persistence (Figure 5.3C) that became stronger when we stratified cells by maxact value (Figure 5.3D, Figure S3A on page 154).
In fact, the exponential increase in persistence was now accompanied by a transition in cell
shapes (insets in Figure 5.3D).
In contrast to the uniform, elongated shape observed in channels, Act cells moving in 2D
and 3D can form different types of protrusions 8 (Figure 5.3A,B,D, Movie S2 and Interactive
Simulations S2, S3 on page 148-149). Low values of λact and maxact promote the formation
of small and narrow protrusions that form and decay dynamically, giving rise to an amoeboid
(stop-and-go, I-RW) migration mode (Figure 5.3B, left, Figure 5.3D, and Movie S2 on page 148).
By contrast, large values of λact and/or maxact favor the formation of broad, stable protrusions,
yielding a more persistent keratocyte-like (P-RW) migration mode (Figure 5.3B, right, Figure
5.3D, and Movie S2 on page 148). This transition occurred in both the 2D and the 3D model,
although we note that the “amoeboid” behaviour was slightly different in 3D than in 2D. In
3D, the “stops” tended to be longer, and many protrusions were too unstable to make the cell
move far from its place. The “go” intervals were more rare and required the cell to take on a
somewhat broadened shape, although not as broad as in the keratocyte-like motion (Movie
S2, Interactive Simulations S2 and S3 on page 148-149).
This shift in migration mode is most clearly visible in the instantaneous speed distributions
from our simulated cell tracks (Figure 5.3E, Figure S3B on page 154). The bimodal shape of this
distribution—especially evident at low values of maxact —reflects the stop-and-go I-RW behaviour of migrating Act cells: cells in stops move at very low instantaneous speeds of ∼0
pixels/MCS, whereas the go-intervals yield peaks at higher speeds (similar to the displacement distributions used for the phase diagram in Figure 5.2D, except now we have more dimensions and and infinite number of directions rather than just two. We therefore look only at
the magnitude of the displacement/velocity vector, so the separate peaks for “left” and “right”
motion become one.) At very low λact , the cell barely moves at all, as indicated by a single peak
at instantaneous speeds near zero (Figure 5.3E). This corresponds to a non-migratory (NM)
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cell without protrusions, spending most of its time in stops. As λact increases, the cell enters
the stop-and-go (I-RW), amoeboid migration regime (bimodal distributions) Higher λact values not only increase migration speed (shifting this second peak upward), but also reduce the
amount of time a cell spends in stops (decreasing the size of the first peak). As stops provide
an opportunity for the cell to change its direction (Figure 5.3B), this reduced “stopping time”
explains why Act cells with high λact values migrate not only faster, but also more persistently. Finally, at the highest maxact and λact values, the cell takes on a keratocyte-like shape
and almost never stops moving (P-RW).
Together, these results demonstrate that the exponential speed-persistence coupling holds
in 2D and 3D and spans different “regimes” of migration. Importantly, we find that the ActCPM activity gradients remain sufficient to reproduce the UCSP in these settings—even when
cells no longer have a clear “front” or “back”.
Both Act-cell speed and persistence saturate in a cell shape-dependent manner
Interestingly, our data also show the saturation of the persistence at higher cell speeds that
was reported in the experimental data (compare the 2D figures in Figure 5.3D to the data in
Maiuri et al 7 ). In fact, this saturation was not limited to persistence. Whereas speed initially
increased linearly with λact , it plateaued at higher λact values (Figure 5.4A,B, Figure S3C on
page 154). The maximum speed reached depended on the protrusion shape-parameter maxact
(Figure S3D,E), and in all cases, the initial linear part of the graph spanned the entire transition
from amoeboid to a keratocyte-like shape. This finding suggests that having to maintain a
broad protrusion limits the speed a cell can reach. In line with this idea, we did not observe
this saturation in microchannels, which prevent the cell from acquiring the broad protrusions
observed in 2D and 3D (Figure S2A on page 153).
Similarly, the cell shape changes observed in 2D and 3D seem to put an upper bound on persistence that disappears when the cell is constrained by a microchannel (Figure 5.4A,B, Figure S2B, S3C-E on page 153-154). The initial exponential increase in persistence again spanned
the entire transition from amoeboid to keratocyte protrusion shapes, before eventually saturating at a maxact -dependent value. Again, this phenomenon appears to be linked to protrusion shapes. Whereas cells with low maxact do tend to form keratocyte-like protrusions at
high λact values, these protrusions do not extend far into the cell and are prone to splitting—
forcing the cell to turn towards one of the (competing) protrusion halves (Figure 5.4A and
Movie S3 on page 148). Although higher maxact values allow for larger persistence times by
letting broad protrusions extend farther into the cell and preventing them from splitting (Figure 5.4A,B), persistence still saturates eventually due to slight, stochastic turning of the stable
protrusion around the cell perimeter (“angular diffusion”, Figure 5.4A,B and Movie S3) 7 .
By showing how local protrusion dynamics and cell shape place a natural upper bound on
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Figure 5.4: Cell shape dynamics limit both the speed and persistence of migrating cells.
Mean ± SD of speed and persistence time of (A) 2D and (B) 3D Act cells, plotted against λact for different
values of maxact . Open circles indicate points where the persistence time is lower than the time it takes
the cell to move 10% of its length (corresponding to the points in the gray background in Figure 5.3B).
Insets show cell shapes at the indicated parameter values.

both the speed and the persistence a cell can reach, these results explain the saturation of persistence observed by Maiuri et al. 7 However, there was a striking effect of dimensionality on
this process: although we observed shape-driven saturation in both 2D and 3D, the shape of
the speed-persistence curve was different for 2D and 3D simulations (Figure 5.3B, 5.4). In both
settings, speed and persistence saturated at high λact after an initial increase (which was linear
for speed and exponential for persistence). Yet, whereas persistence saturated before speed in
2D (Figure 5.4A), 3D Act cells showed a much stronger saturation of speed that preceded the
saturation of persistence (Figure 5.4B). Thus, when both speed and persistence have a natural
upper bound, the dominant saturation effect can be context-dependent—altering the shape
of the speed-persistence curve.

Environmental constraints break the UCSP for T-cell migration in the epidermis
So far, our models mimicked the environments in which the UCSP was initially discovered,
where cells can migrate rather easily. But many cell types also need to move in crowded or
stiff environments that strongly constrain cell shape. To investigate how such constraints
would impact speed-persistence coupling, we modelled T-cell migration in the epidermal
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layer of the skin. As one of the key entry points through which pathogens can enter the body,
healthy skin contains substantial numbers of T cells 21 . T cells attracted to the epidermis during an infection can remain there for a long time: even a year after the resolution of an infection, specific T cells still persist in the same region of the epidermis 22–25 . Whereas subtle
chemotaxis guides T cells towards infected cells during the effector phase 26 , these remaining T cells actively patrol the epidermis without such chemotactic guidance 1 —migrating in
patterns shaped by a combination of cell-intrinsic factors and environmental constraints. Importantly, even though the tight contacts between keratinocytes make the epidermis one of
the most rigid environments T cells encounter in vivo, T cells in the epidermis are nevertheless
highly motile 1 .
We therefore focused on this extreme example to examine how environmental structure
can affect the UCSP. To this end, we simulated T-cell migration in the skin as reported previously 8 , placing an Act cell in a grid covered completely with keratinocytes (Figure 5.5A). In this
setting, Act T cells move by squeezing in between the keratinocytes (Movie S4, page 148)—but
because of the opposing forces from the surrounding keratinocytes, cells now required higher
λact forces to counter this resistance and start moving (Figure S4, page 155). At sufficiently
high λact values, they once again showed the characteristic stop-and-go motility before eventually switching to near-constant motion with hardly any stops (Figure 5.5B and Movie S4,
Interactive Simulation S4, Figure S4 on pages 148, 149, 155).
Unlike Act cells in an unconstrained environment, these Act T cells could not fully switch
from amoeboid to keratocyte-like cell shapes as λact and/or maxact increased (Movie S4). Even
though cells at high λact /maxact became somewhat broader, they still mostly maintained their
amoeboid shape, probing their surroundings with narrow protrusions and migrating in the
direction of their longest axis. However, when these cells approached a “T-junction”, they
sometimes formed a broad protrusion in the space between the keratinocytes that eventually
split up into two separate protrusions going in opposite directions (Figure 5.5B). This protrusion splitting caused the cell to slow down until one of the two active regions gained the upper
hand (Movie S4).
In this set-up, increases in λact were once again associated with a higher speed that gradually saturated at high λact values (Figure S5A, page 156), but persistence times now saturated
much earlier, reaching a plateau at ∼90 MCS for maxact = 30 and 140 MCS for maxact = 100
(Figure S5B). With cell speeds around ∼0.12 and ∼0.07 pixels/MCS, respectively, this corresponds to persistent movement over distances in the range of ∼10-12 pixels—just under the
distance the T cell can travel before arriving at another junction (Figure 5.5A, Figure S5C).
Thus, the structure of the environment appears to be a limiting factor for T-cell persistence in this scenario. Indeed, when we placed cells in a grid covered with more deformable
cells, cells with a high maxact of 100 could once again form their preferred broad protrusions
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Figure 5.5: Environmental constraints limit T-cell persistence in a model of the epidermis.
(A) An Act T cell (black) moving in between keratinocytes (gray) in the epidermis. Simulations were
performed in a 150 x 150 pixel grid with linked borders (for example, a cell moving off the grid towards the
red region on the right re-enters the grid at the equivalent red region on the left). (B) Shapes of Act T cells
constrained between keratinocytes. At lower λact /maxact values, T cells show typical amoeboid “stopand-go” behaviour. At higher λact and/or maxact values, cells do not obtain a broad, keratocyte-like shape
like they normally would (Figure 5.3), but stay elongated due to environmental constraints. At junctions
between keratinocytes, however, protrusions tend to split. (C) Whereas formation of broad protrusions
is mostly prevented in “stiff” skin tissue, more deformable tissues allow Act cells to broaden by pushing
apart surrounding cells. (D) Mean persistence time plotted against speed for different combinations of
λact and maxact , tissues with different stiffness. Shaded gray background indicates regions where the
persistence time is lower than the time it takes for a cell to move 10% of its length.

and move in straighter lines by pushing the surrounding cells apart (Figure 5.5C, Movie S5
on page 148). This in turn resulted in a higher persistence (Figure S5B) and a slighly increased
speed (Figure S5A). By contrast, cells with a low maxact of 30—which cannot stably form broad
protrusions even when unconstrained by tissue (Figure 5.4A)—had similar speed and persistence in the limit of high λact values, regardless of tissue stiffness (Figure S5A,B). These results demonstrate how interactions between the environment and cell shape determine how
strongly the tissue affects motility patterns.
The observed rapid saturation of persistence eclipsed the UCSP for T cells migrating in the
skin, removing the speed-persistence correlation (Figure 5.5D). This result was independent of the rigidity of the surrounding keratinocytes: although a reduction in tissue stiffness
slightly increased the maximum persistence time for cells with high maxact (Figure S5B), this
did not rescue speed-persistence coupling (Figure 5.5D). Thus, although the UCSP appears
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to be valid for all migrating cells, cell-intrinsic speed-persistence coupling may be obscured
when environmental factors place additional, more stringent constraints on persistence.

Discussion
The rich interplay between cell-intrinsic and environmental factors has made cell migration a popular topic of study among biophysicists and computational biologists, raising questions such as: How do single cells coordinate their motion to start moving collectively? How
does each cell’s molecular machinery interact with its shape during motion? How do constraints on cell shape posed by a crowded tissue environment alter the (immune) cell migration patterns we see? And what migratory pattern should immune cells adopt to find their
targets most efficiently?
Over the years, many studies have shed light on these questions by studying the motion
of single cells and collectives using both experimental and modelling approaches 13,27–30 . The
models used are diverse, ranging from relatively simple particle models to detailed physical
models linking intracellular signalling and cell shape 9,30 . Here, we take a cell-intrinsic law of
cell motion derived from a detailed but 1D mathematical model 7 —the UCSP—and examine
its behaviour in different environments using the CPM. While the CPM describes intracellular
dynamics in less detail, it excels at predicting how single cells with dynamic cell shapes interact in complex environments 13,15 . We here show that our model’s more local and dynamic
definition of polarity (1) still captures the UCSP, and (2) opens up new opportunities to study
the UCSP in more diverse and realistic environments.
Migration in the Act-CPM arises through a combination of local activation (the ΔHact force
allowing protrusion) and global inhibition (the “membrane tension” that makes the cell retract its rear after the protruding front has stretched its perimeter beyond the target value).
This less strict polarity mechanism apparently suffices to reproduce the speed-persistence
coupling observed in migrating cells 7 —even though it only encodes local polarity gradients,
rather than imposing a global polarity with an explicit “front” and “back”. But while the UCSP
holds in this more general case of deformable cells, it is not wholly unaffected: the more fluid
nature of polarity couples the UCSP to cell shape dynamics. The increase in speed and persistence coincided with a transition between cell shapes and migration modes. Indeed, membrane tension dynamically links cell shape to motion in the CPM. Similar to shape-motility
interactions observed in real cells 9 , Act-cell shapes are closely linked to both motility characteristics underlying the UCSP: speed and turning behaviour.
The observed link between cell shape and speed is consistent with other studies 28,31–34 . In
T cells, for example, the coupling arose from the same actin retrograde flow that also underlies the UCSP 7,35 . Lavi et al. 34 recently extended the UCSP model to a 2D free-boundary
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model with dynamic cell shapes, where faster cells again had broader shapes—resembling
the broadening of Act cells with increasing λact (Figure 5.4). Likewise, cell shape is intricately
linked to turning behaviour. Fish keratocytes have a broad protrusion (“lamellipodium”) that
normally allows them to migrate persistently. Yet, the stability of the lamellipodium partly
depends on its shape, and deformation of the cell may destabilise the lamellipodium or reinforce symmetry breaking within an existing protrusion—disrupting persistent motion 36–38 .
Similar examples of protrusion splitting and/or competition have been observed in Dictyostelium cells, a popular model of amoeboid cell migration 10,11 . Here, we again find an effect
of cell shape on protrusion stability and persistence, in which existing protrusions may either
become unstable (“splitting”) or break symmetry (“angular diffusion”) at certain parameter
values (Figure 5.4).
Given this interplay between cell shape, speed, and turning behaviour, our model demonstrates how cell shape limits both migratory speed and persistence: both saturated at high λact
levels where cells had broader, more keratocyte-like shapes (Figure 5.4). A similar saturation
was found in fish keratocytes 28 . These observations clearly show that not only persistence,
but also cell speed has a natural upper bound determined at least partially by cell shape dynamics.
Our results suggest a role for dimensionality in this process, as speed and persistence saturated differently in 2D versus 3D. However, we note that our cells behaved slightly differently
in 3D; they had a harder time forming stable protrusions, but when they did, they almost always took on a broad, keratocyte-like shape (at least temporarily). This seemingly contradicts
in vivo movies of T cells moving in a 3D environment such as the lymph node 18,39 , where cells
do seem to be able to move in an elongated shape for prolonged periods of time. On the other
hand, it should be noted that while cells may move freely on the empty surface of a 2D petri
dish, there is no such thing as “free” migration in 3D; in reality, cells migrating in 3D always
encounter environmental barriers (be it the fibers of an extracellular matrix or surrounding
cells). It is unclear whether the slightly altered behaviour in 3D is an artefact of the model,
of the free environment, or both; comparing speed and persistence saturation in different 3D
models 40,41 may clarify this issue in the future. Nevertheless, these effects of dimensionality
and environment do further stress the intricate link between changes in cell shape and the
resulting motility patterns.
These results shed new light on the shape of the experimental UCSP curves: whereas persistence saturated before speed in all experimental settings tested 7 , our model suggests tha,
depending on the cell’s shape, scenarios in which speed saturates earlier could likewise exist. These findings generalise the mechanism behind the UCSP to settings where cells can
take on more complex shapes and lack a globally defined polarity. Importantly, they suggest
that the UCSP may likewise emerge in other existing models of cell migration; especially those
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in which cell shape, speed, and persistence emerge from a protrusion mechanism combined
with membrane tension 11,42–47 . In addition, several variations of the original UCSP model have
now been developed 34,48,49 . Studying the similarities and differences between these models
may further clarify how cell shape and motility interactions can alter the shape of the speedpersistence curve.
The spatial nature of the CPM also allowed us to explore the UCSP in a more natural environment. It is increasingly recognised that environmental structure plays a crucial part in
shaping cell migration, which has led to an ever-growing number of dedicated in vitro systems mimicking various environmental geometries 50 , as well as studies examining how the
cell’s inner machinery interacts with environmental signals 12 . The (Act-)CPM offers another
approach to probing migration and the UCSP in diverse geometries that constrain the shape
and direction of cellular protrusions. For example, in our in silico model of T-cell migration
in the epidermis, environmental constraints posed by the dense keratinocyte layer restricted persistent movement and obscured the UCSP (Figure 5.5), showing that environmental
constraints can overrule the UCSP in at least some of the environments cells face in vivo. We
therefore predict that speed-persistence coupling may not be visible in in vivo imaging data
of T cells patrolling the epidermis: in such an environment, both speed and persistence likely
reflect the maximum of what is feasible given the environmental constraints rather than an
intrinsic coupling. In complex, highly restrictive environments, cells may choose the path of
least resistance 51 , with a lesser role for their intrinsic polarity mechanism.
Still, compared to most other tissues, the epidermis is an extreme case of a confining environment; the UCSP may have a larger influence on persistence when constraints on cell
movement are less stringent. For example, Sadjadi et al. 52 recently detected speed-persistence
coupling among T cells migrating in 3D collagen matrices, after Read et al. 53 had found a similar link between speed and turning behaviour among T cells migrating in an inflamed lymph
node. Although the latter study did not explicitly link this to the UCSP, random walk models
incorporating this correlation captured the data better than those that did not—suggesting
the UCSP poses an essential constraint on in vivo motility in at least some settings.
The universality of the UCSP has implications for computational models of cell migration
used in different fields. For example, in the last decade, several studies have investigated the
functional consequences of T-cell motility patterns: how should T cells move to find their
targets most efficiently? Using mathematical or agent-based variations of random walk models, these studies compare different migratory strategies in terms of “search efficiency” 29,54–57 .
However, selecting and fitting these models is difficult; multiple models can often fit the same
experimental data depending on the metrics used to quantify migration 53,57,58 , and even slight
differences in the model used can have large consequences for the area exploration predicted
on time scales beyond that of the experiment 59 . Moreover, these models treat speed and per-
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sistence as input parameters that can be independently tuned, when they are in fact linked
through the UCSP. This may yield models that seemingly fit the data but in truth reflect motility patterns impossible for a real cell to adopt. Indeed, two recent studies showed how the
UCSP can alter cell motion patterns and space exploration 60,61 —although this may also depend on the environment. Incorporating the UCSP into our models, or using models like the
CPM in which it arises naturally depending on the structure of the environment, may be crucial to focus our research on those migration patterns that are actually attainable by real cells.

Conclusion
The UCSP is a simple yet highly general quantitative law of cell motion, which holds across
a broad spectrum of migrating cells. Given the incredible diversity of the mechanisms driving cell migration, it is remarkable that such a general law exists at all. Nevertheless, after
the UCSP’s initial discovery 5 , Wu et al. 6 later also found a robust speed-persistence coupling in an independent study. Maiuri et al. 7 explained it by showing that actin retrograde
flow can mechanistically couple cell polarity to migration speed, and Yolland et al. 62 further
strengthened this explanation by demonstrating that the actin flow field controls stable cell
directionality. Here, we confirm this seemingly fundamental law of cell migration in a completely different but popular modelling framework (the CPM). We find that local protrusion
dynamics at the front are sufficient to reproduce the UCSP—even in absence of a global frontto-back polarity gradient—and show how both cell shape dynamics and environmental constraints alter the shape of the speed-persistence curve. Models like the Act-CPM now allow
to probe these interactions in many more environments and geometries.
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Appendix A: a comparison with the orginal UCSP model
In this appendix, we qualitatively compare the parameters and behaviour of the Act-CPM
to those of the original UCSP model as described by Maiuri et al. 7 .
First, we note some interesting parallels between the protrusion parameters maxact and
λact in our model and the parameters Cs and β of the Maiuri model. In general, the parameter
Cs L/ctot in the Maiuri model controls the front-back gradient of the polarity molecule and thus
the strength of cell polarisation. Cs describes the maximal concentration of active polarity
molecules; above Cs , increases in concentration offer no further stabilisation of cell polarity.
At low Cs , this critical concentration is reached close to the cell border, so the polarisation only
spans a small region at the cell’s leading edge where C < Cs . By contrast, a higher Cs allows
this polarisation to extend further into the cell—akin to how higher maxact values allow activity gradients to extend further into the Act cell. In the Maiuri model, the internal actin flow
(coupled to speed) then maintains the front-back gradient by transporting the polarity cue.
Something similar happens in the Act-CPM: the activity gradient causes the cell to extend at
the front, while the volume and perimeter tension prevent similar protrusions at the back.
This not only ensures that the cell protrudes at the front and retracts at the rear (translation,
speed), but also ensures that the front keeps gaining active pixels while the rear rarely does
(polarity, persistence).
A similar link exists between the β parameter in the Maiuri model and λact : β defines the
coupling strength between cell polarisation and actin retrograde flow, while λact tunes the
strength of positive feedback from the activity gradient on cell movement. Thus, where both
Cs and maxact put an upper bound on the size of the polarisation gradient in the cell, β and λact
regulate how strongly this gradient affects motion.
In line with this idea, the effect of λact and maxact on cell migration patterns is qualitatively
similar to that of β and Cs , and the phase diagrams strongly resemble each other (compare
Figure 5.2D to the phase diagram in Maiuri et al. 7 ) At very low β or λact , motion is Brownian
because there is no mechanism to strengthen cell polarity once an active protrusion forms.
Higher β or λact values do allow active migration in a Cs or maxact -dependent manner. Low
Cs or maxact values favour amoeboid “stop-and-go” motion, because the polarised region of
the cell is very small and therefore easily destabilised by stochastic changes in cell motion.
An increase of λact in these cells decreases the amount of time spent in stops (Appendix B)—
which Maiuri et al also observed for an increase in β at low Cs 7 . Increasing λact values also
yield both a broader cell shape and higher speeds, consistent with the results by Lavi et al. 34 ,
who recently published a 2D adaptation of the original UCSP model. By contrast, high Cs or
maxact values allow a more stable cell polarisation that extends further into the cell and does
not decay, leading to persistent motility.
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Although these observations qualitatively link the parameters in the Maiuri model to those
in the Act-CPM, it is important to realise that the Cs /maxact and β/λact parameters are not completely equivalent. For example, maxact and λact are more strongly linked to each other than
Cs and β, in that cells with a high maxact require lower λact to start moving. Another important difference is the effect of λact , which not only strengthens the activity feedback, but also
weakens the effect of other constraints in the Act-CPM: when λact increases the weight of the
activity feedback in the Hamiltonian, it automatically decreases the weight of the other terms.
Very high λact values therefore lead to artefacts such as cell breaking, because the Hamiltonian
no longer reflects the other important physical constraints on the cell. Thus, although parallels between the Act-CPM and Maiuri models do exist, the two are not equivalent.
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Appendix B: the stop-go energy barrier links λact to the
persistence time
We here examine the phase diagram in more detail and show why persistence time in the
Act-CPM depends “exponentially” on the λact parameter. Throughout, we will use a strongly
simplified model for reasons of clarity.
Simpliﬁed model: the one-pixel microchannel
Consider the following model of a cell in a microchannel that is one pixel high:

Figure A1: A simple model. An Act cell in a one-pixel high microchannel.

The microchannel already constrains the cell shape to such an extent that we don’t need to
use a perimeter constraint, so ΔH depends solely on adhesion, volume, and activity:
∆H = ∆Hadhesion + ∆Hvolume + ∆Hact

(5.9)

Further note that Hadhesion consists of a (fixed) contact energy J for each pair of neighbouring pixels (i,j) belonging to different cells. A single cell only has two such pairs (i,j): at its front
and at its rear. Thus, Hadhesion = 2J as long as there is a cell, and ΔHadhesion = 0 for any copy
attempt between two such configurations. Since the volume constraint prevents the cell from
disappearing, this always applies and we can safely neglect ΔHadhesion , leaving only the latter
two terms. We will now examine how these competing energy terms determine motility.
States, phases, and the energy barrier
An Act cell in a 1D microchannel can attain two states: a non-motile “stop” and a motile “go”
state. These relate to—but are different from—the “phases” in the phase diagram: an NMcell spends all its time in stop, a P-RW cell spends all its time in go, and an I-RW cell alternates
between the two (Figure A2A).
But even though the I-RW cell can be in both states, it does not switch between the two
continuously; it maintains each state for some time. The “stop-and-go” movement of an intermittent random walk (I-RW) is well-described as a system with two states—“stop” and
“go”—for which the difference in energy controls transitions between them (Figure A2B).
Such state transitions are well-known from systems such as chemical equilibria, where a
molecule can exist in one of two relatively stable forms and transitions between them at some
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Figure A2: State transitions. (A) Relationship between “states” (stop, go) and “phases” (NM, I-RW, PRW). (B) Energy diagram of a state transition. In principle, when a system can switch between two
states, it will switch towards the state with lower energy at a higher rate (left). However, the switching
rate also depends on the energy barrier that must be crossed to switch to the other state: a large barrier
can prevent switching, even towards lower energy (right). The system can still switch between the two
states, but does so only rarely; it maintains each state for a while before crossing the barrier.

rate. Each form has an energy, and additionally, the transition may require the molecule to
first take on a third, “transition state” that is unstable (has a higher energy). This results in
an “energy barrier” between the two states that can be crossed every once in a while, but still
keeps the molecule stable in one of the two states for at least some period of time (Figure A2B).
The “stop“↔“go” transitions in the CPM determine motion patterns—but to understand
their exact effect, we will need a more formal description of what these “states” are in the CPM,
and how we can measure their energies.
The empirical energy diagram
Of all possible grid configurations in our strongly simplified CPM, most fall into two basic
categories: the cell is either (1) moving (i.e., it has a stable protrusion), or (2) arrested (no
stable protrusion). We can define these as the “go” and “stop” states of the cell (Figure A1),
which have distinct energies (explained below). The question is then: how do we measure
the energy of a grid configuration, and how do these energies differ between the two states?
Because the CPM revolves around the global energy H, defining the energy of a grid configuration should be easy in principle. For example, the volume energy in our single cell simulation equals:
Hvolume = λvolume (Vcell − Vt )2

(5.10)

with V t the target volume the cell tries to maintain. This energy depends only on the current
configuration of the grid, which determines V cell (the current number of pixels of our cell). The
model parameters (λvolume , V t ) remain fixed during the simulation. ΔHvolume is then simply
the difference between the energies of two configurations. (a)
(a) The

same principle would apply to Hadhesion , Hperimeter if we would use those.
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Unfortunately, it is not that simple for the Act extension. Instead of specifying a Hact for
each grid configuration, we now directly assign an energy difference ΔHact to a specific copy
attempt. This is because ΔHact depends on which source pixel is trying to copy into which
target pixel—not just on the grid configuration. To nevertheless define the energy of a cell
in a particular configuration, we therefore consider the potential energy from having an active
protrusion:
ψact, cell =

X

∆Hact, i

(5.11)

i∈S

with S the set of all possible “protruding” copy attempts for that cell (here, that set contains
just two potential copy attempts: the cell can extend either its front or its rear). The energy Hcell
of a configuration is then the sum of Hvolume,cell and ψact, cell . Tracking these energies during a
simulation (Figure A3A,B), we obtain an empirical energy diagram (Figure A3C).
Here, we have defined grid configurations with ψact, cell = 0 as “stop”, and all others as “go”
(Figure A3A). Thus, the two states differ qualitatively: in the “stop” state, ψact, cell = 0 by definition and the system is ruled solely by the volume energy—yielding a stationary cell with
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Figure A3: Energy diagram of the stop↔go state transition. (V = 25, λV = 50, maxact = 25, T = 20).
(A,B) Energies Hvolume , ψact , and Hcell during a simulation at two values of λact . Blue shaded areas mark
the “stop” state (where ∆Hact = 0), red marks highlight an interval for which the cell is shown in (B). (C)
Mean and distribution of Hcell per state; each dot is one measurement (every MCS, ﬁrst 1,000 MCS). (D)
Hcell of the go-state at increasing λact values (mean±95% CI; 10,000 MCS simulation).
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Hcell ≥ 0 that roughly maintains its target volume. By contrast, the large negative ψact, cell of
the “go” state keeps Hcell < 0, and allows the cell to extend beyond its target volume more
frequently (see Figure A1 and A3A, top).
go

Even though Hstop
cell > H cell , a cell in a stop does not always immediately revert to the go
state because this transition is itself slightly unfavourable. Consider the example stop→go
transition shown in Figure A3B. The cell starts in a stop (no active pixels), and then extends
one pixel beyond its target volume (which is energetically unfavourable). It now has an active pixel, but the resulting grid configuration is still technically a stop: since ΔHact of a copy
attempt depends on the geometric mean of activities in the neighbourhood of the protruding
pixel, a single active pixel still yields ΔHact = 0 and thus ψact = 0. This configuration is unstable because the cell could easily lose its active pixel again to regain its target volume. The
protrusion only becomes stable after a second successful copy attempt in the same direction,
when ψact drops below zero and enters the go-state (see also the sudden drop in energy in Figure A3A). Thus, to enter the energetically more favourable go-state, the cell must first succeed
at unfavourable “transition” copy attempts—it must cross an energy barrier. Note, though,
that this energy barrier is quite small: Hvolume never becomes very high, nor does Hcell .
The energy barrier is much larger for a go→stop transition, since the energy difference
go
δ = |Hstop
cell − H cell | now becomes a barrier to cross. To visualise this difference, we grouped
the energies from Figure A3A by state (Figure A3C). While Hstop
cell was either 0 or slightly positgo
ive, Hcell took on a range of negative values. As shown by Figure A3A, energies tended to “drift”
go
upwards within the distribution of possible energies Hcell < 0 (Figure A3C) before a transition
go
to the stop-state; effectively reducing the energy barrier for the go→stop transition. Hcell had
a similarly broad distribution for different values of λact , its mean decreasing linearly with λact
(Figure A3D).
What does this energy diagram mean for motion patterns in our CPM? To answer that question, we must consider how the energy difference δ between states (Figure A3C) affects the
cell’s persistence time.
Persistence time and the energy barrier
Formally, the persistence time is the time τ after which a cell’s direction is no longer correlated
with its initial direction. In our simplified 1D setup, this time is well-defined: it is the time
needed to lose its stable protrusion on the front (b) . With this in mind, we can view the persistence time as the time it takes the cell to cross the energy barrier from the “go” into the
“stop” state (from where it can form a new protrusion in another direction). Obviously, this
time will be longer if the energy barrier is higher. From the diagram in Figure A3C, we see that
(b) In higher dimensions, this no longer holds because the cell can also change direction by turning, rather

than losing, its protrusion. We therefore focus on the simple 1D case here.
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the energy barrier to overcome is at least δ = Hstop −Hgo , δ > 0, where Hstop and Hgo are the
distinct energies of the stop and go states, respectively.
In analogy to the Arrhenius equation and transition state theory 63 , we can view the copy
success chance Pcopy as a rate that decays exponentially with the energy difference ΔH (remember that Pcopy = e−ΔH/T for ΔH > 0). Now assume our state transition requires a series of
copy attempts with ΔH > 0 adding up to δ:
δ = ∆H1 + ∆H2 + ... + ∆Hi

(5.12)

The rate with which this state transition occurs will then be:

k=

i
Y
k=1

Pcopy,k =

i
Y

e−∆Hk /T = e−(∆H1 +∆H2 +...+∆Hi )/T = e−δ/T

(5.13)

k=1

The average waiting time for this transition becomes:
τ = k −1 = eδ/T

(5.14)

This means that the persistence time (i.e. the waiting time for a stop → go state transition)
depends exponentially on the energy barrier δ. Since this energy difference depends linearly
on λact (Figure A3C,D), we get an exponential correlation between λact and persistence time.
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Supplementary methods
Simulations
Before the start of each simulation, cells were seeded in the middle of the grid with a 500 MCS
burnin time to gain their optimal volume and shape. Centroids were then tracked for a period
of 50,000 MCS. To maximise measurement resolution while still allowing the cells to displace
enough for an accurate determination of movement direction, cell centroids were recorded
every 5 MCS.
Grid initialisation

To simulate migration of cells confined in a 1D microchannel, we created a 2D grid with an
effective height of 10 pixels and a width of 150 pixels (but since grid borders were linked in
the x-dimension, the effective length of the microchannel was infinite rather than only 150
pixels). Cells were confined by a layer of “barrier” pixels on the top and bottom of the grid,
into and from which copy attempts were forbidden (yielding a total grid height of 12 pixels).
A single cell was seeded in the middle of the channel for each simulation.
To simulate migration in 2D and 3D, we seeded single cells in the middle of an empty “infinite” grid (implemented as 1502 or 1503 grids with linked borders).
For simulations of T cells migrating in the epidermis, 30 keratinocytes were seeded randomly on a 150 x 150 pixel “infinite” grid (with linked borders). To obtain a tissue tightly
packed with intact cells, keratinocytes were initially seeded with a tighter perimeter P of 200,
and each cell was given a burnin period of 50 MCS before a new cell was seeded. After an additional burnin phase of 500 MCS to let the tissue equilibrate, keratinocytes were given back
their original perimeter value (Table S1, page 150), and the cell in the middle of the grid was
changed into a T cell before starting the simulations.
Connectedness
In the CPM, the pixels belonging to a single cell are held together mostly via the adhesion term
in the Hamiltonian, which favours cell shapes where pixels belonging to the same cell adhere
to each other. However, this adhesive force can become negligible relative to the other ΔH
terms—for example when ΔHact is large due to a high λact . Thus—especially in 3D—cells
may break apart at high values of λact , despite the unfavourable changes in adhesion energy
associated with this break.
As frequent cell breaking causes artefacts in the tracking data that may bias the measurement of speed and persistence, it is important to use parameter ranges that prevent such an
unbalanced contribution of the different ΔH terms. To estimate the frequency of cell break-
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ing, we therefore recorded the connectedness (C) of the cell every 5 MCS of each simulation.
This number is 1 for an intact cell, and approaches 0 for a collection of unconnected pixels
(see below for details). For all simulations reported in this manuscript, we checked that a
connectedness below 0.95 did not occur in more than 5% of the measured values—ensuring
that cells were intact for the majority of the simulation.
The connectedness C represents the probability that two randomly chosen pixels from the
same cell are part of a single, unbroken unit. To compute Ci of a cell i, we represent the cell i as
a graph Gi where every node p is a pixel belonging to cell i, and pixels are connected by an edge
if they are adjacent to each other on the CPM grid (that is, if they are in each other’s Moore
neighbourhood N(p)). We then group the pixels into n connected components [c1 , ..., cn ]—that
is, groups of pixels where for every pair of pixels (p1 ∈ c, p2 ∈ c), it is possible to walk from p1
to p2 via the edges of graph Gi . We then define Ci as:
Ci =

2
n 
X
Vk
k=1

Vi

(5.15)

where V k is the pixel volume of connected component ck in Gi , and V i the total volume of
cell i. Thus, an unbroken cell—which by definition has only one connected component—has
Ci = 1, whereas a cell broken into many isolated pixels has Ci → 0.
Additionally, as a measure of the total size of the active protrusion(s) of a cell, we counted
the percentage of pixels of that cell with an Act-CPM activity > 0. Ranges of maxact and λact
were chosen such that protrusions made up > 0 but < 100% of the cell’s total volume.

Track analysis: speed and persistence
Cell centroids were recorded at regular time intervals (5 MCS) to reconstruct cell trajectories or “tracks”. All simulated cell tracks were analysed in R (version 3.6.1) using the celltrackR
package (version 0.3.1) 20 to compute speed and persistence time. Speeds were computed from
instantaneous “step” speeds along the track, and persistence time was defined as the half life
of the autocovariance curve. Analyses were performed in a step-based manner on groups of
5 simulated tracks at the same time, yielding 6 estimates of speed and persistence for every
parameter combination (30 simulations total in 6 groups of 5 tracks). These values were then
used to estimate the overall value (mean) and variation (standard deviation) of speed and
persistence at that parameter combination. The choice to analyse tracks in groups of 5 ensures that step-based analysis (such as computing the autocovariance curve for persistence,
see below) are more robust, since they contain steps from several independent tracks. At the
same time, these groups are small enough that several estimates can be made from the total
30 simulations—allowing us to provide a measure of uncertainty as well.
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Speed

To compute speeds for the speed-persistence plots, we first computed the mean step-based
instantaneous speed in every track analysis group of 5 tracks (see above) using the “speed”
function of celltrackR.
For the speed distribution curves, instantaneous speeds were computed over time intervals
of 10 MCS and then pooled from all 30 simulations at that parameter combination. To ensure
that nothing in these curves could be an artefact of cell breaking, we filtered on those 10 MCS
intervals where the connectedness (see page 143) was exactly 1.
Persistence

To measure the persistence of a moving cell, consider the vectors ~v(t) (movement direction at
time t) and ~v(t+∆t) (movement direction at time t + Δt). When the cell moves persistently,
we expect that its direction at t + Δt is similar to that at t, even for relatively large values of
Δt. By contrast, for a cell undergoing Brownian motion, the direction of ~v(t+∆t) is probably
unrelated to that of ~v(t) .
To quantify this, consider the dot product between the vectors ~vt and ~vt+∆t :
def

~v(t) · ~v(t+∆t) = k~v(t) kk~v(t+∆t) k cos θ

(5.16)

Here, cos θ of the angle between vectors ~v(t) and ~v(t+∆t) is 1 when the vectors align perfectly (θ = 0) , −1 when they are exactly opposite (θ = 180), and somewhere in between for all
other angles. When we take Δt = 0, equation 5.16 simplifies to:
~v(t) · ~v(t+∆t) = ~v(t) · ~v(t) = k~v(t) kk~v(t) k cos 0 = k~v(t) k2

(5.17)

As k~v(t) k equals the instantaneous speed at time t, the average of this dot product for different values of t with Δt = 0 is just the squared mean speed v̄ 2 .
However, when we increase Δt, the vectors~v(t) and~v(t+∆t) are no longer perfectly aligned,
and their dot product becomes smaller. The rate at which this decay occurs depends on the
motility mode of a cell: for a given Δt, persistent cells will on average have a smaller θ and thus
a larger dot product than cells undergoing Brownian motion. Thus, to compute persistence,
we first construct the autocovariance curve of the average dot product~v(t) ·~v(t+∆t) along a track
as a function of Δt (using the “overallDot” function of celltrackR). As a measure of persistence,
we then compute the half-life τ of this autocovariance curve for which:
~v(t) · ~v(t+τ )
k~v(t) kk~v(t+τ ) k cos θ
=
= 0.5
~v(t) · ~v(t+0)
k~v(t) k2

(5.18)

As the dot product decays more slowly for more persistent cells, high values of τ indicate
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persistent movement. Note that, as the average k~v(t) kk~v(t+τ ) k = k~v(t) k2 = v̄ 2 , τ is independent of the mean speed v̄, even though the dot product is not.
Technical note: the persistence times considered in this paper are generally (much) larger than the sampling interval (every 5 MCS); this temporal resolution is sufficient to prevent
problems in estimating the lower range of persistence times 64 . For very high persistences,
however, it can be difficult to estimate the autocovariance half-life. If the autocovariance
curve fails to drop to sufficiently low values within the time scale of the simulation, it becomes
impossible to reliably estimate its decay. To avoid this problem, we only compute persistences
for those groups of tracks where the autocovariance curve dropped to <10% of its initial value,
returning NA otherwise. The duration of the simulation (50,000 MCS) was sufficient that this
never happened even at the highest persistences reported in this paper.
Phase diagram
To compute a phase diagram of migration modes, we performed microchannel simulations
at maxact values ranging from 0 → 100 and λact values ranging from 0 → 1500 (30 independent simulations per parameter combination). Centroids were recorded as usual and used to
compute displacements Δx (along the direction of the microchannel) over 10MCS.
Connectedness (see page 143) was tracked during the simulation; cells were considered
broken if the connectedness was <0.95 for more than 5% of the simulation. For the N nonbroken cells, displacements were shuffled and redivided to get N independent displacement
distributions, each consisting of displacements from different, independent cell tracks. This
shuffling step is necessary for a robust estimate of the distribution of displacements a cell at
that parameters may choose: a persistent cell moving to the left may only have a single peak at
negative Δx, yet that does not mean that another cell at the same parameters may not move
to the right instead. By shuffling the displacements, we reduce the impact of interdependency
of the displacements, while still retaining separate estimates to quantify uncertainty from.
The displacement distributions obtained in this way were fitted using a Gaussian mixture model to determine the number of peaks (R package mclust, v5.4.6 65 ; using the function
Mclust with 1-3 clusters and “modelNames” = “V”). Each distribution was then classified as
follows:
• Non-migratory (NM) if the fitted mixture model contained a single peak, or if it contained two peaks but these were not clearly separated (<σ apart, where σ is the maximum of the two SDs of the mixture model). This extra filtering step was added to prevent non-motile cells with a single peak slightly deviating from a normal distribution
from being classified as P-RW (which they are clearly not).
• Persistent random walk (P-RW) if the fitted model contained two clearly separated
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peaks (see previous point), or if it contained three peaks but the middle peak (at 0)
had a mixing proportion of less than 5% (this extra filter prevents cells from being incorrectly classified as I-RW when the algorithm overfits noise with an extra peak that
is not really there).
• Intermittent random walk (I-RW) if the fitted model contained three peaks, and the
mixing proportion of the middle peak at zero (representing the “stops”) was >5%.
• Broken if the connectedness of the cell was below 0.95 for at least 5% of the time; see
page 143.
This classification procedure yielded 30 independent classifications per parameter combination. For the phase diagram, we used the most frequent label as the final class, with a colour
intensity depending on how many of the independent estimates had this class.
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Supplementary movies
Supplementary movies are available on: https://ingewortel.github.io/2020-ucsp/.
Movie S1: Act cells in microchannels have variable motility depending on their protrusion size.
The movie ﬁrst shows an Act cell with a small protrusion—giving rise to typical “stop-and-go” motility,
followed by an Act cell with a more stable protrusion— yielding more continuous movement.

Movie S2: Act cells in 2D and 3D have both different shapes and migration patterns.
The movie shows examples of typical migration patterns in 2D and 3D. At low maxact values, small,
unstable protrusions form and decay dynamically—giving rise to amoeboid “stop-and-go” migration. At
higher maxact values, the cell becomes broader and forms a large, stable protrusion perpendicular to
its direction of movement—yielding a movement pattern similar to that observed in ﬁsh keratocytes
(“keratocyte-like”).

Movie S3: Different processes put an upper bound on persistence depending on the cell shape.
For cells with an unstable protrusion (low maxact ), active protrusions can split into two parts whenever
the cell tries to form protrusions that are too broad to maintain. This forces the cell to turn in the direction
of one of the protrusion halves, limiting persistence. The movie shows examples of such “protrusion
splitting” (indicated by pauses and arrows). By contrast, for cells with a stable protrusion (high maxact ),
broad protrusions do not split or decay—but the most active part of the protrusion can still shift away
from the protrusion center, causing the cell to turn (“angular diffusion”). The movie indicates this type of
stochastic turning by showing in red the movement of the cell’s center of mass.

Movie S4: Act T cells in the epidermis move by squeezing in between keratinocytes.
At low λact and maxact , they follow the typical “stop-and-go” motion of an amoeboid cell. At high maxact
and/or λact , they keep their elongated form in between the keratinocytes, rather than taking on the broad
keratocyte-like shape that free Act cells would. However, they stop less frequently than cells with low
maxact and λact , and actively probe their environment by letting parts of their active protrusion extend
into the space between keratinocytes.

Movie S5: Tissue stiffness affects Act T-cell migration mode.
Cells with high maxact are mostly prevented from forming broad protrusions in a stiff tissue. Their
protrusions only broaden in the space between keratinocytes before rapidly splitting in two. By contrast,
the same cells can form and maintain broad protrusions in a more deformable tissue by pushing apart
the cells surrounding them.
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Supplementary simulations
Supplementary simulations are available online, in the Github repository at:
https://ingewortel.github.io/2020-ucsp/.
Interactive Simulation S1: Simulation of Act cell conﬁned between two microchannel walls.
Adjust the values of maxact and λact to see their effect on cell shape and motility.

Interactive Simulation S2: Simulation of an Act cell moving freely on a 2D surface.
Adjust the values of maxact and λact to see their effect on cell shape and motility.

Interactive Simulation S3: Simulation of an Act cell moving freely in a 3D open space.
Adjust the values of maxact and λact to see their effect on cell shape and motility.

Interactive Simulation S4: Simulation of an Act cell moving in a densely packed tissue layer.
Adjust the values of maxact and λact to see their effect on cell shape and motility, and compare this
between the “stiff” and “deformable” tissues.
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Supplementary tables

Table S1: CPM parameters used in different experiments. Within each experiment, parameters were
kept constant. Skin simulation parameters apply to the T cells; bracketed parameters indicate values
used for the keratinocytes. ∗ While these grid dimensions are ﬁnite, the linked grid borders ensure that
the effective grid size is inﬁnite. While the grid height for microchannel simulations was 12 pixels, the
upper and lower rows of pixels consisted of the microchannel walls—yielding an effective height of only
10 pixels. † Value used for stiff tissue, ‡ value used for deformable tissue.
1D
Grid size (pixels)∗
Linked grid borders
Simulation duration (MCS)

150 x 12

2D

3D

Skin

150 x 150 150 x 150 x 150 150 x 150

yes (x only)

yes

yes

yes

50000

50000

50000

50000
500

Burnin time (MCS)

500

500

500

Temperature

20

20

7

20

V target

500

500

1800

500 (760)

λVolume

30

30

25

30 (30)

Ptarget

360

260

8600

260 (330)

2

2

0.01

2 (10† /1‡ )

λPerimeter
Jcell, channel

15

-

-

-

Jcell, background

20

20

5

20 (20)

Jskin, skin

-

-

-

200† /2‡

JT cell, skin

-

-

-

2
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Table S2: Combinations of maxact and λact used in different experiments. For each maxact , λact values
were chosen such that cells went from no persistence to maximal persistence.
Experiment maxact λact
1D

2D

3D

30

100, 200, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1400

40

60, 80, 100, 200, 400, 600

50

50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 95, 100

60

40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70

80

25, 30, 35, 38, 40, 42, 45

100

30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40

30

50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 700, 1000

40

50, 75, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 500, 800, 1000

50

50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 200, 300, 500

60

40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 150, 250

80

30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 100, 150, 200

100

30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 60, 70, 100, 150, 200

30

40, 45, 47, 48, 49, 50, 52, 55, 60

40

30, 35, 37, 38, 39, 40, 42, 45, 50

50

25, 30, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40

5

Table S3: Combinations of maxact and λact used in the skin simulations. For all combinations, simulations were performed both in “stiff” and “deformable” tissue (see Table S1 for the corresponding keratinocyte adhesion and λPerimeter values).
Experiment maxact λact
skin

30

200, 500, 1000, 1250, 1500, 1750, 2000, 2500

100

100, 200, 300, 500, 750, 1000
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Supplementary ﬁgures
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Figure S1: Act cells in microchannels have “stop-and-go” motility and variable protrusion sizes while
in a “motile-but-stable” parameter regime.
(A) Example of “stop-and-go” motility. When a protrusion decays, the cell stops until a new protrusion
forms—which may be in another direction. (B) Example cells for different combinations of the parameters λact /maxact . (C,D) In the Act-CPM, the effect on motility of changing one of the other CPM parameters
(λP ) depends on λP being in the “motile-but-stable” regime; dashed line (λP = 2) shows the value used
throughout the paper, other lines are lower (blue) or higher (red) choices of λP . (C) Cell breaking (deﬁned
as cells with “connectedness” <95%, see Supplementary methods on page 143) occurs more frequently
when λP is low such that membrane tension cannot prevent the high protrusion forces (coming from
high λact ) from rupturing the cell. (D) UCSP relationship (shown only for parameters where cells do not
break). Within the “motile-but-stable” λP , points fall roughly onto the same speed-persistence curve; but
at higher λP they fall on the lower end of the spectrum because membrane tension becomes too large
to overcome at the chosen values of λact .
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Figure S2: Speed and persistence depend on λact in a linear and exponential manner, respectively.
Plots show mean ± SD of (A) cell speed, and (B) persistence as a function of λact , for different values
of maxact in microchannel simulations. Open circles indicate points where the persistence time is lower
than the time it takes the cell to move 10% of its length (corresponding to points in the gray region in
Figure 5.2 on page 124).
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“I’ve always wanted to use that spell.”
–Minerva McGonagall,
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows by J.K. Rowling

Chapter 6

Evolution of search strategies
Constraints and trade-offs shape evolution of T-cell
search strategies

Inge M. N. Wortel and Johannes Textor
Department of Tumor Immunology, Radboud Institute for Molecular Life Sciences (RIMLS),
Radboud university medical center (Radboudumc), Nijmegen, the Netherlands

Abstract
Nearly two decades of in vivo imaging have revealed how diverse the
shapes and motion patterns of migrating T cells can be. This ﬁnding
has sparked the notion of “search strategies”: T cells may have evolved
ways to search for antigen efﬁciently, and might even adapt their motion
to the task at hand. Mathematical models have indeed conﬁrmed that
observed T-cell migration patterns resemble a theoretical optimum in
several contexts; for example, frequent turning, stop-and-go motion, or
alternating short and long motile runs have all been interpreted as deliberately tuned behaviours, optimising the cell’s chance of ﬁnding antigen.
But the same behaviours could also arise simply because T cells can’t
follow a straight, regular path through the tight spaces they navigate.
Even if T cells can be shown to follow a theoretically optimal pattern,
the question remains: has that pattern truly been evolved for this particular searching task, or does it merely reﬂect how the cell’s migration
machinery and surroundings constrain motion paths?
We here examine to what extent cells can evolve search strategies when
faced with realistic constraints. Using a cellular Potts model (CPM),
where motion arises from interactions between intracellular dynamics,
cell shape, and a constraining environment, we simulate an evolutionary process in which cells “optimise” a simple task: explore as much
area as possible. We ﬁnd that cells evolve several motility characteristics previously attributed to search optimisation, even though these
features were not beneﬁcial for the task given here. Our results stress
that “optimal” search strategies do not always stem from evolutionary
adaptation: instead, they may be the inevitable side effects of interactions between cell shape, intracellular actin dynamics, and the diverse
environments T cells face in vivo.
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Introduction

T

cells have the rare ability to migrate in nearly all tissues within the human body. In
lymphoid organs, such as the thymus and lymph nodes, T cells must migrate to develop
and get activated; in peripheral “barrier” tissues, like the lung, the gut, and the skin, T cells
continuously patrol in search of foreign invaders. Although T cells stay motile in these different contexts, they do adapt their morphology and migratory behaviour to environmental
cues. Naive T cells rapidly crawl along a network of stromal cells in the lymph node, alternating between short intervals of persistent movement and random changes in direction 1–4 . This
“stop-and-go” behaviour lets them cover large areas of the lymph node quickly, and seems
to be a good strategy for finding rare antigens without prior information on their location 5–8 .
Developing T cells adopt a similar strategy to find their specific ligand during negative selection in the thymic medulla 9,10 . By contrast, positive selection in the thymic cortex involves
migration at much lower speeds—perhaps due to the broader distribution of positively selecting ligands in the thymus 11 . This remarkably flexible behaviour has been suggested to
reflect different search strategies, whereby T cells maximise their chance of finding antigen 5 .
The idea of search strategies has interesting implications. If T-cell migration patterns are
optimised for some specific function (or a number of functions depending on context and environment), then comparing these motion patterns in terms of their “search efficiency” can
help us make sense of how T-cell behaviour relates to function 12 . However, two major problems currently limit the conclusions we can draw from this work.
First, such optimality reasoning hinges on a tacit but crucial assumption: that we observe
a given “optimal” behaviour because evolution has created it through natural selection. But
in reality, it is far from certain that evolution can optimise migration at all 13 . The complex
link between genotype (the genes controlling cell migration, which can be transferred to the
next generation) and the resulting phenotype (the migratory behaviour we see) means that
not all behaviours are evolvable through natural selection. This complex “genotype-phenotype
mapping” has implications for the ability to evolve search strategies. For example, the Lévy
foraging hypothesis states that searchers can maximise their efficiency by carefully tuning
their directional “persistence”, alternating between many short and a few long, high-speed
“runs”. Yet cells do not have individual “speed” or “persistence” genes, and may not be able to
evolve the one without affecting the other. In fact, a universal coupling between speed and persistence (UCSP) was recently discovered for many migrating cells: faster cells move more persistently 14–16 . Thus, the cell’s migration machinery already poses constraints on the motion
patterns cells can adopt. These constraints are strengthened further by the complex, crowded
environment T cells typically migrate in; both in vivo imaging and in silico modeling have highlighted how strongly these external cues can affect T-cell shapes and migration patterns 3,17,18 .
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These constraints mean that T cells can only “choose” from a limited range of motion patterns.
Second, to determine how “optimal” a migration pattern is, we must make assumptions;
after all, even though it may be very useful for a searching T cell to be in two places at once or
to move at the speed of light, we typically do not consider these options in a search for optimal
behaviours. Put simply: we can only assess the “efficiency” of a strategy relative to a set of
other strategies we think the cell can adopt 13,19 . Studies investigating T-cell search mostly use
(variations of) random walk models for this purpose 5,20–23 . These fairly simple mathematical
or agent-based models can produce a collection of different motility patterns depending on a
number of parameters, which directly reflect properties like cell speed and turning behaviour.
For a given dataset, fitting these parameters then yields an “observed” strategy whose search
performance we can assess on imaginary targets in silico. Thus, we learn whether the observed
motion pattern was a good strategy for some searching task.
However, these models are hard to interpret. Model selection is difficult because the same
data can often be explained by multiple models depending on exactly how migration is quantified 23–25 : for example, while Harris et al. have claimed that T cells in the brain follow Lévy
flights to find rare pathogens 20 , others 26 recently cautioned that similar statistics may arise
through other mechanisms. Worse, even models that differ only slightly can still make very
different predictions of the area cells can explore on larger time scales 27 . But most importantly, even if these models indeed show that a behaviour benefits some T-cell function, they
cannot tell us whether the same behaviour could also have arisen for another reason.
To unravel which migratory patterns truly are optimised for search, it does therefore not
suffice to construct a random walk model showing that they are beneficial in some context or
other; and there are other crucial points to consider. Is the proposed “optimal” strategy something a cell could realistically adopt or evolve, given the biophysical constraints of its internal
migration mechanism and environment? Which migration pattern would these constraints
impose on the cell if no evolutionary pressures existed? Do we need an evolutionary explanation for the pattern in question, or could it simply be a side effect of dynamic cell motion in
a complex environment? Whereas several studies have tested whether an observed migration behaviour could theoretically be optimal for some T-cell function 20–23 , these additional
questions have largely remained unanswered so far.
Here, we therefore examine which migration patterns emerge spontaneously from the cell’s
migration machinery and/or the environment, and ask to what extent T cells can still evolve
or tune search strategies within those constraints. Since these questions are impossible to
answer in random walk models—which lack descriptions of the cell’s machinery, shape, and
environment—we instead turned to a cellular Potts model (CPM). Specifically, we use an existing model called the Act-CPM 28 , in which motility arises from a migration machinery where
cell shape, environment, and motility interact. We previously showed that this model natur-
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ally captures many of the constraints acting on a migrating T cell: it reproduces the UCSP, explains how cell shape dynamics limit possible migratory patterns, and can simulate (T–)cell
migration in a realistic tissue environment 29 . We now use this model to simulate an evolutionary process where T cells optimise a simple task: exploring as much area as possible.
We find that several T-cell migration behaviours—previously interpreted as optimal search
strategies—can also emerge spontaneously without being beneficial for the task at hand.

Model
In a CPM, cells are dynamic pixel collections that move via so-called “copy attempts”: by
copying their identity, they can “steal” pixels from another cell at their borders (Figure 6.1).
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Figure 6.1: In silico simulation of shape-driven T-cell migration within complex environments.
(A) CPM tissues are collections of pixels that each belong to one cell. Pixels try to copy their cell “identity”
into neighbouring pixels of another cell, with a success rate Pcopy governed by “energy rules” controlling
the cells (cell-cell adhesion, and deviation from target volume and/or perimeter, dashed lines). (B) In
the Act-CPM 28 , each pixel’s “activity” represents the time since its most recent protrusive activity. Copy
attempts from more into less active pixels are stimulated (negative ∆Hact ). (C) Cells in the Act-CPM can
have an amoeboid (stop-and-go) or a keratocyte-like (persistent) migration mode, which are associated
with different cell shapes. (D) Complex genotype-phenotype mapping in the Act-CPM.
Panels (A-B) were reprinted from Chapter 5 29 .
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These identity changes are attempted at random, but constrained by a set of energy rules that
assign them an energetic cost ΔH. As ΔH determines the success probability of each change,
these energy rules ultimately govern cell behaviour in the model. For example, they can constrain a cell’s size, shape, or interactions with neighbouring cells (Figure 6.1A). Importantly,
since all cells “compete” for pixels on the grid through the same global energy, cells naturally
interact with each other in CPMs of multicellular environments.
We have previously developed a CPM that models active cell migration based on actin dynamics 28,29 . In the Act-CPM, pixels newly gained by a protruding cell retain their “protrusive
activity” for some time. When these pixels then try to copy their own identity—extending
the cell with yet another pixel—their activity makes them more likely to succeed: this positive feedback gives recently active pixels a better chance of protruding again (Figure 6.1B).
Two parameters control this feedback: maxact controls how long pixels retain their protrusive
activity, while λact tunes the protrusive strength relative to the other forces acting on the cell
(Figure 6.1A). Together, maxact and λact control cell shape and motility. This model not only
simulates cells that actively move by forming protrusions, but also reproduces different migration modes with their own protrusion shapes and motility patterns (Figure 6.1C) 28 . Qualitatively, it resembles the stop-and-go motility characteristic for T cells in the lymph node 1,4 .
Importantly, we have previously shown that this model also reproduces the UCSP 29 . Speed
and persistence emerge as outputs of an intrinsic migration mechanism acting in a complex
environment, rather than being imposed by the user. In evolutionary terminology, we speak
of a complex mapping from genotype (fixed, cell-intrinsic values of the maxact and λact parameters) to phenotype (migratory pattern), where the genotype does not control the phenotype
in any direct or obvious way (Figure 6.1D). Instead, interactions between the cell-intrinsic migration machinery, the cell’s shape, and the structure of the surrounding tissue dynamically
determine the speed and direction of movement. This essential property allowed us to examine to what extent “optimal” search behaviour could evolve in a system where such a nontrivial genotype-phenotype mapping exists.

Results
Act cells can evolve migratory behaviour in a simple evolutionary algorithm
We therefore simulated a simplified form of evolution by means of a genetic algorithm (Figure 6.2A, see page 173 for details). We first let cells evolve in an empty environment with no
surrounding tissue. While this environment is not representative of what T cells encounter
in vivo, it allowed us to see which migratory patterns could evolve without any constraints
from the tissue. Since the evolutionary objective (having a large fitness) requires cells to ex-
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Figure 6.2: Evolution of optimal search behaviour in Act cells is subject to constraints and trade-offs.
(A) Simulated evolution in a genetic algorithm. A population of 10 Act cells with their own (maxact ,λact )
parameters each produce three daughter cells with randomly “mutated” parameters (see page 173 for
details). After simulating migration for all 40 cells, only the 10 “ﬁttest” cells that explored the largest area
survive as the next generation. (B) Evolution of λact and maxact over 50 generations. Black line + shaded
area shows the mean ± SD within each generation. Thin gray lines show the same curve for 4 other,
independent runs. (C) Evolution of λact and maxact in the context of the median “ﬁtness” experienced by
cells with those parameters. Fitness is deﬁned as the area explored by the simulated cell (measured in
number of cell areas of 500 pixels), and is zero if the cell breaks during the simulation.

plore a large area (Figure 6.2A), the theoretical optimum in this scenario is simply to maximise
both speed and persistence—so as to move as far as possible without turning and visiting the
same area twice 30 . To see if this theoretical optimum could arise through evolution of maxact
and λact , we started with a population where both parameters were too low for active cell migration (Figure S1A on page 178) and allowed them to evolve. During the evolutionary run,
the average values of maxact and λact in the population gradually increased before eventually
plateauing at values of 50 and 1185, respectively (Figure 6.2B). Strikingly, the same stable endpoint was reached in all 5 independent runs (Figure 6.2B) and was associated with the highest
fitness (Figure 6.2C)—suggesting that this parameter combination was somehow optimal.
These results demonstrate that some form of evolutionary adaptation is taking place.
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(A) Speed and persistence measured at different points in the ﬁtness landscape of 6.2C. (B) Speed,
persistence, and cell breaking measured around the evolved optimum (maxact = 50, λact = 1185).

Constraints and trade-offs limit evolution of optimal Act-cell search
To investigate how the evolved migratory behaviour arose, we next analysed motion at different parameter combinations along the evolutionary trajectory and surrounding the evolved
optimum (Figure 6.3). The increase in the motility parameters maxact and λact coincided with
an increase in migratory ability over the generations as measured by the average explored area
(Figure 6.2C) as well as speed and persistence (Figure 6.3A). Along the trajectory, motion was
well-described by a persistent random walk (Figure S2 on page 179).
Yet, intriguingly, cells at the empirical optimum did not have the theoretical maximum
speed and persistence (Figure 6.3B). Whereas cells could still reach higher speeds by further
increasing λact , the higher force on the cell membrane also caused frequent cell breaking (Figure 6.3B). Thus, cells appear to evolve their λact to maximise speed while still conserving their
integrity (Figure S1B on page 178). Likewise, there appears to be a trade-off between speed
and persistence at parameters surrounding the optimum: the increased speeds observed at
higher λact and lower maxact values come at the cost of a lower persistence (Figure 6.3B). This
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conflict likely arises because the evolved “optimal” cell is already quite broad and persistent
(Movie S1, page 178). We have previously shown that, as the cell broadens, both speed and
persistence saturate 29 . In this “saturation regime” of the UCSP, an even higher persistence
requires a large effort to maintain a stable, broad protrusion, slowing the cell down 29 . Because of this trade-off, the cell evolves towards parameters where it is persistent enough that
it rarely visits the same area twice (Movie S1), yet not so persistent that this comes at the cost
of a low speed (Figure 6.3A,B). These results show that theoretical optima for speed and persistence may not be attainable when genotype-phenotype mapping is complex and gives rise
to trade-offs.
Environmental constraints, not evolved cell-intrinsic parameters, are the major determinants of migration patterns in tissues
Finally, we examined how the addition of environmental constraints affected the ability of
cells to evolve optimal search behaviour. We therefore repeated the evolution experiment,
but now assessed fitness by simulating T-cell migration inside a tissue instead of empty space
(Figure 6.4A).
We focus on the epidermal layer of the skin, where skin-resident T cells continuously patrol
to search for signs of re-infection by foreign invaders 18 . Because of the skin’s barrier function,
the keratinocytes in the epidermis are very tightly packed, forming an extreme example of a
restrictive environment. We have previously shown that such restrictions strongly affect cell
motion, for example by obscuring the UCSP 29 .
Because migration in a stiff tissue requires higher λact forces 29 , we started with a population with slightly higher λact than before, which was still low enough to prevent active migration (Figure S3A on page 180). λact and maxact values once again increased during evolution,
and this was associated with an increase in the fitness and the area explored (Figure 6.4A,
Figure S3B,C). All runs once again converged to roughly the same endpoint—this time with
maxact = 55, λact = 1170, only slightly different from the endpoint reached by cells evolved in a
free environment (Figure 6.4A). The small difference was not a result of the higher λact starting value, because when we used the same starting value for evolution in empty space, cells
still stabilised at very similar parameters (maxact =50, λact =1180, Figure 6.4A, Figure S3B). Cells
in the skin do seem to experience a slightly difference fitness landscape, where the presence
of surrounding tissue affects their ability to explore area and stay intact (Figure S3C). Still, the
end result was more or less the same: cells evolved towards very similar parameters and once
again could not reach maximum speed because of increased cell breaking at high λact values
(Figure S3D). Rather, they appear to evolve to a level of speed and persistence that allows them
to keep moving within a rigid environment without breaking apart (Movie S1, page 178).
Although cells evolved towards remarkably similar parameters regardless of their environ-
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Figure 6.4: Act cells in different environments evolve similar parameters but different shapes and
behaviour.
(A) Evolution trajectories of the (maxact ,λact ) parameters compared between different runs of evolution
in empty space (“free”, see also Figure 6.2) and evolution in a rigid simulated tissue (“skin”). Zoomed
square shows where parameters converge in the two different environments after 50 generations, at
similar (maxact ,λact ) values. (B) Cells evolved in different environments have similar parameters but
different shapes and behaviours. See also Movie S1. (C) Speed and persistence of cells with parameters evolved in simulated skin (“skin-skin”), parameters evolved in an empty environment(“free-free”), or
parameters evolved in simulated skin but analysed in an empty environment (“free-skin”). Speeds are
represented as instantaneous speeds of each individual step in the simulation, and persistence times
reﬂect 6 independent measurements at the same parameters (see page 174 for details).

ment (Figure 6.4A), they nevertheless differed in shape and behaviour (Figure 6.4B, Movie S1).
Cells evolved in the skin had both a lower speed and persistence than “free” cells in empty
space (Figure 6.4C). To test whether these differences in migration statistics were mostly a
result of the slight differences in cell-intrinsic parameters, or of the altered environment, we
took cells with parameters optimised for migration in the skin (maxact =55, λact =1170) and
analysed their motility in an empty environment. These cells were much more similar to the
“free” evolved cells—despite having been optimised in a different environment (Figure 6.4C,
Movie S1). Thus, although cells can optimise their search efficiency to some extent by evolving
cell-intrinsic motility parameters, their eventual migration statistics are shaped largely by environmental constraints.
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Discussion
The interpretation of the diversity in T-cell motility patterns as optimised search strategies
is remarkably similar to the so-called optimal foraging theory, used by evolutionary biologists to study the ways in which animals search for food 13,19 . The general idea is that animals
(or immune cells) adopt migratory patterns that maximise their ability to find food (or antigens) 20,30,31 . Given the implicit assumption that the behaviour we see has somehow been
selected during evolution, we seek specific functions the animal (or cell) could have optimised its behaviour for.
Yet even if a certain migration characteristic is optimal or beneficial in some context, this
does not prove that it has truly evolved to aid immune system function 32 . It might also have
arisen as a side effect of some other process 33 , or simply because other migration modes are
impossible within the relevant constraints. Ignoring this possibility may lead to spurious interpretations and hamper a true understanding of immune cell migration—especially since
it is almost always possible to come up with a context in which the observed pattern would
indeed be beneficial 13 . Applying optimality reasoning can thus be seriously misleading when
the pattern in question was never really optimised by evolution at all.
We therefore used a CPM to redefine the baseline expectations for T-cell migration behaviour given a realistic intracellular migration machinery, cell shape, and environment. The
dynamic interactions in this model yield a complex genotype-phenotype mapping which—
unlike random walk models—introduces non-trivial trade-offs and constraints in the speeds
and persistences that cells can obtain 29 . This allowed us to use this model to simulate an
evolutionary process where we let T cells maximise a very simple objective function: cover as
much area as possible. This problem is analogous to destructive search, for which the theoretical optimum behaviour is simply to move as fast and as straight as possible 30 . Yet even in this
very simple setting—where we ignore that T cells may have to optimise different functions
simultaneously—T cells do not reach the theoretical optimum because of the constraints and
trade-offs naturally arising in the CPM. This problem is exacerbated when cells are placed in
a tissue where surrounding cells pose the dominant constraints on T-cell motility: cells with
very similar parameters, “optimised” for the exact same function, move in completely different patterns depending on their environment. These results once again highlight that complex migration features can emerge spontaneously from environmental constraints, and are
not necessarily adapted for some specific function.
Importantly, we also observe migratory behaviours that have previously been attributed
to optimality for some T-cell function, but are clearly not optimal in our artificial evolution
setting. For example, the existence of intervals of fast and slower motion in T-cell tracks
has been attributed to an “intermittent search strategy” where T cells balance area exploration
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(through fast movement) with local exploitation (slower movement and more frequent turning) 5,6,23 . Yet we see that variations in speed occur naturally in Act cells: protrusion dynamics automatically yield intervals of slower and faster (or even stop-and-go) motion. In simulated skin, cells move fast when they are moving forward between two keratinocytes, but then
have to slow down temporarily when they reach a junction and have to choose a direction.
Thus, even though cells in our simple evolutionary experiment gain fitness only from exploring area—and not from exploiting it—their motion nevertheless resembles an intermittent
search strategy. These observations demonstrate that intermittent search “strategies” can
also arise naturally through cell-intrinsic migration dynamics or through the environment,
even in cases where they do not benefit any specific function at all.
While the application of optimality theory to animal foraging has provoked considerable
criticism and debate 13 , the same line of reasoning is applied with far less debate in the context of T-cell migration 5,34 . Yet our results demonstrate that the criticisms against optimal
foraging theory are also relevant for the interpretation of T-cell search patterns. Do T cells in
the brain display Lévy-like statistics because that helps them catch rare pathogens 20 , or because they are forced to do so by a combination of their cell-intrinsic migration machinery
and the structures they are navigating in the brain? Would they adopt a different pattern in
the same environment when fighting a more prevalent pathogen, or would they maintain the
same migration mode even when it is no longer beneficial? We therefore suggest using models like the CPM, where migration patterns arise naturally from an interaction between the
cell and its environment rather than being imposed, to define the baseline expectations for Tcell search. By investigating which migratory characteristics emerge without being optimal or
even beneficial, we can zoom in on the motility aspects that have truly been evolved to assist
immune system function—without being misled by features that are merely inevitable side
effects of an intracellular machinery acting in a complex environment.

Methods
Act-CPM
For our simulations, we used the Act-CPM 28 . For more information, we refer to the relevant
literature 28,29 , but a brief description follows below.
The Act-CPM extends the cellular Potts model as described in Figure 6.1. Every monte carlo
step (MCS, the time unit of the CPM), pixels try to “steal” pixels away from neighbouring cells
by copying their identity into that pixel. The success probability Pcopy of these copy attempts
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depend on the Hamiltonian (global energy), which consists of different energetic terms:
H = Hadhesion + Hvolume + Hperimeter + Hact

(6.1)

Here, Hadhesion assigns an energetic penalty to each pair of neighbouring pixels (i,j) on the
grid that do not belong to the same cell. Likewise, Hvolume and Hperimeter control the cell’s size
and circumference via a penalty that depends quadratically on the deviation from some “target” value X ∗i :
HX =

X

λX (Xi − Xi∗ )2

(6.2)

i∈cells

In practice, we mostly look at the energy difference ΔH a candidate copy attempt would
introduce, rather than considering the absolute energy H.
The Act-CPM adds to this a positive feedback, such that pixels newly gained by the cell retain
an elevated “protrusive activity” for a period of maxact MCS. This is reflected by the negative
(=energetically favourable) ΔHact assigned to copy attempts that go from a more active source
pixel s into a less active target pixel t:
∆Hact (s → t) = −

λact
(GMact (s) − GMact (t))
maxact

(6.3)

Here, GMact (p) represents the geometric mean of the activity values in the (Moore) neighbourhood of pixels p. ΔHact is negative when GMact (s) > GMact (t). Details on parameters used
will follow below.
Simulations
All simulations were performed with Artistoo 35 . Simulations were performed for 10,000 MCS
during the evolutionary run, or for 50,000 for the detailed simulations to compute speed and
persistence (see below).
Initialisation

For simulations of “free” T cells moving in an open space, cells were seeded in the middle of
a 150x150 pixel grid with periodic boundaries, and allowed a burnin time of 500 MCS to gain
their optimal volume and shape.
For simulations of T cells moving in the epidermis, 31 keratinocytes were seeded randomly
on a 150x150 pixel grid with periodic boundaries. To ensure proper formation of the tightly
packed keratinocyte layer, cells were initially seeded with a tighter perimeter of 200 (making
them more round and preventing cell breaking). Each cell was allowed to grow for 50 MCS
before the next cell was seeded, also to ensure that cells did not become entangled and break.
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Table S1: CPM parameters used in the “free” and “skin” environments. Parameters were kept constant.
Skin simulation parameters refer to the T cells; keratinocyte parameters are inside the brackets.
2D

Skin

Temperature

20

20

Volume (pixels)

500 500 (750)

λVolume

30

Perimeter

260 260 (330)

30 (30)

λPerimeter

2

2 (10)

Adhesion cell-background

20

20 (20)

Adhesion keratinocyte-keratinocyte

-

200

Adhesion T cell-keratinocyte

-

2

After seeding all keratinocytes, the tissue was given 500 more MCS to equilibrate, after which
the first keratinocyte was replaced by a T cell and the keratinocytes were given their true perimeter value (see section CPM parameters below).
CPM parameters

Parameters were selected from 29 , allowing realistic shapes and migration behaviour without
the cells falling apart (Table S1). Only maxact and λact were varied during the evolutionary
runs and in the simulations analysing speed and persistence (see below); other parameters
were held constant.
Act-CPM parameters

In the simulations of evolution, λact and maxact were not specified, but evolved spontaneously
during the evolutionary run (see section Evolution of optimal migration modes below).
To determine speed and persistence at points of interest in the fitness landscapes, simulations were performed at fixed combinations of maxact and λact . To follow speed and persistence along the evolutionary trajectory, simulations were performed at (maxact , λact ) = (5,5),
(50,17), (110,30), (70,150), and (50,1185). To examine the behaviour around the optimum, simulations were performed at points chosen around the optimum (max∗act , λ∗act ) as:
{(maxiact , λ∗act ), (max∗act , λiact )}

(6.4)

with:


maxiact = exp log(max∗act ) ± i · 0.1 ,


λiact = exp log(λ∗act ) ± i · 0.1 ,

i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}

i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}

(6.5)

(6.6)
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Evolution
To simulate evolution of optimal migration parameters maxact and λact , we used a genetic
algorithm as described below. Five independent runs were performed in every experiment.
Simulations in skin were performed in the “stiff” tissue.
Evolution of optimal migration modes

To simulate evolution, we started with a population of Npop = 10 Act cells. For simulations
of cells in an empty environment, cells in the initial population had maxact = λact = 5. For
simulations of cells in the epidermis, initial T cells had maxact = 5, but a higher λact = 100
because of resistance from the surrounding tissue.
The following steps were then repeated for a total of 50 generations:
1. Population growth: λ = 3 offspring cells were generated from each of the Npop cells in
the population, with mutated maxact and λact parameters (see section Mutation below).
2. Simulation of migration: Each of the (λ + 1)Npop cells in the resulting population was
simulated independently for 10,000 MCS as described previously, yielding a “fitness”
for each cell (see section Fitness below).
3. Survival of the fittest: Individuals in the population were ranked according to fitness,
and only the Npop fittest individuals survived for the next generation.
Mutation

For mutation of maxact and λact parameters of a given cell, parameter values x were first logtransformed and subsequently mutated with a random error term:
xmut = ln x + 

(6.7)

 ∼ N (µ = 0, σmut )

(6.8)

where

using σmut = 0.6 for the first 5 simulations and σmut = 0.2 afterwards.
Fitness

Cells were given a fitness of 0 if they “broke” (connectedness <90% at any point in the 10,000
MCS simulation, see section Cell breaking on page 175). Otherwise, their fitness equaled the
area covered during the simulation (measured in the number of cell volumes of 500 pixels).
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Analysis
In the simulations used to compute speed and persistence, the position of the cell’s centroid
was logged every 5 MCS to produce cell tracks. The cell’s integrity was also measured to ensure
that cells stayed intact.
Simulated tracks were then analysed in R (version 3.4.4) using the celltrackR package (version 0.3.1) 36 . Speed and persistence were computed in a step-based analysis on 6 groups of
5 simulated tracks (see below), which yielded 6 independent estimates for every parameter
combination, from which the mean and SD were assessed. For analysis of mean squared displacements and autocovariance, see below.

Speed

To compute speeds, we first computed instantaneous, “step-based” speeds along cell tracks
(using the “speed” function of celltrackR). The average of this distribution was then reported
as the mean speed.

Persistence

To define the persistence of a moving cell, we measure the autocorrelation between the movement vectors~v(t) and~v(t+∆t) . The more persistent a cell is, the higher the correlation between
these two at increasing Δt.
This correlation is quantified using the dot product between the step vectors:
def

~v(t) · ~v(t+∆t) = k~v(t) k · k~v(t+∆t) k cos θ

(6.9)

Here, cos θ of the angle between vectors ~v(t) and ~v(t+∆t) ranges from 1 (when the vectors
have the exact same direction so θ = 0) to −1 (when they point in exactly opposite directions
so θ = 180). When we take Δt = 0, we essentially compute the correlation between a vector
and itself, so equation 6.9 becomes:
~v(t) · ~v(t+∆t) = ~v(t) · ~v(t) = k~v(t) k · k~v(t) k cos 0 = k~v(t) k2

(6.10)

Here k~v(t) k equals the instantaneous step speed at time t, so the average dot product is just
the overall squared step-based mean speed v̄ 2 . As Δt increases, the steps become less aligned
and correlation decays at a rate depending on the cell’s persistence.
To quantify this persistence, we construct the autocovariance curve, the average dot product
~v(t) · ~v(t+∆t) as a function of Δt (using the “overallDot” function in celltrackR). Its half-life
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then measures persistence, so we search for a τ for which:
~v(t) · ~v(t+τ )
k~v(t) kk~v(t+τ ) k cos θ
= 0.5
=
~v(t) · ~v(t+0)
k~v(t) k2

(6.11)

Higher values of τ indicate more persistent movement. Note that τ is independent of the
mean speed v̄, even though the dot product is not.
Cell breaking

To quantify cell breaking at a given maxact and λact combination, we counted the percentage
of simulations in which the minimum connectedness (C) was <90%.
C measures the probability that two random pixels of a cell are part of a single, unbroken
unit. If the entire cell is whole, this probability is always 1. To obtain Ci of a cell i, we build
a graph Gi with a node p for every pixel of cell i, and an edge between any pair of Mooreneighbours in this set. The connected components [c1 , ..., cn ] of this graph represent groups of
pixels that are connected to each other via at least one path of edges in Gi . For n connected
components, we define Ci as:
Ci =

2
n 
X
Vk
k=1

Vi

(6.12)

where V k is the number of pixels in component ck , and V i the total volume of cell i. This
measure ensures that an intact cell (which has only one connected components) gets Ci = 1,
whereas a cell broken in many parts gets a very low connectedness. It also means that a single
pixel breaking of a cell does not have a huge impact on connectedness, whereas a cell splitting
in two equal parts does (even though n = 2 in both cases).
Mean squared displacement (MSD) curves

Mean squared displacement plots were computed in celltrackR 36 (there are multiple, subtly
different methods to compute MSD curves; we used: aggregate( tracks, squareDisplacement )).
To compare these curves to the persistent random walk model, Fürth’s equation 37,38 was
fitted to these data:
MSD(∆t) = 4D · (∆t − P (1 − e−∆t/P ))

(6.13)

where Δt is the time interval over which displacements are considered, and the persistence
P and diffusion coefficient D are the parameters to be fitted.
To fit these curves robustly, some technical points must be considered. First, there are many
more ways to extract small intervals Δt from any given track than there are to extract long
ones. In general, if a track contains n steps between t = 0 and t = n, there are n displacements for
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Δt = 1 and just one for Δt = n. Also note that for larger Δt, many of these overlap: for instance,
for Δt = n − 1 we have two displacements (t = 0 → n − 1 and t = 1 → n), but these overlap
almost entirely since they both contain the data between t = 1 and t = n − 1. Thus, they are not
independent observations. As Δt increases, we have fewer independent observations of the
MSD and thus larger uncertainty in the data. To obtain robust fits, we therefore weighted each
data point (Δt, MSD(Δt)) by the number of independent displacements the MSD was based
on.
Second, CPM cells move on a discrete grid. At timescales far below their persistence time,
they only move stochastically—but given the discrete nature of the grid, these very small displacements deviate from the (continuous) Fürth equation and give artefacts when fitting MSD
curves. When we are fitting the MSD curve, we are mostly interested in the behaviour around
and beyond the persistence time P. We therefore fitted curves in two steps:
1. First, a very rough fit was performed on the data. The fitted parameters D0 and P0 are
not accurate for the reasons mentioned above, but they are at least in the right order of
magnitude. The estimate P0 was then used to discard data points with Δt <P0 ; thus,
we fit only the data at timescales where the cell is actually moving.
2. All points with Δt ≥ P0 were then used for the final fit using the R function nls, setting
“weights” as described above. Since we are interested in scaling behaviour here and typically consider the MSD on a logarithmic scale, we also perform the fitting on a logarithmic scale:
log( MSD ) ∼ log( 4*exp( logD )) + log((dt −P*(1−exp(−dt/P))))
To help the algorithm converge, we fit the logarithm of D rather than D itself, providing
the estimated log D0 and P0 to the algorithm as starting point.
Autocovariance curves

Autocovariance curves were computed in celltrackR 36 (using: “aggregate( tracks, overallDot )”).
For a persistent random walk, the autocovariance should decay exponentially with time interval Δt:
autocovariance(∆t) = c · e−∆t/P

(6.14)

with c a constant, and P the persistence time.
Once again, we run into the problem that data at very small Δt can cause problems because
CPM cells, at that scale, do not actually move (see explanation for MSD curves above). We
therefore focused on Δt values that were not too small, filtering Δt > 0.5PMSD (with PMSD the
persistence estimate from the MSD fit).
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Given the duration of our simulations, data span a large range of Δt values; however, at low
persistences, the autocovariance rapidly decays to zero. If we were to include all the data up to
very large Δt, most of these data points would then just contain noise around an autocovariance of ∼ 0 and this noise would dominate the fit. To circumvent this problem, we considered
the point t5% , which is the smallest Δt for which the autocovariance drops below 5% of its initial value. We then filtered points for which Δt < 3t5% . (The exact choice of this threshold is
somewhat arbitrary and does not really matter; the point is that we are looking at a range of
Δt values where the autocovariance is actually decaying).
Finally, we fitted the exponential decay equation using R’s nls and formula:
autocovariance ∼ c * exp( −dt / sqrt(Psq) )
where we fit Psq = P2 rather than P itself to prevent the algorithm from considering negative
P during the fitting procedure, and provide (c = 1, Psq = PMSD 2 ) as a starting point to help the
algorithm converge.
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Supplementary materials

Movie S1: Tissue constraints impose different migration patterns in evolved cells with very similar
parameters.
Cells migrating in a free environment are broader and move more persistently. To view, see https://
computational-immunology.org/inge/thesis/ch6/SM1-evo2.mp4
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Figure S1: Fitness landscape experienced by cells evolving their maxact and λact values.
(A) Act cells with maxact =5 and λact =5 cannot actively move. Distrubutions of instantaneous speeds
equal those of control cells with λact =0 (which cannot form protrusions by deﬁnition). (B) Fitness landscape plots show mean ﬁtness (area explored measured in the number of cell target areas of 500 pixels;
broken cells have a ﬁtness of zero), mean area searched by non-broken cells, and percentage of broken
cells for different (maxact ,λact ) combinations. Gray ﬁelds represent a value of zero.
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Figure S2: Motion statistics for cells along the evolutionary trajectory.
Motion was analysed for the points (2-5) along the evolutionary trajectory of Figure 6.3 on page 166
(point 1 was skipped since at these parameters, cells do not yet move). (A) Mean square displacement
(MSD) curves of simulated tracks (solid) and the persistent random walk (P-RW) ﬁt (dashed), for points
2-5 along the evolutionary trajectory. (B) Autocovariance curves of the simulated tracks (mean ± interquartile range, gray) and an exponential decay ﬁt (red, autocovariance ∼ exp -∆t/τ). The dashed
vertical lines represent the corresponding ﬁtted value of τ, which is another measure of persistence
time.
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“Because if it’s just you alone, you’re not as much of a threat.”
–Luna Lovegood,
Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix by J.K. Rowling
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Could T cells form trafﬁc jams?
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Abstract
From pedestrians trudging along a busy sidewalk to cars crawling down
a French highway on black Saturday: in many systems, high levels of
crowding hinder motion—sometimes to the point of trafﬁc jams. And
yet, staggering numbers of T cells somehow manage to ﬁnd their way
through lymph nodes completely packed with cells. How can T cells
keep moving rapidly despite their over-crowded environment? Is it the
structure of the lymph node, or some cell-intrinsic property that enables
this remarkably ﬂuid trafﬁc? While rich collective behaviours and even
jamming have been reported for other cell types, from cellular monolayers to metastasising tumours, surprisingly little is known about how
T cells move in crowds.
Here, we take a ﬁrst step towards bridging the gap between the ﬁelds
of crowd dynamics and T-cell migration. Using a cellular Potts model
(CPM) of T-cell motility, we study “crowded” motion in two hallmark
experiments borrowed from the crowd dynamics ﬁeld, asking: could
T cells, in principle, form trafﬁc jams like many other systems do? Validating our predictions in a dedicated in vitro system of T-cell crowds
in microchannels, we show that cells avoid jamming in some—but not
all—environments. Our results provide fundamental new insights into Tcell crowd dynamics: while they conﬁrm that T cells have some intrinsic
resilience to jamming, they also suggest that this resistance may break
down in taxing environments.
Examining T-cell jamming in extreme, well-deﬁned scenarios will be crucial to build models of T-cell crowd dynamics that can be validated in
controlled experiments. Ultimately, this will help uncover whether or not
T cells can jam under pathological conditions—and how they manage
to avoid this trap in the remarkably crowded environment of the healthy
lymph node.
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Introduction

W

hen watching a two-photon movie of a lymph node with T cells in action, it is easy
to get the impression that cells move freely—randomly, even—through a relatively
open space. But looks can be deceiving; of all the cells in a typical two-photon movie, only
1-2% is fluorescently labelled 1 . While this minority labelling is necessary to resolve individual
trajectories within the blur of moving cells, it does mean that such movies depict the lymph
node as far less crowded than it actually is. Immunohistochemistry and electron microscopy
images of lymph node sections paint quite a different picture: the lymph node is completely
packed with T cells, which together fill over 90% of its volume 1,2 . But what does this hidden
crowding mean for T-cell motion?
T cells in the lymph node are highly motile; moving at average speeds of 10-15 μm/min 3,4 ,
they are among the fastest cells our body hosts 5 . Their ability to maintain such rapid motion
in the highly crowded environment of the lymph node is remarkable: in most other systems—
be it inanimate particles or actively moving agents—these levels of crowding would strongly
impair movement. Fill a salt shaker to the brim with salt and the grains will resist the pull of
gravity, clogging rather than flowing out 6,7 . Fill a highway for over 90% with cars and traffic
slows 8 . Fill a corridor for over 90% with pedestrians and walking speeds drop 9,10 . All these
systems follow a simple law: crowding slows down motion.
And yet, no such traffic jams seem to arise in a lymph node packed with cells. T cells keep
moving rapidly, seemingly unhindered by their neighbours, in the random walk-like patterns
we know from two-photon movies. This finding raises the question how T cells accomplish
this feat. Are these cells inherently resilient to jamming? Or do specialised structures in the
lymph node environment help them prevent it? Could there be (pathological) scenarios where
T cells do jam? These questions have largely remained unanswered so far.
One explanation could be that something about cells in general helps them avoid jamming. However, jamming has been reported in other cellular systems, such as epithelial or endothelial monolayers and metastasising cancer cells 11–18 . Cells, therefore, can jam at least under some conditions. Is it conceivable that T cells may encounter similar problems in crowded
environments—and if so, how do they manage to circumvent those inside the lymph node?
To begin answering these questions, we need model systems to help us probe how cell-cell
and cell-environment interactions translate to crowd dynamics.
Here, we address this question in a cellular Potts model (CPM), a model formalism wellsuited for simulating interacting cellular collectives in space and time. We specifically use the
Act-CPM 19 , which captures many features relevant to T-cell migration 19,20 . Using this model
to simulate crowded cell migration in various controlled settings, we ask: could jamming—in
principle—arise in cells with a similar migratory mechanism as T cells have?
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For this purpose, we borrow two iconic experiments from the field of crowd dynamics. This
field studies the motion of pedestrians (and animals) under crowded conditions, searching for
ways to improve motion flow and prevent the disastrous “stampedes” that can occur when
crowds panic. Although these scenarios are somewhat artificial for T cells in vivo, challenging
cells in environments known for their potential crowding effects can help us determine how
jam-resilient migrating cells are compared to other systems. We therefore used these extreme
conditions to push T-cell crowds to their limits—both in our in silico model, and in a dedicated
experimental system built to test our predictions. Our results suggest that deformable cells
with a basic migration machinery can resist jamming in some, but not all conditions.

Model
To simulate (collective) cell migration, we use the Act-CPM 19,20 (Figure 5.1 on page 116), an
extension of the cellular Potts model (CPM) 21 .
In general, CPMs look like images built of discrete “pixels”. Each pixel is assigned to a
specific cell (or environmental structure), but these assignments change over time to yield
a stochastic model of tissue dynamics. These dynamics stem from “copy attempts”, in which
a cell tries to conquer new ground by copying itself from one of its “source” pixels s into an
adjacent “target” pixel t of a neighbour cell. If the attempt succeeds, both cells change shape
(the former gains pixel t; the latter loses it). This ensures “volume exclusion” (i.e. cells cannot
occupy the same space), such that cell-cell interactions emerge naturally in the CPM.
Dynamics are further regulated by energy rules, which can differ between models in the
CPM formalism. In particular, we define the Hamiltonian H, a global energy equation that
controls which copy attempts succeed; the success rate Pcopy of an attempt depends on its
energetic effect ΔH. Energetically favourable changes (ΔH ≤ 0) always succeed, while unfavourable changes (ΔH > 0) only succeed with an exponentially decaying probability:

Pcopy


1
=
exp −∆H/T

∆H ≤ 0

(7.1)

∆H > 0

(where the temperature T controls the amount of “noise”). We define time in monte carlo
steps (MCS), where one MCS consists of one copy attempt for each pixel in the model.
The energy (Δ)H itself varies between models, but always takes into account the shape
changes in the cells affected by the copy attempt (i.e. the cells that gain or lose a pixel). In
the classic CPM 21 , this energy consists of contact energies at cell-cell interfaces as well as
energetic penalties for copy attempts that stretch or compress the cell beyond some target
volume and/or perimeter. Thus, each cell has a preferred size and shape, but these can change
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stochastically or through interactions with neighbouring cells. For details, see references 19,21 .
The Act-CPM extends this model with an energy term inspired by actin dynamics. Any pixel
p newly conquered by a cell gets a “protrusive activity” a(p) = maxact to make future protrusions (i.e. outward copy events) more likely. This places a positive feedback on the cell polarity
arising from having an active, protruding front and an inactive, retracting rear 19 . Formally:
∆Hact (s → t) = −

λact
(GMact (s) − GMact (t))
maxact

(7.2)

where we consider a copy attempt from a “source” pixel s trying to conquer a “target” pixel
t. Pixels get a positive activity a(p) = maxact when they are newly conquered, which then decays with one point/MCS back to zero; thus, the parameter maxact controls the stability of this
activity bonus. The local activity GMact (p) at the time of the copy attempt is then the geometric
mean (GM) of all activities a of pixel p and its same-cell neighbours. The Lagrange multiplier
λact controls the strength of this protrusive “force” relative to the other energies contributing
to ΔH. Copy attempts are energetically favourable (ΔHact < 0) whenever GMact (s) > GMact (t):
that is, when active source pixels protrude into less active target pixels.
Thus, the Act-CPM combines local positive feedback at the front with global negative feedback from the cell’s target perimeter (“membrane tension”)—linking motility to cell shape.
The same local activation-global inhibition mechanism underlies many more detailed physical models of cell migration (as discussed previously 20 ), but its more coarse-grained implementation in the CPM formalism now allows simulation of collectives of interacting cells.

Results
Act T cells migrating in microchannels are remarkably jam-resilient
A benchmark analysis to assess a crowd’s motion is to construct its fundamental diagram, plotting each unit’s speed against the local density (Figure 7.1A). Since both individual-level interactions and the environment affect the speed-density relationship of the crowd, this relationship is typically measured in a controlled setting that can be compared between many
different systems: single-lane traffic. This extreme, but well-defined setting has become a
cornerstone of the field. By constraining motion to a narrow strip, individuals are forced to
adapt their motion to the neighbours at their front and back (which they cannot overtake).
The relative simplicity of this environment then makes it possible to probe how differences in
these individual-level interactions translate to crowd dynamics.
Importantly, the shape of the fundamental diagram for this hallmark scenario depends
strongly on the system studied. In some cases, like pedestrians queuing or walking on a busy
sidewalk, crowding slows down motion. The corresponding fundamental diagram has speed
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Figure 7.1: T cells in microchannels stay motile at high densities.
(A) Fundamental diagrams depict speed as a function of density; a declining speed signals jamming. (B)
Comparison of in vitro and in silico models. In silico Act cells were conﬁned in microchannels of 10 pixels
wide; see also Interactive Simulation S1 (page 202). Primary T cells were conﬁned in ﬁbronectin-coated
PDMS microchannels of 6 µm wide. (C) Fundamental diagrams of T cells in vitro and in silico compared
to data of one-lane trafﬁc published for ants 24 and pedestrians 9 . Plots show normalised density ρ̂n and
speed vn for each unit n; see Methods (page 198) for details. For ants, speeds are represented in body
lengths per second (bl/sec). Lines reﬂect the mean speed for each density as predicted by a loess ﬁt;
for the simulated data, mean±SD (standard deviation) is shown of 30 independent runs.

decline with density 9,10,22,23 . In other cases, like trails of moving ants, units stay motile by
aligning their directions and moving collectively 24 . The resulting fundamental diagram is flat.
To place T-cell migration in context of the broader crowd dynamics field, it is useful to know
where on this spectrum T cells fall: to what extent is their motion hindered in a crowd?
To obtain a fundamental diagram of moving T cells, we analysed speed in microchannels at
varying cell densities—first in our CPM model of migrating Act cells, and later in a dedicated,
parallel in vitro set-up designed to validate model predictions (Figure 7.1B). As predicted by
the model and confirmed for T cells in vitro, migrating T cells were barely affected by higher
levels of crowding; they rapidly aligned their motion in “trains” moving in the same direction (Figure 7.1B), maintaining their speed in a fundamental diagram that was relatively flat
(Figure 7.1C, Interactive Simulation S1, page 202). Thus, the Act-CPM accurately predicts the
consequences of cell-cell interactions for T cells in narrow lanes: like ants but unlike pedestrians, cells resist jamming to stay motile even in dense crowds.
Act T cells form jamming arches when escaping through a narrow exit
Next, we turned to a more challenging scenario frequently studied in the crowd dynamics
field: competitive escape through a narrow exit. This scenario is especially important for ped-
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Figure 7.2: Act cells can form jamming arches when chemotaxing through a narrow exit.
(A) Simulation setup. A chemokine ﬁeld points radially towards the exit, after which it becomes linear. Simulations contain either a single cell or a 30-cell “crowd”. See also Interactive Simulation S2
(page 202). (B) Directional bias of motion. Plots show the angle φ of migration “steps” (displacement
vectors over ∆t = 10MCS). Each dot represents the mean step angle for one simulation; horizontal gray
line at 90° is the expected value when there is no directional bias. (C) Instantaneous migration speeds.
Dots represent the mean step speed (over 10 MCS) for each simulation. (D) Examples of cell crowding
near the exit. Cells in “ﬂow” remain motile, whereas a jamming arch is characterised by a stable conﬁguration blocking the exit. Non-motile cells are recognisable by their lack of protrusive activity.

estrian crowds; as we know from “crowd disasters” such as that during the 2010 Love Parade in
Germany 25 , jamming in pedestrian crowds can turn fatal when people start trampling each
other in a rush to escape. In such cases, behaviour can turn maladaptive when individuals
become so competitive that they slow each other down 23,26 .
A famous example is the formation of so-called “jamming arches”. In evacuations of crowds
like pedestrians and sheep, sudden, rapid motion towards an exit can produce arch-shaped
“clogs” that—counterproductively—block the exit and slow down the outward flow 7,26,27 .
But this phenomenon is not limited to higher-level organisms actively trying to escape; similar clogs can deter the flow of inanimate objects like salt grains and colloidal particles 6,7 .
Since jamming arch formation at bottleneck exits seems to be a universal phenomenon shared
by many crowded systems, we here asked if it can also occur in crowds of migrating Act cells.
To simulate escape through a narrow exit, we set up a simulation field with an impenetrable
border (Figure 7.2 and Interactive Simulation S2, page 202). Inside this “room”, a gradient
field mimicks a diffusing chemokine coming from the right that guides cells towards the exit
(Figure 7.2A). Simulations contained either a crowd of 30 Act cells or a single cell—allowing
us to compare the motion of the crowd to the single-cell baseline at the same parameters.
The parameter λchemotaxis controls the cells’ sensitivity to the chemotactic field. Indeed, at
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λchemotaxis = 0, the angle φ between single migration steps and the direction of the gradient
averaged at 90° (Figure 7.2B), indicating that step directions were unbiased and cells did not
sense the chemotactic field. Increasing the sensitivity to λchemotaxis =15 decreased this mean
angle for the single cells (Figure 7.2B), showing that cells at these motility parameters properly
sensed the gradient. Nevertheless, the same cells had considerably higher mean angles to
the gradient when moving in a crowd (although still below 90°)—likely because they moved
away from the gradient whenever their target direction of motion was blocked by another
cell. These results verify that increasing λchemotaxis strengthens chemotactic sensitivity and
directionality of motion, but also show how cell-cell interactions limit this directionality in
simulated cell crowds.
The effects of crowding were also clearly visible in the mean speed (Figure 7.2C). In principle, λchemotaxis provides an additional “force” on the cell that should speed up cell motion
(all else held equal) 28 ; but in practice, cell speed is subject to multiple, opposing constraints
such as the cell shape, the cell’s intrinsic migration machinery, and outside forces from other
cells 20 . This means that the effect of λchemotaxis on cell speed is no longer straightforward.
While single migrating cells increased their speeds as expected when they became sensitive
to the chemotactic field, crowds slowed down instead (Figure 7.2C). This was a consequence
of competition for the exit, because crowds moving up the same gradient without a bottleneck exit could still move collectively and maintain a relatively flat fundamental diagram (Figure S1A,B on page 202). It was only at bottlenecks that directional bias caused cells to queue
and clog, forming stable jamming arches that blocked the outward flow for some time (Figure 7.2D). Thus, while migrating Act cells resisted jamming when moving in narrow lanes or
broader, unobstructed channels, they formed jamming arches in the more challenging scenario of escaping through a bottleneck.
Act cells display the “faster-is-slower” effect in some, but not all conditions of
competitive escape
Next, we investigated how the observed jamming affected the egress dynamics of escaping
cells. Pedestrians, in this scenario, are well-known for the so-called “faster-is-slower” effect:
the faster they try to move towards the exit, the longer the escape process takes. This paradox
arises because higher competitiveness increases jamming and hinders the overall flow 26 . Its
strength depends strongly on the system under study: ants, for example, are much less competitive in their motion than pedestrians are, and can escape faster by avoiding such jamming
effects 24,29–31 . We here asked how cells would behave under similar conditions.
To analyse the flow of escaping cells, we registered each escape event over time in 30 independent simulations (Figure 7.3). When the exit is unclogged and cells can flow out smoothly,
the curve of cumulative escapes over time should rise in successive upward steps. But when
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Figure 7.3: Chemotaxis-based competition can yield a “faster-is-slower” effect in Act cells.
(A) Exit events for a single simulation. The system alternates between intervals of “ﬂow” (where cells
remain motile as shown by their protrusive activity) and intervals of “jamming” (horizontal segments),
which are characterised by a stable conﬁguration blocking the exit. (single simulation, λchemotaxis = 15;
highlighted points represent the timepoints in the insets on the right) (B) Variability in jamming intervals
yields variable event curves for independent simulations (N = 30). Dark gray line represents the simulation shown in panel A. Mean ± SEM across simulations is shown in blue. (C) Averaged event curves
as in panel C, now for different values of λchemotaxis . Vertical dashed lines indicate time points used
in panel D. (D) Average number of escaped cells at different time points in the simulation (highlighted
in panel C) for increasing λchemotaxis . Highlighted time intervals indicate the faster-is-slower (FIS) and
faster-is-faster (FIF) regimes.

the exit is blocked, it instead flatlines for some time until the jam is resolved and another cell
escapes (Figure 7.3A). These curves are thus heterogeneous between simulations, but averaging them gives an indication of how rapidly cells flow from the exit (Figure 7.3B).
These curves revealed a faster-is-slower effect for Act cells escaping through a bottleneck
(Figure 7.3C,D). Whereas cells at λchemotaxis = 0 barely escaped since they had no way of “knowing” where the exit was, a small increase to λchemotaxis = 1 or 2 allowed the cells to escape
smoothly over time. However, increasing λchemotaxis further did not necessarily speed up this
motion: while the cells initially escaped faster, the curves soon flattened and dropped below those of the lower λchemotaxis values. Thus, at small positive λchemotaxis , Act cells initially
display a faster-is-slower effect (Figure 7.3E, regime FIS—faster-is-slower). As λchemotaxis in-
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creased futher, however, the increased force seemed to help in resolving the “jams” as the
escape speed inceased again (Figure 7.3E, regime FIF—faster-is-faster). Thus, migrating cells
can display the faster-is-slower effect—but only in a limited λchemotaxis regime.

Discussion
To date, surprisingly little is known about how T cells respond to moving in crowds. It
is well-known from many other systems that high levels of crowding can hinder motion to
the point of jamming, where motion ceases completely 6–10 . And yet, this does not seem to
be the case for T cells: even in the densely packed lymph node, they move rapidly at an average 10-15 μm/min, reaching peak speeds as high as 25 μm/min 3,4 . Furthermore, even near
its “bottleneck” entry and exit portals where cells queue, the lymph node seems to maintain
a steady cellular flux 32 . Thus, T cells in a healthy lymph node appear relatively unhindered
by the crowd surrounding them—somehow avoiding the “traffic jams” that plague so many
other systems.
Then how do T cells manage to resist jamming? Are they special somehow, due to some
inherent property that helps them stay motile? Alternatively, the stromal network inside the
lymph node may have evolved to support fluid motion even in dense T-cell crowds; if that is
true, it is possible that T cells can, in fact, jam in different environments. To untangle the contributions of cell-intrinsic and environmental factors supporting T-cell motility in the taxing
environment of the crowded lymph node—and to learn under what conditions this motion
may break down—we will need a better understanding of how T cells interact inside a crowd.
T-cell crowd dynamics have so far been difficult to study, as in vivo imaging studies typically label only 1-2% of all cells and thus cannot show how neighbouring cells interact 1 . We
therefore used a computational model that captures relevant aspects of (T–)cell migration on
the single cell level, but can also accommodate the cell-cell interactions necessary to examine crowd dynamics 19,20 . Rather than immediately moving to the complex scenario of T-cell
motion in a lymph node 1,33 , we instead explored how migrating cells interact collectively from
the “bottom-up”: borrowing hallmark experiments from the broader field of crowd dynamics,
we first tested the cell’s intrinsic jam-resilience by challenging the crowd in artificial environments known to introduce jamming in other systems. Importantly, the well-defined nature
of these artificial settings also allowed us to replicate them in controlled in vitro experiments.
A key advantage of this approach is that it allowed us to test our model’s ability to predict
dynamics on the level of the crowd. For example, while the “fundamental diagram” of most
systems displays a tell-tale drop in motion speeds for increasing densities 9,10,22,23 , it remains
flat for other systems, such as moving ants 24 . This difference in fundamental diagram stems
from the different crowd dynamics that emerge depending on the mechanisms by which in-
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dividuals interact—and we can use this to test whether our models of cell-cell interactions
accurately predict the higher-level crowd dynamics of real T cells. Indeed, we found that the
cell-cell interactions of our in silico Act cells correctly translated to the level of the crowd: like
for real T cells in vitro, the predicted fundamental diagram was relatively flat. Thus, the ActCPM accurately predicts crowd dynamics at least in this setting.
We also explored crowding effects in a more challenging scenario: Act cells escaping a
“room” through a narrow exit. Such evacuation settings have been extensively studied in
(models of) pedestrian crowds, where competitive motion was found to cause jamming near
the exit 7,23,26,27,34 . Jamming can be so extreme that a counterintuitive “faster-is-slower” (FIS)
effect occurs: when individuals try to move faster, their overall motion actually slows because
they get stuck. This paradox was first predicted in a computational model of pedestrian dynamics 26 , and has since been confirmed in several experimental models 7,35–37 . Like with the
fundamental diagram, how a crowd behaves depends on exactly how individuals interact—
ants, once again, manage to avoid the FIS effect. But while Act cells resembled ants in their
fundamental diagram, they here did show evidence of jamming: they formed jamming arches
near the exit and even displayed a FIS effect at increasing levels of competitiveness.
Without experimental validation, it remains uncertain if real T cells would also display the
FIS effect. We are currently working on implementing the bottleneck scenario in a controlled
in vitro system to test the model’s predictions as we did for the fundamental diagram. Importantly, our model provides some hints on what it would take to falsify our prediction in
such a system. The FIS effect in Act cells was limited to a narrow regime of λchemotaxis values:
initially, having some chemotaxis helped cells find the exit, and beyond the FIS regime, the
increased “pressure” also helped cells escape. A similar effect was found in a recent report examining the FIS effect in a model of pedestrian crowds at very high pressures 38 . This finding
suggests that finding a FIS effect in cells—if it exists—may be hard: if it is indeed limited to a
narrow regime of chemotactic sensitivity and disappears at higher values, very fine-grained
control over chemotactic gradients will be required to build a “dose-response curve” in which
the FIS effect becomes visible. This may require specialised microfluidic devices or microprinting techniques 39 . Alternatively, the effect may become more pronounced in a slightly
different environmental setup (more/fewer cells, variable sizes of the room and exit). Exploring these options in our CPM model will guide us in designing an experiment that can confirm the FIS effect for real T cells in vitro. In general, iterating between model and experiments
in controlled scenarios like these will help build well-validated models that can predict how
cell-cell interactions translate to crowd dynamics in T-cell collectives.
What do these results mean for T cells in vivo? Our bottleneck scenario is clearly artificial,
although T cells do encounter bottlenecks at lymph node entry and exit portals 32 . However,
we stress that we are not yet at the stage that we can translate these results to real T cells in
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the lymph node; while the correspondence between the fundamental diagrams was promising, more testing will be required to confirm that Act cells accurately predict T-cell behaviour, and in which parameter ranges they do so. For example, for other cells there is a strong
link between cell shape and jamming, where cells with a more flexible perimeter are less prone
to jamming 16,40 . Future studies should explore a similar effect of the cell’s perimeter in the
CPM, and test how this affects the existence of jamming arches and the FIS effect for bottleneck flows. Furthermore, the 2D environments studied here cannot be directly translated to
the 3D environment of T cells in the lymph node, as cells likely have more degrees of freedom to
maneuver around each other in 3D. Since the exact geometry of the environment is a known
determinant of jamming phenomena in other crowded systems 7,41 , future work should explore further which environments are permissive to cellular jamming and which are not.
Nevertheless, the results presented here provide fundamental new insights into the dynamics of (T–)cell crowds: deformable cells with an actin-inspired migration machinery can
jam at least in theory. While little is known about the propensity of T cells to jam, this finding
is in line with recent reports examining jamming in other cell types. There, motion speed does
seem to decline with denser crowds 12 ; and it is currently believed that most tissues are actually “jammed” in their natural state 16 . Cancer cells, for example, must undergo a “jammingto-unjamming” transition in order to metastasise 17 . Thus, most other cell types reproduce the
behaviour found in many physical systems: crowding hinders motion. While we found that
T cells were indeed resilient to this phenomenon to some extent, as evidenced by their flat fundamental diagram, our results also showed that this resilience may be context-dependent.
If it is true that T cells can jam in contexts other than the healthy lymph node, this would
have intriguing implications. In particular, it is possible that T-cell jamming plays a role under
pathological conditions—for example in the tumour microenvironment (TME). Many solid
tumours are surrounded by a dense rim of T cells unable to find their way inside 42 . While the
TME can block T-cell infiltration via several mechanisms 43 , it is tempting to speculate that Tcell jamming may also contribute to this phenomenon. While a true grasp of T-cell behaviour
in complex environments like the TME has so far remained out of reach, exciting new insights
will likely emerge from a better understanding of the dynamics of T-cell crowds.

Methods
Migration assay in micro-fabricated channels in vitro
Microchannel fabrication

6 × 5 μm polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microchannels were prepared using custom epoxy
molds manufactured by 4Dcell. PDMS RTV-615 (Newark Electronics, #00Z716) was mixed
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with curing agent (ratio 10:1), degassed by centrifugation at 1000 g for 1 min, poured into custom epoxy molds, and further degassed under negative pressure within a vacuum desiccator
for at least 1 h. After 2 h curing at 80°C, PDMS chips were carefully removed from molds using
isopropanol, blow-dried using a gas duster, punched to open the channels (Harris Uni-Core,
#WHAWB100029), dusted with clear tape, and further cleaned in an ultrasonic bath (VWR,
#14003-062) filled with pure ethanol for 3 min. Chips were then blow-dried and activated
with air plasma for 2 min (Harrick Plasma, #PDC-001, RF power: 30 W) to be bonded to glassbottom dishes (WPI, #FD35-100). The resulting devices were baked using an oven for 1 hour
at 60°C to strengthen the binding. Microchannels were activated in air plasma for 2 minutes
and coated with fibronectin (Sigma-Aldrich, #F-1141, 10 μg/mL in PBS), for 1 h at 37° C, 5% CO2 .
Before use, all devices were washed (twice in PBS, twice in imaging medium) and incubated
in imaging medium for at least 30 min at 37°C, 5% CO2 .
Cell activation and loading in microchannels

Lymph nodes from Lifeact-GFP+ mice were harvested and crushed through a 70 μm filter
with complete media (consisting of RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal
bovine serum, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 ng/mL streptomycin, 2mM L-glutamine, 1mM sodium
pyruvate, 10 mM HEPES, 1X non-essential amino acids, and 5 μM 2-mercaptoethanol). The
obtained cell suspension was rinsed in complete media, adjusted to 5·106 cells/mL, and supplemented with 2 μg/mL anti-CD28 (Biolegend, #102116). Cell suspensions were distributed
over a 96-well plate (200 μL/well) that had been coated over the weekend with anti-CD3ε
(Biolegend, #1000340, 3 μg/mL in PBS). 2 days later, cells were harvested, washed, resuspended in complete media with 20 ng/mL rm-IL-2 (Biolegend, #575406), and plated in a new
96-well plate. Activated cells were used 2 days later, at day 4 (>95% T cells).
Prior to loading in the microchannels, activated T cells were stained with 2 μg/mL Hoechst
33342 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, #H3570) diluted in imaging medium (complete media without phenol red) for 20 min at 37°C, 5% CO2 . Microchannel access ports were loaded with either
10 μL of activated T cells resuspended at 108 cells/mL in imaging media (left port) or 10 μL imaging media (right port). No chemokine gradient was established within the microchannels.
Before imaging, loaded devices were incubated at least one hour at 37°C, 5% CO2 .
Image acquisition and analysis

Cell migration was recorded by time-lapse widefield microscopy on an Axiovert 200M Fully
Automated Inverted Microscope (Zeiss) with 20X/0.8 NA Plan-Apochromat objective (Zeiss),
a top-stage incubation system set at 37°C and delivering 5% CO2 in humidified air (Live Cell
Instrument, #Chamlide TC-L-Z003), and a monochrome camera (Hamamatsu). The imaging
medium consisted of RPMI without phenol red (Wisent, #350-046-CL) supplemented as de-
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Table S1: CPM parameters used for simulations for the fundamental diagrams (“microchannel” and
“broad channel”) and those simulating the evacuation scenario.
parameter

microchannel broad channel evacuation scenario

Temperature

20

20

20

Volume (pixels)

500

500

500

λVolume

30

30

30

Perimeter

300

270

270

λPerimeter

2

2

2

maxact

40

40

40

λact

500

100

100

Adhesion cell-background

20

20

20

Adhesion cell-cell

40

40

40

-

15

variable

λchemotaxis

scribed above for complete media. Brightfield and fluorescence emitted from Hoechst 33342
and GFP were collected from a single z-stack using an X-Cite 120 LED (Excelitas Technologies)
as a light source and commercial filter cubes to excite and collect signals from Hoechst 33342
(Zeiss, #FS-49) and GFP (Zeiss, #FS-10). Images were acquired every minute for a total of 1 h,
with an exposure time of 50 (Hoechst) or 200 ms (GFP). Movies were acquired using Zen pro
(Zeiss) and processed using Imaris (Bitplane). Cell speed averages were determined by automated tracking of cell nuclei using the autoregressive motion algorithm integrated in Imaris.
Tracks shorter than 5 minutes were excluded from the analysis.

Simulations
Act-CPM simulations were performed in Artistoo 44 , always using the following energy terms
in ΔH: “Adhesion”, “VolumeConstraint”, “PerimeterConstraint”, and “ActivityConstraint”.
Microchannels and the fundamental diagram

For microchannel simulations used to construct the fundamental diagram, Act cells were constrained between parallel “walls” spaced 10 pixels apart; channels were 600 pixels wide. These
walls were implemented as a special type of background pixels into which copy attempts were
forbidden (“BorderConstraint” in Artistoo). Left and right borders of the channel were connected to obtain a “circular” track on which cells could move without reaching a dead end.
Each simulation contained 5 such channels, containing 1-5 Act cells, respectively. After
seeding the cells at random positions in the channel and an initial burnin period of 500 MCS,
simulations were performed over a period of 5,000 MCS (for parameters, see Table S1; cells
were given a somewhat larger perimeter to account for their more elongated shape inside the
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microchannel). Cell centroids were recorded every 10 MCS to produce cell tracks for later analysis (see page 200).
Evacuation scenario

To simulate cells escaping through a narrow exit, single cells or crowds of 30 Act cells were
seeded in a 200 x 200 pixel chamber, at random positions in the leftmost part of the room
(x < 150). The chamber was surrounded by an impenetrable border implemented in the same
way as the microchannel walls described above (“BorderConstraint” in Artistoo). On the right,
the chamber had a single exit of 20 pixels high. Beyond the exit, the field extended for another
100 pixels to a total width of 300 pixels—see also the diagram in Figure 7.2 on page 189.
A (fixed) chemotactic field was placed on this grid as follows: a pixel with coordinates (x,y)
(where (0,0) represents the top left of the grid) was assigned a chemokine concentration of:
C(x, y) = 500 ·

w − d(x, y)
w

(7.3)

where w = 300 was the total grid width, and d(x,y) represents the shortest path length from
point (x,y) to the rightmost side of the grid via the exit:

(w − x ) + d (x, y) x < x (in room)
wall
exit
wall
d(x, y) =
w − x
x ≥ xwall (beyond room)

(7.4)

with xwall = 200 the x-coordinate of the rightmost wall, and dexit (x,y) the Euclidian distance
from point (x,y) to the closest pixel of the exit “gap” in this wall.
On top of their normal migration machinery, Act cells were then biased in the direction of
this chemokine gradient (Artistoo “ChemotaxisConstraint”):
∆Hchemotaxis = λchemotaxis (C(s) − C(t))

(7.5)

which is negative (energetically favourable) for copy attempts from a source pixel s into a
target pixel t with a higher chemokine value.
λchemotaxis was set to a value of 15 unless otherwise mentioned (in experiments where this
parameter was varied). When λchemotaxis was varied, values were chosen in a range where
cells did not break, since at very high values cells can be ripped apart from the high forces.
Cell integrity was tracked during the simulation as described previously 20 (in Artistoo: the
“Connectedness” statistic).
Other parameters were similar as for the microchannel simulations (Table S1), except for
the smaller perimeter to account for the less elongated shape, and a somewhat smaller λact to
compensate for the additional chemotactic force.
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Cells were then simulated for 50,000 MCS or until all cells had escaped (in the “single cell”
scenario, one new cell was seeded after every escape to get a total number of single-cell trajectories equal to that in the “crowded” scenario). Cells were considered “escaped” once their
centroid passed the vertical line at x = 220, after which they were removed from the simulation. Each cell’s centroid was tracked every 10 MCS to analyse cell speed and directionality on
cell trajectories (see page 200).
Broad channels

To compute a fundamental diagram of motion up a chemokine gradient without a bottleneck exit, cells were constrained between parallel walls spaced 50 pixels apart, giving them
enough room to maneuver and overtake each other (walls implemented as described for the
microchannels above). Channels were 300 pixels wide, with left and right borders connected.
Each simulation contained 4 such channels with 2, 5, 10, and 15 Act cells, respectively (to
assess a range of densities). After seeding the cells at random positions in the channel and
an initial burnin period of 500 MCS, simulations were performed over a period of 5,000 MCS
(for parameters, see Table S1; cells were given the same parameters as cells in the evacuation
scenario). Cell centroids were recorded every 10 MCS to produce cell tracks for later analysis
(see page 200).
To mimic the evacuation scenario in all aspects except the narrow exit, a chemotactic gradient was placed on the channel to draw cells to the right. However, to achieve an “infinite”
channel, left and right borders were linked with periodic boundaries. The chemotactic field
therefore had to be implemented in a slightly different manner to prevent a sudden drop
in chemokine when cells cross the periodic boundary on the right of the field. Instead of
the “ChemotaxisConstraint”, we therefore used the “PreferredDirectionConstraint” to favour
copy attempts moving the cell to the right (using DIR = [[0,0],[500/300,0]] and λdir = λchemotaxis
to get the same effective gradient strength as in equation 7.3).
Analysis
Fundamental diagrams of one-lane trafﬁc

To reproduce fundamental diagrams for pedestrians and ants, data were retrieved from literature (a dataset of ants 24 and one of pedestrians 9 ) using a graph digitiser.
The ant dataset 24 considers ants moving on (1D) trails. Briefly, their average speed and
density was measured between two points A and B, where the average speed vn of ant n is
vn = dAB /Δtn (with dAB the distance between A and B, and Δtn the time it took ant n to cross
that distance). The average normalised density ρ̂n = N/Nmax is the average number N of other
ants on the trail during the time when ant n was crossing, normalised by the maximum number Nmax of ants that would fit if ants were to move head to toe, with no distance between
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them. This normalised density lies between 0 and 1.
The pedestrian dataset 9 also considers pedestrians walking in single file. Average speeds
vn of individuals were computed similarly as for ants, and densities once again represented an
average density (individuals/m) along the measurement segment of 2m long (see this paper 9
for details). Considering a human body width of 0.46m 9 , we can set Nmax = 2/0.46 to rescale
to a normalised density ρ̂n as described above.
Fundamental diagrams for in vitro and in silico cells were computed using a slightly different method, because cell directionality was not known beforehand and cells could—in
principle—turn around. Instead, the fundamental diagram was computed from cell tracks
as follows. At a given timepoint t, the distance Δxn (t) = dNN, n (t) was computed between each
cell n and its nearest neighbour (correcting for the periodic boundary conditions on the channel). This distance was then rescaled to Δx̂n (t) measured in number of cell lengths. For in vitro
cells, this cell length was set to the measured average of 20.6μm; for in silico cells, it was instead
estimated at 50 pixels (using a total cell volume of 500 pixels and a microchannel width of 10
pixels, we get Lcell ∼ 500/10 = 50. Note that this scaling does not affect the shape of the fundamental diagram or the conclusions drawn from it; they merely allow to compare roughly the
densities between different systems). The local normalised density ρ̂n was then considered
to be 1/Δx̂n (t). Also this number normally falls between 0 and 1; however, since cell lengths
vary around the average, we might find ρ̂n > 1 for smaller cells. Using this method, points (ρ̂n ,
vn )(t) were computed for all cells at different timepoints (for simulations, we only considered
time points spaced 500 MCS apart). Speeds vn (t) were just the instantaneous (“step-wise”)
speeds at time t, as measured using the celltrackR package (version 0.3.1) 45 .
For all datasets, the fundamental diagram was estimated from the points (ρ̂n , vn ) using the
“loess.smooth” function in R with 30 evaluation points. For plotting, the y-axes were scaled
so that the mean vn of each data set was at 40% of the axis.

Fundamental diagrams in 2D

To construct the fundamental diagram of in silico Act cells moving up a gradient in broad channels without a bottleneck, we could not use the methods as described above; because motion
in this scenario is not confined to a single lane, cells can now have neighbours at their sides
as well as at their front and back.
We therefore used a different method 23 . At a given timepoint t, local densities and local
velocities were computed as follows for 20 randomly selected locations~r in the channel:
ρ(~r, t) =

X
j

f (~rj (t) − ~r)

(7.6)
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P

j
V (~r, t) = P

~vj f (~rj (t) − ~r)

j

f (~rj (t) − ~r)

(7.7)

Here, f (~rj (t) −~r) is a Gaussian weight function that assigns each cell j a weight depending
on its current distance to the reference point~r we are considering:
f (~rj (t) − ~r) =

1
||~rj (t) − ~r||2
exp
−
πR2
Acell R2

(7.8)

Here, we divide by Acell = 500 pixels to measure densities in units of cell area−1 rather than
pixels−2 ; thus, ρ(~r, t) is automatically a “normalised” density. The parameter R controls how
strongly the weight decays with distance to~r; where cells within radius R of~r contribute 63%
of all the weight 23 . We here used R = 1 in order to consider mostly nearby cells. The resulting
(ρ̂loc , vloc )(t) = (ρ(~r, t), V(~r, t)) were computed for the 20 randomly selected locations at each
time point (again, times taken 500 MCS apart); the diagram was computed from these points
using “loess.smooth” as described above.

Speed and directionality

Speed and directionality of Act cells in the evacuation scenario were computed from cell tracks
using celltrackR (version 0.3.1) 45 . Instantaneous speeds were computed for all 10-MCS steps
in the track, and averaged to obtain an estimated mean instantaneous speed hspeedistep for
each independent simulation. Likewise, the angle φstep between each step and the direction
of the gradient was computed (using “angleToPoint” in CelltrackR), and averaged to obtain
an estimated mean angle hφistep for each simulation.

Bottleneck ﬂows

To analyse the flow through the exit for Act cells in the evacuation scenario, exit “events” were
registered for each timepoint when a cell crossed the exit. The cumulative curve of these exits
over time—measured for each individual simulation—was used for further analysis.
To estimate flow at a given parameter combination, these exit curves were averaged over
independent simulations. These curves were used to extract mean number of escaped cells at
a given parameter set and timepoint t.
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Figure S1: Fundamental diagram of Act cells moving up a chemokine gradient without bottleneck exit.
(A) Simulation setup: Act cells move in broad channels, without the tightly constraining microchannels
or bottleneck exit as in earlier simulations; they do follow the same chemotactic gradient as cells in
the evacuation scenario. See also Interactive Simulation S3. (B) Fundamental diagram; plots show
normalised local density ρ̂loc and speed vloc for random positions in the channel (see Methods). Lines
reﬂect the mean speed for each density as predicted by a loess ﬁt; for the simulated data, mean±SD
(standard deviation) is shown for 30 independent simulations.

Interactive Simulation S1: Interactive version of the simulation from which the fundamental diagram
in Figure 7.1 was computed.
Accessible at: https://computational-immunology.org/inge/thesis/ch7/SimS1-Microchannel.html.

Interactive Simulation S2: Interactive version of the evacuation simulation in Figure 7.2.
Accessible at: https://computational-immunology.org/inge/thesis/ch7/SimS2-Bottleneck.html.

Interactive Simulation S3: Interactive version of the simulation from which the fundamental diagram
in Figure S1 was computed.
Accessible at: https://computational-immunology.org/inge/thesis/ch7/SimS3-BroadChannel.html.
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“It does not do well to dwell on dreams and forget to live.”
–Albus Dumbledore,
Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone by J.K. Rowling

Concluding remarks

“We are only as strong as we are united, as weak as we are divided.”
–Albus Dumbledore,
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire by J.K. Rowling

Chapter 8

Discussion
Looking back, lessons learned, and the road ahead
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“...we observe an almost infinite number of small cells, not such as have been before described, or that have been supposed to exist in the lymphatic glands, but others too small
to become visible to the naked eye.”

W

e return once more to these words from Chapter 1, William Hewson’s first description of the lymphocyte 1 . It is telling how even in 1774, Hewson already depicted the
lymphocyte as part of a collective, “an almost infinite number of small cells”. But Hewson wrote
these words two centuries before this cell’s function was uncovered; what he (and others long
after him) could not yet know was how the parts of this collective interacted—or how complex the end result of these interactions could be. And that brings us back to the question we
began with:
“In what ways can the T-cell collective, as a whole, be more than the sum of its parts?”
This chapter revisits this question for the two themes introduced in Chapter 1: the T-cell
repertoire and T-cell migration. The corresponding sections are structured as follows: (1) “Where

we began” briefly recaps the questions introduced in Chapter 1; (2) “Models” provides a bird’seye view of model systems used in the field (both experimental and theoretical) and explains
how the approach in this thesis fits in with existing literature; (3) “Lessons learned” summarises
the main findings of the presented research and discusses their meaning; and (4) “The road
ahead” discusses how our views on the broader field have shifted from the presented work,
and what this may mean for future research.

Theme I: Emerging complexity in the T-cell repertoire
Where we began: collectivity through promiscuity
As we saw in Theme I of Chapter 1, our understanding of the T-cell repertoire stems from a
rich history. Layer by layer, new discoveries sketched the concepts of its three key properties:
speciﬁcity, diversity, and self-tolerance. It was the clonal selection theory of Burnet that first
comprehensively captured all three, but the puzzle was by no means complete.
Burnet’s ideas still quietly assumed the “lock-and-key” notion of specificity, the idea that
T-cell receptors (TCRs) and their peptide-MHC (pMHC) antigens engage in what we may call a
monogamous pairing: each receptor binds a single peptide(a) and vice versa. In this classic
view of the T-cell repertoire, TCRs cannot share antigens, and peptides cannot share receptors.
But we now know that this portrayal of specificity is too simplistic.
The true TCR-peptide interactions are promiscuous in both directions; TCRs can “share” a
peptide ligand 2–7 , and multiple peptides can share a TCR 8–12 . As we saw in Chapter 1, this
(a) Technically,

a pMHC, but for simplicity these will be referred to as “peptides” in the following.
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promiscuity introduces links between different TCRs or different peptides: groups of TCRs or
peptides can now be “similar” to each other—i.e., when they share binding partners. And this,
in turn, affects our understanding of another crucial property of the repertoire: self-tolerance.
As Burnet 13,14 already noticed, self-tolerance is easily obtained in the one receptor, one antigen paradigm; we simply have to remove all TCRs with a self-peptide ligand during the thymic
process called negative selection. This process then acts on the repertoire in a predictable manner: each self-peptide present in the thymus will ensure the deletion of the TCR recognising it
(thus securing its own tolerance), whereas each self-peptide absent from the thymus risks
that its TCR will cause auto-immunity in the periphery. But the effects of negative selection
become less intuitive when we allow for promiscuity. For example, “holes” may arise in the
repertoire when a thymic self-peptide also deletes TCRs for similar, foreign peptides 15,16 . In
Chapter 2 of this thesis, we therefore asked: how does negative selection act on a repertoire
where TCR-peptide interactions are promiscuous?
The precise effect of negative selection on a T-cell repertoire is hard to establish. Because
being able to distinguish self from foreign is so crucial for the T-cell repertoire, the body has
many (partially redundant) mechanisms to ensure that self-tolerance holds. Beyond negative selection, many other, peripheral mechanisms exist that curb self-reactive cells to prevent
auto-immunity 17–19 —making it difficult to separate their individual contributions to tolerance. Moreover, thymic selection itself is a complex process where millions of TCRs interact
with a self-peptidome of thousands of peptides, carefully composed by the specialised antigen presenting cells and presentation pathways found in the thymus 19,20 . How, exactly, do all
these peptides shape the repertoire during selection?
Some answers have come from mouse models interfering with this representation of self,
for example by knocking out the regulating transcription factor AIRE 21,22 , interfering with the
immunoproteasomes needed for peptide presentation 23 , or by restricting the thymic peptidome to a single peptide 24–26 . Nevertheless, the vast sizes of both the repertoire and the
self-peptidome, as well as the complex network of promiscuous interactions between them,
mean that we still do not fully grasp how the thymic peptidome shapes the T-cell repertoire.
In this thesis, we approached this question using a computational model.
Models of promiscuity
Computational models can complement in vivo models by allowing us to isolate negative selection from other processes acting on the repertoire (positive selection, peripheral tolerance).
In addition, they offer precise control over the self-peptides presented, unbiased knowledge
of the surviving TCRs and their self and foreign ligands, and the ability to tune T-cell crossreactivity.
How can we encode promiscuous TCR-peptide interactions in a computational model of
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Figure 8.1: String-based models of the TCR-peptide-MHC interaction.
Left: schematic depiction of the TCR, peptide, and MHC. Middle: illustration of a string-based model 29 .
Numeric strings encode MHC, peptide, and TCR explicitly. Right: motif-based model from Chapter 2 30 .
The MHC is considered indirectly because we only consider MHC-binding peptides.

a T-cell repertoire? Earlier models have explicitly considered the binding energy between a
TCR and its ligand 27,28 , but did not capture a key feature of promiscuity in real repertoires: its
“similarity-based” nature (i.e., both TCRs sharing peptide-ligands and peptides sharing TCRs
tend to resemble each other sequence-wise 6,7,10–12 ). Moreover, describing TCR-peptide binding in detail is computationally too costly for simulations at the scale of an entire repertoire.
We therefore turned to the family of more abstract, “string-based” models (Figure 8.1).
These represent proteins as linear strings (sequences of numbers or letters), and apply rules to
determine whether the strings of a TCR and a candidate peptide ligand “match”. Earlier models have used numeric strings for this purpose 29,31,32 —which makes it easier to devise rules for
matching string pairs, but harder to link these strings to the peptide sequences from real proteomes. Instead, we therefore use a variation of the string-based model where peptide amino
acid sequences can be taken as input directly. The TCR is then considered only implicitly in the
form of a binding motif reflecting the peptide(s) it recognises (Figure 8.1). This model satisfies
our key demands of being able to simulate (1) similarity-based promiscuity in (2) large-scale
repertoires 33 . It thus allowed us to investigate: how does similarity-based promiscuity change
the effects of the thymic peptidome on the T-cell repertoire during negative selection?

Lessons learned: revisiting tolerance and negative selection
Lesson 1: “tolerance” does not equal “self-foreign discrimination”

We began Chapter 2 by showing that promiscuity has consequences for the concept of “tolerance” itself, and that we may have to revisit its definition. For what does it mean for the
repertoire to be self-tolerant? We might simply define self-tolerance as the percentage of self-
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Of all TCRs:
80% is deleted ( ).
Of all peptides:
80% is “tolerated”
completely (i.e.,
0 T cells are left),
but the other 20%
is still completely
recognised.

Scenario II

100

self-reactive cells

Scenario I

Of all TCRs:
80% is deleted ( ).

0
fully
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fully
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partially
recognised

retained (20%)

deleted (80%)

self-peptides

Of all peptides:
none are tolerated
fully, (all peptides
retain some T cells
recognising them),
but all are tolerated
at least partially.

Figure 8.2: Two qualitatively different ways to delete 80% of self-reactive cells.
In a promiscuous repertoire, tolerance at the TCR level differs from tolerance at the peptide level.

reactive TCRs removed from the repertoire; 0% tolerance would mean that no self-reactive
TCRs are removed, while 100% tolerance corresponds to a repertoire with no remaining selfreactivity at all. But this number tells us only part of the story—once again, because of promiscuity.
If each (self-)peptide can have a range of precursor frequencies (rather than just being “tolerated” or “recognised”), it matters not just how many, but also which self-reactive TCRs remain. Suppose that negative selection removes 80% of all self-reactive TCRs. This might mean
that (I) 80% of self-peptides is now completely tolerated (precursor frequency 0), with the
remaining 20% not tolerated at all (precursor frequencies indistinguishable from those of foreign peptides)—or that (II) all self-peptides have a precursor frequency reduced by 80% due
to negative selection (Figure 8.2). This distinction does not depend on our simple model of
TCR-peptide interactions, but is a general consequence of promiscuity. Importantly, it means
that tolerance is no simple thing to be captured in any single number: even though both scenarios correspond to a repertoire-level tolerance of 80% (80% of self-reactive cells is removed),
on the level of single peptides, none are completely “tolerated” in scenario II.
In Chapter 2, we therefore distinguished between full tolerance (when some self-peptides
become completely invisible to the repertoire; scenario I), and self-foreign discrimination (when
the average self-peptide has fewer TCRs left than foreign peptides do; scenario II). This second
definition now also considers the recognition of foreign peptides (Figure 2.1 on page 52).
It is worth noting that these two scenarios may require different types of peripheral mechanisms to keep the remaining self-reactive TCRs in check. In scenario I, 80% of self-peptides
is completely tolerated and requires no peripheral fail-safe, while the other 20% is totally unaffected by negative selection and completely relies on peripheral tolerance. This might work
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well for peptides protected from T cells by a physical barrier, such as those in immune privileged sites 34 . By contrast, in scenario II, recognition of all self-peptides is weakened to some
extent—even if their precursor frequency is not completely zero. This could provide a starting point for peripheral mechanisms to build on; for example, T-cell cooperation during peripheral responses can amplify any pre-existing biases away from recognition of self 35,36 . Future
studies should not only consider central and peripheral tolerance separately, but also examine
how they may complement each other—both in terms of “tolerance” and “discrimination”.
Lesson 2: negative selection is a learning algorithm

After having differentiated between “tolerance” and “self-foreign discrimination”, Chapter 2
discussed these terms in the context of negative selection on an incomplete subset of selfpeptides. We found that incomplete negative selection can still equip the repertoire with an
ability to distinguish self from foreign peptides—even those that were not present during the
negative selection process. This phenomenon is a type of learning by example; the repertoire
learns to tolerate unseen self-peptides that resemble the example peptides it has seen in the
thymus. In analogy to the idea of herd immunity, we might call this “herd tolerance”: negative
selection protects a bigger whole population of self-peptides than just the sum of thymic selfpeptide parts.
This finding confirms that negative selection itself acts as a learning algorithm, and thus
that the T-cell repertoire can “learn”. We note that this conclusion is independent of our
model; whenever promiscuity exists, thymic self-peptides will always affect the recognition
of all other peptides sharing the same TCRs.
Lesson 3: promiscuous T cells may be learning the wrong thing

Beyond “Is T-cell negative selection a learning algorithm?” we may then ask “What are T cells
learning during negative selection?”. The answer to this question does depend on the model;
in particular, on which peptides share TCRs.
We showed this in Chapter 2 when we examined a repertoire of T cells recognising words
from different languages, rather than peptides from different proteomes. Here, the “learning”
during negative selection translated to self-foreign discrimination; because TCRs for foreign
words typically could not cross-react with the English words in the “thymus”, the tolerance
learned from the thymic examples extended to other English, but not foreign words. The opposite held in our model of TCRs recognising self and foreign peptides from real proteomes:
there, self and foreign peptides were often highly similar, such that they shared TCRs and were
both affected by negative selection. The repertoire was learning tolerance, but not self-foreign
discrimination.
So what happens in the real T-cell repertoire? That depends on the exact rules governing
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which TCRs and peptides interact, which are still being discovered 6,7 . Given that self and foreign proteins likely share the same common language of amino acid encoding, and that self
and foreign peptides may come from homologous proteins with similar sequences, there is
currently no reason to believe that self and foreign peptides should inherently be very different. Thus, the situation depicted by our simple model may not be far off, suggesting that
learning self-foreign discrimination this way is indeed very hard.
Lesson 4: the thymus may help even promiscuous T cells learn

We concluded Chapter 2 by showing that even when self and foreign are not inherently different, self-foreign discrimination can still be learned by example. In our model, this learning “boost” could be achieved by an amino acid bias in the peptides presented by the thymus.
While the existence of such an effect does not depend on the exact model of TCR-peptide interactions, we note that its strength—as well as the composition of the self-peptide set required
to achieve it—is model-dependent. With our simple model, we therefore cannot yet answer
to what extent the real repertoire can learn to distinguish self from foreign “by example” (see
Chapter 2 for a detailed discussion).
Nevertheless, our finding that negative selection is a learning algorithm in principle has
implications for how we view its role in establishing tolerance.
The road ahead: revisiting the role of negative selection
Intriguingly, Burnet predicted the existence of negative selection based on its function of inducing tolerance, even before the role of the thymus (or even the T cell) was known. Yet
now, over 60 years later, we have evidence that this process occurs and know how tightly
it is regulated—but find ourselves unsure of its function.
So what is the function of negative selection? It is now broadly accepted that negative selection is “incomplete”: the central tolerance established by the thymus cannot be the only
line of defense against auto-immunity, and many other mechanisms exist to keep any remaining self-reactive cells in check. The common idea, however, has been that negative selection is “leaky” 37 , causing the “occasional escape of autoreactive T cells” 20 . But that description is misleading, and the consequences of promiscuity may be more far-reaching than
they initially appeared to be. More recently, several studies showed that surprisingly many
self-reactive T cells survive the thymus 38–40 . These numbers suggest that calling negative
selection a “leaky” filtering process is like saying that a colander is leaky—a vast understatement. But if negative selection is that incomplete, perhaps we should reassess its importance
in establishing tolerance.
How else could incomplete negative selection shape the T-cell repertoire? On the one hand,
it may be especially important because T cells are cross-reactive. When mice present only a
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single self-peptide in their thymus, negative selection is much less stringent and yields an excessively promiscuous repertoire 24,26,37 . So at the very least, negative selection removes T cells
that are so cross-reactive that they endanger the specificity of immune recognition (e.g. T cells
responding so strongly to MHC that they no longer care which peptide it presents). But is
that the only reason negative selection exists? The complex setup of the thymus, where many
specialised cells and transcription factors regulate self-peptide presentation 20 , suggests otherwise. If the thymus served only to remove overly cross-reactive cells that do not care which
peptide they see, why should it put such effort in presenting a diverse range of self-peptides?
Another explanation is that negative selection may establish tolerance by other means than
killing self-reactive T cells. Instead of being killed, self-reactive cells may also be converted
into regulatory T cells (which suppress immunity rather than inducing it) 41 , or their TCR may
be “tuned”, rendering it much less responsive or even inactive when it encounters its selfantigen 42 . The large numbers of self-reactive T cells we see in the bloodstream may not actually be responsive—so perhaps negative selection is not so incomplete, after all. Unfortunately, as already pointed out in the eighties 15 , that merely shifts the problem to another level.
For whether self-reactive T cells in the thymus are killed, tuned, rendered inactive, or converted to regulatory suppressors, the question remains how these mechanisms can specifically
curb self-reactivity while leaving foreign-reactivity intact.
Our model hints at a third explanation: negative selection may achieve protection for more
self-peptides than those presented in the thymus. This protection arises if the negative selection “learning algorithm” allows T cells to learn self-foreign discrimination by example.
Although it is currently unclear to what extent this phenomenon occurs in the real T-cell repertoire, this idea raises many new questions. Which peptides, exactly, are recognised by the
same TCRs, and how can we translate this to our models? How does central tolerance interact with peripheral mechanisms—and how does this differ when we look at tolerance versus
discrimination? How could we measure self-foreign discrimination in the blood? Is there any
evidence that the choice of thymic self-peptides is non-random, and that this somehow bends
the recognition ability towards foreign peptides? How (if at all) does the exact choice of peptides in the thymus impact self-foreign discrimination by the repertoire when no complete
tolerance can be established? By answering these questions, we may uncover new “secrets”
of the promiscuous T-cell repertoire.
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Theme II: Emerging complexity in T-cell migration
Where we began: the diverse scenarios in which T cells search
In Theme II of Chapter 1, our story of T-cell migration began with the puzzle that has driven
the field from its very beginning: how can a T cell ever find its specific antigen, lost somewhere
in the vast search space posed by the human body?
This is a complex question with no single answer. As the field of T-cell migration evolved,
we saw how it shed new light on this overarching problem—each time from a different angle.
First, the macroscopic routes were uncovered by which T cells navigated between organs, recirculating through the blood and lymphatic system 43 . Then, microscopic analysis revealed
the intricate structures T cells encounter inside those tissues 44,45 . And finally, novel in vivo
imaging approaches provided a first glimpse of moving cells in action, showing how incredibly motile T cells can remain even in highly taxing environments 46–48 . But this novel view on
T-cell motion has also raised new questions.
In particular, the T cell’s ability to move across such highly diverse environments is truly
unique. Tasked with clearing up infected and malignant cells, T cells are perhaps the only cells
that must be able to patrol nearly all tissues of the human body—and each of these environments comes with its own challenges. In the lymph node, T cells have to maintain their motion
while being crammed together in an overly full space, somehow avoiding traffic jams along
the way 45,48,49 . In the outer “barrier” layer of the skin, they have to keep patrolling for signs of
infection; squeezing their way through a layer of cells designed not to let anything through 50 .
At the rim of a growing tumour, they have to find their way across a tight barricade of fibrous
material, while likely bumping into other cells as they go 51,52 .
So how do they do it? How can T cells move, and keep moving, in such diverse and challenging environments? If we wish to understand how T cells search, we must first solve the
mystery of how they can move in all these environments at all.
Models of (T–)cell migration
Our current understanding of (T–)cell motion spans vastly different scales (Figure 8.3). On
the microscopic scale of the single cell, the cytoskeleton drives cell movement, and feedback
between this intracellular machinery and the cell’s shape further affect the emerging motion
patterns. But that single cell never moves in isolation. It is also subject to outside forces—be
it from static structures in the tissue, or its moving neighbours in cellular “crowds”. Each of
these factors can strongly impact motion, both on the mesoscopic scale of the cell in its direct
environment, and the macroscopic scale of cellular crowds navigating an entire organ.
The diversity of motion observed across environments and contexts is therefore not solely
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Microscopic (single cells)

Mesoscopic (local interaction)

Macroscopic (functional)

How does the intrinsic machinery
of motion allow the cell to break
symmetry and move? How does
it impact cell shape & motion?

How do (static) structures in the
environment affect motion? How do
cells interact with their neighbours
while moving in a dense crowd?

How do motion patterns translate to larger spatiotemporal
scales? What is their impact on
the cell’s function?

cells moving in a
crowd

the single, moving cell

lymph node

skin

a cell squeezing
through tightly
packed cells

Model systems

In vitro models
In vivo models
Biophysical models

Random walk models
Agent-based models
Classical cellular Potts models (CPMs)

Act-CPM

What does each scale mean for T-cell motion?

This thesis

Constraints from intrinsic
machinery and shape

Speed-persistence coupling
(UCSP) is tightly linked to
cell-shape dynamics and
constrains motion at the
single-cell level (Chapter 5).

+

Constraints from
static environment

A taxing environment may overrule
a cell’s intrinsic
motion & the UCSP
(Chapter 5, 6).

+

Constraints from
crowd dynamics

T-cell crowds are
inherently resilient
to jamming in some,
but not all scenarios
(Chapter 7).

=

Functional
consequences

Constraints can
prevent
cells
from evolving
optimal motion
(Chapter 6).

Figure 8.3: The “scales” of T-cell migration.
Research into T-cell migration spans different spatial scales, involving different types of questions and
models systems. This image provides an overview and shows where on this spectrum the ﬁndings
presented in this thesis fall.
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determined by the cell itself, but rather a product of both cell-intrinsic and environmental effects. To what extent do T cells tune their motion in response to a changing context, or are they
simply forced to change their path? Moreover, these effects can also interact: a constraining
environment affects the cell’s shape, which feeds back on the cell’s inner machinery; this machinery in turn exerts forces on the environment to let the cell pass through. As always, such
interactions mean that a complex whole of cell migration can emerge from its underlying force
parts. Untangling the relative contributions of each of those forces will require an overarching
perspective of T-cell motion—not just within, but also across the scales ranging from single
cells to crowd dynamics.
What will be needed to obtain such a perspective? We here outline the different types of in
vitro and in vivo model systems, and highlight how theoretical, in silico models have complemented them to help us understand cell migration on these diverging scales. We discuss how
computational models might help us build a multiscale understanding of T-cell migration.
Macroscopic models: search strategies and the functional consequences of random walks

As described in Chapter 1, a lot of work in the field of T-cell migration has focused on the functional consequences of motion: how useful is a given pattern as a search strategy? This work
has benefited from two complementary types of model systems: in vivo and in silico models.
In vivo imaging models have been indispensable for the field because they naturally contain all important ingredients underlying motion: the cell itself, its complex environment, and
where relevant, the surrounding crowd of other moving cells. But like any model, they also
have their limitations. Cells can typically be imaged only in a very limited temporal and spatial window, and much of the complex environment remains “hidden” in the background—
especially since it is hard to label and follow many interacting cells simultaneously 48,49,53,54 .
And even though all the relevant ingredients are present, it is not easy to untangle their effects
on cell motion. For example, removing parts of the FRC network in the lymph node in a selective, controlled fashion—even if possible—would also alter the levels of chemokines boosting
T-cell motility. If we then find a defect in T-cell motion, is that because of the structural disruption, or because overall motility is reduced? 55
In silico models can complement in vivo imaging by circumventing some of these issues. For
example, random walk models can describe the in vivo motion patterns quantitatively 54,56–58 .
Such mathematical descriptions of motion patterns can then help explore their potential relationship with function as search strategies, extrapolating their effects on spatiotemporal
scales far beyond those that can be imaged 57,59–64 Thus, they take in vivo data as input to predict the functional consequences of changing the patterns observed; factors such as cell shape,
environment, and cell-cell interactions are all considered implicitly by imposing on the cell a
motion pattern derived from data. As such, these models can yield realistic motion—but not
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untangle the contributions of the cell-intrinsic and -extrinsic factors driving it.
A second category of agent-based models has distinguished between cell-intrinsic and environmental effects. For example, two studies let cells interact with a fiber network and predicted
how network changes would affect the cell’s likelihood of encountering antigen 65,66 . Such
models can also incorporate cell-cell interactions by letting cells move between points on a
grid. If each grid point has some maximum occupancy, crowd dynamics emerge since there
is now an upper limit to the number of cells that can occupy the same space (volume exclusion) 65,67–70 . But this simplified description of crowding can give rise to artefacts: since cells
are represented as shapeless, non-deformable balls, they may experience more hinder from
their neighbours than real cells would (which could probably adapt their shape to squeeze
past other cells). Indeed, one study could not simulate accurate numbers of T cells in their
model because that level of crowding prevented the cells from moving 70 .
Thus, a description of the cell’s (deformable!) shape is likely crucial to capture cell-cell interactions. But even if shape is resolved to some extent 71 , the rules governing cell-cell and
cell-environment interactions (such as the maximum occupancy, or the mechanism keeping
the cell on the fiber network) still have to be imposed on the cells. Thus, these models can
simulate a coarse-grained description of motion at the macroscopic scale—but not explain
how this motion emerges on the “microscale” of a cell’s intrinsic machinery and shape, or the
“mesoscale” of a cell navigating its direct environment.
Microscopic models: the biophysics of shape-driven migration in single cells

On the other end of the spectrum, several types of models have investigated migration on the
microscopic level of the single cell. Here, the main question is how motion emerges from the
underlying molecular and biophysical principles.
Most knowledge on the molecules driving cell migration stems from in vitro studies. By
examining cells—primary, cultured, or from mouse models—on 2D surfaces, it becomes possible to observe the dynamics of the cell’s shape and inner machinery at high resolution and
molecular detail. Another advantage is that individual molecules can be manipulated, either
by overexpressing them or through dominant negative mutants. Such studies have uncovered
how the actin cytoskeleton at the cell’s leading edge polymerises into a network structure that
places a protrusive force on the cell membrane, how a diverse set of regulatory proteins regulates the dynamics of this polymerisation process, and how yet other proteins link the cytoskeleton to membrane curvature and the environment 53,72–75 .
These efforts have helped us understand which individual molecules regulate the cell’s
shape and motion. We might say that they have uncovered the individual “parts” necessary
for cell locomotion, as well as some of the interactions between those parts. But to what extent are the parts we have uncovered sufficient to explain what we see? That question is harder
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to answer, because the whole machinery of molecular parts rapidly becomes too complex for
us to intuit what its consequences should be 72,76 .
Thus, over the past 15 years, biophysicists have started to build mathematical models to
help oversee how these interacting parts drive motion in a single cell. These detailed biophysical models can reveal if the uncovered ingredients are sufficient to explain—qualitatively or
even quantitatively—how a cell moves. They have shown how molecular feedback loops allow a cell to break symmetry, start moving, and maintain its polarised state 77–84 , and how the
cell’s shape changes along the way 77,85–90 . However, these detailed models of migration on
the level of the single cell often do not allow for interactions with other cells or the environment. Their domain is thus restricted to the microscale of single-cell motion.
Mesoscopic models: local interactions with environmental structures and neighbours

Finally, we turn to the middle part of the spectrum: the mesoscale of a cell interacting with its
direct environment. Which model systems can help determine the environmental effects on
cell motion?
Experimentally, our understanding on this scale has come from both in vitro and in vivo
systems. In vitro studies using microfluidic devices or micro-patterned surfaces offer precise
control over the geometry of the environment, allowing us to investigate how cells behave
under confinement 91 . The surfaces of these systems can be coated with different molecules
to examine how the cell’s contact with the surface determines cell migration 92 . Slightly more
complex, 3D in vitro systems exist as well; of cells in a collagen matrix of varying composition 93,94 , or of immune cells infiltrating a tumour “spheroid” 95 or “organoid” 96 . While these
systems do not offer the high imaging resolution achieved in 2D systems, they do provide a
more realistic environment while maintaining some level of control; however, their usage in
studying the dynamics of T-cell migration has been limited so far.
By contrast, other studies have investigated cell motion at this scale by examining cells in
vivo. They mostly rely on the adoptive transfer of fluorescently labelled T cells into a recipient
mouse, in which their motion can then be imaged. Genetic manipulation of specific molecules
(e.g. chemokines, integrins in the transferred T cells or the recipient tissue), can then reveal
how they affect the interaction between a migrating T cell and its environment 53,75 . These
models capture the T cell’s “real” environment in its full glory, but this also comes at a cost:
much of the cell’s surroundings stays hidden in the black background 48 , so that we typically
have incomplete knowledge of—and control over—the environment T cells move in (for example, we are often unsure whether chemokine gradients are driving cell directionality 61 ).
Once again, in silico models can complement these experimental approaches by showing
how we should expect a cell to move in a complex environment. This can provide a baseline
to compare observed motion patterns to, highlighting the difference between active interac-
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tions (e.g. chemokine attraction, specific adhesion to environmental structures), or passive
interactions (forces arising when cells bump into each other).
The cellular Potts model (CPM) is useful in this context. Like the agent-based models described earlier, CPM cells live on a grid and cannot occupy the same space (“volume exclusion”). But unlike agent-based models, each cell now occupies multiple grid points, yielding
more complex cell shapes. Thus, CPMs combine the detailed shape information of single-cell
biophysical models with the cell-cell and cell-environment interactions of agent-based models. The power of this approach was shown in a CPM model of T cells in the lymph node,
which accurately predicted the existence of small T-cell streams never before seen in in vivo
imaging studies, but whose existence was later confirmed 49 . But can such models also make
predictions on the other (microscopic and macroscopic) scales of T-cell migration?
Beyond single scales: modelling T-cell migration at multiple levels

So far, we have discussed how computational models can complement in vitro and in vivo systems within the scales relevant to T-cell migration: biophysical models for the microscopic,
single-cell scale, CPMs for local interactions at the mesoscale, and random walk or agentbased models for macroscopic motion patterns and their functional consequences. But can
we also model T-cell migration across multiple scales?
CPMs have the potential to do so. The lymph node model mentioned above accurately predicted collective migratory behaviour from local interactions at the mesoscopic scale, as well
as the resulting stop-and-go motility pattern 97 . Later, it was also used to make functional
predictions on the same, more macroscopic scale as earlier random walk and agent-based
models 97 . Still, the motion of the single cell was imposed rather than emerging from a cellintrinsic mechanism, and predictions on the single-cell level were not completely accurate 97 .
In this thesis, we use a variation of this model called the Act-CPM 98 . Instead of imposing
motion on the cell, the Act-CPM lets it emerge from a coarse-grained description of the cytoskeletal dynamics that also underlie the migration of real cells. This results in realistic cell
shape dynamics, even in microscopic descriptions of single cells without an environment 98 .
Importantly, the model is still a CPM in which local, mesoscopic interactions emerge naturally; so in theory, it should also be able to capture interactions with the environment and
crowd dynamics. This model allowed us to examine how cell-intrinsic and environmental
constraints together shaped (T–)cell migration across different environments.

Lessons learned: crossing the scales of T-cell motility
Throughout this thesis, we have applied the Act-CPM to problems on different scales and examined its predictive power on each scale (Figure 8.3 on page 216).
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Lesson 1: the coupled cogwheels of actin- and shape dynamics constrain single-cell motion

In Chapter 5 we began by investigating the effect of the cell’s migration machinery on cell
shape dynamics and the eventual motion pattern of a single, isolated cell. We showed that the
(very basic) implementation of cytoskeletal dynamics in the Act-CPM was sufficient to reproduce a highly conserved phenomenon observed in many migrating cells: the universal coupling
between speed and persistence (UCSP) 99 . Not only could the model reproduce the phase diagram of migratory behaviours reported in a published mathematical model of the UCSP 78 ,
it also revealed how motion patterns related to cell shape (which the original UCSP model
did not describe); in particular, it reproduced shape-speed and shape-persistence correlations found in real cells and detailed biophysical models 79–82,85–87,90,92,100 , and—for the first
time—linked these explicitly to the UCSP. All in all, these results clearly demonstrate that the
Act-CPM can make relevant and non-trivial predictions on the level of single, migrating cells.
To what extent do these predictions apply to T cells, specifically? We have not yet linked
the Act-CPM quantitatively to T cells migrating under similar conditions, validating that the
UCSP and predicted shape changes hold. However, predictions are expected to hold at least
qualitatively given the extremely conserved nature of the UCSP across different cell types and
migration modes 78,99 . Nevertheless, future efforts should validate these predictions for T cells
specifically, by examining T-cell migration both in microchannels (like the ones described in
Chapter 7) and different 2D and 3D model systems.
In any case, a qualitative rule emerges from this work: cells cannot tune their speed and
persistence freely when both arise from the same migration machinery. In Chapter 6, we examined the functional consequences of this rule. Investigating how it impacted the cell’s ability to evolve optimal motion patterns, we found that—even in a very simple scenario—cells
may fail to achieve optimal motion. When dynamic interactions between the cell’s machinery
and shape constrained motion, cells experienced trade-offs and could not choose their motion patterns freely. Thus, the Act-CPM predicted how the microscopic motility behaviour of
single cells can have functional consequences for search strategies at larger scales.
Lesson 2: the environment can overrule the cell in shaping motion

Beyond the single-cell level, Chapter 5 also examined the UCSP at the mesoscopic scale of a
cell confined by a rigid environment. In particular, it showed how environments like the tight
keratinocyte layer of the epidermis drastically alter motion patterns. In part, this is because
the environment poses physical barriers a cell simply cannot pass; but the environment also
has a more indirect effect: by constraining the cell shape, it feeds back on the dynamics of the
cell-intrinsic machinery. Thus, the Act-CPM not only predicts single-cell dynamics, but also
shows how these dynamics change due to environmental constraints on the mesoscopic level.
How dominant these environmental effects can be became clear in Chapter 6, where a con-
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straining environment almost completely overruled any “preferential”, cell-intrinsic motion
pattern a cell had evolved. Once again, these constraints also translated to the functional level
by limiting the search strategies a cell can adopt.
Interestingly, it has previously been suggested that cell-intrinsic preferences, and not the
environment, dominate T-cell motion patterns 75 ; an argument mostly supported by findings
that T cells move at similar speeds both in vitro and in vivo, in the lymph node. However, the
finding that cells behave similarly in two widely divergent settings does not prove that their
motion arises from the same mechanism. Different mechanisms can give rise to the same
behaviour—as has already been noted for the stop-and-go behaviour of T cells in the lymph
nodes 48,49,56,101 . This is important to consider, especially in light of evidence that T-cell migration modes differ between in vitro (integrin-dependent) and in vivo (integrin-independent)
settings 53 . Given the diverse environments T cells face in vivo, the balance between the relevant cell-intrinsic and -extrinsic contributions is likely at least partly context-dependent.
Lesson 3: T-cell motility might break in the face of crowding

So far, the “environment” we have been talking about consisted of structures that were relatively static (such as the packed epithelial layer of the skin, where skin cells remain mostly
immobile compared to the T cells moving between them). But T cells frequently find themselves in environments containing other T cells—each of which is also moving autonomously.
To what extent are T cells influenced by the collective they move in? That question has been
hard to address so far, because difficulties labelling and following all cells have made it difficult to infer crowd dynamics from in vivo data 49 . Nevertheless, the now-validated predic-

Figure 8.4: Scenarios modelled throughout this thesis span different levels of complexity.
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tion that T cells in the lymph node can form “streams” 49 suggests that interesting behaviours
might occur on the level of crowd dynamics.
We (briefly) discussed this idea in Chapter 7, where we began exploring how T cells move
in crowds. Examining the motion of T-cell crowds, we found that T cells may be intrinsically
resilient to “jamming”: in vitro T cells in microchannels did not notably slow down, even at
high densities. Moreover, we found that the Act-CPM accurately predicted this speed-density
relationship (fundamental diagram). Thus, the Act-CPM’s predictive power extended to crowd
dynamics at least in this scenario.
We then explored crowd dynamics in another artificial scenario from the field of crowd
dynamics: evacuation through a narrow exit. These simulations showed that cells might suffer from the so-called faster-is-slower effect at least for some parameters: when they tried to
reach the exit faster, evacuation slowed down as cells clogged the exit. Although this prediction still awaits validation in a complementary in vitro system, if true, the T cell’s propensity to
jam would have interesting implications. Pathological scenarios may exist where T cells get
stuck between their neighbours; for example, at the rim of a “cold” tumour 51 . And the existence of a faster-is-slower effect may change our understanding of how T-cell migration has
evolved: could it be that not the ability to search as an individual, but the ability to maintain
autonomous motion inside a crowd was the main hurdle evolution has had to overcome?
Lesson 4: a single model predicts behaviour across the scales of migration

Throughout this thesis, we have used a single computational model—the Act-CPM—and put
it to the test in different scenarios, examining questions across the different scales ranging
from single-cell to crowd dynamics (Figure 8.4). On all these scales, the model was able to

Crowd dynamics

Functional consequences

A cell crowd in single-lane
traffic (Chapter 7).

Cellular “evacuation”
through a bottleneck
exit (Chapter 7).

Area exploration at larger time
scales and evolution of search
(Chapter 6).
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make novel, relevant predictions, and so far, we have not needed to adapt the original model 98
to obtain realistic behaviour. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first computational
model describing T-cell migration across such diverging levels of complexity. Although an
earlier CPM could predict collective dynamics in the lymph node 49,97 , that model could not
yet predict emergent cell migration at the single-cell level.
Of course, there are limitations to this approach. By restricting ourselves to a single model,
we always risk that some of our predictions are artefacts from the model formalism rather
than real behaviours. To gain confidence that our model has predictive power, we have therefore compared our predictions on the UCSP and cell-shape dynamics against existing data
and models from literature (Chapter 5), and tested our predictions on crowd behaviour in
a dedicated in vitro system (Chapter 7). The correspondence between our model and those
other systems is promising, suggesting that our conclusions based on the Act-CPM are at least
somewhat robust.
Still, a broader comparison against a diverse set of existing models could prove insightful.
For example, it would be worthwhile to test what the shape-UCSP relation would look like in
other models of shape-driven cell motion 83,84,88–90,102 , or how such models would fare in simulated evolution. Future work should also explore how the Act-CPM differs from CPMs with
imposed single-cell motion 49,97 ; to what extent do the details of the cell’s inner machinery
still matter in the dynamics of large crowds? With so many models in existence, understanding how they compare may provide valuable insights into T-cell migration.
Nevertheless, we stress that there is also value in the approach we took here: sticking to a
single model, and pushing it to its limits across a diverse range of simulated environments.
More often than not, models are designed to describe a single scenario—but it can be even
more insightful to stress test them in scenarios they were not built to predict. For example, we
found in Chapter 5 that the Act-CPM spontaneously reproduced the UCSP. Unlike the earlier
model 78 , it did not require an explicit front-to-rear actin retrograde flow to do so; the coarsegrained description of actin at the protruding front proved sufficient to explain the UCSP. This
is just one example of how novel insights can be obtained by scrutinising existing models indepth.
Finally, models are never finished. Although we have thus far not been forced to do so, there
may be cases where the Act-CPM needs modifications because it fails to predict cell dynamics.
Such cases can be even more interesting than cases where the model holds—because they tell
us what we are still missing. The software presented in Part II can help in finding such cases:
by providing tools for reproducible analysis of simulated and experimental data (Chapter 3),
and for sharing models with the community so that others can put them to the test as well
(Chapter 4). Testing our models in a wide range of scenarios will help pinpoint the blind
spots in our understanding of T-cell migration.
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The road ahead: towards a unifying theory of T-cell motion
To conclude this chapter, let us return to William Hewson (discoverer of the lymphocyte), who
cautioned 103 :
“Some have gone so far as to assert, that no credit can be given to microscopes; that they
deceive us, by representing objects different from what they really are.”
Hewson was speaking of distortions produced by the lenses of 18th century microscopes—
but we should heed his warning even when watching modern, in vivo movies of T-cell migration. For while two-photon imaging has radically altered our understanding of how T cells
move in tissues, it comes with a distortion of its own: we can only see what we can stain. And
that means much of what is happening remains invisible.
To interpret the complex motion that emerges from all these invisible “parts”, the field has
therefore never relied on observation alone; models (experimental and theoretical) have complemented two-photon imaging from the beginning 104 . Theoretical models in particular may
help separate the “active”, cell-intrinsic tuning of motion from the effects of “passive”, environmental constraints 105 . If we can bring together all the relevant ingredients that shape
cell motion, from cell-intrinsic dynamics to environmental structures and cell crowds, we can
probe how all these parts add up to the complex whole of T-cell motion and function.
Does such a unifying model have to be a CPM? Although the CPM is a powerful method
for studying tissue-scale dynamics, it also has its disadvantages 106 . Main criticisms have included that (1) models were not sufficiently scalable in 3D, (2) the CPM has no explicit time
scale, (3) models link deformability to motion too tightly, such that it is not possible to simulate completely immobile cells, and (4) that the CPM’s parameters are phenomenological only
and have no real-world interpretation. However, recent efforts have resolved some of these
issues. Earlier studies had already modelled migration in the lymph node in 3D 49,97 , and even
larger simulations now seem within reach: parallel implementations on graphical processing
units 107 may solve problem (1) by speeding up simulations substantially. To resolve (2), a time
scale can be set based on experimental data 108 —especially in models of cell migration, where
cells displace over notable distances that can quite easily be used to calibrate a time scale to.
For models of cell migration, we note that problem (3) is not really an issue to begin with. Finally, recent work has tackled issue (4) by exploring the link between the CPM and real-world
parameters 109 , and by establishing methods to estimate forces in CPM models 108 . These efforts will help in linking the CPM to biophysical measurement parameters from experimental
data, and to models based on forces rather than energies 110 .
In summary, CPMs are a promising tool to bridge the scales of T-cell migration because they
capture detailed cell shapes, let motion emerge from cell-cell and cell-environment interactions, and are ultimately scalable to large systems. Still, future work should examine other
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candidate models as well, such as vertex-based models or phase-field models 105,111,112 . But no
matter the framework we end up choosing, a major challenge remains: we will have to validate these models not in a single, but in multiple scenarios relevant to T-cell migration.
By showing how the Act-CPM can make predictions across the scales from single cells to
crowd dynamics, we have taken a step in this direction—but there is still much work to be
done. We have only just begun to probe the effects of the environment and the crowd on cell
motion, and translating this to a full model of T-cell (crowd) dynamics in settings such as the
lymph node will require a number of further steps. First, more work will be needed to simulate
multicellular systems in 3D; this will likely require more sophisticated quality controls than
the single-cell 3D simulations performed in Chapter 5. Second, imaging data of tissue architecture should guide the implementation of complex tissue environments in (CPM) models;
for example, to capture a realistic FRC structural network in models of the lymph node 113,114 .
Finally, further validation should ensure that our models accurately describe T-cell motility.
By iterating between models and parallel, controlled experiments in various settings (as we
began doing in Chapter 7), we can start parametrising simulations to yield a well-validated
model of T-cell (crowd) dynamics. Ultimately, such models can help us untangle the effects of
cell-intrinsic properties from those of the environment—revealing the “secrets” of the T-cell
crowds hidden in the black background of our two-photon movies.
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“Don’t worry. You’re just as sane as I am.”
–Luna Lovegood,
Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix by J.K. Rowling

Summary

O

ver the past two years, the corona crisis and the resulting quest for vaccines and treatments have stressed two traits of our immune system: it is crucial, but it is also complicated. It is crucial because its many cells are constantly working together to shield the body
from potential danger, be it pathogens trying to invade or its own cells going rogue and turning cancerous. Mostly, these defense mechanisms succeed; sometimes, they fail—with all the
ensuing consequences.
Luckily, over a century worth of immunology research has uncovered a lot of what makes
this system tick. It has pinpointed many of the key players behind immunity, as well as how
they work and where they act. Therapies can now help immune cells when they cannot succeed on their own; vaccinations, cancer immunotherapy, or the drugs preventing donated organ rejection are just some of the success stories, showing how knowledge can help push the
immune system in the right direction. And yet, there is also still much that remains poorly
understood.
The problem is that the immune system is precisely that: a system—and that is where we
run into that second key trait of the immune system: complexity. Rather than each acting
alone, immune cells interact and work closely together, like interacting cogs in a machine; we
may know which cogs are there, but do we understand how the machine acts as a whole? Or
what will happen if we remove or adjust one of its components? The whole, in other words, is
more than just the sum of its parts.
The global aim of this thesis was to unravel what happens when immune cells interact in
such a collective sense. Specifically, it focused on a type of immune cell for which this may be
particularly relevant: the T cell.
As key effectors of the adaptive immune system, tasked with cleaning up compromised
cells, T cells have two important properties: (1) they come in a large repertoire of millions of
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cells, each specialising to detect some specific “antigen”, and (2) they have to migrate through
the entire body in search of invaders, interacting with many other cells on their way. Both
these properties mean that T cells often have to collaborate—with their T-cell peers, as well
as with other cells.
This thesis therefore explored which complex behaviours could emerge from collective interactions in these two contexts: the T-cell repertoire, and T-cell migration. Each of these two
main themes involved their own, specific questions (described below), but they all revolve
around a single, overarching question: In what ways is the T-cell collective more than the sum of its
parts?
Part I: Emerging complexity in the T-cell repertoire
Aim

The clearest example of T cells forming a collective is perhaps the T-cell repertoire. Immunity
is disease-specific because every T cell responds only to its own antigen. Consequently, our
immune system requires many T cells: the repertoire contains millions of cells with each their
own antigen. This repertoire must be carefully crafted: it should protect against any pathogen that might invade (even if some, like next year’s flu, don’t even exist yet today); but it
should also not respond to any of the body’s healthy cells, because that would amount to selfdestruction.
Part I of this thesis examined how the repertoire obtains this “self-foreign discrimination”
ability. More specifically, its aim was to see how this discriminatory ability changes when
T cells are “promiscuous”—responding not only to their specific antigen, but also to others
resembling it. How does self-foreign discrimination in the collective change when its individual T-cell parts become promiscuous?
Speciﬁc ﬁndings

To answer this question, we built a simple computer model of a process that is believed crucial
in allowing the T-cell repertoire to discriminate between self and foreign: negative selection.
This process occurs during T-cell development and is thought to act as a “filter”; by exposing
the T-cell repertoire to many self-antigens, dangerous self-reactive cells can be removed until
mostly foreign responders remain. In this model, we then examined how the results of this
process change when T cells are (1) promiscuous, and (2) filtered on only a subset of all selfantigens.
Two main insights came from this model. First, when T cells were promiscuous, the repertoire became tolerant to a larger whole of antigens than just the parts it was negatively selected on. The repertoire learned “by example” to tolerate any antigens resembling the ones it
was filtered on. In other words: for promiscuous T cells, negative selection becomes a learning
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algorithm. Such learning occurs only on the level of the whole repertoire, since its individual
T-cell parts only do one of two things: die during selection, or survive it.
Second, even though negative selection was a learning algorithm, it was not necessarily
self-foreign discrimination that T cells learned. Given that self and foreign antigens often resemble each other, learning by example may impair the recognition of foreign just as much as
it does the recognition of self. Negatively selected repertoires were mostly unable to discriminate self from foreign—unless the subset of self-antigens used was selected with particular
care. Thus, in promiscuous repertoires, self-foreign discrimination is no longer a given after
negative selection.

Part II: Software for interpreting T-cell migration data
Aim

Before moving to the second theme (T-cell migration), we first crafted a software toolbox in
Part II. Although a lot of data on T-cell migration are available, they can be hard to interpret;
motion patterns contain more information than any single number can express, so robust,
reproducible methods are needed to analyse them. Furthermore, it is often hard to determine
why cells follow a given pattern—which computer simulations can help address by probing
how mechanisms translate to motion. Finally, to ensure that the scientific community can
also act as a collective of collaborating members, any such methods should be (1) transparent,
(2) reproducible, and (3) flexible, enabling their use by a broad community. Part II was aimed
at providing such software.
Speciﬁc ﬁndings

This work resulted in two free and open-source software packages. First, in the R package
celltrackR, we gathered a broad set of quantification methods from literature, as well as methods for quality control, visualisation, clustering, and simulation of motion patterns. Together,
these methods allow the in-depth analysis of cell migration data in a transparent and reproducible, but still flexible manner.
Second, the JavaScript library Artistoo was developed to let users build explorable computer models of cell migration in the web browser. Simulations in the framework are reproducible, but remain flexible due to a range of customisation and plug-in options. Importantly,
such browser-based models can be shared with others—who do not need to install any software or to have programming expertise. Thus, Artistoo models are also transparent for a broad
community.
After producing these tools, we turned to the topic of T-cell migration in Part III.
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Part III: Emerging complexity in T-cell migration
Aim

In the second theme of T-cell migration, the “collective” is somewhat harder to define. Organs
like the lymph node are densely packed with large crowds of individually moving cells. This
is a collective in its classic sense: a large whole of interacting parts. But to truly understand
how T cells move, either in a crowd or on their own, there is another factor to consider: the
environment.
T cells can move in vastly diverse scenarios. The flat surface of a petri dish, a tightly packed
skin layer, or the crowded scenery of the lymph node: T cells stay motile in all of these cases.
Nevertheless, their motion patterns can change drastically from setting to setting. Understanding the motion of a T-cell collective therefore requires a grasp of the rules governing (1)
the motion of the parts themselves, and (2) the interactions between them, as well as (3) their
interaction with the environment—and how all these factors contribute to the end result.
In Part III, we aimed to uncover how the varying constraints of different environments impact T-cell motion, both of the crowd and of the single-cell parts.
Speciﬁc ﬁndings

To this end, we used a computer model to place cells with the same internal migration machinery in different environments. This allowed us to decouple the effects of the environment
from any active tuning by the cell itself, because our computer cells could not fundamentally
adapt their mechanism of motion.
In this model, we first examined motion in an environment that left the cell completely
“free”, mimicking the situation they might encounter in a petri dish. What constraints on
motion can arise purely from the cell’s inner machinery, without any outside constraints?
This basic model of cytoskeletal and cell-shape dynamics could generate realistic motion patterns and reproduce a general migration “law”—showing how complex motion patterns can
emerge even at the level of the single-cell, from local interactions between its subcellular
parts.
Next, we placed these cells in a completely different setting: the tight outer layer of the skin.
Here, we found that the physical barriers in a constraining environment could radically alter
motion patterns and overrule the cell’s intrinsic preference.
If both the cell itself and its surroundings constrain movement, then how well can cells
still tune their motion within these constraints? To answer that question, we simulated the
evolution of cells trying to explore as much area as possible. Cells could tune their motion
parameters, but not the global underlying mechanism. The results of this simulation were
striking: in two vastly different environments, cells evolved to nearly the same parameters
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while the resulting motion patterns were still completely different. These results once again
showed how environmental constraints can overrule cell-intrinsic preferences.
The final chapter considered cells in yet another type of taxing environment: a dense crowd.
Here, the model accurately predicted that cells were intrinsically resilient to “traffic jams” (as
later confirmed in vitro). But once again, this cell-intrinsic resilience could break down in a
taxing environment, where we found a “faster-is-slower” effect: cells that tried to move faster
were actually slower due to jamming. Thus, the motion of the whole crowd can also be less
than the motion of its single-cell parts.
Concluding remarks
The results presented in this thesis have highlighted how interactions between the “parts” of
T-cell collectives can have large consequences. In the T-cell repertoire, promiscuous interactions between T-cell units made that even a supposedly simple process like negative selection
was no longer intuitive. In T-cell migration, interactions between the cell’s inner machinery
and shape, the cell and its environment, or the cell and its moving peers all produced complex motion patterns without any adaptation of the cell-intrinsic machinery itself. This work
provides fundamental new insights into how T cells act in a collective, showing how the collective as a whole can behave in manners we could never understand by looking at its parts
alone. In summary: the T-cell collective, as a whole, is much more than the sum of its parts.

“Maak je geen zorgen. Je bent geestelijk net zo stabiel als ik.”
–Loena Leeflang,
Harry Potter en de orde van de Feniks door J.K. Rowling
(vertaling: Wiebe Buddingh’)

Samenvatting

I

n de afgelopen twee jaar, met de coronacrisis en de resulterende zoektocht naar vaccins
en medicijnen, kwamen twee eigenschappen van ons immuunsysteem keer op keer naar
voren: afweer is cruciaal, maar ook heel complex. Afweer is cruciaal omdat immuuncellen
continu samenwerken om het lichaam te beschermen; tegen pathogenen als die het lichaam
binnendringen, maar ook tegen lichaamseigen cellen als die op hol slaan en uitgroeien tot een
tumor. Meestal is dit proces succesvol, maar soms ook niet—met alle gevolgen van dien.
Gelukkig is er na meer dan een eeuw immunologisch onderzoek nu veel bekend over ons
immuunsysteem. De “hoofdrolspelers” zijn veelal ontdekt, net als hoe en waar ze te werk
gaan. Daardoor zijn er nu therapieën die kunnen helpen in de gevallen waar natuurlijke afweer
faalt. Vaccinaties, immuuntherapie tegen kanker, of afweerremmers die de afstoting van getransplanteerde organen voorkomen: het zijn slechts enkele van de succesverhalen die laten
zien hoe het immuunsysteem, met de juiste kennis, een duwtje in de juiste richting kan krijgen. Toch is er ook veel wat we nog níet weten.
Het probleem is dat het immuunsysteem precies dat is: een systeem. En dat is waar die
tweede eigenschap vandaan komt: complexiteit. Immuuncellen werken niet ieder voor zich,
maar sámen, als radertjes in een goed geoliede machine. We kunnen dan wel weten welke
radertjes erin zitten, maar weten we dan ook hoe de machine als geheel werkt? Of wat er gebeurt als we een radertje verwijderen of verplaatsen? Het geheel, met andere woorden, is meer
dan de som der delen.
In dit proefschrift bekeken we wat er gebeurt als immuuncellen op zo een collectieve manier
werken. Specifiek lag de focus op een type cel waar dat in het bijzonder voor geldt: de T cel.
Als belangrijke effectors van het adaptieve afweersysteem moeten T cellen geïnfecteerde en
op hol geslagen cellen opruimen. Daarom hebben ze twee belangrijke eigenschappen: (1) ze
komen in een enorm repertoire van miljoenen cellen, elk gespecialiseerd om een specifiek “an-
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tigeen” te herkennen, en (2) ze moeten door het gehele lichaam migreren op hun zoektocht
naar indringers, waarbij ze onderweg vele andere cellen tegenkomen. Beide eigenschappen
maken dat T cellen veel samenwerken—zowel met hun soortgenoten als met andere cellen.
In dit proefschrift is daarom verkend hoe complex gedrag kan ontstaan uit zulke collectieve
interacties, voor zowel het T-cel repertoire als T-cel migratie. Elk van deze hoofdthema’s ging
gepaard met specifieke vragen (zie onder), maar in wezen zijn deze samen te vatten onder een
overkoepelende vraag: Op welke manieren is het T-cell collectief méér dan de som van zijn delen?
Deel I: emergente complexiteit in het T-cel repertoire
Doel

Het duidelijkste voorbeeld van een T-cel collectief is misschien wel het T-cel repertoire. Immuniteit is specifiek voor een bepaalde ziekte omdat elke T cel niet zomaar alles, maar alleen specifieke antigenen herkent. Daardoor zijn er wel heel veel T cellen nodig: het repertoire bevat er miljoenen, elk met een eigen antigeen. Dit repertoire moet met zorg ontworpen
worden: het moet wél beschermen tegen alle pathogenen die ooit kunnen binnendringen
(zelfs als ze nu nog niet bestaan, zoals de griep van volgend jaar), maar níet reageren op
lichaamseigen cellen, wat destructief zou zijn.
In Deel I van dit proefschrift onderzochten we daarom hoe het repertoire dit vermogen
krijgt om lichaams-“eigen” van lichaams-“vreemd” te onderscheiden. Specifiek vroegen we
hoe dit vermogen verandert als T cellen “promiscue” zijn en dus niet alleen hun specifieke
antigeen herkennen, maar ook alle daarop lijkende. Hoe verandert het eigen-vreemd onderscheidend vermogen van een collectief wanneer dat bestaat uit promiscue T-cel delen?
Speciﬁeke bevindingen

Om die vraag te beantwoorden, bouwden we een simpel computermodel van het proces dat
verantwoordelijk wordt geacht voor dit onderscheidend vermogen: negatieve selectie. Dit
proces vindt plaats gedurende T-cel ontwikkeling en is een soort “filter”-mechanisme; door
het T-cel repertoire bloot te stellen aan diverse eigen-antigenen, kunnen de gevaarlijke eigenreactieve cellen worden verwijderd zodat de rest daarna vooral lichaamsvreemd herkent. In
dit model onderzochten we vervolgens hoe de gevolgen van dit proces veranderen als T cellen
(1) promiscue worden, en (2) slechts een deel van alle lichaamseigen antigenen te zien krijgen
tijdens het selectieproces.
Uit dit werk volgden twee hoofdinzichten. Ten eerste maakte T-cel promiscuïteit dat het
repertoire een groter geheel van antigenen tolereerde dan alleen de delen waarop het gefilterd
was; door te “leren van voorbeelden” kon het repertoire alle antigenen tolereren die leken op
de filter-antigenen. Met andere woorden: voor promiscue T cellen werkt negatieve selectie
als een leer-algoritme. Dat leerproces vindt alleen plaats op het niveau van het repertoire
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als geheel, omdat de enkele T-cellen slechts twee dingen kunnen doen: sterven of overleven
tijdens negatieve selectie.
Ten tweede was het—ondanks dat negatieve selectie een leer-algoritme was—niet per se
eigen-vreemd onderscheid dat T cellen aan het leren waren. Omdat eigen en vreemde antigenen vaak op elkaar lijken, kan het leren van voorbeelden niet alleen de herkenning van eigen, maar óók die van vreemde antigenen verlagen. Negatief geselecteerde repertoires konden
lichaamseigen dan ook meestal niet goed onderscheiden van lichaamsvreemd (tenzij de eigen
filter-antigenen met zorg gekozen waren). In een promiscue repertoire is er dus geen garantie
dat negatieve selectie ook echt tot eigen-vreemd onderscheid leidt.
Deel II: Software voor het interpreteren van T-cel migratie data
Doel

Voordat we verder gingen met het tweede thema, T-cel migratie, ontworpen we in Deel II
eerst een software-gereedschapskist. Hoewel er veel data beschikbaar zijn over T-cel migratie,
kunnen al die data lastig te interpreteren zijn. Bewegingspatronen bevatten veel meer informatie dan een enkel getal uit kan drukken, en dus zijn robuuste, reproduceerbare methoden vereist om ze te analyseren. Verder is het vaak lastig te bepalen waaróm cellen een bepaald patroon volgen; computersimulaties kunnen dan uitkomst bieden door te laten zien
hoe mechanismes zich vertalen naar een bewegingspatroon. En om ervoor te zorgen dat de
wetenschappelijke gemeenschap óók kan functioneren als samenwerkend collectief, moeten
zulke (analyse en simulatie-) methoden drie eigenschappen hebben: (1) transparantie, (2) reproduceerbaarheid, en (3) flexibiliteit, zodat ze breed inzetbaar zijn. Deel II had als doel om
zulke software te ontwikkelen.
Speciﬁeke bevindingen

Dit werk resulteerde in twee gratis en open-source softwareproducten. In het programma celltrackR verzamelden we een brede set aan kwantificatiemethoden uit de literatuur, aangevuld
met methoden voor het visualiseren, clusteren en simuleren van bewegingspatronen. Samen
staan deze methoden toe om celmigratie data in detail te analyseren, op een manier die transparant en reproduceerbaar, maar ook flexibel is.
Ten tweede ontwikkelden we het programma Artistoo, waarmee gebruikers interactieve
celmigratiemodellen kunnen maken in de internetbrowser. Modellen gebouwd in Artistoo
zijn reproduceerbaar, maar blijven flexibel doordat gebruikers instellingen kunnen aanpassen
of eigen modules kunnen toevoegen. Daarnaast zijn zulke browser-simulaties deelbaar met
anderen—die daarvoor geen speciale software of programmeerkennis nodig hebben. Dat
maakt ze transparant voor een heel breed publiek.
Met deze producten konden we in Deel III T-cel migratie bestuderen.
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Deel III: emergente complexiteit in T-cel migratie
Doel

In het thema van T-cel migratie is het “collectief” lastiger te definiëren. Organen zoals de
lymfeklier zitten vol met een grote menigte van cellen, die elk autonoom bewegen. Dit is een
collectief in de klassieke zin: een groot geheel van interacterende delen. Maar om echt te begrijpen hoe T cellen bewegen, in een menigte of alleen, is er nog een factor van belang: de
omgeving.
T cellen kunnen bewegen in heel diverse omgevingen. Het platte oppervlak van een petrischaaltje, de dichte cellaag in de huid, of het drukbevolkte landschap van de lymfeklier: op
al deze plekken blijven T cellen bewegen. Toch veranderen hun bewegingspatronen drastisch
afhankelijk van waar ze zich bevinden. Om de beweging van een T-cel collectief te begrijpen
moeten we daarom niet alleen (1) de beweging van de cel-delen zelf, en (2) hun interacties
begrijpen, maar ook (3) hun interacties met hun omgeving—en hoe al deze factoren samenkomen in het eindresultaat.
In Deel III was het doel daarom uit te vinden hoe verschillende omgevingen de beweging
van T cellen kunnen inperken, zowel voor de enkele cel als voor het collectief.
Speciﬁeke bevindingen

Met dit doel in het achterhoofd gebruikten we een computermodel om cellen met hetzelfde
bewegingsmechanisme in verschillende omgevingen te plaatsen. Dit stelde ons in staat om
omgevingsfactoren los te koppelen van eventueel aanpassingsgedrag van de cel zelf, omdat
onze computercellen hun fundamentele bewegingsmechanisme niet kónden aanpassen.
Met dit model bekeken we eerst celbeweging in een compleet vrije omgeving, zoals een cel
die zou tegenkomen in een petrischaaltje. Welke begrenzingen aan bewegingsmogelijkheden
ontstaan er puur op basis van het interne bewegingsmechaniek, zonder verdere beperkingen van buitenaf? Het simpele model van een dynamisch cytoskelet, gekoppeld aan celvorm,
kon realistische bewegingspatronen genereren en een algemene migratie “wet” reproduceren.
Deze resultaten lieten zien hoe complexe bewegingspatronen kunnen onstaan zelfs op het
niveau van de losse cel, uit de lokale interacties tussen intracellulaire “delen”.
Vervolgens plaatsten we deze cellen in een andere omgeving: de dichte buitenlaag van de
huid. Hier zagen we dat de fysieke obstakels in een beperkende omgeving radicaal het bewegingsgedrag konden veranderen, en daarmee zelfs de cel zijn eigen voorkeur kon overstemmen.
Als zowel de cel zelf als de omgeving de mogelijke bewegingspatronen al beperken, in hoeverre kunnen cellen dan nog hun beweging aanpassen binnen die beperkingen? Om die vraag
te beantwoorden, simuleerden we de evolutie van cellen die probeerden zoveel mogelijk gebied te verkennen. Cellen konden daartoe hun parameters aanpassen, maar níet het funda-
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mentele onderliggende mechanisme. Dit leidde tot een opvallend resultaat: in twee compleet
verschillende omgevingen evolueerden cellen naar dezelfde parameters, terwijl hun beweegpatronen nog steeds compleet verschillend waren. Deze resultaten lieten nogmaals zien hoe
omgevingsfactoren de voorkeur van de cel zelf kunnen overstemmen.
Tot slot beschreef het laatste hoofdstuk cellen in nóg weer een andere, uitdagende omgeving: een drukke “menigte”. Hier voorspelde het model correct dat cellen een intrinsieke weerstand hadden tegen “filevorming” (zoals daarna bevestigd in een experiment). Toch kon die
cel-intrinsieke weerstand ook weer teniet worden gedaan door een uitdagende omgeving.
Daar vonden we een “sneller-is-langzamer” effect: als cellen sneller probeerden te bewegen
waren ze juist langzamer, omdat ze opstoppingen vormden. De beweging van de menigte als
geheel kan dus ook mínder zijn dan de bewegingen van zijn cel-delen.
Tot slot
De bevindingen gepresenteerd in dit proefschrift hebben laten zien hoe interacties tussen de
“delen” van T-cel collectieven grote gevolgen kunnen hebben. In het T-cel repertoire maakten
promiscue interacties tussen T-cel delen dat zelfs een zogenaamd simpel proces als negatieve
selectie niet langer intuïtief was. Bij T-cel migratie zorgden interacties—tussen het celmechaniek en celvorm, de cel en zijn omgeving of cellen onderling—steeds voor complex beweeggedrag, zonder dat daarvoor aanpassing van de cel zelf nodig was. Dit werk levert fundamenteel nieuwe inzichten in hoe T cellen functioneren in een collectief, en laat zien hoe het
collectief als geheel gedrag kan vertonen dat we nooit zouden begrijpen op basis van de losse
delen alleen. Al met al is het T-cel collectief als geheel dus veel meer dan een som der delen.

“There are some things you can’t share without ending up liking each
other, and knocking out a twelve-foot mountain troll is one of them.”
–from: Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone by J.K. Rowling
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Z

o, dat was het dan. Al die wetenschappelijke verhalen zijn natuurlijk leuk en aardig, maar
nu zijn we dan eindelijk aangekomen bij het meest gelezen, meest geanticipeerde deel
van elk proefschrift: het dankwoord. Na ietsje meer dan vier jaar, mínstens 4500 kopjes koffie,
en acht hoofdstukken komt hier namelijk een eind aan mijn promotietraject—een tijd waarin
ik zowel op persoonlijk als professioneel vlak veel heb mogen leren. Dat had ik nooit in mijn
eentje gekund, en daarom zou ik nu graag de tijd nemen om iedereen te bedanken die mij op
deze ontdekkingsreis heeft ondersteund. Dus... zullen we dan maar bij het begin beginnen?

Over plannen en perenijs
De reis begon ergens halverwege 2015, toen ik als masterstudent stage liep bij de afdeling tumorimmunologie (TIL). Het was op een van deze dagen dat Stanley (een van mijn stagebegeleiders) op mij afkwam. “Bij Radboudumc kunnen masterstudenten een eigen PhD projectvoorstel schrijven”, zei hij, “zou jij dat niet bij ons willen doen?” “Uhm...”, zei ik aarzelend (nog
niet direct de enthousiaste reactie die je zou verwachten).
Hoewel ik het onderwerp (tumor)immunologie namelijk erg zag zitten, had ik bedacht dat
ik graag de kant computationele kant van de biologie zou verkennen—en ik wist niet of dat
bij TIL kon. Gelukkig had Stanley ideeën genoeg, en zo ontstond een project waarin ik bioinformatica, computermodellen en labwerk zou combineren om te onderzoeken hoe afweercellen zich gedragen in tumoren (in samenwerking met Johannes, maar daar kom ik zo op terug).
Kortom: het onderwerp dat ik zo interessant vond, maar dan met de kans om wat meer terug
te gaan naar mijn bèta-roots. Stanley, ontzettend bedankt voor deze kans. Zonder jouw steun
en creativiteit was dat project er nooit gekomen, en had ik hier nu niet gestaan!
Na het verlossende woord dat ik inderdaad bij TIL mijn project mocht komen doen, vertrok
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ik met een gerust hart naar Cambridge voor een laatste masterstage. Ik had er in elk geval
alvast zin in. Maar al gauw kwam daar (nog voor ik überhaupt aan mijn promotie begonnen
was) een belangrijke les over de wetenschap om de hoek kijken: dingen gaan zelden volgens
plan. Zo ook nu; Stanley zou door een mooie kans elders namelijk de afdeling verlaten, en kon
dus niet meer de dagelijkse begeleiding op zich nemen. Help, dacht ik, wat nu?
Gelukkig was Johannes bereid die begeleiding over te nemen om mij wegwijs te maken in
de wondere wereld van de theoretische immunologie, en kon ik dus toch beginnen aan mijn
project. Johannes... ik weet eigenlijk niet waar ik moet beginnen. Allereerst ben ik je natuurlijk dankbaar dat je mij “adopteerde” als eerste lid van wat nu de computational immunology
groep is. Daar zat je dan, met zo’n bioloog die maar net een ggplot kon maken, glazig uit
haar ogen keek zodra je over een verdeling probeerde te praten, maar wél graag alles tot in de
puntjes wou weten. Enorm bedankt dus voor het eindeloze geduld waarmee je keer op keer de
nodige uitleg gaf (van log-transformatie tot waarom-geen-taartdiagram tot mixed linear integer programming), en al die kritische vragen beantwoordde. Jij bent een soort onuitputbare
kennisbron: zelfs na vier jaar ben ik nog lang niet uitgeleerd, dus gelukkig mag ik nu bij Data
Science nog even doorleren. Maar misschien nog wel belangrijker is dat je daarnaast ook een
heel goede mentor bent. Ook dankjewel dus voor de steun op de momenten dat het moeilijk
was (of gewoon weer eens niet volgens plan ging), voor de interessante ethische discussies
over de wetenschap in het algemeen, en voor het continu vooropstellen van het welzijn van
iedereen die voor je werkt (door ze op vakantie te sturen, bijvoorbeeld ). En tot slot wil ik je
ook graag bedanken voor een van de meest memorabele momenten van de afgelopen jaren.
Met een stalen gezicht liep je op een zomerse dag naar de vriezer in het keukentje op het koffieplein, trok het deurtje open, en haalde tussen de Festini perenijsjes je Macbook Pro vandaan.
“Kijk nou!”, zei je, “wat ik moet doen om het ding weer aan de praat te krijgen!” Ik geef toe:
soms is het best hilarisch als dingen niet volgens plan gaan.
En dan is er nog het andere lid van mijn promotieteam. Jolanda, ook jij enorm bedankt
voor je begeleiding de afgelopen jaren. Elke keer als ik na een supervisiegesprek jouw kantoortje uitstapte, was daar een soort moment van verademing: dan waren er knopen doorgehakt en was alles weer lekker duidelijk. Pfiew. Jouw praktische benadering hield me met beide
benen op de grond en on track. Daarnaast ben ook jij erg betrokken bij het welzijn van je PhD
studenten. “Aan jezelf werken is ook werken hoor!”, vertelde je mij, of: “Moet jij niet gewoon
een keertje op vrijdag lekker naar het Sanadome?” Jij hebt hart voor de wetenschap, maar ook
voor je werknemers. Het is mede daardoor dat TIL zo’n gezellige afdeling is om op te werken.
Als kersvers afdelingshoofd een pandemie op je dak krijgen was natuurlijk verre van ideaal,
maar je hield de afdeling toch maar mooi draaiende—en ik weet zeker dat er in de komende
jaren nog veel mooie wetenschap én vele mooie “TIL Christmas parties” zullen volgen.
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Team spirit in de graveyard
Toen ik begon aan mijn promotie kreeg ik mijn eigen plekje in een van de kantoortjes aan het
koffieplein—een kamer met de ietwat angstaanjagende bijnaam “graveyard”. Op dat moment
was ik daar de enige PhD student, want de meeste collega’s hadden hun plek natuurlijk op het
lab. En al snel begreep ik waar die bijnaam vandaan kwam: de doodse stilte was misschien
goed voor de concentratie, maar erg gezellig was het uiteraard niet.
Ik was dan ook erg blij toen Jeroen als tweede promovendus de computational immunology groep kwam versterken en mijn buurman werd in de graveyard. Jeroen, enorm bedankt
voor jouw gezelschap en steun de afgelopen jaren, of het nou ging om persoonlijke geprekken
of ethische discussies en wetenschappelijke spar-sessies (oh ja, en het in leven houden van
mijn plant...). Niet alleen ben je een erg gezellige kantoorgenoot met vlijmscherpe humor; ik
heb ook grote bewondering voor de rust en het doorzettingsvermogen waarmee jij eigenlijk
alles doet. Als de arts die een programmeer-slash-modelleer PhD ging doen waagde je best
een sprong in het diepe, maar daar draaide jij je hand niet voor om—–rustig ga jij elke uitdaging aan (van die beruchte foetushouding heb ik in elk geval nooit wat gezien...). Samen met
jouw empathie en compassie gaat dat je zeker een geweldige oncoloog maken. Heel fijn dan
ook dat jij straks naast me staat als paranimf!
Extra leven in de graveyard-brouwerij kwam er toen ook Shabaz zich bij de groep aansloot.
Shabaz, dankjewel voor alle gezellige gesprekken en koffiepauzes door de jaren heen! Supertof sowieso dat ik aan jou een CPM-maatje had, en extra bijzonder waren natuurlijk de sterke
technische skills die jij het team binnenbracht (het begon er al mee dat je voor je sollicitatiegesprek “even” een eigen CPM had geprogrammeerd...). Maar behalve die technische kennis ben
jij ook heel breed geïnteresseerd en lijk je van alles wel iets af te weten. Enorm bedankt dus
voor alles wat ik de afgelopen jaren van je geleerd heb—–of het nou ging om zwemmende
cellen op posters in augmented reality, uitleg over technische (programmeer)termen, of inhoudelijke spar-sessies. En niet te vergeten: dankjewel dat je mijn bak-buddy was om de afdeling op zelfgebakken koekjes te trakteren.
Our group got even bigger when Ankur joined it as well. Ankur, you started as a student
and I am very happy that you decided to stay for your PhD. Although, sadly, you did not actually join us in the graveyard, you were definitely there in spirit—–and of course for all the
coffee, lunch, and (most importantly) the chocolate breaks. Now with corona we all obviously
don’t see enough of each other, so it’s a good thing that your zoom-personality decides to join
us twice sometimes . I also must thank you for explaining to me what a server is and how
it resembles a butler. It was great to work with you so far, and I look forward to learning a lot
more from you in the future!
Nog meer gezelligheid kwam er toen Jessie als postdoc bij ons team kwam. Jessie, ik heb het
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enorm naar mijn zin gehad met jou in de groep. Natuurlijk allereerst omdat jij mijn biologiemaatje was, maar ook vanwege jouw aanstekelijke enthousiasme voor de wetenschap. Met
datzelfde enthousiasme hielp je mee aan “project sticker” en zorgde je voor een flinke positieve
boost in de groep, wat jou een superfijne collega maakt. Verder ook dankjewel voor de fijne
gesprekken in lunch- en koffiepauzes. Jammer dat je onze groep hebt verlaten, maar natuurlijk
is die geweldige (en verdiende!) kans je volledig gegund. Gelukkig ben je slechts een straat
van ons verwijderd—–dus ik hoop dat we elkaar nog regelmatig zullen tegenkomen voor een
koffie- of lunchpauze, of gewoon een leuk gesprek.
Franka, ook jij bracht een flinke dosis extra gezelligheid mee toen jij als student bij Shabaz
ook lid werd van team graveyard. Als enige echte kenner van het Radboudlied ben je sowieso
natuurlijk onmisbaar in de groep, maar gelukkig mogen we daarnaast ook nog ietsje langer
van jouw humor genieten nu je als PhD student bij onze groep bent gekomen.
In general, to each and every member of the computational immunology group: I am truly
grateful to have been part of such a terrific team. Each one of you contributed to a fantastic
working environment that was not just about doing good science, but also about maintaining
a “team spirit” and supporting each other on a personal level along the way. Gijs, Evgenia,
Mihaela, you only just joined us, but I am sure you will only help us make the team even nicer,
and I hope you will all be able to join us for more great moments when the situation allows
it again. Ook bedankt aan alle studenten die tijdelijk onze groep hebben versterkt: Bithi en
Laurens, en natuurlijk mijn eigen studenten Pierre, Nino, Linda en Frederik.
Buiten onze eigen groep ook bedankt aan de andere (tijdelijke) “bewoners” van de graveyard. Emma, jij kwam ons als student een tijdje elke woensdag gezelschap houden. Leuk om
nu weer je collega te zijn bij Data Science! Martine, ook jij bedankt voor het verlevendigen van
de graveyard en—–niet onbelangrijk—–het nabespreken van Game of Thrones afleveringen.
Ook bedankt voor het pannenkoekenplantje; hij leeft nog steeds! Wouter, dankjewel voor
alle mooie tijden, en voor het showen van jouw fantastische powerpoint figuur-maak skills.
Jij was een enorm gezellig kantoormaatje, dus bedankt voor alle leuke gesprekken en pauzes...
en voor het samen redden van een stukje wetenschap . Hopelijk zien we elkaar nog eens; als
je weer eens zin hebt in pizza bijvoorbeeld? Simone, ook jij bracht een beetje extra warmte
het kantoortje binnen. Bedankt voor de gezelligheid en leuke gesprekken, en ook voor jouw
aandeel in het redden van mijn/onze kantoorplant! Oya, you were never officially in the graveyard, but it feels like you are at least an honorary member. Thank you for frequently joining
us for coffee, lunch, and chocolate breaks.
Disney en wijn
Je zou het bijna niet zeggen met al die verhalen over lunch-, chocola- en koffiepauzes, maar
een promotie is natuurlijk ook gewoon hard werken. En daarbij zijn er soms momenten dat
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het gewoon niet wil. Dat de frustratie toeneemt en je je in moet houden om je laptop niet uit
het raam te gooien. Dan is het erg fijn als je een groepje collega’s/vrienden om je heen hebt met
wie je die frustraties kunt delen, relativeren, en weglachen. En hoe kan dat beter dan onder
het genot van een feel-good Disneyfilm (“let it go!”) en een glaasje wijn? Dankjewel dus Iris,
Elke en Lieke voor al die momentjes van mental support.
Iris, jou leerde ik al kennen toen ik zo’n twee weken voor het begin van mijn PhD alvast
mee mocht met het dagje uit van de afdeling. Toen ik ‘s avonds bij de barbecue een beetje
verloren om me heen stond te kijken (tussen al die “enge” nieuwe mensen), kwam jij gelijk
een babbeltje maken. Dat is tekenend voor jou: jij bent superlief en open en zorgt er graag
voor dat iedereen zich welkom voelt. Ik heb het in elk geval enorm gewaardeerd!
Elke, dr. Woo! We wisten het natuurlijk al sinds die PhD-cursus, maar jouw zeldzame
“woo-factor” maakt jou een force to be reckoned with. Zelfs als je noodgedwongen met gebroken
been op de bank zit. Dankjewel voor alle mooie momenten, op de afdeling en daarbuiten. Of
het nu was voor een biertje bij de Aesculaaf, een etentje bij Grut, of pizza en Happy Feet: met
jou was het altijd gezellig. Heel veel succes en plezier de komende tijd in Zweden!
Lieke, ook jij was natuurlijk onmisbaar in ons Disney & Wijn groepje. Maar daarnaast was
ik enorm blij met je luisterend oor bij een bakje koffie of een wandeling, het gezellig samen een
ijsje halen, en onze gedeelde liefde voor Dirty Dancing. Heel fijn dat ook jij de komende jaren
nog in Nijmegen blijft. Gelukkig hebben we nog een aantal verfilmingen van Austen’s Emma
te gaan, hopelijk onder het genot van een hapje Toko Oost!

Van vier dagen tot vier jaren
En dan zijn er nog ál die andere collega’s die dagelijks in de wandelgangen te vinden waren
en de afgelopen jaren een beetje extra kleur hebben gegeven.
“Gedeelde smart is halve smart”, zeggen ze wel eens. Erik, Jeanette, Jorieke, Nienke en
Tonke: dankjulliewel voor de mooie momenten en support tijdens ons vierdaagse-avontuur.
Het was fantastisch om dit met jullie te kunnen delen. We did it! Jullie hielpen mij strompelend en al over de finish, zonder jullie had ik het waarschijnlijk nooit gered!
Stefania, thank you for welcoming me at TIL as a master student and teaching me about
the wondrous world of DCs. Another thanks for you and Marcella both (“team Italy”) for all
the nice chats at the coffee machine over the years!
“Wij zetten koffie om in wetenschap”, leerde ik van Laurent. Misschien gold dat ook wel
een beetje voor de biertjes bij de Aesculaaf op vrijdagavond: na een week hard werken aan
je onderzoek is het immers belangrijk om goed het weekend in te luiden, zodat je de week
daarop weer “fris en fruitig” aan de slag kunt! Bedankt dus Daniëlle, Elke, Jules, Laurent,
Maxim, Mark, Natasja, Peter, Thomas en Xander–—de “harde kern” die regelmatig te
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porren was voor een vrijdagmiddagborrel, hapje eten, en avondje stappen. Mijn speciaalbierkennis hebben jullie zeker flink uitgebreid.
Daniëlle, Glenn, Iris, Laurent, Loek, and Yusuf: thank you for adding flair to the yearly
Christmas parties with your much anticipated TIL-band act! I have thoroughly enjoyed your
creativity in producing the great hits like Don’t believe it just FACS!, Sweet home research tower,
and Highway to cell! I am, however, still very bummed that there is no album...
Een bijzonder dankjewel ook voor Ilja, Jeanette en Sandy: wie bij TIL komt te werken,
heeft al snel door dat jullie daar onmisbaar zijn! Niet alleen loopt door jullie praktische ondersteuning alles op rolletjes, maar jullie zorgen natuurlijk ook voor een flinke dosis gezelligheid!
Eric, bedankt voor de IT-ondersteuning... en natuurlijk voor de jaarlijkse organisatie van
de “roze woensdag”-barbecue! Ik heb hem gemist de afgelopen twee jaar, hopelijk komt er
volgend jaar gewoon weer een nieuwe editie.
Another big thank you to all the other (ex)-TILlers: Abbey, Altuna, Anne, Annemiek
(dB), Annemiek (vS), Anouk, Asima, Bas (P), Bas (vdS), Bouke, Camille, Carl, Carlijn,
Christian, Christina, Dion, Eliezer, Felix, Fleur, Florian, Floris, Frans, Georgina, Gerty, Ilse, Ivan, Jasper, Jelena, Johanna, Jorge, Kalijn, Kevin, Kiek, Kim, Koen, Laia, Lea,
Lotte, Mandy, Marjolein, Martijn, Martin, Massis, Mika, Natalia, Nicole, Olga, Rens,
Roel, Ruud, Sjoerd, Suraya, Till, Tjitske, Tom, Valeska, Vera, and Yingxin, thanks for
the days out, cookie breaks, Christmas parties, the exciting “who is it this time?”-soesjes moments, and overall, for making TIL such a great environment to work in!

De niet-zo-ivoren toren en daarbuiten
Het RIMLS gebouw is dan wel een toren, maar van ivoor is ie zeker niet. Om het contact met
andere wetenschappers én niet-wetenschappers te verbeteren herbergde het RIMLS dan ook
in 2019 het ENABLE symposium, een project waar ik met veel genoegen aan mee heb gewerkt. Een dikke dankjewel dus voor het hele ENABLE team, Abbey, Alisa, Anamarija, Anouk, Camille, Carlijn, Clara, Clasien, Cristina, David, Estela, Federico, Felix, Fiore,
Francesca, Giorgia, Iris, Judith, Koen, Laura, Lieke, Lisanne, Moreno, Nevenka, René,
Rens, Roman, Rutger, Tariq, Valentin, Valentina, Yessica en Yvonne! Samen brachten
we de wetenschap vanuit die toren naar school, naar de kroeg, en naar ouderen; het werden
een paar prachtige dagen vol interessante workshops en topwetenschap. Dankjulliewel voor
de geweldige ervaring, en dat ik daaraan een (klein) steentje bij mocht dragen. In het bijzonder
wil ik graag Abbey, Alessandra, Anouk en Lisanne, en natuurlijk ook Sonja, Wilhelmien
en Ralph bedanken; door jullie inzet werd het vage idee van een “seniorencollege” een succes.
Hoe je “modelleren leren kan”, daar kwam ik achter toen ik de RIMLS toren verliet om voor
een paar maanden deel te nemen aan de beroemde “Computational Biology” cursus aan de
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Universiteit Utrecht. Paulien, dankjewel dat ik zomaar mocht aansluiten—wat heb ik van jou
veel geleerd. Hetzelfde geldt trouwens voor Bram en Rijnder, ook jullie bedankt!
Speaking of learning... Christine, thank you for the storytelling workshops; I am so excited
to work with you on my layman’s talk. Gabriel, I learned a lot from you when I met you during
the machine learning journal club; it is great to now be your colleague at DAS.
En wat de creatieve inspiratie betreft: thank you Roland for taking my crazy concept of
T cells migrating in the shape of a brain, and designing this amazing cover. Bedankt Ron dat
ik die prachtige foto van een vogelzwerm mocht drukken in mijn proefschrift.
Finally, back to the science itself. I owe another thank you to all co-authors who contributed
to the chapters in this thesis from outside the RIMLS: Can, Ioana, Jeffrey, Jérémy, Judith,
Katharina, Mark, Martijn, Nir, Rob. Nir, thanks for keeping me up to date with the biophysics literature. Judith and Jérémy, thank you for a great time in Montréal; I look forward
to discovering more secrets of T-cell crowds with you!
Over musketiers die blijven zwemmen
Ook buiten TIL had ik het geluk van een aantal lieve vrienden als steun- en inspiratiebron.
Voor een aantal van jullie gold dat zelfs vanaf het prille begin. Onder de sfeervolle (ahem)
TL-verlichting van een vergaderkamertje bovenin het RIMLS moest namelijk het projectplan
geschreven worden om die PhD-beurs mee binnen te halen—verre van makkelijk, natuurlijk.
Gelukkig had ik daar in dat kleine kamertje de steun van mijn twee lieve vriendinnen Estel en Lisanne. Als het zwaar werd om zo laat ‘s avonds nog door te werken, of als de twijfel
voor de zóveelste keer toesloeg—jullie waren er door dik en dun. Dat is eigenlijk ook tekenend voor onze vriendschap, die door de jaren heen alleen maar sterker is gegroeid. “We keep
swimming!” werd ons mantra. Een voor allen, en allen voor een: als drie heuse musketiers
sloegen wij ons samen overal doorheen (dat rijmt, dus dan moet het waar zijn). Maar dan
moet ik eigenlijk de vierde musketier Hasse ook niet vergeten...
Hasse, we zien je helaas wat minder vaak live omdat je in Engeland zit, maar dankjewel
voor de mooie momenten door de jaren heen. De vakantie met zijn viertjes in Spanje en de
bijkletsmomentjes over Skype: ik heb ervan genoten! Jouw enthousiasme voor de wetenschap
is aanstekelijk en nu je in Engeland je plekje hebt gevonden hoop ik dat je daar nog vele jaren
succes, maar vooral ook heel veel plezier aan gaat beleven.
Lisanne, het was fantastisch om met jou samen te werken om voor ENABLE een seniorenlezing te organiseren, met name door jouw geweldige positieve energie en organisatietalent.
En op slechts twee verdiepingen afstand in de RIMLS-toren zagen we elkaar gelukkig ook regelmatig voor een lekker bakje koffie. Daarnaast zijn onze erwtensoep- en N70-dates met
Estel een traditie geworden die hopelijk nog wel even in stand zal blijven. Dankjewel voor de
mooie momenten, en ik hoop dat er nog vele mogen volgen!
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Estel, bijna-buurvrouw, dankjewel voor jouw oneindige steun door de jaren heen. Jouw
“quality hugs” als mijn corona-knuffelbuddy hielpen mij een lastige lockdownperiode door,
maar ook daarvoor was jij natuurlijk altijd al te porren voor een wandeling, wijntje, filosofische
discussie, of gewoon een goed gesprek—waarin ik van jou ook altijd weer nieuwe inzichten
krijg. Ik heb grote bewondering voor de positiviteit, het enthousiasme en doorzettingsvermogen waarmee jij je keer op keer inzet voor wat je mooi en belangrijk vindt. Dat is echt bijzonder,
en ik hoop dat ik de komende jaren daar nog veel van mag leren. En ik ben natuurlijk enorm
blij dat jij mij als paranimf ook tijdens de verdediging zal komen steunen!
Buddies, besties, vage kennissen?
En zo zijn er nog een aantal van jullie die mij keer op keer hielpen om het beste uit mezelf te
kunnen halen (sorry, iets met twee woorden en negen letters, ik weet het...)
Maurits, dankjewel voor de gezellige etentjes en samen-bak-sessies. Ik bewonder jouw
eindeloze creativiteit, waarvan de Nijmeegse “De Pipet” slechts één uitvloeisel is. Met jou is
het altijd gezellig, gelukkig hebben we nog wel een paar nutella-baksels te gaan, toch?
Rianne, ik geniet altijd weer van onze gezellige wandelingetjes langs de Waal. Jouw superpower is natuurlijk het ontdekken van het állerbeste nieuwe fantasy-leesvoer, dus daarna
kan ik altijd weer even vooruit. Dankjewel!
Mike, ik heb genoten van alle koffie’s, gesprekken en wandelingen in het Kronenburgerpark. Dankjewel voor je openheid en luisterend oor. Jouw doorzettingsvermogen en harde
werken zijn inspirerend, en ik kijk uit naar jouw vast-en-zeker indrukwekkende proefschrift.
Maarten, ook jij bedankt voor alle wandelingen, etentjes, en goede gesprekken elke keer
weer. Ik heb grote bewondering voor hoe jij altijd met beide benen op de grond staat, wat er
ook gebeurt. En ook jij bent zo iemand van wie ik altijd weer iets nieuws leer! Ik ben daarom
heel blij dat ik met jou de ups, downs, en pubquizzen van het PhD-leven kon delen. Dankjewel
ook voor alle lieve berichtjes en kaartjes het afgelopen jaar (inclusief die ene die helaas nooit
aankwam...)
Maurice en Thomas, ons beoogde vierdaagse-avontuur van 2020 viel helaas in het water, maar ik weet zeker dat het er nog wel eens van zal komen. In de tussentijd heb ik in elk
geval genoten van onze kerstdiners en Skype-dates. Jullie zijn da bomb. (Maar laat die baco
maar zitten de volgende keer...) Maurice, dankjewel voor je vriendschap en voor alle mooie
jaren als mijn danspartner-in-crime. Met jouw feilloze gevoel voor humor is het sowieso altijd
een feestje, maar ook in serieuzere tijden kun je op jou altijd bouwen—dankjewel. Zelfs nu je
in het verre Rotterdam zit zien we elkaar gelukkig nog af en toe voor een online spelletje of
gezellige wandeling. Hopelijk binnenkort weer wat vaker live! Thomas, ik ben ontzettend
dankbaar dat ik jou een aantal jaar geleden leerde kennen op het weekendje in Berlijn en nu
tot mijn vrienden vage kennissen mag rekenen. Jouw openheid is heel bijzonder en leerde mij
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ook een hoop over mezelf. Dankjewel dus voor de open gesprekken, en voor al die keren dat
die attent-kaart tevoorschijn kwam op onze wandel- en eetdates. Enneh... wat is eigenlijk je
schoenmaat?
Dana, in coronatijden leerde ik dat digitaal sporten best chill kan zijn, en dat komt natuurlijk door jou: de beste sportbuddy en accountability partner die ik me kan wensen! Zo HIITten
we na meer dan een jaar nog steeds braaf twee keer per week, en bouwden we met al die Skypeen-sportsessies zowel aan onze conditie als aan onze vriendschap. Ik ben enorm blij dat ik
jou op deze manier extra heb leren kennen. Dankjewel ook voor je peptalks, je humor, de raredoch-vermakelijke random discussies en voor het proofreaden van delen van dit proefschrift.
Een extra dikke avocadoknuffel voor jou. (Maar wat nu de juiste kant op is zullen we nooit
weten...)
Peia en Tim, jullie leerde ik natuurlijk allereerst kennen door het dansen. Jullie lessen
waren altijd een hoogtepuntje in de week: een fantastische manier om even het hoofd leeg te
maken van werk en een geweldige motivatieboost. Dankjulliewel dat jullie mij leerden (ietsje) meer te durven en niet ál te vaak naar de grond te kijken (waar niks ligt, ik weet het...)
Het stukje extra zelfvertrouwen dat ik van jullie kreeg vind ik nog steeds bijzonder waardevol.
Maar daarnaast was het ook heel fijn om jullie de afgelopen jaren ook op een meer persoonlijk
vlak te leren kennen onder het genot van een drankje of pizza-etentje. Peia, in het bijzonder:
ik ben zó dankbaar voor jouw vriendschap in de afgelopen jaren. De knutsel- en digidates,
verjaardagsuitstapjes, en wandelingetjes: ik had al die mooie momenten echt voor geen goud
willen missen, en hoop dat de woensdag-date nog lang stand zal houden. Dankjewel ook voor
al je lieve woorden en berichtjes, ik heb zoveel van jou geleerd! Nu begin je aan je eigen PhDavontuur, maar met jouw enthousiasme, mooie ideeën, creatief talent, doorzettingsvermogen
en passie weet ik zeker dat dat goedkomt. Jij bent echt een soort superwoman, en ik ben hoe
dan ook al keitrots op je.
Het thuisfront
De meeste proefschrift-dankwoorden die ik tot nu toe heb gezien eindigen met een stukje over
het thuisfront—en toevallig is mijn Nijmeegs thuisfront best bijzonder. Sonja, al tien mooie
jaren wonen wij samen aan de Tooropstraat. Als mijn bovenbuurvrouw-slash-“huisgenoot”
zag jij van dichtbij de overgang van kersverse achttienjarige student naar bijna-doctor; heel
erg bedankt dat je al die tijd al met me meeleeft. En natuurlijk voor de gezellige bakjes koffie,
de chocoladeletters in mijn schoen met sinterklaas, en dat je me af en toe de tuin in schopt als
het mooi weer is. Dankjewel dat je al die jaren mijn Nijmeegs “thuisfront” was!
Pappa en mamma, jullie zijn natuurlijk (letterlijk) mijn roots, en van jullie kreeg ik met de
paplepel een paar lessen ingegoten die tijdens mijn promotie van onschatbare waarde bleken.
Zo leerde ik van jullie om het vliegtuig in de lucht te houden, dat de aanhouder wint, dat
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wiskunde niet moeilijk hoeft te zijn (ongeacht of je toevallig een meisje bent), en dat je, áls
je iets doet, dat beter goed kunt doen. Dankjulliewel dat jullie mij de basis en het vertrouwen
gaven om een promotietraject aan te gaan, en om vol te houden als het moeilijk was.
Nic, toen we jong waren was je er niet zo’n fan van geloof ik, zo’n klein zusje dat jij steeds
maar weer naar haar sportles moest fietsen, en dat jou heel de tijd... nadeed (en dan zo nodig
óók op scouting moest. Zucht.) Maar kleine zusjes doen hun grote broer natuurlijk na uit
bewondering. Gelukkig lijk je het nu niet zo erg te vinden dat ik ook ben gaan programmeren,
en voorzie je me van goede adviezen als ik aan mijn website knutsel. Alle gekheid op een stokje:
ik ben heel trots dat ik jou mijn grote broer mag noemen, en heel blij dat je altijd voor me
klaarstaat. Gezien onze gedeelde liefde voor Harry Potter hoop ik dat je het niet-zo-verborgen
thema van dit boekje kunt waarderen .
En dan is er nog een laatste persoon die ik hier graag zou willen noemen. Zoals jullie misschien gezien hebben begon dit boekje met een hoofdstuk over “mice, men, and theoretical
models” in de immunologie—want historisch gezien waren het natuurlijk inderdaad vooral
de mannen die de kans kregen om wetenschap te bedrijven. En het is nog helemaal niet zo
heel lang dat dat écht anders is. Oma, al toen ik nog jong was vertelde jij wel eens hoe je
op elfjarige leeftijd van school moest, om als handige oudere zus je moeder te helpen met de
rest van het gezin en in het huishouden. Er volgde (zo vertelde je) een huilend protest op de
keukenvloer, want eigenlijk wou je zo graag door met leren om onderwijzeres te worden. Maar
het mocht niet baten, en zo kwam er veel te vroeg een einde aan jouw schoolcarrière. Je bent
er al een tijdje niet meer, maar ik ben dit verhaal nooit vergeten. Het is mede dankzij jou dat ik
me altijd heb beseft dat het niet zo vanzelfsprekend is om door te mogen leren en zulke kansen
te krijgen. Dus, lieve oma: deze is ook een beetje voor jou!
—Inge
P.S. Please turn to page 394...
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“Nitwit! Blubber! Oddment! Tweak!”
–Albus Dumbledore,
Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone by J.K. Rowling

Appendices

“Oh, HONESTLY, don’t you two read?”
–Hermione Granger,
Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone by J.K. Rowling
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“Words are, in my not-so-humble opinion, our most
inexhaustible source of magic. Capable of both inflicting injury, and
remedying it.”
–Albus Dumbledore,
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows by J.K. Rowling

Glossary

AA amino acid. 53
acquired immunity when we typically speak of “immunity”, what we mean is acquired immunity:
the increased resistance to a disease “acquired”
from going through it once (or from being vaccinated against it). This immunity comes from
the adaptive immune system and is distinct from
the “innate” immunity that offers immediate
protection from a disease (regardless of any previous exposures). (See also: adaptive immune system). 16
Act-CPM the extension of the CPM used in this thesis,
which models cell migration by putting a simple
positive feedback on protrusive activity: pixels
that have recently protruded are more likely to
do so again (See also: cellular Potts model). 117, 119,
162, 164, 171, 185, 187, 220
actin retrograde ﬂow when the cell migrates, it protrudes by extending the actin fibers at its front
(through polymerisation). This protrusion,
combined with the retraction of the cell’s rear,
causes the cell to displace and shift forward. The
existing parts of the pushing fibers (the ones that
were there before the extension was added) then
no longer reside at the front, but have moved
slightly backwards in the reference frame of the
cell. This backwards movement of actin fibers is
called retrograde flow. 115
adaptive immune system the part of the immune
system that gives us acquired immunity. The adaptive immune system is mediated by lymphocytes. It takes a while to warm up when the disease first strikes, but once it gets activated, it
produces tailored and highly effective responses.
These responses are then saved as an immune
“memory” so they can be accessed much faster

should the disease return a second time. (See
also: acquired immunity, lymphocytes). 16
agent-based model computational model where
cells are represented as individual “agents”
(mostly shapeless balls), which move and interact with their environment (and each other)
via predefined rules. Agent-based models can be
simulated on a discrete “grid”, but they can also
describe continuous space. 218
AIS artificial immune system. 53, See also: artificial immune system
amoeboid migration the migration mode resembling
that of amoebae. Shape-wise, cells extend narrow protrusions that form and decay dynamically, resulting in a “stop-and-go” intermittent
random walk-like motion pattern. T cells also follow this type of motion. (See also: migration
mode,intermittent random walk, T cell). 127, 163
angular diffusion in migration: fluctuations in the
cell’s direction. These occur even when the protrusion never completely breaks down; an existing, stable protrusion can also shift slightly to
the left or right of the cell. 128
ANN artificial neural network. 53, See also: artificial
neural network
antibody (plural: antibodies), soluble molecules in
the blood that provide immunity by binding
and neutralising blood-borne pathogens. Discovered by Behring and Kitasato in 1890. Antibodies recognise their targets in a specific manner: each antibody recognises only the particular
antigen it was made to neutralise. (See also: specificity (of antibodies, receptors), antigen). 18
antigen the part of a pathogen that is recognised by antibodies or by the T-cell receptor. This recognition
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is specific: each antibody or receptor recognises
only the particular antigen that “fits” it. (See also:
specificity (of antibodies, receptors), antibody, T-cell
receptor, T cell). 18
artiﬁcial immune system (AIS), an algorithmic model of a T-cell repertoire. Like ANNs, AISs are
a form of artificial intelligence and can generalise. Inspired by mechanisms from the immune system, this class of algorithms was originally developed by computer scientists to detect computer viruses. Much like research into
ANNs stagnated in the 1970s because of technical issues that were deemed unsolvable, AIS
research has lost interest in the last decade and
is now nearly extinct—but much like ANN research, this might change in the face of technical
advances. (See also: artificial neural network, generalisation). 53, 283
artiﬁcial neural network (ANN), a machine learning
algorithm that has gained popularity in the form
of “deep learning”—the form of artificial intelligence powering Google’s image classifications
and Tesla’s self-driving cars. Like our brain,
ANNs consists of many “neurons” that activate
and inhibit each other in a complex network
(but in an ANN, each “neuron” is a mathematical function rather than a biological cell). This
network structure allows ANNs to learn from examples; an ANN trained on a sufficiently large
number of pictures of cats and dogs wil be able to
guess whether a previously unseen picture contains a cat or a dog (unfortunately, there are limits: an ANN needs a lot of training data, and even
then we don’t always know what exactly it is
learning. It is possible to trick the network, so
that it will suddenly predict with very high confidence that a picture of an avocado “looks like a
cat”). (See also: artificial immune system, generalisation). 53, 283
auto-immune regulator (AIRE) a protein (transcription factor) ensuring that a broad range of
all potential “self”-peptides ends up in the thymus
during negative selection. Without AIRE, many
self-peptides would never occur in the thymus
and would thus not be tolerated by the T-cell repertoire. (See also: peptide, thymus, negative selection,
tolerance, repertoire). 27, 64, 209
auto-immunity harmful immune responses raised
against the body’s own cells. Normally, these
should be tolerated by the immune system, but
when this fails, auto-immune diseases can occur. (See also: tolerance). 20
B cell also called “bursa-derived” (B) lymphocyte.
B cells mediate the humoral arm of the adaptive
immune system, and are responsible for producing antibodies. They are named after the organ

where they develop in birds (the bursa of Fabricius), but in humans they develop in the bone
marrow. (See also: lymphocyte, humoral immunity,
antibody, adaptive immune system). 23
CD4+ T cells (T-helper cells) link the cellular and
humoral arms of the adaptive immune system by
"helping" B cells in getting activated. (See also:
T cell, B cell, adaptive immune system, humoral immunity, cell-mediated immunity). 24
CD8+ T cells (T-killer cells) provide cell-mediated
immunity by recognising and killing cells that
are infected by a virus or that are becoming cancerous. They do this by detecting signals on the
outside of compromised cells with their T-cell receptor. (See also: T cell, T-cell receptor, cell-mediated
immunity). 24, 53
cell-mediated immunity (cellular arm) consists of
the immune responses mediated by T cells. They
rely on these cells to be present, unlike humoral
immune responses, which only require soluble
antibodies. (See also: T cell, humoral immunity, antibody). 20, 23
cellular Potts model (CPM) a popular type of computational model of cell- and tissue dynamics.
It is essentially a picture of pixels, each belonging to a particular cell, which then becomes a
dynamic “movie” because these pixels can also
switch cell over time. Changes are governed by
a global energy equation, and cell-cell interactions arise dynamically because cells compete
for pixels. 97, 98, 117, 162, 170, 185, 186, 220
cellular theory of immunology the theory that cells
were responsible for (acquired) immunity. This
was first proposed by Ilya Metchnikoff in the late
19th century, but temporarily forgotten when the
humoral theory of immunology gained the upper
hand after Behring and Kitasato discovered the
antibody. (See also: humoral theory of immunology,
antibody). 18
cross-reactivity in the classical view on antibody/receptor specificity, each antibody or (T-cell) receptor
recognises only a single antigen like a lock that
can only be opened by one single key. Real interactions, however, are promiscuous: antibodies
or receptors can detect multiple antigens. This
interaction is still relatively specific in the sense
that it is “similarity-based”: the multiple antigens that a single receptor recognises typically
resemble each other. (See also: specificity (of antibodies, receptors), antibody, T-cell receptor, antigen,
promiscuous). 28, 29, 44, 54, 209
detailed biophysical model class of models that describe (migrating) cells mathematically with a
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set of equations at a high level of detail; they typically do not extend beyond the single-cell level
but focus on internal mechanisms (like reactions
and diffusion of polarity molecules, etc). 219
discrimination, (self-foreign) the ability to discriminate between “self” and “foreign” is crucial
for the T-cell repertoire if it is to protect against
foreign invaders while tolerating healthy cells.
In its most basic sense, it means that the repertoire recognises foreign and does not recognise
self. Thus, such discrimination can fail in two
ways: if (1) self-peptides are not tolerated, leading to auto-immunity, or (2) foreign peptides are
tolerated, and the immune system fails to act.
Note that because of this, discrimination is not
the same as tolerance: a repertoire devoid of
T cells would be perfectly self-tolerant, but since
it would “tolerate” foreign equally well, we cannot speak of “discrimination” in this case.
In Chapter 2, we also examine self-foreign discrimination among the subset of peptides that
was not used for negative selection; there, we
speak of “discrimination” when the peptides
best-recognised by the repertoire (i.e. with
the highest precursor frequencies) are predominantly foreign. This is a property we can only
define for the repertoire as a whole, not for individual T cells. (See also: repertoire, tolerance, autoimmunity, negative selection, precursor frequency).
42, 51, 53, 211
diversity of repertoires: given that antibodies and T-cell
receptors recognise their antigens specifically, the
immune system needs to host many of them to
ensure that it can still detect a wide range of
pathogens. (See also: antibody, T-cell receptor, specificity (of antibodies, receptors), repertoire). 19, 208
faster-is-slower effect the phenomenon where individuals competing for a narrow exit in a crowd,
when they try to move faster, actually become
slower because they block each other’s way. 190,
223
fundamental diagram analysis from the crowd dynamics field, where each unit’s speed is plotted against the local density of the crowd. This
speed-density relationship changes depending
on the underlying interactions: some units (like
ants) can preserve their motion under crowding,
while others (like humans) cannot. 187, 223
generalisation Also called “learning by example”; the
ability to infer a general “concept” from a set
of examples. Children learn English grammar
after hearing enough example sentences, and
can then construct new sentences they never
heard before. Non-French speakers can likely

still recognize that “fiévre” is French and “indoda” is not, even if they’ve never heard either
word before. And even without a degree in art
history, you’ll likely be able to distinguish a Rembrandt from a Mondriaan. (By the way, you
just learned the concept of generalisation “by example”). (See also: overgeneralisation). 44, 51
HCMV human cytomegalovirus. 58
HIV human immunodeficiency virus. 58
holes in the T-cell repertoire when negative selection acts on a promiscuous repertoire, it may remove not only self-reactive, but also foreignreactive T-cell receptors. If enough foreignreactive cells are removed that certain foreign
peptides can no longer be detected, we speak of
a “hole” in the repertoire. (See also: promiscuous,
repertoire, T-cell receptor, peptide). 30, 51, 209
humoral immunity (humoral arm) consists of the
immune responses mediated by B cells, which
trigger the production of antibodies to neutralise pathogens in the bloodstream. Unlike cellmediated immune responses, humoral responses
can be transferred via the soluble antibodies
alone; once these antibodies are generated, they
can provide protection independently of the
B cells that made them. (See also: B cell, cellmediated immunity, antibody). 23
humoral theory of immunology the theory that not
cells, but soluble substances in the blood were
responsible for (acquired) immunity. This theory was formulated in the late 19th century, opposing Metchnikoff’s cellular theory of immunology that (phagocytic) cells were responsible.
After an initial battle, “humoralists” gained the
upper hand when Behring and Kitasato discovered the antibody. (See also: cellular theory of
immunology, antibody). 18
intermittent random walk (I-RW) a version of the
random walk model where the “steps” alternate
with “stops” (time intervals where the cell does
not move, or only a little). (See also: random walk
model). 120, 169
keratocyte cells in the cornea of the eye (not to be confused with the “keratinocytes” of the skin). Keratocytes are a popular cell-model to study cell
migration. When they move, they form broad,
stable protrusions, giving them a highly persistent migration mode. (See also: persistence, migration
mode, persistent random walk). 127, 163
learning by example See: generalisation. 212
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lymph node organ of the lymphoid system. The many
lymph nodes serve as central meeting hubs
where T cells come together in search of their specific antigens. By patrolling between the lymph
nodes, migrating T cells can screen for signs of infection more efficiently than if they had to search
the entire body for their antigen of choice. (See
also: T cell, antigen, T-cell migration). 33, 161, 185,
215
lymphocyte the lymphocyte was discovered in the
1770s by William Hewson in the fluid coming
from the lymph nodes and thymus, but it took the
development of special “dyes” (by Paul Ehrlich)
before they could be distinguished from other
immune cells. Their function in the adaptive immune system was discovered only in the 1960s,
when James Gowans pinpointed them as the
units of the repertoire Macfarlane Burnet had predicted with his clonal selection theory. Lymphocytes come in two main types: B cells and T cells.
(See also: lymph node, thymus, adaptive immune system, repertoire, T cell, B cell). 22
macroscopic scale how spatial scales are defined is
somewhat arbitrary, but here we mean with
“macroscopic scale” the scale beyond what we
see with our microscopes; e.g. the scale of an entire tissue, organ, or even body—or functionallevel consequences over large periods of time.
215
major histocompatibility complex (MHC) part of
the antigen recognised by the T-cell receptor.
These are molecules on the outside of all cells
that flag them as “self”, ensuring that T cells respond to infected cells rather than free-floating
particles. The MHC molecules “present” intracellular peptides on the outside of the cell in a
pMHC complex, allowing the T cell to monitor
what the cell is doing. (See also: antigen, T-cell receptor, T cell, peptide, pMHC complex). 25, 51
mesoscopic scale the scale of the local interactions
of a cell with its direct surroundings, which may
consist of either relatively static environmental
structures, or highly dynamic moving neighbours. 215
microscopic scale how spatial scales are defined is
somewhat arbitrary, but here we mean with
“microscopic scale” the scale of the interactions
within the cell that give rise to motion; so the dynamics of the inner machinery and potentially
its interaction with cell shape. 215
migration mode the manner in which a (T) cell
moves. These modes can be highly diverse and
are associated with different cell shapes, motion
patterns, and molecular players depending on
environment and context. 115

monte carlo step (MCS) time unit of the CPM; it
equates to a number of copy attempts equal to
the number of pixels on the CPM grid (See also:
cellular Potts model). 118, 170, 186
negative selection, complete and incomplete
before newly generated T cells end up in the
bloodstream, they undergo two training processes in the thymus: positive and negative selection. Whereas positive selection mostly ensures that the TCR is functional and can respond
to peptides presented on MHC, negative selection is aimed at reducing the reactivity to self. A
diverse set of “self peptides”, derived from the
own proteome, is presented by specialised cells
in the thymic cortex. If the newly developed T
cell responds too strongly to one of these self
peptides, it is killed or otherwise silenced before
it can reach the bloodstream. We refer to negative selection as “complete” if it removes all selfreactive cells, and as “incomplete” if it occurs
only on a subset of self peptides and therefore
does not remove all self-reactive cells. 27, 30, 43,
51, 209
overgeneralisation generalisation taken too far.
From the examples “horse”, “cow”, and
“chicken”, one might infer the concept “animal”.
A new entry called “tiger” will then belong in the
same row. But if the true concept was “farm animal”, this is obviously wrong. By inferring the
broad class “animal”, rather than the more precise “farm animal”, we have overgeneralised. This
is what we see in Chapter 2 of this book, where
the T-cell repertoire seems to be learning the
concept of “plausible peptide sequence” rather
than the more useful “plausible self -peptide sequence”. (See also: generalisation). 63
peptide fragment of a protein, made of building blocks
called amino acids. Part of the antigen to the T-cell
receptor: the pMHC complex. (See also: antigen, Tcell receptor, pMHC complex). 26, 43
persistence the degree to which a cell moves in a
coherent direction; frequent turning means a
lower persistence. More formally, the “persistence time” is the average time it takes the cell to
turn by 90°. 115, 125, 161
persistent random walk (P-RW) a version of the
random walk model where the “steps” are correlated: the direction of a new step is not random,
but roughly the same as that of the previous step
(with some noise added). (See also: random walk
model). 125, 166
pMHC complex or peptide-MHC complex, is the antigen to the T-cell receptor. The MHC molecules
bind to and “present” intracellular peptides on
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the outside of the cell, allowing the T cell to monitor what the cell is doing and to kill it if its infected or cancerous. (See also: antigen, T-cell receptor,
peptide,). 26, 208
precursor frequency in the classical view on antibody/receptor specificity, each antigen is only detected by a single antibody or (T-cell) receptor.
When recognition is promiscuous, they can be recognised by multiple receptors; the fraction of
the repertoire that interacts with them is then
called “precursor frequency”. The receptors that
recognise a given antigen tend to resemble each
other. (See also: specificity (of antibodies, receptors),
antibody, T-cell receptor, antigen, promiscuous). 29,
211
promiscuous in the classical view on antibody/receptor specificity, each antibody or (T-cell) receptor recognises only a single antigen like a lock
that can only be opened by one single key; and
this antigen “key” can in turn only open one
single antibody/receptor “lock”. Real interactions, however, are “promiscuous”: antibodies
or receptors can cross-react with multiple antigens, and antigens can be detected by multiple
antibodies/receptors (precursor frequency). (See
also: specificity (of antibodies, receptors), antibody,
T-cell receptor, antigen, cross-reactivity, precursor
frequency). 28, 208

specific antigen. (See also: T cell, T-cell migration,
search, antigen). 35, 134, 161, 217
self-peptidome the set of all possible self-peptides
that might end up on the cell surface for T cells
to find. In the context of negative selection, the
“thymic” self-peptidome consists of the subset
of all these peptides that is actually presented by
the thymus. (See also: T cell, peptide, negative selection, thymus). 43, 64, 209
SEM standard error of the mean. 72
speciﬁcity (of antibodies, receptors) the antibodies and receptors of the adaptive immune system recognise their targets specifically: they only recognise one or a few antigen(s). For the T-cell receptor, the “antigen” is the pMHC complex. These
interactions were initially thought to be completely specific, like those between a key and a
lock, but later discovered to be more promiscuous.
(See also: antibody, antigen, T-cell receptor, pMHC
complex, promiscuous). 18, 43, 208
speciﬁcity (of immunity) the acquired immunity that
prevents illness after re-exposure to a disease is
“specific”: it only protects against that same disease, not against any new illness. (See also: acquired immunity). 16
string sequence of letters or numbers; for example
“hello”, “ell”, “4335”. 44, 52, 210

random walk model a simple, mathematical description of the motion pattern of (T) cells. Essentially, the motion path is reduced to a series
of “steps” that take a certain amount of time, go
in a certain direction, and do this at a certain
speed. This allows a statistical description of
motion, but can also be used to predict where
the cell ends up after a longer time. 36, 86, 134,
162, 185, 217

T-cell migration In order to fulfil their function (clearing up cancerous and infected cells), (CD8+ )
T cells need to be able to move or “migrate”
throughout the body. This can be on the macroscopic scale of the circulation (where cells move
via the blood and lymph, patrolling the lymph
nodes for their specific antigen), or on the much
smaller scale of motion within a tissue. (See also:
T cell, CD8+ T cell, lymph node, antigen). 12, 32, 208

repertoire all the antibodies or T cells of a single individual (each with their own specific antigens) together form the repertoire. For T cells, we distinguish the pre-selection repertoire (the set of all
T cells generated via the random receptor recombination process) from the post-selection repertoire (the set of all T cells that survive thymic negative selection and actually end up in the bloodstream to fulfil their function). (See also: antibody,
T cell, T-cell receptor, negative selection). 21, 43, 51

T-cell receptor (TCR) the receptor on the outside of
the T cell, whose “specific” antigen is a peptide bound to MHC, or pMHC. In this thesis we
mostly talk about CD8+ T cells; their TCRs recognise the foreign peptides that end up on the
surface of infected or cancerous cells. This is
how the T cell manages to “look inside” a cell
and knows that it is infected. (See also: T cell,
specificity (of antibodies, receptors), peptide, MHC,
pMHC, CD8+ T cell). 25, 51, 208

SD standard deviation. 72
search (by T cells) given that T cells recognise only
one or a few antigens, finding that antigen somewhere in the human body can be quite a challenge. (See also: T cell, antigen). 32
search strategy the idea that migrating T cells move in
a certain pattern because that pattern is somehow an “efficient” or “optimal” way to find their

T-cell repertoire See: repertoire. 12, 25, 208
thymus organ located in the front part of the chest, just
behind the sternum. It is a lymphoid organ, and
the place where T cells develop and undergo the
education process of negative selection. It is thus
critical for the adaptive immune system, especially
during the developmental stage early in life. (See
also: T cell, negative selection, adaptive immune system). 23, 43, 51, 161, 209
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tolerance ,
• general: anything that is not recognised/attacked by the immune system is “tolerated”. This
should normally apply to the cells and molecules
naturally present in the body (“self-tolerance”),
but can also extend to foreign entities that were
present during a critical time-window early in
life (“acquired tolerance”).
• of peptides: when our T cells do not respond
to our own, “self-peptides”, these peptides are
called “tolerated”. In general, this may be either
because the corresponding T cells have been
removed during negative selection (also called
“central tolerance”), or because some so-called
“peripheral tolerance” mechanism keeps them
from responding. In Chapter 2 of this thesis we
specifically investigate the central tolerance established by the thymus, so with a tolerated peptide we mean a peptide for which no T cells are
left. (See also: negative selection). 20, 43, 51, 208,
211
track data format used to describe cell motion, either
from time-lapse microscopy videos or from sim-

ulations. It is basically a list of coordinates describing where the cell was at which time. 83, 122,
144, 174
T cell also called “thymus-derived” (T) lymphocyte.
Critical for the cell-mediated arm of the adaptive
immune system and cell-mediated responses such
as clearing infected cells, rejection of donated organs, or certain types of hypersensitivity reactions. They originate in the bone marrow but
mature in the thymus, which is how they got their
name. (See also: lymphocyte, adaptive immune system, cell-mediated immunity, antibody, thymus). 23,
42
UCSP , universal coupling between speed and persistence, the phenomenon in cell migration whereby
faster cells turn less. 115, 161, 221
volume exclusion the principle that no two things
can be exactly in the same place, because they
have finite sizes and therefore have to compete
for space. 98, 119, 186, 218
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“Never trust anything that can think for itself if you can’t see where it
keeps its brain.”
–Arthur Weasley,
Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets by J.K. Rowling

Research data management

All (simulation) data and software presented in this thesis have been collected and archived
according to the “FAIR” principle: Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable.
Both of the presented software packages have been published under an open-access license. The R package celltrackR has been archived in the Comprehensive R Archive Network
(CRAN), and Artistoo is freely available in a GitHub repository that has been archived with the
publication.
For the simulation work described in chapters 2, 5, 6, and 7, full simulation and analysis
code has been stored and backed up while the work was conducted, in private GitHub repositories accessible by the supervisor. These repositories have been (or will be) made public
upon acceptance of the corresponding manuscripts. To ensure interpretability of the data, all
repositories also explain how to reproduce the manuscript figures using the provided simulation and analysis code. These repositories will be archived and given a doi upon manuscript
acceptance.
The experimental data described in chapter 7 were gathered at McGill University in Montréal, Canada. Animal work was approved and data were stored according to the guidelines
and regulations of that university.

“It matters not what someone is born, but what they grow to be.”
–Albus Dumbledore,
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire by J.K. Rowling
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Software contributions (open source)
Artistoo (artificial tissue toolbox) allows users to build interactive simulations of cell migration in the web browser, to share with a broad audience. License MIT.
Code: https://github.com/ingewortel/artistoo, see also: artistoo.net.
CelltrackR, an R package implementing state-of-the-art methods for the quantitative analysis of immune cell migration data. License GPL-2.
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